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Chapter 1
In groups or on their own, whether at work, at home or out shopping tens
of millions of astonished people were watching a specially coordinated
presentation airing around the world on TV, radio and on the Internet.
Scheduled programming all across the globe had been interrupted, and in
an unprecedented move all Internet service providers had agreed to redirect
all users to one central server located in Washington DC. The specially
constructed server had been designed to be able to cope with the huge
surge of incoming traffic and, for now it was operating as anticipated.
Similarly, radio stations worldwide had prepared for this moment.
The reports focussed upon an unlikely source; inside a large marquee
and without any formal introduction a dazed and tired looking individual,
Professor Simon Zenden is seen sitting in front of a host of international TV
and press reporters. The marquee had been hastily prepared within the past
two hours by military personnel and was now accommodating over 100
political and religious dignitaries. Onstage, Professor Zenden is
accompanied by his assistant Antonia Clarke. Alongside her sat an elderly
gentleman and a teenage boy. They all appeared dishevelled and exhausted
and were all who remained of his original research team.
A blizzard of flashlights threatened to blind the professor, who was
relieved to feel a tap on the shoulder from the serious looking official who
was to introduce him to the media. Moments later an announcement came
over the loudspeaker system.
“Ladies and gentlemen please be seated.’’
The flashlights ceased and the room descended into silence, with all
seats occupied.
“Professor Zenden?’’ the voice crackled from the loudspeaker.
Lifting his aching body wearily out of the chair, Professor Zenden’s hand
shook violently as he approached the table in front of him. He picked up a
glass of water in a vain attempt to clear his throat and leant forward onto the
table for support.
“M…my n…n…name is Professor Simon Zenden…’’
He coughed anxiously.
“Speak up!’’ someone shouted from the rear of the marquee.
A young man hurried onto the stage and leaned over the table. He
located a small switch and then turned on Professor Zenden’s microphone
before disappearing once again.
“Sorry. Can you hear me now?’’
“Yeah…’’ came several replies.
“My name is Professor Simon Zenden, I am - I think was - Head of
Archaeology at John Moore’s University in Liverpool, England. I’m not here
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to startle you, or to say anything to deliberately upset people around the
world,’’ he added hurriedly.
To those watching he seemed to be rambling, but as they listened he
turned toward his colleagues and raised his hand in their direction.
“Sadly, Antonia, Joe and Tim are the only remaining members of my
team. The others have perished.’’
He gave another anxious cough, followed by a hurried sip of water, some
of which spilled out onto his dusty jacket. For a brief second, he began to
wipe the dampness off the material but quickly realised the moment was too
big for such triviality. He looked up at his waiting audience.
“I have something very, very important to tell you. What I am about to
reveal to you will be very difficult to comprehend, but for the sake of all of
humanity you must try.’’
As the professor was speaking, TV cameras revealed that reporters
around the marquee were glancing at each other, looking baffled and a
man’s voice carried across from the rear of the marquee to the stage.
“We’ve got another crank!’’ he mocked.
The cameras then revealed that Professor Zenden had glanced toward
the source of the comment but by then it was too late. Laughter had already
filled the marquee and it was impossible for him or the cameras to identify
the culprit.
Suddenly, his jacket released a burst of dust as he slammed his hand
down on the table. “Stop!’’ he yelled.
The laughter fell away, along with the atmosphere of disrespect as those
present realised the extent of the professor’s anger.
“How dare you! How dare you mock the efforts of my team?’’ he retorted.
“These people risked their lives to bring you this information!’’
The room went quiet. Professor Zenden was clearly furious at the
immature nature of the response from his audience, and his eyes attempted
to make contact with as many of those present as possible. He then realised
many more millions of viewers were out there, laughing at their TV’s and
computer screens, so he looked directly into a TV camera.
“My colleagues died, and you laugh?’’ he scowled, angrily.
Those present and those watching around the globe had no idea that in
a very short while the foundations which had underpinned deeply held
beliefs across the world for thousands of years were going to be shattered.
The core belief systems of principal representatives of the scientific
community had already been shattered less than three hours previously.
Intertwined with his anger, Professor Zenden felt deep sorrow for those
about to receive the information. He knew that what he was about to reveal
was going to negatively affect each and every person on Earth. He also
knew he should at least attempt to prepare everybody for the impending
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shock …if that was at all possible. It was because of this he just about
managed to control his anger.
“As a result of what I’m about to say,’’ he continued, “all religion worldwide
will enter a tumultuous period of re-examination, a complete realignment of
the sciences will be required and the resolve and leadership qualities of the
political leaders here with us today, and indeed worldwide will be put under
intense scrutiny for many years to come.’’
Before continuing, he once again glanced around the room. Behind the
jostling TV, radio and press reporters the marquee was packed with the
dignitaries that had, a few hours earlier witnessed and then quickly endorsed
his discoveries. Shortly afterwards he had also presented his findings to an
assembled group of internationally renowned scientists and finally, it was
now time for him to inform the general population.
“I’ve been informed that my presentation is now airing in countries across
the world through TV and Internet outlets. This is crucial, because I’m about
to reveal the sensational results of the most complex, multi-disciplined and
internationally funded research ever undertaken. The purpose of this
research was to unearth the secret behind a remarkable discovery in the
Iraq Desert, some 30 kilometres south of Rutba.’’
He paused and fumbled in his pocket for the small memory stick on which
he’d backed up his documentation and images. He then scoured the
marquee until he found two particular attendees. Once he located them he
turned to his colleagues, winked and smiled broadly. “They didn’t win,’’ he
thought.
His three colleagues gave him the thumbs up and returned his smile.
“Go for it, Simon!’’ encouraged Antonia.
After inserting the memory stick into the laptop, he gestured his hand
toward the large screen behind him as it flickered into life. He then began
loading images from his memory stick onto the laptop. Meanwhile, the
audience was oblivious to a disturbance at the rear of the marquee. The two
attendees he’d focussed upon had disappeared.
“Following severe sandstorms over the Iraq Desert,’’ Professor Zenden
began, “space satellite imagery revealed what appeared to be the outline of
a previously undiscovered pyramid. The storms had cleared enough of the
surface sand to reveal a hint of what lay below. As you can see there was
certainly some cause for excitement. The location of the pyramid is clearly
visible in this image taken from the International Space Station as it passed
high above Africa.’’
From above, the pyramid appeared as a shining square to the north of a
group of rectangular buildings. It was clear that these buildings had been
deliberately positioned in close proximity to the pyramid. Another image
appeared, this time revealing a closer aerial view of the area. What appeared
to be a single continuous road extended around the entire perimeter of the
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site to create a smooth dark outline around the pyramid. Additional images
then appeared and further internal access roads could be seen within the
security barrier encircling the entire site. Much closer to the pyramid a
number of smaller, temporary research and accommodation units could also
be seen.
“The roads you can see had been constructed soon after the discovery
was made,’’ Professor Zenden added. “Due to the significance of the
discovery, the whole site was cordoned off to protect any artefacts that may
have been unearthed, and since then intense research has been carried out
to learn as much as possible from this fantastic find, supported and funded
by agencies across the globe. Given the spectacular nature of what had
been discovered I was honoured to be approached and asked to embark on
a series of research tasks, some of which were, quite simply incredible.’’
The professor noticed that the silence in the marquee had now become
permanent and, glancing toward Antonia he continued.
“I’ve also been working with Miss Antonia Clarke - a student of Ancient
History and Languages at Liverpool University and I’ve been given complete
access to every possible form of international support. Once selected to lead
the research project I called upon the expertise of the very best individuals
from within the scientific, political, historical, technological and religious
communities. America’s NASA and other space agencies provided
astronomical, technical and additional scientific expertise. Further help and
software has also been provided by countries such as Russia, Japan, China,
Australia and others. I received unprecedented collaboration across all
borders on a global scale.’’
Even the hecklers were now silent. They now knew this was for real.
“My team also spent much time investigating archaeological connections
which appeared to be associated with the Rutba findings. We used cutting
edge technology to inspect a myriad of physical evidence around the world
and elsewhere. We also consulted with interested parties globally to
decipher and make sense of the complex images and writings on the exterior
surface of the pyramid. As a result, our research provided an array of
sensational results. For example, I will, during this presentation provide
evidence that our existence here on Earth is the result of cataclysmic events
which occurred elsewhere in our solar system in the not-too-distant past. I
will also reveal to you why it is that almost all religions on Earth worship the
skies above. I will also prove to you that almost all landmasses and mountain
ranges here on Earth were created in a matter of minutes, along with
indisputable proof that our current understanding of plate tectonics is
inaccurate and incomplete. Incredibly, Miss Clarke has also produced
documentation which confirms that ancient religious writings such as the
Bible and the Quran contain many references to each of the events we have
uncovered. Also, the origin of many of the ancient megalithic monuments
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worldwide can now be revealed in great detail, and my findings also negate
the commonly held belief that life existing on other planets is highly unlikely.’’
He once again paused for breath before continuing.
“During a series of hastily convened meetings earlier today each of my
conclusions were immediately endorsed by leading scientists, astronomers
and religious & political leaders from around the world.’’
After yet another short pause, and as if to further demonstrate the
importance of the moment he continued with his dramatic announcement.
“From this point forward, the term ‘extra-terrestrial’ will adopt a whole new
significance within the psyche of people everywhere, because I’m about to
explain the reasons behind the grave warning I’m going to share with you.’’
He then turned towards the screen behind him upon which another image
had appeared. It brought an instant gasp from everyone in the room and,
because of the importance of the image he allowed a short time to pass to
enable those before him to fully absorb what it was that they were looking
at.
Before them was an image of an amazing pyramid, the likes of which had
never been seen before. The picture had been taken just after sunset; there
was a glow on the horizon which made the vision in front of them even more
spectacular. It appeared that the pyramid was constructed out of glass!
The silence was immediately interrupted by excited voices.
“It’s glass! How did they build that?’’ an excited cameraman asked noone in particular as he continued to operate the shutter on his camera. “It’s
unbelievable! Who on Earth could have…’’
He was interrupted by Professor Zenden who could see that the shock
of what they’d seen was now being replaced by wonder. Understandably,
the press and media reporters had failed to notice anything other than the
pyramid, but once they had overcome the awe-inspiring sight of it they
realised it was surrounded by sandhills and what appeared to be man-made
pathways which had obviously been constructed to make movement around
the pyramid easier. The professor then pointed at the screen.
“Did I hear someone say they thought this was made of glass?’’
The embarrassed cameraman remained silent as his colleagues looked
at him and smiled.
“It’s nothing of the sort,’’ continued the professor. “This, ladies and
gentlemen is made of the hardest, most precious material known to
mankind.’’
This time, the clicking and whirring of cameras ceased and flashes
stopped as a full extent of what the reporters were looking at became clear.
Once again fully in control of himself the professor delayed his next
announcement. He wanted to enjoy this moment, especially after what he
and his team had been through. He tried to hide the excitement in his voice.
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“This pyramid has been constructed out of one – yes one single diamond
block!’’
For reasons known only to the cameramen they all frantically began
taking pictures of the same image once again as a tidal wave of questions
roared towards Professor Zenden. The reporters launched into a tirade of
demanding, quick-fire questions. They’d been panicked into a chaotic need
for further information.
“How could that be?’’
“Who built it?
“How old is it?’’
“How high was the pyramid?’’
“Why diamond?’’
“Where did they get a diamond block large enough from which to cut the
Pyramid?’’
These and many other questions were lost in the commotion that was
created as they were flung in the direction of the professor. Some reporters
turned and ran from the marquee in order to get their story out before anyone
else. That decision meant that they would miss the opportunity to record the
biggest news story ever reported. The Diamond Pyramid (as it was to
become known) was just a tiny part of the sensational story the professor
was about to reveal.
“Before I continue,’’ he said, “I’d like to turn your attention to my team.
The information I am about to reveal to you was obtained as a result of great
personal, and in some cases heroic sacrifice. You see we lost two of our
colleagues on the journey I’m about to share with you.’’
It was clear at this point that Professor Zenden was struggling to maintain
control over his emotions and once again silence descended on the room.
“I dedicate all of our achievements and this entire announcement to Major
Dan Rutherford and Mr. Steve Robinson. They sacrificed their lives in order
to get this message to you all.’’ He looked directly toward the television
cameras and, locating the BBC crew he then pointed into the lens of their
camera before adding, “You all have so much to thank them for…’’
He briefly lost his composure as memories of the team and their work
flashed through his mind. Taking another drink and wiping his mouth he
calmed himself before continuing.
“What I am about to reveal will completely alter your perception of known
reality. You will need time to consider the gravity of the warnings that you
will be given and, if you hear what I say you will certainly re-evaluate what
you need to do with the rest of your time here on Earth.’’
These were major statements for him to make, given that all he had to
back them up was the image behind him. A familiar voice shouted from the
back of the room, insensitively ignoring the obvious emotion being shown by
the professor. “That picture could be a fake!’’ the voice yelled.
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The observation was instantly followed by heads nodding in agreement.
Although some reporters sympathised with the professor, they wanted their
story. These people were hungry for a good headline, and in this instance
their careers could actually depended on the accuracy of the story.
A different voice added to the air of tension. This time it emanated from
a point much closer to Professor Zenden.
“We all know how easy it is to produce an image like that!’’
Other reporters voiced their agreement.
“Of course, of course,’’ nodded the professor, before waving away their
comments with the back of his hand, expressing a confidence that only
someone holding all the aces could display. “This is real,’’ he said calmly as
he pointed to the image. “And it’s also only the beginning. I hope I’ve
prepared you sufficiently for what is to come.’’
The image on the screen disappeared and microphones, cameras,
flashlights and notebooks were slowly lowered in collective anticipation of
what was to follow.
“Before I reveal further images I must insist that I take you back to the
beginning of my research.’’
He lifted the microphone from its stand, returned and slowly lowered
himself back into his seat as if to convey to the rest of the room that this was
going to take some time. Again, one by one the reporters followed suit –
although some had to sit on the floor of the marquee. The whole scene now
resembled a teacher preparing to tell a story to his eager students. This was
exactly how Professor Zenden had wanted it to be. This story demanded
respect, and despite the initial pessimistic response this was exactly what
he now had. It was then that he began to narrate his epic story.
“I was on holiday in Switzerland with my wife, Susan…’’
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Chapter 2
In their hotel room in the picturesque town of Brienze, Professor Zenden
eliminated the annoying sound that had just summoned him out of a deep,
relaxing sleep. The day before he and his wife of 20 years, Susan had been
walking on the slopes of Brienzer Rothorn in the beautiful Bernese Oberland
and had ended the day with a wonderful meal at the Grand Hotel. Although
it had been an exhilarating walk Susan was understandably exhausted. The
last thing she needed was for her to be disturbed from her rest.
“Hello, Simon Zenden.’’
“Hello, Simon. My name is Thomas Carragher. I’m calling from the British
Embassy in London, England on a professional matter. Please allow me to
apologise for calling you at this time in the morning.’’
“I am fully aware where London is, and don’t you also apologise for
disturbing people when they’re on holiday?’’ the professor hissed, still not
fully awake.
“Sorry, sir.’’
Professor Zenden realised how rude he’d been.
“How can I help?’’
“Well, Simon. I really don’t know how to put this, but I …er, um …I
have…’’
This time Professor Zenden tried to help the poor man.
“Just say what you have to say.’’
“I’ve been asked to inform you that your presence is required at the British
embassy in Geneva.’’
Somewhat puzzled by the request, the professor attempted to end the
call. “Thanks. I’ll contact them in the morning. Goodbye’’
“No, sir. I’m sorry. They need you there immediately.’’
Professor Zenden glanced at his watch. It was 4am. He brushed his
ample locks of brown hair back over his head and rolled his eyes in
frustration.
“It’s 4 in the morning!’’
“I’ve already apologised for that, Simon.’’ Mr. Carragher was now also
getting agitated. He never liked making these calls.
“Tell them I’ll be there in a few hours. What’s so important that it can’t
wait?’’ Professor Zenden enquired.
“I can’t say, sir. A car is on its way to collect you. Thank you. Goodbye.’’
The telephone went dead and the bemused professor replaced the
handset and slammed his head back onto his pillow.
His wife murmured softly as she awoke.
“Not this holiday,’’ he thought as his wife turned towards him. “We’ve
been having such a fantastic time’’.
“Who was that, dear?’’
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Professor Zenden looked toward his wife, dreading having to share with
her the content of Carragher’s call.
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Chapter 3
By 7:30am Professor Zenden had arrived in Geneva and was sitting in
the office of the British Ambassador, Sir Jacob Tomlinson.
“Thank you for coming here at such short notice,’’ said Sir Jacob. “I’m
aware we’ve interrupted your holiday. This is most unfortunate.’’
“Very,’’ replied the professor. His anger hadn’t diminished as he was
driven through the beautiful mountain scenery toward Geneva. The sun had
risen on another gloriously warm summer day and he’d been forced to leave
his wife at the hotel.
“I’m afraid your specialised area of knowledge has made this intervention
necessary,’’ added Sir Jacob.
Professor Zenden sat forward in his chair. He loved his work and
suddenly any inconvenience was forgotten.
“Excuse me?’’
“I’ve been requested by the Home Office to order you to leave
Switzerland immediately.’’ He handed the professor an envelope. “Here’s
your ticket. Unfortunately, you only have twenty minutes to get to the airport.
Don’t worry. You’ll be rushed through customs,’’ he added before quickly
turning away.
“WHAT?’’ retorted Professor Zenden. “How dare you! I’ve no intention of
leaving Switzerland for another eight days!’’
It was as if he hadn’t replied as Sir Jacob continued.
“Your wife has been notified and has been taken care of. She’s on her
way back to England.’’
Professor Zenden had never experienced anything like this. His head
was reeling.
“What do you mean… back to England?’’
“I’m very sorry, but I’m sure you realise that I also had to rise early this
morning to deal with this situation. I have an engagement at 8:30 and I really
must go and prepare…’’
Sir Jacob then left the room without further comment.
The professor stared straight ahead, numbly. Thoughts crowded his
head.
“What had just happened? What was going on? Who was responsible?
Why him? Why now? Why NOW?’’
He then remembered the envelope he was holding. Slowly, he slid out
the ticket to learn where it was that the authorities had summoned him so
dramatically.
It was Egypt!
His jaw dropped open as he wiped his glasses and clumsily replaced
them on the bridge of his nose. He’d been to Egypt many times throughout
his career, but never in circumstances such as these.
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He was angry. He was tired. But most of all, he was excited!
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Chapter 4
In the arrivals lounge of Cairo International Airport Professor Zenden was
surprised and delighted to see walking towards him Miss Antonia Clarke, a
colleague from Liverpool University. Apart from being a very bright student,
Miss Clarke had far excelled any student of Ancient History and Languages
who had ever attended the university. She was also a beautiful young
woman. Her brown, waist length hair was kept firmly under control by the
thick headband she wore. Her hazel eyes sparkled with delight as he
approached.
“Hello, Simon!’’ she said as she greeted him with a warm handshake,
followed by a brief kiss on his cheek. She had a lot of respect for Professor
Zenden, who had helped her quite a lot during her studies.
Surprised at the kiss, the professor was taken aback. For a moment he
briefly forgot the unusual circumstances that had brought him to Baghdad.
“What a lovely coincidence meeting you here!’’
“This is no coincidence,’’ replied Antonia, smiling. “I’ve been sent to meet
you!’’ She put her arm inside his and led him out of the airport and to a
waiting taxi. “The Cairo Marriott, please,’’ she instructed the driver.
“It’s good to know my stay here will be a luxurious one,’’ smiled Professor
Zenden, wiping perspiration from his face.
“I’m sorry to disappoint you, but we won’t be staying overnight in
Baghdad.’’
“Why not?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
“I’ve no idea! From your lack of knowledge of what’s going on I think
you’ve arrived here in the same way I have – totally uninformed.’’
“Yes’’ sighed the professor.
“But isn’t it exciting!’’ enthused Antonia.
“Yes!’’ Professor Zenden smiled back.
Heading through the dusty roads, the professor admired the way in which
the people of this great city fought off the windblown sands with nothing more
than sweeping brushes. As he stared out the window his thoughts had begun
returning to Switzerland when Antonia grabbed his attention once again.
“Remember, when I met you at the airport I said I’d been sent to meet
you? At the hotel I saw something which makes me think that we are
involved in something very, very special.’’
“Yes,’’ replied the professor. “You really have got me puzzled. What have
you seen?’’
Antonia laughed out loud. “You’ll see for yourself in a couple of minutes!’’
They were definitely two individuals who shared an overwhelming
passion for archaeology and ancient history. Little did they know that their
interests were about to send them on an unbelievable journey of discovery,
danger …and death.
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Chapter 5
Upon their arrival at the hotel they were greeted by a sombre looking
official who, waving the taxi driver towards a porter standing at the reception
desk quickly ushered Professor Zenden and Antonia into a side corridor.
Very soon they were inside a large conference-style room, and although it
was bright sunlight outside it was very dark inside.
“Ready?’’ said a voice from the far end of the room. They had clearly
interrupted a meeting of some kind.
Immediately, a large screen came to life directly opposite the professor
and Antonia. The reflected light from the screen revealed a number of
individuals seated around a large rectangular table. Professor Zenden
noticed two seats were vacant. He steered Antonia towards them and sat
down alongside her. As he did a voice from the other end of the table greeted
them.
“Thank you for coming here at such short notice, Professor Zenden.’’ He
then looked toward the official standing alongside the screen. “Please
proceed with your review of the current situation.’’
“It’s not good sir,’’ the presenter replied. “Despite our best efforts we just
cannot get near breaking the code.’’ He looked awkward. “Despite a period
of intensive software development, we are no closer. It really is a problem
we cannot solve at this time.’’
The screen switched several times to a series of images showing a whole
catalogue of unusual markings. Professor Zenden instantly realised that
despite his vast experience of ancient antiquities and archaeology he could
not recall anything similar to what was before him. To him it looked like a
new language had been discovered. Even accounting for the recent curious
events that had occurred this was by far the most exciting. Keeping his
thoughts to himself he remained silent as the presenter concluded his
summary.
“Sir. We need help.’’
“Need help?’’ thought the professor. He was at a loss to understand why
they would need help. It was clear these people had major international
contacts and were very well funded. Considering the way in which he had
been collected from holiday, travelling first class with all expenses paid he
was perplexed. “They need help? It might be that we need help,’’ he thought
worryingly. Maybe these people had made a mistake. He dreaded the
embarrassment he’d face when they realised they had brought in the wrong
person.
“See?’’ asked the voice at the top of the table once again. “This is what
we’re up against.’’
It appeared that those seated around the rest of the table were finally
being invited to participate. Using the glare from the bright screen, the
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professor glanced at the individuals sitting opposite him hoping to find a
familiar face, but to no avail. However, he did note that almost all within his
line of sight wore uniforms of some kind. That accounted for almost half of
those who were present.
“Who else is attending the meeting?’’ he thought, too overawed by the
whole occasion to lean forward and look.
Suddenly, the intensity of light increased dramatically. The inside of the
room was instantaneously daylight, even though the blinds remained firmly
closed. A crazy variety of colours flashed all around. Brilliant white was
followed by a deep red followed by all shades of blue, green, azure …and
more and more colours kept appearing – everything except the darkness of
black. The cause of the blinding display became apparent when Professor
Zenden’s eyes readjusted to the increased light levels. Just then he felt a
kick on his left ankle. It was Antonia, who had realised what had happened
seconds before the professor. The darkness in the room had been
transformed by something quite amazing! Gradually, both Simon and
Antonia began to see clearer and clearer. The dramatic light display was
emanating from the images on the screen. They both shielded their eyes
from the glare as though they were protecting their eyes from bright sunlight.
“Incredible!’’ exclaimed one of the observers.
The image before them was indeed astonishing. It was a pyramid
structure unlike any other with which Professor Zenden was familiar. The
yell he’d just heard had accurately summed up what they were looking at it was absolutely incredible!
“I’m very, very sorry for startling you all,’’ the now familiar voice
apologised. “These were the first video images we took of the pyramid, and
it was felt you should see them as they were first captured.’’
By now everyone around the table could see quite clearly a pyramid that
appeared to be crystal clear, almost glass-like.
“The dramatic colour display you’ve just witnessed has a somewhat more
mundane explanation. This video was recorded the morning after the
pyramid was discovered, at sunrise to be precise. As the sun rose above the
horizon, light was reflected and intensified when it passed through the
pyramid, resulting in what you have all just seen on the video. You people
are lucky,’’ he added, “the officer who recorded the images is now totally
blind.’’
The screen went blank and the lights came on, making the whole room
appear dour, lacking of colour. The person making the comments stood and
gestured towards Professor Zenden and Antonia.
“Before I continue, I must apologise to our new arrivals.’’
He began walking around the table in their direction.
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“Thank you once again for coming here at such short notice,’’ he said,
offering his hand to Professor Zenden who, along with Antonia rose to greet
him.
“My name is James Schwartz, coordinator for this mission.’’
“Mission?’’ muttered the professor. “What mission?’’
“All in good time, Simon.’’
His attention then turned to Antonia.
“I take it you are Miss Clarke?’’
“Yes.’’
“I’ve learned so much about you and your work. My sources tell me that
you and Simon have worked closely together for a number of years.’’
Antonia was surprised she’d even been thought of as an equal to
Professor Zenden.
“Simon has been my mentor and my inspiration,’’ she said as she gently
touched the professor’s arm. “He’s taught me everything I know and it’s more
the case that I’ve been learning from him over the years rather than working
with him.’’
Professor Zenden was genuinely embarrassed. “Don’t underestimate
yourself Antonia,’’ he said. “You have a very special talent.’’
“Either way,’’ interrupted James, “you both have a lot to do in a very short
space of time. Please be seated once again,’’ he requested as he walked
back to the top of the table. Once there, he remained standing.
“Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome Professor Simon Zenden and
Miss Antonia Clarke to the team.’’
“Team? What team?’’ thought the professor. He also thought it would be
more appropriate to have been asked if he would like to take part in this
mission, whatever it might be.
“Some of you will recognise Simon from his many appearances on TV.
He’s the world’s highest authority on archaeology and has a combined
knowledge of the cultural characteristics of ancient civilisations which is
unrivalled anywhere in the world. We are extremely fortunate he’s here with
us today.’’
Professor Zenden looked around the table and saw appreciative, smiling
faces looking back at him.
James continued: “Alongside Simon is Miss Antonia Clarke. Antonia has
worked with Simon for over five years and has also developed a reputation
for her works in the field of ancient archaeology and the writings and
traditions of the ancient world.’’
Antonia’s cheeks flushed. She was not used to being publicly introduced.
Not knowing what to do next, she simply bowed her head as everyone’s
attention turned to her.
Realising that both looked uncomfortable James offered a welcome
suggestion.
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“I’m sure Simon and Antonia are keen to meet the rest of us in a less
formal manner. Shall we have afternoon tea and reconvene here at 16:00
hours?’’ The suggestion was a popular one and as everyone rose to leave
the room he added: “In the interests of security I’m sure you’ll understand
my request that you do not discuss this project with anyone else outside of
this room.’’
Professor Zenden and Antonia were relieved. James had called it just
right. The professor was indeed interested to find out who else was present.
He didn’t even know in what capacity James Schwartz was operating.
‘Coordinator for this mission’ could mean anything. But most importantly,
what was the mission to which he’d just referred?
Behind Professor Zenden and Antonia two large doors opened, and
everyone was invited out into an adjoining room bathed in sunlight that was
pouring in through intricately designed windows. The hotel, which was
previously the historic Gezirah Palace was the most luxurious of all hotels in
the sprawling city. Nestled on the banks of the river Nile the hotel often
benefited from wafts of cool, moist air coming in from across the river.
Thankfully, this was the case today.
Once they had left the meeting everyone congregated on the terraced
area outside to enjoy the cool breeze. The weather was glorious and the
view magnificent. Just yards in front of the hotel grounds local fishermen and
traders were sailing their feluccas slowly back and forth, silhouetted against
the river by the light of the sun, adding to the calm ambience of the whole
afternoon. However any sense of calmness was only on the surface. It very
quickly became apparent that excitement was building amongst the
assembled team.
“Hi. The name’s Robinson. Steve Robinson. I’m out of Harvard. Been
selected for my technical abilities, I believe.’’
Antonia turned around to see who had introduced himself so abruptly.
Steve Robinson was a tall, handsome individual. His eyes were part-hidden
by his stylish glasses and thick, curly black hair.
“How can this be?’’ Antonia thought to herself as she put forward her
hand to return the greeting. “This guy looks even younger than I do and yet
just like me he’s part of a team that has to complete a mission of apparently
international importance!’’
“Hi. I’m Antonia Cl..’’
“Clarke, from Liverpool. Home of the Beatles!’’ interrupted Steve as a
smile traversed his thickset jaw. “Despite what others may say I do pay
attention in class,’’ he said, referring to her very public introduction earlier.
Antonia smiled back, because she’d immediately decided she liked
Steve. Given the serious nature of their presence in Cairo, and of the anxiety
amongst the rest of those present it was refreshing for her to share laughter,
if only to relieve the tension. As if to underline her thoughts Steve looked
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backwards over his shoulder before leaning close to her, whispering into her
ear.
“What’s this secret mission all about?’’
Antonia whispered a mocking reply. “I think we might have the task of
saving the world!’’
Both started laughing out loud again, much to the annoyance of several
other people on the terrace who’d been engaged in discussions far more
serious than theirs.
Meanwhile, Professor Zenden had made it his business to locate James
Schwartz and find out why his presence was required, and why he had been
hauled away from his wife and their holiday.
James was sitting on the terrace of the hotel overlooking the Nile. Shaded
beneath a huge white parasol and with a cool glass of wine in his hand he
was enjoying a serenity his work almost never allowed. Suddenly, the
silence was broken by the sound of Professor Zenden’s voice.
“Ah, there you are!’’
James sighed. He’d been expecting this.
“May I?’’ The professor gestured to an empty chair.
“Of course, Simon. Please sit down. Would you like me to order you a
drink?’’
“No thanks. I’d like to talk. I guess you’ve an idea why I’ve come.’’
“Of course, and I’m sure Antonia is just as concerned as you.’’ He leaned
forward and placed his glass on the table. “You’ll find out within the hour.’’
“But what about…’’
Before Professor Zenden could finish his sentence he was interrupted.
“Please be patient for a little while longer, when all will be revealed. Why
not take this opportunity to telephone your wife in England? I’m sure she’ll
be worrying about you.’’
The professor froze. In all the excitement he hadn’t tried to contact Susan
since he had left the hotel in Switzerland, and suddenly realised how
distraught she must be. Without saying another word to James, he rushed
back into the hotel to make the call, passing Antonia and Steve who had
found a table in the shade.
“Hi Simon!’’ said Antonia as her former tutor raced past and entered the
hotel without replying.
“Hey. That dude is one uptight professor!’’ said Steve.
“Don’t be so quick to judge, Steve. Something is wrong. I’ll see you later,’’
she said as she hurried off to find the professor.
“Yeah, later,’’ said Steve with a frown, taking the last gulp of his second
ice-cold lager.
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Chapter 6
Following their afternoon tea, the team reassembled in the conference
room. By 16:07 everyone had settled into their seats, but there was no sign
of Professor Zenden. The only sound in the room came from the low
humming of the overhead fans – much to the annoyance of Antonia who had
become increasingly worried about the absence of her colleague. Despite
spending the rest of the afternoon break looking for him she’d been
unsuccessful. Suddenly, James Schwartz lifted his head from the document
he was reading.
“Has anyone any idea where Simon might be?’’
The humming of the overhead fans filled the silence which followed.
“Antonia?’’ James looked at her inquisitively, but Antonia didn’t want to
create trouble for Professor Zenden.
“Er, no. I didn’t get a chance to talk to him after I left Steve out on the
terrace. Whatever the emergency he certainly was in a hurry.’’
An awkward silence once again descended upon the room. After a further
three minutes Steve decided to listen to his favourite music and plugged his
earphones into his cell phone. Once the music started the rest of the team
made cursory glances in his direction. Steve was oblivious to the fact that
the atmosphere in the conference room was increasingly tense, and that the
rest of those present were edgy enough without having to listen to the
annoying crackle of sound coming from his headphones. Unaware of the
angst he was creating Steve leant back with his eyes closed, nodding his
head to the beat.
Watching him, Antonia smiled. “He’s so funny,’’ she thought.
Suddenly, a knock came on the door, and in walked the professor.
“I’m so sorry. I had trouble contacting my wife in England.’’
“Is everything alright Simon? How is Susan?’’ asked Antonia.
“She’s fine. She’s quite confused, but she’s fine.’’
“Shall we start?’’ James prompted, relieved to see that Professor
Zenden, the most important member of the entire team had returned. He
had half expected to receive a message indicating that the professor was
leaving the building, which would have been undesirable as James would
have had to instruct his security staff to return him involuntarily to the
meeting.
“Now that some of you have got to know each other a little better,’’ he
said, “I would like to reveal to you why you have been summoned to attend
here today.’’
Once again the room went dark and the large plasma screen lit up.
“The reason for bringing you all together is of major importance. In fact,
this meeting is the result of a series of diplomatic meetings involving each of
the main political leaders around the world.’’ Turning toward the screen he
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reminded them of the earlier dramatic images. “The content of the images
you have witnessed today have been confirmed as a major new discovery.
Because of its composition, the main structure you have seen has been
classified as The Diamond Pyramid.’’
As James talked the screen displayed a number of short video clips of
the pyramid from different viewpoints.
“The recent Category 7 wind storm over North Africa displaced large
areas of sand, revealing the upper portion of the pyramid. It stands just over
15 metres high and is completely transparent as you can see.’’
“Where is it?’’ asked Steve.
James raised his hand as he clicked on the mouse.
“Please be patient Mr. Robinson. In a few moments all will be revealed,’’
he said as he paused the on-screen presentation. “If you look closely you’ll
see a rectangular shape deep inside the pyramid.’’
Everyone in the room leaned forward to try and get a better view. The
image on the screen was inconclusive because they were looking down into
the pyramid, below the level of the surrounding sand.
“We’ve no idea what this is, and despite the best efforts of a variety of
Government agencies we don’t think we’ll find out unless we can enter the
pyramid.’’
He began playing the video again, and this time several military
bulldozers could be seen clearing away large volumes of sand from around
the structure.
“We haven’t found the entrance yet. When we do I’ve received
instructions to go inside and get closer to that object.’’
The video was once again showing the mysterious rectangle deep in the
heart of the pyramid.
“This is why you people are here today.’’
Professor Zenden felt the hairs on the back of his neck stand up. He
glanced at Antonia, who was spellbound by the information she’d just been
given.
“On the outside face of the pyramid we found a series of markings which
we assume to be the work of an unknown ancient civilisation. Unfortunately
we cannot decipher any of these markings. When we do we are hoping they
will somehow help us to access the object inside the pyramid.’’
The professor was so engrossed in what was being said he hadn’t
noticed James walking around the table to stand behind him. Then, to his
astonishment he heard James make an announcement.
“As the world’s leader in the combined fields of ancient archaeology and
history we would like to invite Simon to head up the team tasked with
breaking the code and entering the pyramid.’’
Professor Zenden was taken aback and turned around to face James.
“Me? Lead the team?’’
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“Precisely,’’ replied James. “You’ve been selected by no less than 5 world
leaders as the best candidate for this role and I’ve been ordered to ensure
you are given every level of support.”
"The professor glanced at Antonia, who returned his look with a broad
smile. He couldn’t believe his luck and knew he had to accept! He stood up
immediately, grasped James’ hand and shook it with violent enthusiasm.
“I’d be delighted to accept such an important responsibility,’’ he
exclaimed as he glanced toward Antonia again, asking her the question she
knew would come. “Are you coming along for the ride?’’
“You bet!’’ she replied instantly, her entire body shaking with excited
anticipation.
“Where in Egypt is the Diamond Pyramid?’’ Steve enquired. He too
sensed the excitement, but the team received another surprising response.
“It’s not in Egypt, Mr. Robinson. The pyramid is located in western Iraq.
We’ve established a research facility at the site and arrangements have
been made for you to be transferred there immediately. The journey was to
be made by road but there’s been increased urgency to ensure your
involvement as soon as possible. Consequently, you, Professor Zenden and
Antonia will be flown to your destination. Firstly, you’ll arrive at Imam Ali
Airbase before the end of the day and then flown by helicopter to Rutba.
With particular reference to your role you’ll be given full access to all aspects
of software development upon your arrival. Please feel free to make any
changes you feel are necessary. You will all be briefed on the progress of
our colleagues and why they believe they have reached the end of the road
in terms of discovering the key to entering the pyramid.’’
He walked to the top of the table, picked up his documents and dropped
them into his briefcase before turning to face the assembled group.
“Now, if you’ll forgive me I have to report back on the results of our
meeting today. Good evening …and good luck everybody.’’
He smiled as he left the room, leaving nothing but bewilderment in his
wake.
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Chapter 7
The early evening sunshine baked the sidewalks of the sleepy town of
Oroville in Washington State as several young boys played football. Across
the road a mother sat on the porch, rocking her baby back and forth. As she
looked on, the boisterous activity increased and before long she needed to
shout a warning. Her son had unwittingly overthrown the ball and it had
struck a window on the house opposite making a loud noise as it did.
“Be careful, Josh, you’ll pay for any damage! Mr. Patten will see to that!’’
Behind the window the loud bang went unnoticed by the occupant of the
room. Oblivious to the commotion caused by the errant ball, and sitting cross
legged on his bedroom floor Tim traced his fingers over the surface of a large
globe. He’d mentally pictured the scenario over and over countless times
before …and still he felt the same.
“Grandpa’s correct,’’ he muttered to himself. “He’s got to be…’’
His bedroom resembled that of most teenagers. It was untidy, smelly and
full of useless, mostly broken toys and games. Despite being bought for him
by his mom, dad, relatives and friends for birthdays or other special
occasions he never really bothered playing with them. To the contrary, he’d
found an alternative use for many of them by systematically dismantling and
reassembling them as he developed his manic inventions. This was a strong
characteristic of his Grandpa. It was in their DNA to constantly come up with
new and sometimes quirky ideas.
Tim lacked friends at school, which used to annoy him, although he’d
long since decided he enjoyed his own company more than theirs anyway.
He was used to being the butt of name calling as he meandered his way
around the school halls. He’d often be greeted with words like “Hi weirdo…’’
or “Jeez, here comes Tim the crazy boy.’’ “What’s today’s invention Tim?’’
would be another often asked question. Whenever he was teased in this way
Tim would just keep his head down, subconsciously narrating his mom’s
advice. “Sticks and stones may break my bones but words will never hurt…’’
Just like his Grandpa, Tim loved being at home playing around with the
incessant tide of ideas that kept entering his head. Bringing some of them
into the real world was great fun, especially if it meant dismantling the
unwelcome selection of gifts he’d collected over the past few years. He then
glanced at the content of the huge picture frame positioned directly above
the globe. It contained newspaper cuttings covering most of the early years
of his life. “Boy Prodigy!’’ shouted one headline. “A genius amongst us!’’
cried another from the local Oroville Chronicle. The rest of the frame
contained articles and headlines of a similar nature. To his embarrassment
his parents’ had also inserted the photographs of him that had accompanied
each article.
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Tim was indeed as bright as the dramatic headlines implied. At the age
of six he had illogically displayed a unique ability to recall with detail all
manner of historical events – especially those based on various global
religions. It had all begun when Tim’s religious teacher had asked his class
to try to explain their feelings about God.
Each youngster had, in turn tried valiantly to impress the bald,
bespectacled Mr. Grossman. One by one each child struggled, much to the
amusement of their friends – and their teacher.
“Tim…’’ Mr. Grossman said as he lowered his glasses and looked across
the classroom. “It’s your turn.’’
To everyone’s surprise – including that of Mr. Grossman, Tim stood up
from his desk and walked toward the front of the classroom. He looked up
at his teacher as he turned to face his classmates.
“Well, Sir. I believe you’re asking the wrong question. Or might I suggest
that your question was asked in the wrong way?’’
Mr. Grossman was taken aback at the sudden maturity of Tim.
“Be my guest,’’ he smiled.
“It may have been wiser to ask us how we felt about the way in which
religion has developed over the centuries,’’ began Tim. “And why it is that
despite their apparent differences many religions around the globe have
uniquely similar foundations.’’
His classmates were lost already.
“Maybe that’s what I’ll do next time, Tim. Thank you,’’ frowned Mr.
Grossman.
“When you do,” added Tim, “perhaps we can then discuss the merits of
each religion and extrapolate the core truths which actually bind them
together?’’
“Thank you, Tim. You may sit down now.’’
“But sir, the likelihood is that if the true historical record of each religion
is compared in a rational manner, many future wars could be averted …’’
“Sit down, Tim! Thank you.’’
A baffled Mr. Grossman raised his eyebrows and glanced over his
glasses once again as Tim returned to his seat.
“What on Earth has just happened?’’ he thought to himself. “What on
Earth…’’
His thoughts were interrupted by the shrill noise of the school bell which
had announced the arrival of the lunch break.
“Thank you everybody for your input this morning.’’
The familiar bedlam which accompanied the noise of the bell had already
begun and as he was speaking children were disappearing out of the door
in search of food. As they did he raised his voice above the din.
“Don’t forget your homework on Thursday!’’ he shouted.
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The classroom emptied quickly. In an instant the noise that had filled his
classroom was now progressing down the corridor toward the dining hall.
Mr. Grossman put his hands on his hips and smiled as he turned towards
his desk. As he did he was surprised to find that Tim hadn’t left the classroom
along with the other children.
“Do you see what I mean, Sir?’’
“Excuse me, Tim. It’s time for lunch!’’
“Oh don’t worry about that, Mr. Grossman. I can wait.’’
“I was thinking about my lunch,’’ the tutor smiled patiently.
“Take the Bible for example. It says quite plainly that “In the beginning…’’
“Tim! It’s time for lunch, now off you go….’’
“But Sir…’’
This time the tone of Mr. Grossman’s voice was firmer.
“No, Tim. You need to eat your lunch otherwise you’ll find yourself feeling
hungry later this afternoon.’’ He then gently ushered Tim through the
classroom doorway and out into the corridor. “We’ll talk about this on
Thursday.’’
He closed the door and shook his head in bewilderment. As an
elementary school teacher he was completely at a loss how to engage in the
conversation Tim had tried to initiate. For goodness sake a child was
discussing ancient religion, and that particular subject was way above his
own pay grade! He realised the importance of what had just occurred and
knew he needed to speak to the school Principal as soon as possible. He
also knew that he needed to do so before Thursday’s lesson.
From that day onwards Tim’s life changed irreversibly. Within days,
following a meeting between the school Principal and several members of
staff, Tim’s knowledge of ancient religion was briefly assessed by Mr.
Longfellow, the school History teacher. The Head of Religious Studies, Miss
Boddington had also discovered an apparent understanding of ancient
religion way beyond Tim’s years. Tim’s parents were quickly caught up in
the excitement of learning of the unique abilities shown by their only child.
Other children had informed their parents of Tim’s strange behaviour and
soon the commotion at Oroville Elementary School had attracted the
attention of the local press.
Not long after the assessments had taken place, Tim had endured further
psychological evaluation and was eventually diagnosed as someone who
functioned within the autistic spectrum.
“Autistic? No …you’re just wired differently,” his parents would say when
Tim complained about being told he was different to most other children.
“Always remember, just be you because you’re on the very edge of genius!”
was their repeated advice.
However, and against his wishes Tim was transferred to another
educational establishment the name of which implied a more suitable
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environment for him to continue with his education. However, after attending
the Oroville College of Excellence for a couple of months it became clear
that Tim’s abilities superseded all of the pupils in his year group and most
young people throughout the entire college. Although his new college
specialised in educating gifted children, on many occasions Tim’s
unpredictable and random level of knowledge quite often eclipsed that of his
tutors in much the same way as it had with Mr. Grossman back at Oroville
Elementary.
Throughout the period since leaving his old school Tim had no idea he
possessed any kind of gift whatsoever. He was puzzled why he had been
taken out of Oroville Elementary – and he missed it. As far as he was
concerned he was just a normal, freckle faced kid.
Or so he thought.
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Chapter 8
“Begin with Mars and work backwards,’’ Grandpa had said. “There are
clues everywhere in the Solar System, and Mars will lead you to them. Keep
going until you persuade them to believe you.’’
At the time he’d uttered those words Tim’s Grandpa was in his mid-sixties
and lived in a retirement home just outside of town. Tim knew how much this
meant to Grandpa and he’d responded exactly as his Grandpa had hoped.
“I will, Gramps. I won’t let you down.’’
That was five years year ago, and thankfully Grandpa had continued to
be in good health for someone his age. He was incredibly spritely although
his memory seemed to be failing. Tim knew it was important that he learnt
as much as possible from Grandpa in order to fulfil his promise. Tim loved
to visit him whenever he could, and he knew how important it was to learn
of his Grandpa’s discoveries before time ran out.
It was then that Tim realised it had been three weeks since he’d popped
in to visit Grandpa and a heavy feeling in his chest made him sigh. He knew
he’d miss him when he was gone because he seemed to be the only person
in the world who understood the real toll that his ‘gift’ had taken on him
personally. Tim had confided in Grandpa when his change of school had
alienated him from his tiny circle of friends. Grandpa had also been wise
enough to see through Tim’s bravado when his peers at school began dating
girls. Tim had never managed to attract the interest of a member of the
opposite sex at all. Even when he’d summoned up the courage to smile and
say hello to a girl his efforts were always ignored. Grandpa had comforted
him when he was clearly feeling down. “Don’t worry Tim,” he’d said, ‘’she’ll
come into your life when you least expect it. That’s the way it happens – one
minute you’re single and lonely, the next you’re talking about engagements,
weddings and kids!’’
At fifteen years of age this elusive female had still not entered his young
life. Tim remembered Grandpa’s advice with affection, but from afar he was
aware that the friends he’d known had been dating regularly for over a year
and this had begun to irritate him more and more. With another sigh he
turned his attention to one of globes hanging just above his bed and his
thoughts immediately became more positive. It was Mars, and with his eyes
darting everywhere he slowly turned it on its axis. After listening to the
snippets of information his grandfather had shared with him he’d studied the
globe in order to gain further understanding of what Grandpa believed he’d
discovered. He had also used magazines, pc software, maps and online
imagery to build up his knowledge of this mysterious planet and, following
further advice from his Grandpa he knew exactly what to look for …and
where. The Internet-based software programs which accurately depicted the
surface features of Mars and the rest of the objects within the Solar System
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had made the learning experience a lot of fun, and over the past twelve
months Tim had also turned his attention to the surface features of Earth.
Yet again it seemed as though Grandpa was correct.
“Dinner’s ready Tim!’’ a voice shouted from downstairs.
“Coming Mom!’’ he replied, touching the globe gently. “It’s obvious,’’ he
said out loud before reaching for another globe, this time of Earth. He then
traced along the line of the mid-Atlantic Ridge with his finger.
“It’s so obvious!’’ he declared.
Just as Mars had done, Earth had revealed to Grandpa a geologic
account of what he believed had happened in the past; an account which,
he maintained had been completely overlooked by the scientific community.
In Tim’s room, the variety of globes that annoyed his mom so much had
been a great help to Grandpa before he’d passed them to Tim, but it was
the Internet that provided the most useful information. Even a short glance
at online maps had produced jaw-dropping results. Once Grandpa had
observed unusual geology and then traced back what he thought were
associated geologic features across Earth, he was convinced he’d found
something very, very big. Everything seemed to fit into place.
“Tim. Your dinner’s going cold!’’
A startled Tim jumped up and headed downstairs, leaving the globe
spinning as he left. As he sat at the table the aroma of mom’s cooking
instantly reminded him how hungry he was.
“Good evening son,’’ said Harry, Tim’s father.
“Hi Dad. How did your day go?’’
“Oh, you know, it had its ups and downs.’’
Tim grinned. He knew what the answer would be. It was the same every
night. His father was a lineman for Okanogan District PUD. His work often
entailed climbing up electric transmission poles to repair outages. It was
sometimes dangerous work, but he knew his dad loved his occupation.
“Not that old chestnut, Harry?’’ said Tim’s mom, Evelyn. “It’s the same
joke every night!’’
They all laughed together. It had become a ritual joke a long, long time
ago but nobody really cared.
“Sorry, honey.’’ Harry smiled.
“Did you catch the news when you came home from school?’’ asked mom
as she placed Tim’s plate on the table.
Tim was thoughtful. This was not one of mom’s normal questions.
“No,’’ he replied. In fact it was something she’d never asked before so he
enquired further. “Have I missed something?’’
“It was the darnedest thing I’ve ever seen. It was some kind of scaremongering by scientists. I missed most of it but it seems to have caused a
commotion. I expect it will be covered on the news again later. I’ll call you
down if it does.’’
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Tim was mystified. Neither of his parents had ever involved him in
discussion concerning news items. “You’re too young to worry…’’ was the
reply he received every time he enquired about an interesting issue on the
news. “Just relax. Enjoy your childhood. There’ll be plenty of time to worry
later,’’ they’d say.
After dinner Tim returned to his room, automatically lowering his head to
avoid hitting one of the several suspended planetary globes as he made his
way to his laptop.
“Where would I be without you, my little beauty?’’ he smiled as he jumped
onto his bed. His conversation with the machine continued as he wedged a
pillow against the wall. He giggled at the conversation he was having with
himself. “I wonder how many people have said the same to their laptops
today?’’
Although determined to keep his promise to help Grandpa, Tim had
become increasingly fascinated by his so-called ‘gift’. It was true the
knowledge he possessed was not gained from normal study practice. In fact,
he was constantly amazed when an historical ‘memory’ of which he had no
prior awareness suddenly entered his mind. He was even more amazed
when his subsequent research proved that the information contained within
his uninvited memory was, in fact very accurate.
The laptop hummed into action. Tim input his password with the index
fingers of each hand: C-A-E-L-O-R-U-M, pressed the return key …and
waited. As he did his thoughts wandered. He remembered when earlier that
summer his parents had treated him to his new laptop and wondered why it
was that, when the laptop requested a password suggestion the first word
to enter his head was the strange word Caelorum. Even though he’d
automatically entered the word as his password, Tim had long since stopped
questioning why he had done so. He didn’t know the meaning of the word or
even if it was genuine or not. These things sometimes happened to Tim –
they just came along without any warning, so without question he had used
Caelorum as his password. It just felt right, and he continued to use the word
when logging onto his laptop. Just as he was about to go online Evelyn
called from the hallway downstairs.
“It’s on again, Tim!’’
“What could she be talking about?’’ Tim thought as he shunted the laptop
onto the bed and once again made his way downstairs. When he entered
the room his father was already sitting in front of the television reading the
newspaper. Mom was busy out in the kitchen. He looked at the screen and
then shouted in her direction.
“What is it you want me to see?’’
“Keep watching or you’ll miss it,’’ she replied.
Harry lowered his paper and saw that his son’s eyes were immediately
transfixed by the images on the television screen.
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Tim couldn’t believe what he was seeing. Mesmerised, he slowly eased
himself into the chair nearest to the TV.
“What do you think?’’ asked mom as she walked into the living room,
passing a coffee to Harry. As she did she saw that she was correct in her
assumption that Tim would be interested because he was too engrossed in
what he was watching to reply. His attention was fixed to a replay of the
earlier news article which covered the discovery of something new deep in
the Sahara Desert. It was introduced as the main item of the day so it was
clearly important news. Harry aided Tim by pressing the volume button on
the TV remote, and the voice of an excited news reporter entered their home.
“Thanks, Guy. Here we are at ground zero. The area you see behind me
lies south of Rutba in Iraq.’’ He held out his hand and gestured toward the
surrounding desert. “There’s nothing but sand for over 30 miles in any
direction, and the inhabitants of Rutba were clearly perplexed at the invasion
by the world’s press as we passed through their town.’’
The announcer was a familiar face on CNN.
“Although we’ve been informed there won’t be any press announcements
for some time yet, the gossip amongst journalists is that this is possibly the
biggest news item they have covered in their entire career. There certainly
appears to be a huge security operation behind me. We estimate that a ten
square mile security cordon has been built to prevent access to whatever it
is that lies behind the cordon.’’
The image on the screen zoomed over the reporter’s shoulder to reveal
a continuous three-metre-high metal fence that stretched out into the
distance.
“As you can see, at fifty metre intervals two heavily armed military officials
stand in what we assume is anticipation of an attempted breach of the
cordon. It’s clear that any attempt to get into the site will be met with an
armed response.’’
The camera rotated and variety of military vehicles also appeared
onscreen.
“Wow,’’ muttered Harry. “Tanks and anti-aircraft missiles!’’
“This is a repeat of what I saw earlier. It’s a lot of fuss don’t you think?’’
said mom.
“They’ve probably found more oil, honey!’’ added Harry wryly.
Tim frowned at the distraction they were making.
“Shhhh!’’
“The locals tell us that this started some time ago,’’ the reporter
continued, “when helicopters began transporting a whole range of
equipment into the desert. They say they’ve seen portable office cabins, fuel
storage tanks and other containers pass over in the direction of the secure
area. It appears that a significant facility has been constructed behind this
huge fence. You can probably hear the noise of military jets above me.
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We’ve been told that these have been deployed to create a no-fly zone over
the entire area. Over to you in the studio, Guy.’’
“I know what this is,’’ thought Tim. “I know exactly what this is!’’
He decided to keep his thoughts to himself because he was already
planning his escape to Rutba.
“Gotta go out!’’ he blurted to his parents as he jumped out of his chair.
Harry immediately lowered his newspaper. “Where to?’’
“To see a friend. Bye.’’
Harry then turned to his wife. “I don’t like the sound of this,’’ he said.
“When was the last time Tim said he had friends to go and see? I didn’t think
he had any friends anymore?’’
He was correct. Since moving to his new college on the far side of town
Tim hadn’t maintained any lasting friendships. In fact, almost all of his
interests involved activities at home. Meanwhile, out in the hallway Tim
grasped his school bag before rushing out to collect his trail bike from the
garage. He threw his bag over his shoulder and headed off down the
driveway at speed. Evelyn followed him out to the garage, but arrived as Tim
disappeared off the driveway.
“Tim!’’ she shouted. “Tim!’’ she shouted again, this time much louder than
before. “Where are you going?’’
Her calls were in vain. Tim had disappeared out of sight. He was heading
for Lake Osoyoos State Park, because he knew he needed time alone to
work out how to get to Rutba from Washington State. Thankfully, traffic rarely
used Lake Loop Road and within minutes he was roaring down Chesaw
Road, passing row after row of fruit trees. It was yet another gloriously sunny
day in the Okanogan region and after crossing the bridge over the Okanogan
River Tim slowed to turn right onto 16th.
As he did, he heard a shout from the sidewalk.
“Hi Tim!’’
It was Mrs. Blake, a delightful old lady who lived close to the Patten’s on
Lake Loop Road. Tim glanced in her direction and waved.
“Hi Mrs. Blake! Nice to see you! Gotta go!’’ he yelled, and in a flash he
was gone.
“My, Tim. You’re in quite a hurry aren’t you?’ she called out, but Tim didn’t
hear. He was now heading toward Main Street at breakneck speed. A few
minutes later he was approaching the entrance to Lake Osoyoos State Park.
Beautifully positioned on the southern end of Lake Osoyoos, the park
contained an RV site and campground. The facilities were excellent for
recreation, and Tim knew that at this time of year he could blend in with the
tourists without fear of being targeted by local schoolchildren, who tended to
hang out at the smaller, centrally located community soccer field opposite
his old school on 9th avenue.
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Tim cycled in, negotiating his way around two huge motor homes waiting
to enter the park. As expected the site was full to capacity with RV’s filling
many of the allocated spaces. Trailers and tents provided accommodation
for the rest of the tourists using the site. Tim rode through the park until he
reached the beach, which was bustling with holidaymakers enjoying
barbeques and the refreshingly cool lake. He continued along the waterfront
until he reached the small rocky outcrop at the point where Lake Osoyoos
empties the Okanogan River southward toward the mighty Columbia River
and then finally into the Pacific Ocean. Just as he suspected, none of the
visiting tourists had risked clambering over the large, jagged rocks that jutted
out into the lake. He jumped off his bike, hooked his school bag over his
shoulder and headed for the tranquillity of the rocks. Once there he took out
his notebook, pen and the world atlas he’d brought home from school where,
thankfully Tim had attended geography lessons that afternoon.
“Fate!’’ he mumbled to himself as he settled down to contemplate his
journey. Opening the back pages of the atlas he searched for Rutba in the
listings, but it wasn’t there. He knew the location of Iraq but had never heard
of Rutba. Disregarding this fact he flicked through the pages of the atlas,
located the page containing Africa and scanned Iraq for any clues. Although
he was interested in geography Tim hadn’t really paid too much attention to
the quality of the maps in his school books but today he was disappointed.
The maps were useless. Rutba didn’t appear anywhere, but before
disappointment set in he remembered his old friend, the Internet.
“My mobile!’’ he said out loud, attracting a few surprised glances from
people on the beach away to his left. Grasping his mobile out of his pocket
he located his mapping software and searched for Rutba.
“Come on, come on…’’ he whispered to himself in a more controlled
fashion as the search results slowly downloaded. A few moments later he
was looking at a map of an area of Iraq which appeared to consist of nothing
but a single highway traversing a vast desert. Zooming in he was delighted
to find Rutba. This isolated town appeared as a tiny dot lost amongst the
vast sands of the surrounding desert. A couple more minutes later and Tim
had learnt most of the details he needed to complete the journey he was
determined to make.
“Over six thousand miles away. Ok. How do I get there?’’ he thought.
The distances involved did nothing to dissuade Tim from his mission.
Somehow, he knew he needed to get to Rutba as soon as possible. At that
moment he recalled his visit to the Shaded Grove Retirement Village on the
outskirts of Oroville about three years ago when Grandpa had predicted this
event would happen.
“If you have a hypothesis the best way of confirming you’re correct in
your assumptions is to predict events that lie ahead,’’ he said.
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“But how can anyone predict the future?’’ Tim remembered asking as
he’d admired the large maps of the Solar System on the wall above
Grandpa’s desk.
After a few moments thought, Grandpa pointed out of the window to an
area across the lawn which was shaded by trees. “Imagine you had the idea
you could get to those trees in thirty seconds,’’ he suggested.
Tim looked out of the window and was confused at the sudden change
of subject.
“I could easily predict you’d never make it,’’ Grandpa continued, “but how
could I be so confident?’’
Although he didn’t have a clue what direction the conversation was now
heading, Tim offered a response.
“Well, Gramps, we’re on the second floor of this building, and I’d need to
run down the stairs and across the lawn in order to get there in time.’’
“Quite right, Tim. Do you think that would be possible in thirty seconds?’’
“Of course not!’’ laughed Tim.
“That’s because you can easily predict that the obstacles in your way
such as the stairs, the doors, the distance and the effort required would
prevent you from making it to the trees in thirty seconds.’’
Grandpa smiled and pointed towards a bench on the lawn just yards from
the trees. “However, if we were sitting on that bench down there…’’
Tim finished of the sentence. “We’d both make it to the trees within thirty
seconds easily, Gramps.’’
“Correct, Tim. The point I’m making is that if an individual who is
developing a hypothesis can successfully propose the future outcome of
their findings before getting to that specific point they must continue in the
knowledge that they are on the right track. Only when subsequent research
throws up problems should they reconsider their hypothesis.’’
Tim remained confused. He couldn’t keep up with the explanation coming
from Grandpa.
“Have you ever considered you may be wrong with your hypothesis,
Gramps?’’
“No. Never,’’ Grandpa replied tersely.
Tim was taken aback as Grandpa continued.
“What annoys me is the arrogance of the scientific community when
faced with radical ideas. They rely so much on past assumptions it’s
outrageous! Many of these assumptions were made over two hundred years
ago and are constantly being perpetuated due to disgraceful levels of selfinterest – so much so that today’s scientists seem incapable of accepting
what is actually staring them in the face. Many good men and women with
ground-breaking ideas have been pilloried for decades, even to their graves.
This was done by the very same people who then adopted and adapted the
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original work of the poor souls they’d earlier mocked. Look what happened
to Alfred Wegener.’’
Tim interrupted. He could see Grandpa was getting angry.
“Wegener? I know of his work. He was the guy who discovered
continental drift, isn’t he? We studied his work in college.’’
“Yes, although you wouldn’t think so when you listen to those pushing
forward the plate tectonics theory. You would think it was they who had
discovered that the surface of Earth had moved in the past.’’
By now Tim was worried his Grandpa would hyperventilate, or worse.
“Hey Gramps, cool your jets! You’re getting worked up over something
that happened years ago!’’
“I know, I know,’’ replied Grandpa. “It just makes me so angry. Most
modern-day scientists don’t really have a brain of their own. They just
reiterate what other scientists have proposed many years before.’’ He
thumped the window frame firmly. “They are the lazy ones, and they are
preventing real scientific progress. Unlike those so-called professionals, I’ve
carried out years of risk-based research. I’ve risked following where this path
was leading me. I could have hit major problems with my hypothesis. It could
all have been a waste of time, and unlike these university, commercial or
government-funded scientists I’ve not received any funding for the years of
time and effort I have put in.’’
He paused for breath, but only momentarily. Tim didn’t have a chance to
intervene.
“I truly believe money lies at the root of the problem. Perhaps if scientists
weren’t benefiting from long-term, fully funded research programs they may
be more willing to confront the accepted beliefs of the day, rather than
dutifully endorsing the needs of commercial interests.’’
Tim realised his efforts to calm his Grandpa were failing. “Why don’t you
sit down for a while, Gramps? I’ll make us some coffee.’’
Grandpa headed for the large leather chair in the corner of the room but
to the dismay of Tim he continued his rant.
“To make matters worse I’ve consistently predicted events long before
I’ve completed each element of my research. That’s the sign of a good
working hypothesis, but still they won’t listen to me,’’ he groaned with his
voice filled with frustration.
“Far out! You must be really confident in your hypothesis!’’ suggested
Tim, once again trying to lighten the mood.
“Of course I am,’’ replied Grandpa, finally settling into his chair. “But
always remember that in science there’s nothing as sad as the destruction
of a beautiful theory by a single, ugly fact.’’
Then, unexpectedly he smiled, much to Tim’s relief.
“Thankfully, I’ve never found a single, ugly fact to prevent the progress
of my hypothesis - right up to this very day.’’
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Tim took the opportunity to lead his Grandpa away from his frustrated
state of mind.
“Ok Gramps. I’m gonna put you on the spot. In relation to your Impact
and Exit Event theory, give me a prediction that you’re certain will happen.’’
Grandpa answered immediately and confidently.
“Oh that one’s easy, and it’s not a theory, it is a hypothesis.’’
Tim mockingly rolled his eyes at the correction as Grandpa continued.
“One day in the future - although I can’t say when - archaeologists will
discover another pyramid in the Sahara Desert, only this time it will be the
real thing, and when they do it will cause quite a stir…’’
“The real thing? I thought the Great Pyramid was the real thing?’’ Tim
queried.
“Far from it. Despite its grandeur, the Great Pyramid is simply a copy of
an earlier, far more sophisticated structure.’’
“But how do you know it will be in the Sahara Desert?’’ asked Tim.
“Because it was buried there,’’ Grandpa replied with a grin before
promptly correcting himself. “Because it is buried there.’’
At last, Grandpa’s demeanour had now softened considerably.
“By who? And how do you know it’s definitely buried there?’’
“It wasn’t individuals that buried it,” replied Grandpa. “A catastrophic
event way off to the east culminated in the entire regions we refer to as the
Far, Middle and Near East and North Africa being almost completely covered
by debris,’’ he added, tapping the side of his nose. “I can’t tell you any more
at the moment. I have more research to do to confirm my initial findings.
However, what I can tell you is that the original pyramid will be much, much
older, and it will contain information that will force us, or rather humankind
to reconsider our present beliefs about the origin of our species.’’
“Far out!’’ Tim recalled yelling, happy that Grandpa had finally calmed
down.
He had remembered that visit ever since, because it was at that time that
he had begun to believe in Grandpa’s Impact and Exit Event hypothesis.
He sat on the rocks as the sun began to set over Lake Osoyoos and
spent the next two hours working out his itinerary for the journey to Rutba.
Finally, he estimated he would need approximately $4,000 to finance his trip.
This was a significant problem because he only had $350 in his savings
account at Sterling Bank in Oroville.
After much time spent mulling over his problem the sun had set behind
the Cascade Mountains. The cooling evening air had surrounded him before
he finally decided that the only possible way he could raise the money he
needed would be to talk to Grandpa. He knew his parents wouldn’t even
consider lending him that amount of money let alone agreeing to him taking
the trip to Iraq alone. Yes, Grandpa was the only option.
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He packed his school bag, clambered back onto the now deserted beach,
remounted his bike and headed off to the retirement village, with his
excitement increasing with each change of gear.
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Chapter 9
The basic accommodation was a far cry from their Cairo hotel, but
Antonia didn’t mind at all. Here she was in the Iraq Desert participating in
what was by all accounts the most important archaeological research ever
undertaken. She was not only taking part, she was a key player! Never in
her wildest dreams did she think she would be in this position, and on top of
all of this she believed she’d made a discovery of her own that would make
Professor Zenden proud.
Inside the tent the heat was just about bearable. The external generator
had continued to power the air-conditioning unit, making it far more
comfortable to be inside.
Outside, in the searing heat of the desert she could hear Professor
Zenden talking to Steve Robinson.
“Steve. I need some kind of technical solution to the incompatibility
problems we’re experiencing. Can you get these two systems to talk to each
other?’’
“Sure, although it might take a few days. Have I got enough time?’’
“It’d be better if you could come up with something within 24 hours,’’
replied the professor.
“I’ll do my best,’’ replied Steve as he headed in the direction of the airconditioned IT centre, looking towards the Sun as he did. “I’ll be glad to get
out of this heat!’’
Professor Zenden heard a soft voice calling out to him.
“Simon?’’ Antonia was beckoning him from the entrance of her tent.
“Have you a moment to spare?’’
The professor nodded and smiled. “What now?’’ he said, in mock
annoyance.
“I’ve been referencing ancient languages and writings and I’ve noticed
something which is either very interesting, very bizarre …or both,’’ replied
Antonia.
“Tell me more…’’ urged the professor as he entered the tent.
“Well, it may sound stupid but there seems to be some kind of correlation
between each of the ancient languages around the world.’’
As she was talking she hurriedly cleared the table in front of her and
unfolded a large piece of paper.
“When each of these languages are read individually they appear
completely different, in both content and style.’’
She then placed a number of separate, smaller pieces of paper onto the
larger sheet. On each of these were individual letters and symbols from
various languages worldwide. Antonia then compared, turned and aligned
them as though she was constructing a jigsaw. Finally, she had arranged
the pieces where she knew they needed to be.
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She then surprised Professor Zenden again by reaching under the table
and pulled out four mirrors assembled in the form of a flat-topped, upturned
pyramid.
“I asked one of the maintenance guys to put this together,’’ she explained
as she lifted the unusual object onto the table.
She then carefully positioned the inverted, mirrored pyramid at the centre
of the table, purposely reflecting the various papers she’d already placed
there. Once she was happy with the alignment of the upturned mirrors she
gently released her grip.
“But when they’re arranged in this way,’’ she added, “you get …this!’’
With an excited jump she moved backward and waved both arms to
motion Professor Zenden away from the table to stand alongside her.
“Can you see it?’’
Professor Zenden stared at the table for what seemed an eternity.
Rubbing her hands together, Antonia could hardly contain her
excitement. “Well. Interesting or bizarre?’’ she asked impatiently.
“Antonia. When I said you had a talent I meant it - and this is why. I can
think of no other person who would approach this in such a way’!’
Antonia was so excited she demanded an answer.
“Interesting or bizarre?’’
“Both!’’ came the instant reply. Professor Zenden was amazed at what
lay before him. He’d never seen anything like this. The combination of the
upturned, mirrored pyramid and each of the languages had produced a
startling 3-D effect. Once each letter of the various alphabets was reflected
in the mirror they formed a consistent series of images.
“This is amazing!’’ he said as he walked around the table, investigating
the curious display from all sides. Excitedly, he turned toward Antonia and
gestured to her with outstretched arms. “Come here!’’
Antonia automatically moved toward the professor as he pulled her to
him and hugged her excitedly.
“What did I do to be so lucky to have you in my life?’’ he laughed.
Antonia hugged Professor Zenden tightly. His endorsement of her
abilities meant the world to her.
The professor glanced past Antonia at the 3-D mirror effect. He could
already see that in many areas of the table the combined shape of the
mirrored letters produced exact replicas of the external markings on the
diamond pyramid. He realised very quickly that this could provide the key to
the solutions they’d been seeking for so long.
“This is amazing work, Antonia. We need to get everyone together at
Central Control immediately,’’ he said as he turned and headed out of the
tent.
“Steve!’’ he shouted as the hot desert air hit his face. “Steve! Stop what
you’re doing! Come here, quick!’’
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Chapter 10
“Hello, Tim!’’ beamed Grandpa. “It’s a little late for a visit, don’t you
think?’’
Grandpa wasn’t complaining at all. He was delighted to see his grandson
again.
“Sorry,’’ puffed Tim. “I haven’t been to see you for a while Gramps, but
I’ve an emergency!’’
“It’s ok, son. That’s life. Sit down and let me see how I can help. Do Harry
and Evelyn know you’re here?’’
Tim looked at the floor ruefully.
“Sorry, no sir.’’
“Problem number one, eh?’’ Grandpa smiled wisely. “Would you like a
drink of juice?’’
“Yes please.’’
Once Grandpa returned Tim hurriedly began explaining why he needed
his help.
“Whooaa! Slow down a little!’’ Grandpa suggested with a laugh as he
leant over to put down the tray. “You lost me when you mentioned that your
mom told you to watch the news!’’
“Sorry, Gramps. It’s just that I think your prediction about the discovery
of another pyramid has come true.’’
Grandpa almost dropped tray.
“What did you say?’’
“It was on the news. Well, not quite all of it. Just a long wall and some
military jets, helicopters and supplies being transported through the air
and…’’
Grandpa suddenly realised what was happening. He knew Tim had a
fantastic imagination and coupled with the information he’d passed on to him
over the years it was easy to see why he was confused. Clearly, Tim had
seen a news report concerning a war situation and misread what he’d seen.
“Wall? Jets? Helicopters? How can this prove my prediction has come
true? Where is the wall? Is it in a war zone?’’
“It’s in Iraq, Gramps.’’
Suddenly Grandpa looked serious. “But there aren’t any new USA
operations over there?’’
“No, sir. But it’s all over the news.’’
Grandpa wasn’t one for watching TV. He was far too active for that. He’d
travelled south to Tonasket for the day with other members of the retirement
village and had missed all of the day’s news coverage.
“Turn on the TV and take a look,’’ urged Tim.
Grandpa quickly clicked the remote and located the CNN news channel.
Sure enough, the news report was still being aired in a continuous loop, just
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as it was on Fox News, the BBC, Al Jazeera and all other major news
channels. Without a word to each other they both watched the coverage as
it looped several times. Finally, Tim broke the silence.
“Do you think this is it?’’
Grandpa looked at him with an excited glint in his eyes.
“Yes!’’
Tim was convinced Grandpa suddenly looked twenty years younger. He
even jumped up out of his chair and moved around the room much quicker
than Tim had seen for quite some time.
“What do I need to do, Gramps?’’ asked Tim.
“Let me think on it for the night. Meanwhile, go home but don’t mention
to Harry or Evelyn that you’ve been to see me. They let me know a long,
long time ago that they had run out of patience with my hypothesis.’’
Tim knew what Grandpa meant. He’d listened ever since he was a
toddler as Grandpa talked with mom and dad about his Impact and Exit
Event hypothesis. He remembered excited conversations followed by lighthearted discussion which continued for hours. Most nights he would fall
asleep as his father and Grandpa continued debating, with Tim waking the
next morning in the warm comfort of his bed. After a while, when he needed
more and more help around the house Grandpa came to live with Tim and
his parents and it was about that time he became aware of tension within
the family. He remembered arguments between Grandpa and his dad when
Harry had become tired of Grandpa’s constant passion for anything
associated with his Impact and Exit Event hypothesis. Dad was a publicly
paid employee, doing difficult and oftentimes dangerous work dealing with
electrical problems in oppressive heat conditions, along highways filled with
dust created by passing traffic. When he came home all he wanted to do
was to relax with a couple of beers. However, a lot of the time Grandpa was
anxiously waiting for him to arrive home, keen to share new ideas about his
hypothesis. Harry was always exhausted at the end of the day and the
combination of Grandpa’s enthusiasm and his exhaustion became
increasingly explosive. Over time, it became clear to Grandpa that his Impact
and Exit Event ideas were not welcome any more. Thankfully, the tension
between Harry and Grandpa had evaporated when Gramps moved into the
Shaded Grove Retirement Village.
“Were you that bad?’’ laughed Tim as he headed for the door.
“I talked about it every wakened hour of every day, seven days a week,’’
smiled Grandpa as he hugged Tim. “Take it easy going home and send me
a text to let me know you arrived ok.’’
“Will do Gramps.’’
Tim left the retirement village and headed home with excited thoughts
rushing through his brain. Grandpa seemed so excited, and better still he
had agreed with Tim that this was the prediction coming true. They were
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both sure of it and Gramps was planning the next step. Life couldn’t get more
exhilarating than this!
Without warning, Tim was forced to swerve and brake so suddenly he fell
off his bike onto a grass verge. He knew what was coming. He’d experienced
this sudden rush of energy many times before. Another vision was on its
way. He lay motionless, staring up at the stars as the vision began forming
in his head. He could see huge sections of Earth’s surface rising and falling
under immense stress. Entire cities were raised up and down in a terrifying
series of geological convulsions. Millions of terrified inhabitants panicked.
Storms compounded the scene and the whole surface of Earth seemed to
split apart and sway from side to side. Finally, the tormented sections of
Earth fractured and disintegrated until they disappeared under waves of
immense height, taking with them millions of stranded souls and leaving
behind nothing but a swirling, hissing mass of mud and water. The vision
had run its course in less than twenty seconds but had appeared so clearly
that Tim struggled to regain his breath.
“What did that mean?’’ he thought as he sat up and composed himself.
A few minutes later he remounted his bike and headed home. The vision
had unnerved him but it was what Grandpa had said that kept him awake
most of the night.
The next morning, he was sitting bleary eyed at the breakfast table much
earlier than normal.
“You’re up and about early,’’ said mom. “Couldn’t you sleep?’’
“Yeah, but I need to be in school early today. I have to catch up on some
work.’’
Tim had prepared his answer through the night. He couldn’t sleep and
had spent the last four hours wondering when Grandpa would be in touch.
He had replied to Tim’s text last night with a simple ‘Thanks and goodnight,
son’ message, but that was it.
Frustrated, Tim decided to call Grandpa on the way to school, but
Grandpa explained he was already on his way into town and that he’d meet
Tim when he arrived at school.
As usual, the weather in Oroville was glorious when Tim dismounted his
bike ten minutes later.
“Morning Grandpa,’’ he smiled as he walked away from the cycle
compound. “Why have you come into town? Have you come up with a plan?’’
“I imagine you haven’t slept a wink?’’ chuckled Grandpa.
“No. I couldn’t stop thinking about what you said last night…’’
Grandpa reassured him. “I’m going to call in and see your mom today,’’
he said. “Don’t worry – I’m hoping to have some good news when you come
home.’’
“Really?’’ Tim wasn’t expecting Grandpa to swing into action so quickly.
“What news?’’
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“You’ll soon find out,’’ replied Grandpa. “Go into school, enjoy your day
and I’ll see you later.’’
Tim felt mildly disappointed as Grandpa walked away, but only for a few
seconds as a sense of excitement built inside him once again.
“I wonder what Gramp’s is up to?’’ he contemplated, with his thoughts
racing once again. He opened the door and entered school. “Today’s going
to last forever,’’ he groaned.
Sure enough, throughout the morning Tim watched the classroom clock
tick, tick its way toward another completed minute, and although he’d never
noticed it before the sound of the clock mechanism moving with each
passing second now seemed deafening.
“Only three more hours to go before school finishes,’’ he thought
despondently. “Why is it that time always slows down when I’m looking
forward to something?’’
The shrill voice of Miss Scudamore suddenly jolted Tim from his
daydream.
“Tim!’’ she roared. “As you were clearly preoccupied when I first asked
the question I’ll ask you once again. Please describe the various stages of
the Scientific Method.’’
Tim was embarrassed. He had indeed been daydreaming.
“Sorry Miss. Yes, the Scientific Method. I would, er, I imagine I would…’’
It was clear to everyone in the room that Tim didn’t have any idea how to
answer. Normally this would be easy for him, but they didn’t realise that his
mind was full of images of the catastrophic content of last night’s vision and
of course Grandpa and his emerging plan.
“Well, Tim. We’re waiting.’’
Suddenly, help came from an unlikely source. The school Principal, Mrs.
O’Hara appeared at the door.
“Hi Miss Scudamore. Would you mind if I borrow Tim Patten for a few
minutes?’’
“Not at all, Mrs. O’Hara. I’m not sure Tim has been with us anyway.’’
The rest of the class laughed.
“Tim, please follow Mrs. O’Hara. The rest of you calm down. Bradley,
please answer the question I’ve just put to Tim.’’
Wondering why she’d needed to withdraw him from his science lesson in
such an unusual manner, Tim followed Mrs. O’Hara along the corridor not
daring to hope that Grandpa was in some way involved.
As they approached her office Mrs O’Hara turned to Tim and requested
him to wait outside until she called him. Tim obliged, but as soon as she’d
entered the room he put his ear to the door.
“I have Tim waiting outside,’’ he heard from behind the door. “I think we’ve
covered everything. Shall I call him in?’’
“Yes, please.’’
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Tim instantly recognised the second voice as it continued.
“I’m sure he’ll be wondering why you’ve brought him here.’’
“Mom!’’ Tim gulped, in a brief moment of panic. “Why would she be
visiting me in school?’’
“You can come in now Tim,’’ called Mrs. O’Hara.
Slowly, Tim opened the door and entered. As soon as he looked into the
room his face lit up with a mixture of delight and trepidation.
“M-m-mom, Grandpa! What are…’’
“I reckon I was the last person you expected to see here today, aren’t I?’’
chortled Grandpa.
“Me too?’’ added Evelyn.
“Well, I was worried what I’d done wrong when Mrs. O’Hara came for
me,’’ he replied. “Why are you both here?’’
Grandpa smiled.
“Your mom and I spent 45 minutes earlier this morning explaining to Mrs.
O’Hara that I’d like to take you on an educational vacation. Although she
was rightfully cautious about our request we’ve been able to convince her
that you’ll benefit from your time overseas.’’
“Overseas?’’ repeated Tim, aghast.
“Yes,’’ said Evelyn. “Your Grandpa called around this morning with this
wonderful surprise. I’ve spoken to your father and he’s as enthusiastic as I
am about the whole trip.’’
“Whole trip?’’ Tim once again found himself repeating what had just been
said. “What trip?’’
“Well, Tim,’’ said Grandpa, “I’ve been thinking. It’s a long, long time since
you and I have spent some real quality time together and I’m not getting any
younger.’’
He winked as he caught Tim’s excited look.
“What do you say to us travelling to Iraq for a couple of weeks and taking
a look at the ancient monuments over there?’’
Tim couldn’t contain his excitement.
“Really? You and me? Iraq? Really?’’
He’d quickly realised what Grandpa’s wink meant and didn’t make any
reference to the Rutba news item.
“When? I mean …yes!’’
Grandpa continued the mild deception.
“I knew you’d like the idea. Once Mrs. O’Hara agreed to our request your
mom and I spent the latter part of this morning locating and booking flights
and accommodation. We leave tomorrow afternoon.’’
This was too much for Tim. The only response he could muster was to
grab hold of his Grandpa and hug him tightly. Everybody in Mrs. O’Hara’s
office laughed out loud when, with his face pressed hard into Grandpa’s
chest they heard Tim’s muffled voice.
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“Far out, Grandpa!’’
Evelyn wiped a tear from her cheek as Tim and Grandpa hugged,. She
knew how much Tim would enjoy this trip and she would never forget this
wonderful gesture from Grandpa.
Mrs. O’Hara smiled, comfortable in her decision to allow one of her
brightest pupils an authorised absence from school.
“See you in two weeks, with an essay describing what you learnt during
your time in Iraq.’’
Tim finally released his Grandpa from his mini bear-like hug.
“Thank you,’’ he replied, still in a state of shock. “I reckon I’ll learn enough
while I’m away to write a whole book. C’mon, mom!’’
The trio hurried out of school and headed home in Evelyn’s convertible.
Tim, as usual sat in the back seat.
“What a fantastic surprise!’’ he beamed.
Evelyn smiled and looked across at Grandpa. “This wasn’t my idea,’’ she
said. “It’s all the work of Grandpa.’’ She then looked in the rear-view mirror
and caught sight of Tim. “Although I am at a loss to understand why you’re
so keen to take Tim on vacation during school time,’’ she added, looking at
Grandpa once again. She knew Grandpa could be quite an eccentric at
times but she also knew he was a very knowledgeable person. He’d always
questioned the world around him. Whether political, scientific or economic
Grandpa wanted to know more. What’s more, he was always either
proposing or developing ideas he’d come up with and never seemed to sleep
at all.
“Yes,’’ she thought to herself, knowing Tim would learn far more about
life from Grandpa over the next two weeks than he would if he’d remained
in school. She was more than happy for him to go. “You’ll be just fine.’’
“Good old Mrs. O’Hara!’’ Tim exclaimed jubilantly whilst enjoying his newfound freedom. “I really like her now!’’
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Chapter 11
The following afternoon, following twenty-four hours of overexcited
preparation Tim was sitting on the front porch swing overlooking Lake Loop
Road, fidgeting continuously.
“Where are they?’’ he called out impatiently.
“They’re on their way back,’’ Evelyn shouted from inside the house.
“Your dads just called. They’ll be about 10 minutes.’’
The travel bags had been on the porch for two hours, and Tim had
accompanied them for the past ninety minutes. He sat twirling the ID tag of
his own travel case between his fingers for what seemed an age when
impatience finally got the better of him.
“Come on, Gramps. Come on…’’ he moaned under his breath.
At that moment he heard the sound of a car horn. He glanced in the
direction of the noise, and there they were – he could see them!
During his earlier call home Evelyn had told Harry that Tim had been
waiting on the porch for over an hour. Knowing Tim was waiting, he sounded
his horn as he drove across Chesaw Road bridge.
“They’re here, mom!’’ shrieked Tim jumping off the porch, completely
missing the steps and landing in a burst of dust.
A short while later Harry drew the car to a halt outside the house.
“Hi Gramps. I was beginning to wonder where you were!’’ shouted Tim
as Grandpa emerged from the car.
“Calm down Tim! We’ll soon be on our way, but before we set off I have
one more surprise for you.’’
“I didn’t think that was possible!’’ Tim retorted.
Harry called into the house. “Is everything ready, honey?’’
“Yes,’’ came the reply as Evelyn emerged back onto the porch, wiping
her hands onto the dishcloth she was carrying.
Grandpa removed his mobile phone from his pocket and tapped in a few
numbers.
“Tim,” he said, “when the person on the other end answers this call I want
you to say ‘We’re ready, Rooster’.’’
Tim once again looked puzzled as he took the phone off Grandpa and
put it to his ear. “Whose Rooster, Gramps?’’ he asked.
“You’ll find out soon enough.’’
The conversation was interrupted as a croaky voice answered.
“Rooster speaking.’’
Tim glanced at his Grandpa nervously.
“Er, hello Sir. We’re ready, Sir.’’
“Hi, Tim. It’s great to speak to you. I’ll be ready and waiting when you
arrive. See you in a bit!’’
Tim wasn’t sure what else to say so he just continued to stare at Grandpa.
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“Say goodbye,’’ smiled Grandpa.
Tim obliged immediately. “Bye Rooster.’’
The sound of laughter came through the earpiece as the connection
terminated.
“Who was that?’’ asked Tim once again.
“Oh, just an old friend,’’ replied Grandpa. “You’ll meet him in a few
minutes. Are we ready to set off, Harry?’’
“Full steam ahead!’’ replied Harry. “Let’s go. Come on Evelyn!’’
Less than ten minutes later Tim’s eyes resembled dinner plates as he
jumped out of the car. He’d expected to be travelling west on a five hour
road journey to board their flight at Tacoma International Airport in Seattle,
but they had instead travelled less than one mile along Highway 97 before
the car took a right. Minutes later they had arrived at Dorothy Scott Airport
on the outskirts of Oroville.
As Grandpa eased himself out of the car a huge bear of a man
approached and greeted him warmly.
“Hi, Joe!’’
“Hi Rooster. Ready to go?’’ replied Grandpa.
“Hi Rooster. Good to see you again after so long,’’ added Harry, reaching
out to shake the big bears’ hand. “This is my son, Tim.’’
Rooster turned to focus on Tim, who needed to look almost vertically to
see his face. The bear now looked even more fearsome silhouetted against
the sun.
“Glad to meet you son. I believe you two are going on an adventure to
Iraq?’’
Tim relaxed in a heartbeat and smiled broadly. He’d already decided he
liked this particular bear.
“Yes, Sir!’’
Rooster’s face beamed back at Tim as he waved his huge hand toward
the airplane behind him.
“Welcome to my pride and joy. Her name is CJ and she’s waiting to whisk
you and your Grandpa off to Seattle.’’
Rooster’s airplane certainly was a thing of beauty. With two huge engines
positioned either side of the rear tail the aircraft exuded luxury. The slim,
silver body of the fuselage was emblazoned with a silhouette of a mountain
range and the words ‘Colorado Air Charter Services’ stylishly positioned
above the wings.
While Harry helped Grandpa to negotiate the steps onto the plane Tim
assisted Rooster to load their travel bags.
“Is this really your very own airplane?’’ he asked, utterly in awe of
Rooster.
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“Every inch of her is mine,’’ Rooster confirmed as Tim watched his father
give one final, gentle shove onto Grandpa’s hips helping him to step up and
into the aircraft, a sight which made Rooster laugh.
“We go back a long, long way but as we’ve grown older we don’t see
each other as often as we’d like,’’ he said as he stopped to do a mental
calculation. “We’ve been friends for over 40 years and when he called me
last night I dropped everything and flew up from Denver right away. It’s really
good to see the daft old inventor again!’’
He lifted the door to the luggage compartment and slammed it shut;
twisting the handle tightly before pulling it to ensure it had locked. He then
pointed to the boarding step.
“Jump up, Tim!’’
Tim turned to his mom, who had remained on the hot tarmac. Evelyn was
holding a tissue against her eyes as she leant forward to hug him.
“Enjoy yourself and look after Grandpa. I love you Tim,’’ she said.
Tim felt tears welling up in his eyes as he too struggled to maintain
control. “I love you too, mom’’ he replied. “Don’t worry, we’ll be fine.’’
They both hugged for one last time before Tim turned to his dad.
“Good luck son!’’ Harry said as he reached out to shake Tim’s hand.
Tim returned the gesture and they hugged each other tightly.
“Enjoy every minute of your time with Grandpa, son. You may not get
another chance,’’ whispered Harry.
Tim nodded and, still hugging they gently slapped each other on the
back.
“I will,’’ mumbled Tim. “Thanks dad. Thanks mom. I’ll look after Gramps.
We’ll be back before you know it!’’
Moments later, Tim was strapped into his seat and the Cessna Citation
CJ3 was positioned at the end of the runway awaiting clearance for take-off.
Tim looked across at Grandpa who was waving out of the window toward
Harry and Evelyn. Then, the roar of the engines increased and the plane
slowly moved forward.
“Wow’’ he thought. “What a surprise. What a plane. What a vacation.
What an adventure!’’
Suddenly the roar of the engines reached a crescendo as the CJ3 began
hurtling along the runway. Faster and faster it roared until the front of the
aircraft lifted up into the air and the plane left the ground.
“We’re off to Iraq!’’ Grandpa shouted over the sound of the engines. Tim
responded by putting his hands front of him, gesturing with his thumbs up.
“Far out, Grandpa – far out!’’
Although the Cascade Mountains down below were a spectacular sight
the flight to Seattle was uneventful. The blanket of forest stretched way into
the distance with snow-capped peaks of dormant and active volcanoes
adding to the splendour. Flying in CJ proved to be a far more comfortable
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experience than a five-hour car journey, and much to his delight Tim and his
Grandpa had boarded the first of three international flights en route to
Baghdad soon after. Once in the air everyone on board settled down to enjoy
the in-flight entertainment.
“I’m afraid it’s going to be a long trip, son. We have two stops on the
way,’’ Grandpa informed Tim as the aircraft levelled off at 35,000 feet. “The
first is at London Heathrow and the second is at Beirut in Lebanon. We’ll
arrive in Baghdad in about 48 hours. I’ve chosen this route and split the
flights so we can have a night’s rest in Lebanon. While we’re there I want to
show you something quite remarkable. The stopover will also ensure we
don’t arrive in Iraq exhausted. In Beirut we’ll be staying in an airport hotel so
don’t expect luxury accommodation!’’ he joked.
Tim smiled. “No worries, Grandpa. I don’t care if it takes all week to get
to Baghdad. It’s going to be worth the wait!’’
Once they had transferred between flights at London Heathrow and were
settled on their connecting flight to Beirut Tim couldn’t contain his curiosity
any longer.
“Why are we going to Lebanon? What is it that’s so fascinating?’’ he
asked.
Grandpa briefly assessed the taste and aroma of his coffee.
“Hmmm …nice.’’
“Lebanon?’’ prompted Tim, knowing Grandpa was light-heartedly making
him wait.
“When we land at Beirut I want us to check into the hotel as quickly as
possible. I’d like to take you to see the ruins over at Baalbek. They’re about
fifty miles east of Beirut. They present a challenge to archaeologists who
struggle to explain the origins of the ruins.’’
As planned, and within hours of landing at Beirut International Airport,
Tim and Grandpa were travelling to Baalbek. Thanks to its efficient air
conditioning, the air inside their rented vehicle was refreshingly cool,
contrasting the searing heat outside. Throughout the journey Tim had been
constantly amazed at the level of heat in this part of the world. Naively, and
in blissful ignorance of local ways he was perplexed. “How do people survive
in this heat?’’ he wondered. “How do they work? How do they grow food,
how on earth do they live?’’
Eventually, Tim’s confusion got the better of him and he asked a question
on an entirely different subject.
“What’s so puzzling about the ruins at Baalbeck? Is it their age?’’
“No. I mean yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “The ruins at Baalbek defy
explanation not just because of their age - their actual existence defies logic
in much the same way as many other structures around the world have done
so for centuries.’’
“Why?’’
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“Oh, that’s quite simple. Today, we view these ruins from the perspective
of our modern-day, so-called advanced civilization,’’ Grandpa rolled his eyes
as if to mock the arrogance of the statement he had just uttered. “We
genuinely believe that those civilizations which existed ten, twenty, fifty, one
hundred thousand years ago must have been inferior to ours. In order to
avoid facing up to what is actually true we’ve been happy, through
convenient ignorance to classify these highly educated civilisations as cave
dwellers, or even worse created alternative reasons for their existence.’’
Choosing not to respond in the way he believed Grandpa wanted, Tim
simply asked a very short question.
“We?’’
“Sorry, Tim?’’
“Who did you mean when you said ‘we’?’’
Grandpa once again adopted a very serious demeanour.
“Mankind, humankind …however you or I think of, or describe ourselves.
That is what I mean by ‘we’…’’
By now, Tim had become familiar with the process Grandpa always used
as he prepared to make a statement associated with his hypothesis and after
his mischievous delaying tactic concerning the definition of “we’’ Tim happily
engaged once again.
“So Gramps, what is it that you’re saying is the truth?’’
Predictably, Grandpa was now on a roll and within one question Tim had
provided the springboard for Grandpa to further justify his argument.
“The truth is absolutely clear. The truth is staring directly back at anyone
who chooses to look. It’s there, no doubt about it. From the darkness of
denied history, in such profound silence it’s shouting as loudly as possible
and with all of its might. The truth is begging to be given its chance, and to
quote John Lennon, I want to kick that darkness until it bleeds daylight.’’
“Wow!’’ said Tim. He’d never heard Grandpa talk with such passion.
“What do you mean, bleeds daylight?’’
“Ignore me, Tim. I’m just being dramatic,’’ chuckled Grandpa.
Tim didn’t have a clue what Grandpa was talking about and within
seconds he once was again bombarded with information.
“Apparently, immense blocks of the world’s sub-strata have somehow
been quarried,’’ explained Grandpa. “They were then excavated and
relocated hundreds, sometimes thousands of miles away from their original
location.’’
Suddenly, Grandpa lurched the vehicle off the highway and announced
that they had arrived at the Baalbeck ruins. From Tim’s vantage point the
site didn’t appear to be any different to the many other historic sites they had
passed along the route toward Baalbeck. Sure, there were Roman ruins in
abundance and several archaeological digs were underway but other than
these nothing caught his imagination in the way Grandpa had said it would.
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“Follow me…’’ Grandpa said as he walked away from the car. “And
politely ignore the locals – some will ask you to buy a souvenir but we haven’t
enough time. Just smile and shake your head.’’
Sure enough, just a few steps away from their car they were approached
by two men carrying what appeared to be hand-made rugs. Although Tim
followed Grandpa’s instructions meticulously the two had trotted ahead and
proceeded to roll out one of the rugs directly in front of him before politely
suggesting he should take a look.
“You American?’’ asked one. “You tourist?’’
Tim smiled once again, but this time he nodded to confirm his nationality
before attempting to sidestep the rug, genuinely admiring its quality and its
colour. “They really do know how to make rugs don’t they?’’ he shouted after
Grandpa, almost capitulating to the hard work of the two salesmen in front
of him. “Mom would love that!’’
Grandpa turned and agreed. The quality of workmanship was wonderful,
with the rug depicting an image of the sun setting over an oasis in the desert.
Completely taken in by the combination of quality and very good sales tactics
Tim had stopped to inspect the carpet.
“Look at the silks, Grandpa!’’
Experience took control as Grandpa quickly extricated Tim from his
predicament. “We really must keep moving,’’ he urged as he politely
mouthed a respectful thank-you before clutching Tim’s arm. “The locals can
be quite persuasive if you stop to take a look,’’ he whispered as he gently
but briskly led him away.
A short distance across the huge site Grandpa suddenly stopped.
“Look…’’ he yelled, unable to hide his excitement. “They never cease to
amaze me!’’
Tim followed the direction in which Grandpa was pointing but at that
moment a gust of wind blew a mini-sandstorm across the site and his view
was temporarily blocked. He shielded his eyes from the windblown sand and
peered through narrowed eyes, but even though the sandstorm had quickly
dispersed Tim struggled to see anything out of the ordinary. All he saw in
front of him was nothing but blocks of stone stacked on top of each other.
“Can you see them?’’ asked Grandpa.
“See what?’’ replied a puzzled Tim, hoping he wasn’t missing something
obvious.
Grandpa grasped Tim’s hand tightly and pulled him forward a few more
steps.
“Look closer. You’re in for a shock!’’
Tim wiped his eyes and hoped he would see something and was startled
almost immediately.
“What the…?’’
“Aha! You see them, don’t you?’’ chortled Grandpa.
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For a few seconds Tim stood open mouthed, silent in disbelief.
“How…when…how?’’ he muttered.
“Those are relevant questions,’’ replied Grandpa. “They’ve also been the
questions on the minds of countless archaeologists throughout the ages.
None can explain categorically how these megalithic monuments were
erected. Their so-called solutions are, without exception pure speculation on
events so far into the distant past that, by definition they should be deemed
to be inconclusive.’’
“But isn’t your hypothesis just the same, Gramps?’’
The question left Tim’s mouth before he had time to consider its potency.
However, he was surprised at just how controlled Grandpa’s reply was.
“They’ve all placed their focus upon one, two or perhaps three ancient
monuments; collated information which they believed linked all three and
then postulated the background to them all.’’ He turned and smiled at Tim.
“The major difference between the truth and their findings is context. Instead
of just a couple of ancient ruins I’ve developed a hypothesis which links all
ancient conundrums together!’’
Tim didn’t know what to say. He did, however remember Grandpa
bemoaning at length the failing of the scientific community to consider the
likelihood of any kind of common thread running throughout Earth’s historic,
religious, geologic, paleontological, paleo botanic and astronomic realms.
Grandpa walked forward and gestured Tim to move closer with him.
Moments later they were both clambering across the steep bank that lay
directly in front of the ruins.
“Where are you getting your energy from Gramps? I’ve not seen you so
active for years!’’
“It comes with the enthusiasm of just being here - I think most of it is
adrenalin!’’
Now at the top of the bank, Grandpa wasted no time in walking over and
rubbing both of his palms against the huge stone block in front of them. He
stretched up as high as he could but couldn’t reach anything close to the top
of the monolith he was caressing.
“It’s amazing to think of how these gigantic blocks were actually put
here.’’ He traced the wafer-thin joint between two of the blocks with his
finger. “This block is one of three named the Trilithon. Can you imagine the
lifting power that would be needed to lift each of these blocks into place with
such accuracy? What about the technology that would be required to cut
each block out of the quarries? What about the method of transporting the
blocks over here? What about…’’
He paused as he watched Tim running his hands over the stonework.
“I get the picture, Gramps! This really is fascinating,’’ said Tim as he
looked up and marvelled at the incredible scale of the monoliths. “But as
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impressive as they are I can’t think how these blocks can be part of your
hypothesis?’’
“It’s quite simple, but before I explain I’d like to ask you to answer a
question for me.’’
“Fire away Gramps. I’ll try.’’
“Thinking perfectly logically, given that we don’t have any idea how these
blocks were quarried, transported and then stacked together what method
do you think was used?’’
“I’m not sure what you mean…’’
“Well, do you think they were cut, moved and positioned here using basic
‘caveman’ technologies?’’
“Not likely Gramps. Look at the size of them!’’
Grandpa concurred. “Some of these beauties have been estimated to
weigh over 400 tonnes. How could they have possibly moved them …and
more to the point move them without damaging them?’’
“The only answer I can think of right now, Gramps is that they must have
had machinery capable of doing so. But that’s impossible!’’
“Not so!’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “You’re falling into the same trap most
people do when faced with such questions. They rely on the incorrect
information given to them since they first went to school. You’re basing your
response to the whole conundrum around the postulations of lazy,
misinformed scientists and historians who cannot see the wood for the
trees.’’
“In what way?’’
Grandpa stepped back and waved his hand toward the three huge
Trilithon.
“Look at them, Tim. Just LOOK at them! They’re screaming the answer
at us but we’re deliberately choosing to ignore the truth because it’s so
uncomfortable, so difficult to comprehend. The truth goes against everything
we’ve been taught and everything we believe,’’ he stopped and corrected
himself. “Everyone except me.’’
“Ok, so what is the truth?’’ prompted Tim, recognising once again that
Grandpa might actually be on to something.
“It could be one of two scenarios, or a combination of both. Either way,
the explanation fits neatly within my hypothesis. The first possibility could
have been the extent of the force of gravity on Earth at the time the
megalithic monuments were built.’’
“In what way?’’ enquired Tim.
“As you know,’’ continued Grandpa, “my hypothesis includes the
existence of a much smaller Earth in the distant past. By definition a smaller
Earth would have less mass. This would mean its gravitational force would
have been significantly less than what it is today.’’
“Are you suggesting everything would have been lighter?’’
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“Yes, Tim. A hell of a lot lighter. This would easily explain how it was that
such huge blocks were transported across large distances.’’
Tim noticed a flaw in Grandpa’s argument. “What about the cutting, the
precision?’’ he asked but as he was speaking Grandpa was already
beginning to answer.
“This is where I believe there can only be one truth, and it’s entirely
logical.’’
Tim was taken aback at Grandpa’s speedy and confident reply to what
he thought was a difficult question.
“The cutting, transportation and accurate placement of megalithic
monuments must have been possible only through the presence of lower
gravity and access to advanced cutting technologies. Therein lies the
answer.’’
“Advanced cutting technologies?’’ gasped Tim. “So long ago?”
“Yes,’’ divulged Grandpa who leaned forward and placed the palms of
both hands upon the block once again. “Machinery capable of accurately
cutting, transporting and placing these things to the nearest damn
millimetre!’’ He ran his index finger down the joint between two of the
monoliths, and once again couldn’t contain himself. “They must have had
machinery far more advanced than anything we have on Earth today, or had
access to some other forces capable of achieving the task. It isn’t rocket
science, is it Tim?’’
Tim smiled and nodded in total agreement. It was true. The answer was
screaming out from the three momentous blocks towering above him.
“Yes, Gramps. They must have had machinery!’’
Grandpa then led Tim around the ruins of Baalbeck, discussing with him
the amazing collection of cut rocks and the scale of others which hadn’t
made it to the intended final resting place. Tim was genuinely surprised at
just how small the work of the mighty Roman Empire was compared to the
Trilithon.
“The contrast couldn’t be greater,’’ he said as Grandpa walked ahead.
“I could stay here for hours, Tim but we need to be heading back. When
we get to the hotel I’ll show you something else that will blow your socks off.
Let’s go!’’
With yet another burst of energy Grandpa scurried in the direction of the
car. Tim followed using his new-found experience by smiling a knowing smile
to the oncoming traders as he rushed passed them without stopping.
“Well, what did you think of Baalbeck?’’ asked Grandpa as he drove them
away from the site of the impressive ruins.
As he was talking Tim fiddled with the air conditioning.
“Set it on full power. I’m cooking!’’ suggested Grandpa.
Tim obediently set the controller to its maximum position and the car was
immediately filled with cool air. “Ahh, that’s much better,’’ he sighed before
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returning to Grandpa’s question. “The ruins were absolutely amazing,
Gramps. I can understand why you came out here to see them again.’’ He
looked out at the white, low-rise buildings they were passing. “But how will
you use the Trilithon blocks to convince people of your hypothesis?’’
Grandpa’s eyes narrowed against the glare of the Sun. “The ruins at
Baalbek are but a tiny piece of a much, much larger picture,’’ he said. “In
fact Earth’s surface is littered with evidence supporting my hypothesis.
Evidence can be found in every country, on every island and on every single
piece of land that lies above water. In many cases there’s plenty of evidence
underwater, too.’’
“Really? Are you so sure?’’ queried Tim.
“Absolutely. The problem is that in the absence of alternative
explanations our schools, colleges and universities continue to teach their
students information based upon centuries-old assumptions.’’
Grandpa checked his rear-view mirror before slowly accelerating past a
dust-covered horse and cart driven by an old man that, for the past few
seconds had been gesturing Grandpa to overtake.
“It’s really frustrating, because much of the current mindset is being
perpetuated by scientists who should know better.’’
“Know better?’’
“Yes. Many simply built their hypotheses using information from an earlier
hypothesis that was itself built upon the findings of an original hypothesis
that was inaccurate or just plain wrong.’’
“Do you have any examples, Gramps?’’
“Tim, there are so many examples it’s ridiculous. I could easily fill the rest
of our journey with examples of the way in which decisions made fifty, a
hundred, even two hundred years ago have sent us all down the wrong path,
scientifically speaking. Do you remember back in my apartment when I
mentioned plate tectonics?’’
Tim clearly remembered. That was when he feared that Grandpa would
have a breakdown.
“Yeah. Didn’t you mention you disagreed with the plate tectonics theory?’’
“Not quite. I actually agree that the surface of Earth has moved, but not
in the way suggested by past scientific research. Following his research into
a hypothesis originally put forward by Abraham Ortelius in 1596 - who, all
those years ago suggested that the Americas had been ‘torn away’ from
Europe and Africa - Alfred Wegener’s subsequent proposals in 1912 related
to what he then entitled ‘continental drift’. Wegener used some of Darwin’s
findings to support the argument that the continents of South America and
Africa were once joined together as one huge landmass.’’
“But wasn’t he correct, Grandpa?’’
“Yes. Wegener, Darwin and even more so Ortelius were on the right
track. Today we have satellite images which clearly reveal the correlation
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between the underwater extremities of the two continents, but back then
Wegener only had seafarer maps and Darwin’s findings. Goodness knows
what information Ortelius had in 1596, because they all did amazingly well
to recognise that South America and Africa were indeed joined together at
some time in the past.’’
“So, you agree with them?’’ asked Tim.
“Absolutely.’’ replied Grandpa. “The problem I have is the explanation put
forward for the manner in which the continents drifted apart.’’
“Do you mean how the surface of Earth is constantly moving around,
colliding and forcing some parts of the crust underneath again?’’ added Tim
helpfully.
“You almost have it,’’ said Grandpa. “But even Wegener’s hypothesis
was undermined by one simple omission. Neither he nor anybody else has
provided a satisfactory explanation for the cause of the fracturing of the
surface of Earth which created the so-called ‘plates’ in the first place.’’
Tim smiled. He knew what was coming. “And you have an explanation, I
suppose?’’
“Yes. The Impact and Exit Event almost tore Earth apart, but fortunately
for all of us the demise of our home planet was prevented almost
immediately. The release of immense amounts of magma from within Earth
as it expanded was thwarted by inrushing water from the oceans and
aquifers that existed at the time. This influx of water cooled the outpouring
magma to form a thin crust on the sea floor. These rapidly widening
underwater additions to the circumference of Earth eventually created a
much larger planet. The evidence supporting this is very clear, but has been
misunderstood for centuries. We can still see the remnants of this event
today on the floor of the Atlantic Ocean and around the entire perimeter of
the Pacific Ocean.’’
“Remnants?’’ interrupted Tim.
“Yes. The remnants I refer to are the earthquakes and volcanic eruptions
which continue to occur, especially across the Pacific Ocean region. Also,
the massive displacement of oceans which occurred during the impact event
left behind many dried-out ocean floors in what later – to others, anyway –
appeared to be very odd places, such as the deserts of Arizona, Utah,
California and even the Great Plains. If you ever get the chance, go study
these areas for yourself. I guarantee you won’t need to look very closely, or
for very long to find clues. For example, the Californian desert and the Great
Plains have ridiculous amounts of fossilised sea shells. This absolutely
confirms the presence of an ancient ocean or oceanic scale cataclysm at
some point in the past.’’
“Ok, Gramps.’’ Tim was now even more convinced than ever that
Grandpa was correct. He’d never heard such detail.
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“And while you’re at it take a close look at the sea-floor mapping results
available on the internet. It’s very easy to see how Australia, for example
had drifted away from Antarctica during the aftermath of The Impact and Exit
Event. There’s no need for the movement of plates around the globe. They
simply separated as The Impact and Exit Event was unfolding causing Earth
to increase in size. When we next get the opportunity I’ll show you how maps
on the internet also reveal very strong evidence for the aftermath of the exit
event.’’
Although already a believer, Tim had become even more convinced of
the validity of The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis.
“Did you know,’’ Grandpa continued, “that there’s evidence of ancient,
lower-elevation marine life to be found high up in the mountains of Tibet, or
that up to an inch of salt has been found on the walls of the inner chambers
of the Great Pyramid?’’
Tim intervened as Grandpa paused momentarily to catch his breath.
“Are you are saying each of these are connected in some way?’’
“Yes …yes I am. Did you also know that legend says that the largest
island of Denmark - Zealand - was transported through the air to its present
position? Did you know ancient legends also state that Japan was
transferred across the skies to its present location? Why should that be?’’
He was intentionally teasing Tim. “Then there are the dragons of what we
call folklore…’’ He knew Tim was bamboozled by what he was saying but
continued to make his point. “And the fact that dinosaurs were not only alive
at the time of this event – there’s evidence out there they were actually living
alongside humans!’’
Tim was indeed struggling to keep up with what Grandpa was saying.
“But this sounds crazy, Gramps. At school I was told it was only after the
extinction of the dinosaurs that the human race evolved.’’
Well aware that he was sounding increasingly like a madcap eccentric,
Grandpa continued with the momentum he had created.
“Do you also know why those who believe in the existence of the devil
are also convinced that the devil resides underground, surrounded by fire?’’
“Of course, Grandpa but that’s to do with religious beliefs. Surely you’re
not suggesting that the devil actually does exist?’’
“No!’’ laughed Grandpa. “Not at all. But the story of how the devil is
supposed to be found living deep inside Earth is very interesting indeed.’’
“How so, Gramps?’’
“For you to understand,’’ replied Grandpa, “how the legend of the devil
as a subterranean, malevolent force came into being you’ll need to consider
what I’m about to say within the context of my Impact and Exit Event
hypothesis.’’
“Ok,’’ nodded Tim.
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“And you must understand that the legend of the devil has been passed
down through the generations from its original source a long, long time
ago...’’
“Ok,’’ Tim agreed again as Grandpa slowed down to check the road sign
up ahead.
“Next exit,’’ he said before continuing as Tim double checked their
location on his map. “I have another mind game for you. If the people on
Earth were to witness the collision of two planets within our solar system,
particularly during the hours of darkness, what would you expect them to
see?’’
Tim sat for a little while, conjuring up mental images of such an event.
He liked this game.
“First of all Gramps, I’d expect them to have seen both planets moving
around each other as they got closer to each other?’’
“Very good!’’ enthused Grandpa as he flicked the indicator to leave the
highway. “What else do you think they may have seen?’’
“Well, the actual collision would have created a large flash…’’ Tim was
trying to imagine the scene as best he could but translating the images in
his mind was proving difficult. “Or explosion?’’
“Keep going, Tim. You’re doing very well,’’ encouraged Grandpa.
“I’m guessing that one or both planets would break apart and the result
would likely be a massive firework display which would last for ages!’’
“Excellent try, Tim. But not knowing what fireworks are, or indeed what
was actually happening up in the skies how would you interpret these stories
and pass a description of the event to the next generation …and from that
time onto generations after that?’’
“I’m not sure what you mean, Gramps?’’
“Imagine you were alive at the time of the collision event. Your life would
have been so much different than it is today. There would have been no
airplanes, no motor vehicles – no reference points at all. You’d have little or
no understanding of the appearance of the stars or the sun. It follows that
you would have no concept of the existence of other planets. All you would
be aware of is this amazing event happening in the sky far away from Earth.’’
“I think I get where you’re coming from now,’’ admitted Tim.
“So,’’ continued Grandpa, “you would need to describe the event using
references based on your life experiences at that time. Agreed?’’
“Yes. It’s difficult, though.’’
“Let’s try,’’ suggested Grandpa. “If it were me,’’ he continued, “I’d firstly
describe the pre-collision approach of the planets as a battle between the
gods of the skies as they manoeuvred into position before commencing the
fight. I might then describe the actual collision as the battle itself. The
distance from Earth of each piece of the fiery space-borne debris would be
impossible to assess, and as they criss-crossed each other from the
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perspective of my position here on Earth they would no doubt appear as
combatants attacking each other as the perceived battle intensified.’’ He
glanced toward Tim. “Does this sound reasonable?’’
“Sure does,’’ Tim replied, his imagination now on fire. “But how does a
collision between two planets out in space become the devil down here on
Earth?’’
“It’s all explained in existing historical scriptures,’’ came the unexpected,
yet calm reply. “Take out the Bible,’’ Grandpa asked as he pointed to the
glove box.
Tim instantly reached forward and removed the Bible from the glove
compartment.
“Open it at The Book of Revelation and locate the page containing Verse
12.7’’
To Tim’s astonishment he found the page almost immediately. A piece of
note paper was folded neatly inside the Bible and it was this that helped him
locate the page Grandpa had requested.
“Ah, I see you’ve found it,’’ said Grandpa. “There’s no need to look for
Verse 12.7, just read what’s on the paper.’’
Tim unfolded the paper and immediately recognised Grandpa’s writing.
“Read it out loud…’’ instructed Grandpa.
Tim read the first couple of lines silently, and couldn’t believe what he
was seeing. He then returned to the beginning of Grandpa’s notes and
began reading.
“Revelations, Chapter 12, Verse 7; Now a war arose in heaven, Michael
and his angels fighting against the dragon. And the dragon and his angels
fought back…’’
Tim frowned. “Dragon?’’ he queried as he looked across at Grandpa.
“I’ll come back to that in a few minutes. Keep going…’’
This time Tim’s voice was quieter, with an edge of uncertainty.
“Revelations, Chapter 12, Verse 8; But he was defeated, and there was no
longer any place for them in heaven…’’
Tim muttered without looking up. “Grandpa, did you write these words?
Is this a joke?’’
“Keep reading, Tim.’’
“…Revelations, Chapter 12, Verse 9; And the great dragon was thrown
down, that ancient serpent, who is called the devil and Satan…’’
Tim couldn’t read any further.
“Stop it Grandpa. You must have written this yourself!’’
By now Grandpa’s face was beaming.
“No I didn’t. I just copied it word for word from the Bible…’’
This time Grandpa’s comments were cut short as Tim once again
focussed on the notepaper and began reading. As the content of the final
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few lines sunk in, he spun towards Grandpa and unable to contain his
excitement he read the words out loud.
“…The deceiver of the whole world - he was thrown down to the earth,
and his angels were thrown down with him.’’
Suddenly, a realisation hit Tim square between the eyes.
“Grandpa – it’s the impactor!’’ he shrieked.
“That’s all there is to it, Tim. Simples. I couldn’t have made it any clearer
if I’d have been around at the time and wrote those verses myself. The
people of the time saw what appeared to be a war in the sky and interpreted
it that way. Successive generations added their take on the event, and hey
presto – we now have the story of how the devil came into being. The devil
was actually the main impactor, along with several additional smaller
fragments that were jettisoned away from the planetary collision, all of which
collided with, and then disappeared under the surface of Earth. The
catastrophic events that would have undoubtedly ensued would no doubt
have caused the survivors to have huge disdain for the impactor, and the
story narrated in Revelations 12.7 reflects that. From that day on the
protagonist of evil, death and destruction now resided inside our own planet;
in the underworld, surrounded by fire and red-hot magma. It was the source
of what we now refer to as the Devil, Satan or Shaytan; Lucifer; Beelzebub
and many other titles around the world.’’
The rental car filled with the roar of Grandpa’s laughter. He’d glanced at
Tim and seen that his astonished eyes were almost as big as the headlights
on the Chevvy. His entire face was indeed a picture. His mouth hung open
and he was staring straight ahead, mesmerised by Grandpa’s version of
events. Maintaining this stance he sat, numb, silent and still until Grandpa
startled him back to reality.
“Take it easy Tim!’’ he roared again. “It’s only the truth!’’
Coincidentally, the Chevvy was approaching a roadside sign warning of
the dangers of driving across the desert without sufficient levels of water.
“See that?’’ Grandpa added as he pointed at it.
Tim followed the direction in which Grandpa was pointing, but he wasn’t
sure if it was the sign or something in the desert to which Grandpa was
referring.
“Do you mean the red warning sign?’’ he asked.
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “Even a sign such as that out here in the desert
has a connection to my hypothesis!’’ he laughed. “As crazy as it sounds, the
source of the use of the colour red as a warning of danger lies in stories
associated with the Devil, many of which refer to the red-hot, fire ravaged
underworld within which the Devil is supposed to reside. It’s the need to
avoid the Devil and the bad things associated with it and that dominion which
originally associated the colour red with danger. The fact that, in my opinion
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it’s the impactor that was cast down into Earth and not the Devil is just
another quirky aspect to my hypothesis!’’
Still struggling to control his laughter he then continued with the summary
from which he’d been side-tracked by the roadside sign.
“Shall I carry on?’’
“Er, yes please,’’ Tim replied, unsure of what to expect next.
“It gets even better. The chapter you’ve just read from the Bible is but a
repetition of much earlier writings from ancient Egyptian texts which had
been specifically prepared and stored for the benefit of future…’’ He paused
and thought for a few seconds. “I was going to say future generations, but
that wouldn’t be accurate. I believe these ancient writings were prepared
and stored for future civilisations.’’
“What makes you think that?’’ asked Tim.
“It’s more to do with the way in which the texts were inscribed, and the
manner in which the containers in which they were stored were created.
Let’s play another game. If you were to experience a global disaster, and
because of the extent of the devastation it’s predicted to cause you also
suspected your entire civilisation was about to perish, what would you do?
Would you simply allow all evidence of the existence of your civilisation to
fade into obscurity or would you want to pass on information – or perhaps a
forewarning – to unknown peoples of the distant future about what had
happened?’’
“I guess so, Gramps…’’
“So would I, but how would you do it?’’
Tim thought for a few seconds before replying.
“That’s a difficult one, Gramps. What materials could we use which would
last for thousands of years after the disaster without crumbling to dust?’’
“Very good point,’’ replied Grandpa. “That’s the conundrum the scholars
of the time had to overcome. Evidently, the best they could do was to
produce a metal of the highest possible quality in order to preserve whatever
information it was they wanted to pass on.’’
“Pass on?’’ queried Tim as Grandpa checked his mirror and accelerated
past the old, overladen truck that had been ahead of them for the past couple
of minutes.
“Yes. Pass on the knowledge and wisdom gained throughout the
development of their civilisation. I believe that’s what they tried to do, and
what they produced was amazing. Very, very few people are aware of this.
Their ironworkers developed a technique which enabled them to
manufacture very thin plates made of two different kinds of metal. Onto these
sheets they meticulously scribed an astonishingly detailed explanation of
what they’d endured, along with their fears and warnings for future
civilisations.’’
“But I’ve never heard of any of this at school, Gramps?’’
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“That’s not surprising, Tim. As I keep saying, the education meted out to
our children is not only incorrect; it’s also incomplete and in many cases
deliberately misleading.’’
As he spoke, Grandpa suddenly recalled the look on Tim’s astonished
face a few miles back and couldn’t resist another giggle. This was followed
by a loud outburst of laughter and Tim knew exactly what Grandpa was
laughing at.
“Why did you think that was so funny?’’ he asked over the roar of
laughter.
He didn’t receive a reply. Although it took another five minutes for them
to reach their hotel, every second was needed for Grandpa to get the
laughter out of his system.
“I’ve never laughed so much in all my life!’’ he said, wiping away the tears
which had been rolling down his cheeks, and as he opened his door to exit
the vehicle he was taken aback by an incoming rush of arid desert air.
“Wow, it’s hot!’’ uttered Tim sheepishly as he too climbed out. He realised
he’d become over-excited earlier and tried to hide his embarrassment by
changing the subject.
“That was a quick journey, Gramps.’’
“Sure was,’’ agreed Grandpa as he playfully put his arm around Tim’s
shoulder and ruffled his hair. “It seems time always passes by faster when
you’re involved in something of interest – and fun!’’
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Chapter 12
The next morning Tim and Grandpa enjoyed a hearty breakfast before
Grandpa left to check out at reception. When he returned he was keen to
get moving. “We must hurry,’’ he said. “Will you fetch our luggage from our
room while I return the car?’’
Tim was already heading toward the hotel lift.
“Quick as I can, Gramps.’’
“See you in the hotel lobby in about ten minutes,’’ replied Grandpa as he
headed toward the car rental kiosk. “While you’re at it, ask reception to book
a cab to the airport.’’
On the trip to the airport Tim and Grandpa had subdued the suffocating
heat by fanning their faces with several crumpled tourist leaflets they’d found
on the rear shelf of the cab. The air conditioning inside the tired, noisy and
fume-filled vehicle had long since packed up, and it was with much delight
that they had arrived at the airport departure terminal. Although their time in
Lebanon had provided a fascinating and welcome break from the confined
space of the long transatlantic flights they were both increasingly impatient
to get to their final destination.
Hours later they were happy to have completed the final flight of their
journey to Iraq; they had arrived at Baghdad International Airport and had
settled into their hotel room. Grandpa looked at Tim sitting on the balcony
enjoying the comfortable, shaded view and felt a great sense of satisfaction.
“He’ll never forget this trip,’’ he thought. “Never…’’ but unaware of what
was to come Grandpa’s thoughts were to prove to be understated to the
extreme. “Don’t get too comfy,’’ he joked as he took in the view of the
Baghdad skyline. “We won’t be staying here long either. We’re setting out
first thing in the morning, so after our meal we’ll need an early night.’’
“Where to?’’ asked Tim as Grandpa reached and gently lifted his feet off
the table.
“Come on Tim, let’s go down for dinner. I’ve booked a rental vehicle
which, if all goes well will be waiting for us at 4.30am. We’ll be heading for
Rutba.’’
“Yay, Rutba!’’ retorted Tim as he jumped up, eager to get to the
restaurant. “I could eat a horse!’’
Soon afterwards the duo were enjoying their evening meal in the hotel
restaurant.
“This melon tastes lovely,’’ enthused Tim.
Grandpa couldn’t respond verbally. He was enjoying a mouthful of ice
cream and simply nodded in agreement.
“What are we going to do when we arrive in Rutba?’’ asked Tim.
“Ask questions,’’ Grandpa replied as he scooped up another spoonful of
ice cream. “We’ll need to get as close as possible to the people in charge of
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activities beyond the security barrier we saw on TV back home. It would be
even better if we could manipulate a face-to-face meeting.’’
“How will we manage to do that?’’ Tim asked as he reached for another
slice of melon.
“I’m not sure yet. I’ll need to do some thinking,’ replied Grandpa.
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Chapter 13
As they were enjoying their meal, Tim discussed with Grandpa the
various experiences his ‘gift’ had imparted since he was a young boy, and
during the conversation Grandpa recalled his first suspicion that something
was different about his grandson.
“I remember when we were at Sebastian’s birthday party over at his
mom’s house,” recalled Grandpa. “You came running over, fully clothed but
soaking wet and asked me what I knew about the frozen remnants of huge
animals encased in ice.’’
“Yeah. I remember. That was just after I’d fallen into their pool!’’
They both laughed out loud, much to the amusement of the other guests.
“Fortunately, it was the shallow end!’’ chuckled Grandpa. “I never got to
the bottom of how you ended up in the pool. What happened?’’
Calming himself, Tim explained what had happened at the time.
“One minute I was playing alongside the pool with Sebastian and the next
I was being lifted out of the pool by Sebastian’s mom. Looking back, I’m
certain it was the vision concerning the frozen animals that made me lose
my balance. It was so clear. I saw bison and hippo’s mixing with dinosaurs.
Not big dinosaurs but small ones about the size of a baby elephant. Then,
without warning they all froze – they literally froze where they stood.’’
“Rapid axial shift,’’ interrupted Grandpa unexpectedly.
“Excuse me?”
“Yes. Axial shift is the only rational explanation for how the animals in
your vision could have been frozen in such a way. I assume you did your
usual follow-up research once the vision had occurred?’’
Tim looked at his Grandpa sheepishly. “No. It was too early. I was too
young to understand what was happening. I hadn’t had many visions and
hadn’t thought to check them out. Why do you ask?’’
“Well,’’ began Grandpa, “there are millions of frozen animals, including
huge mammoths in exactly the condition you described. Millions of broken
carcasses lie piled on top of each other in the frozen north of Siberia and
Alaska. Scientists have struggled to explain how they came to be there, and
why they became frozen in what was clearly a very rapid manner. My
hypothesis explains how these deadly conditions arose and what caused
them to...’’ He suddenly stopped in mid-sentence. “There I go again. Why do
most of my conversations end up referring to The Impact and Exit Event?’’
It was at that point that the discussion with Grandpa about the frozen
animals ended abruptly. Despite a couple of prompts, Grandpa seemed
more interested in reading the menu.
“We’ll talk about it some other time,’’ he said as Tim unsuccessfully
attempted to continue the conversation.
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“Maybe Grandpa felt that talking so much about his hypothesis may have
been too much for me,’’ thought Tim.
At the same time, Grandpa’s thought processes recalled his own
prediction of the future. “I can’t let him know yet…’’ he deliberated
reluctantly.
Notwithstanding Grandpa’s stilted approach Tim wasn’t surprised to hear
that his vision at Sebastian’s party was accurate. Whenever he’d
subsequently researched his visions the accuracy they contained had been
undeniable. This was the first time he’d learnt of the facts behind his vision
at Sebastian’s party all those years ago, and now they were settled in the
hotel restaurant he was keen to continue the conversation. After they had
finished their meal he tried once again.
“Grandpa, can we talk about my vision of frozen animals at Sebastian’s?’’
“Of course.’’
“We didn’t finish our conversation because you seemed to be worried
about the way you were constantly talking about your Impact and Exit Event
hypothesis.’’
“That’s correct Tim. I just don’t want you to become overburdened with
too much, too soon.’’
What Tim didn’t realise was that Grandpa was being extremely careful
about the information he was sharing. He knew there were things his
grandson need not, in fact should not know. Not yet, anyway. He raised his
cup to his mouth, carefully taking a sip of the steaming hot coffee before
returning to Tim’s request for further information.
“To scientists such as Darwin the annihilation of millions of animals was
a great inconvenience; the scale of the catastrophe which caused their death
left him unable to produce a satisfactory explanation. Darwin admitted that
he could not explain the extermination of the mammoth because of the way
in which the animals were frozen quickly without having thawed since.’’ He
reached for one of the biscuits at the centre of the table and picked one at
random. “This could only mean one thing; the land upon which these animals
had lived and thrived for goodness knows how long had suddenly changed
position in relation to the sun, and had done so extremely rapidly. The
evidence for this was undeniable. It was in Alaska, Greenland and across
northern Siberia. There clearly is only one solution to the enigma; a sudden
re-alignment of Earth’s surface must have occurred which moved the land and by definition the animals - away from the warmth of the sun very, very
quickly, causing them to freeze in a very short space of time and retaining
them in that condition up until today.’’ He paused to unwrap the biscuit and
to enable Tim to grasp the nature of the change. “There’s yet another littleknown example of compelling evidence. Under normal circumstances, coral
grows in warm water, yet ancient coral beds can be found not too far from
the present North Pole.’’
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Grandpa once again stopped and looked at Tim, this time posing him a
question.
“Do you understand the implications of what I’ve just said?’’ he asked.
“I think so. At least I hope so,’’ Tim replied, trying to reassure Grandpa.
“It’s very important that you do. These are just two of the many clues that
help to substantiate my hypothesis. They are uncomfortable facts that most
scientists cannot explain. Take the bison, elephants and other animals you
saw in your vision. Sometimes, the carcass of an animal that dies close to
the onset of the winter months might be encased in ice and preserved as
the winter months pass by. However, once spring arrives the ice would melt
and the process of decay begins. This is an unavoidable, natural
consequence. Even the onset of a sudden cold snap at the beginning of a
particularly cold winter cannot explain away the Siberian puzzle. If a normal
autumn, winter and spring cycle took place the eventual thawing of the ice
would have occurred and the carcass would have been susceptible to the
decaying process, or indeed open to scavenging from wildlife starved of food
during the winter. In the case of the Siberian animals they died collectively,
were frozen rapidly and have remained that way until the present day. A
violent and rapid axial displacement event is the only plausible explanation.’’
“Violent?’’ interrupted Tim.
“Yes, very violent,” insisted Grandpa. “How else could you explain
circumstances which not only froze the animals quickly, but crushed and
mingled their carcasses together to create the horrific aftermath we see
today?’’
“And it was the impact of your hypothesis that instigated all of this?’’
presumed Tim.
“Absolutely’’ said Grandpa. “But don’t take my word for it. Georges
Cuvier, a French….’’
“George who?’’ Tim interrupted.
“It’s Georges, not George,’’ Grandpa corrected Tim, grinning as he did.
“Georges Cuvier was a French naturalist who suspected Earth had
undergone catastrophic events in the past. He was strongly in support of
catastrophism and obviously in direct opposition to Darwin’s support for
uniformitarianism.’’
Tim was keen to show Grandpa he knew of Darwin. “The gradual, slow
evolution of life on Earth?’’ he said.
“Correct,’’ replied Grandpa, who had a far greater understanding of the
work of Cuvier. “Darwin and his supporters believed Earth could not possibly
have suffered major catastrophes such as the one which occurred in Siberia.
The whole concept of the survival of the fittest relied upon conditions on
Earth remaining stable over millennia. The interjection of a global
catastrophe would remove such stability and undermine the ability for
natural evolution to occur.’’
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“But surely today’s science is more educated?’’ said Tim. “Surely
technological advances such as satellite imagery have proven Earth has
been involved in many catastrophic events in the past?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “You’d think the scientific community could move
on, but it doesn’t. It won’t, because it’s too lazy or too dependent on funding.’’
He then went quiet and stared out of the window for what seemed an
eternity.
“Are you ok, Gramps?’’
No reply came back so Tim left it for a few more seconds.
“Gramps? Are you ok?’’
Grandpa turned and looked directly at Tim. Placing both hands on the
table he seemed to be bracing himself for what he was about to say.
Yet another silent pause followed and Tim was worried. He’d never seen
Grandpa act in this way. He was obviously agitated and attempting to control
whatever it was that was troubling him.
“Gramps – what’s up?’’
Finally, Grandpa spoke, but not in the anxious manner that Tim was
expecting.
“Tim,’’ he said calmly. “I understand that what I’ve told you up to now
sounds crazy, but I have something to say to you that will sound absolutely
unbelievable.’’
Tim immediately put his cup down. “Nothing you say ever sounds
unbelievable to me, Gramps.’’
Grandpa appreciated Tim’s vote of approval and smiled, but only briefly.
“I’ve carried out other research relating to my hypothesis,” he said.
“However, this research was not undertaken for purely scientific reasons.’’
He looked out of the window once more as if to hide his embarrassment. “I
simply followed the sub-conscious trail my fertile imagination was
developing.’’
“I don’t understand, Gramps. What did this trail suggest to you? Did it
lead anywhere?’’
This time it was Grandpa’s turn to look sheepish.
“Oh, yes Tim. It certainly did,” he replied. “When I first began working on
my hypothesis my research was based on observations I’d made; the
availability of existing physical information and the repeated success of my
predictions.’’ He looked down, realised he’d been twisting his serviette tightly
and managed to laugh and sigh in the same breath. “However, along the
way I was also attracted to the rather un-scientific area of folklore and
legend...’’
Tim reached over and gently took the mangled serviette out of Grandpa’s
hands.
“I also looked into a range of ancient records and philosophical writings.’’
He looked up at Tim expecting a look of astonishment. He had always
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educated Tim on the value of evidence-based science, and how important it
was not to rely on superstition, folklore and hearsay to substantiate any
hypothesis. He felt a hypocrite, hence his trepidation when relaying this
information to Tim.
“Tell me more, Gramps. What did you uncover?’’ Tim was genuinely
interested in what Grandpa had discovered regardless of how he’d arrived
at his conclusions. “It doesn’t matter to me where your research took you,
Gramps. If you believe it and your findings make sense, go for it!’’
Once again Grandpa was grateful for the unwavering support Tim
offered. “There’s more to it than that,” he replied. “Bizarrely, the science
actually supports the folklore!’’
A broad smile stretched across Grandpa’s face. There. He’d finally said
it. After all these years keeping his thoughts to himself he had finally shared
them and was glad to have done so.
Tim listened again as Grandpa suggest a connection between folklore
and science.
“As you know, The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis relies heavily on
evidence provided by Earth, Mars, the Moon and the rest of the objects
across the Solar System. The only reason I was able to develop that
hypothesis was the way in which each new discovery led to the next in a
perfectly natural way. This is why I emphasised the importance of
predictions. In many cases I was able to predict what I should be discovering
next – and I was always correct in my predictions.’’
Tim understood the nature of Grandpa’s anxiety. He was aware any
scientist who attempted to combine hard scientific fact with ancient legends
was immediately scorned by the scientific community. However, he wanted
to continue the discussion. He wanted to know what Grandpa had
discovered from the realm of folklore and how it related to scientifically based
information. He also wondered if any of this could help explain the visions
which had come to him over the years, so he decided to explore the concept
further.
“What about the second vision I had about a month after Sebastian’s
party? Can your research help to explain that?’’
Grandpa thought for a second.
“Which one was that?’’ he asked as he poured them both another coffee.
“It was the vision which took me to ancient China. The vision where I
witnessed the Sun moving weirdly in the sky.’’
“Oh yes. I remember. I looked into that one too, and yes, there are historic
records and legends to substantiate what you saw.’’
Once again Tim was engrossed.
“Really? What do they say?’’
“Well, first of all there are the clay tablets found in the ruins of the ancient
library of Nineveh…’’
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“Nin – what?’’
“Nineveh,” explained Grandpa, “was an ancient city located in Upper
Mesopotamia in modern-day Iraq. Thousands of clay tablets were
discovered amongst the ruins of the library complex of this ancient city.
Incredibly, during the seventh century before our present era Babylonian
astrologers had described the astronomical information inscribed onto each
tablet as inaccurate and useless. The tablets predated the Babylonian
empire and had been studied by Babylonian astrologers in great detail. The
fact that such a large amount of effort and information was declared useless
was, quite simply amazing…’’
Listening intently, Tim gazed into his coffee, stirring it constantly. He was
almost in a trance-like state.
“Incredible? Why?’’ he asked.
“Tens of thousands of these ancient Sumerian cuneiform tablets
contained huge amounts of astronomical information…’’
Tim frowned and interrupted. “Cuneiform?’’
“Yes. Each tablet was painstakingly prepared using cuneiform
techniques,’’ replied Grandpa as he reached for a straw and tapped on one
end. “This was a specialised technique involving a skilled scribe. They would
use the carefully shaped tip of a reed to delicately produce various emblems
and icons on wet clay tablets to form written records of past events.’’ Before
continuing he mimicked the technique he was describing with the straw. “The
imprinting was followed by submitting each clay tablet to a baking process.
It was quite a common form of writing back then.’’
“That’s a neat bit of education, Gramps!’’ said Tim, smiling. “I’ll be sure
to tell Mrs. O’Hara about that!’’
“Prior to the tablets coming into their possession,’’ Grandpa continued,
“the Babylonians recognised each one had been carefully prepared,
stamped, baked and stored. Clearly, a lot of time had been spent collating
the information they contained yet they were declared useless by
Babylonian astrologers.’’
“Why would they do that after so much hard work had gone in to creating
them?’’ asked Tim.
“They were declared useless, because they simply did not reflect the
records the Babylonians themselves were creating that were based upon
the alignment of the planets and stars of their day.’’
Again, Tim looked up from his coffee, puzzled. “So, what was the
problem?’’
“It would appear that throughout the period before the Babylonians began
preparing their own set of astronomical data,’’ Grandpa said as he paused
to sip his drink, “the scribes of the Nineveh tablets had laid down their
astronomical observations in the form of tens of thousands of clay tablets.
These astronomers were employed specifically for this purpose and knew
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exactly what they were doing. They recorded how they collected the data,
what instruments they used; the length of the days, months and years; the
rotational cycle of Earth; the dates of the summer and winter equinoxes, and
so on. Given the age of the tablets this really was an apparently incredible
achievement. Yet the Babylonians declared that the astronomical data
inscribed onto the Nineveh tablets and then handed down through time was
absolutely useless.’’
Tim rubbed his hand over his mouth, frowning and thinking about what
Grandpa had just said. He tried to come up with an explanation for the
wayward information on the tablets but couldn’t.
“It does seem bizarre, Gramps,” he observed eventually. “How could the
scribes have got is so wrong?’’
“Ah,’’ replied Grandpa. “Did they get it wrong, or could there be another,
quite simple explanation?’’
Before Tim could respond he turned and raised his hand in the air, and
within a matter of seconds am immaculately dressed waiter appeared.
“Can I get you anything sir?’’
“Excuse me,” requested Grandpa. “Will you fetch me a pen and a writing
pad please?’’
Tim had no idea what Grandpa was up to and watched mystified.
“Of course, one moment Sir,’’ the waiter replied in broken English before
heading off to complete his task.
“When we were about to leave the ruins at Baalbeck,’’ explained
Grandpa, “I promised you I would show you something very interesting when
we returned to the hotel…’’
He was interrupted by the return of the waiter who lowered his tray to
reveal a thick writing pad and a silver pen.
“Thank you so much,’’ said Grandpa as he placed the pen and pad onto
the table. The waiter bowed his head and headed off to respond to another
raised arm.
“Great service!’’ enthused Tim, nodding in the direction of the waiter.
Grandpa pulled the chair next to him closer to his side and gently
smoothed out the pad on the table. “Come and sit over here,’’ he asked as
he tapped the chair.
Once Tim was in position he targeted a biscuit, popped it into his mouth
and winked at Grandpa, smiling as he did.
“Ready!’’
Grandpa laughed out loud and ruffled Tim’s hair playfully.
“Wow! You certainly have an appetite…’’ he said, continuing to chuckle
to himself as he began drawing a horizontal line across the page. He then
added a second, vertical line to bisect the first at the centre point. After this
he proceeded to draw a series of small dots on the left side of the page and
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after a few seconds Tim realised that Grandpa was drawing the constellation
of Orion.
“I recognise that!’’ he said.
“Yes. Orion is probably the easiest constellation to find in the northern
hemisphere.’’ He then drew another dot onto the paper. “Here’s a test for
you. What’s the name of the star I’m adding now?’’ At this point he drew the
position of the final star.
“Rigel!’’ laughed Tim. “You’ll have to do much better than that, Grandpa!’’
On the left of his drawing Grandpa wrote “Orion, Winter Solstice.’’
“Ok Tim. We’re about to play the imagination game again. See this line
here?’’ With his finger he traced the full length of the horizontal line along
the page. “Imagine this is the horizon and above it is the night sky.’’
“This is easy Gramps,’ acknowledged Tim.
“Now, see where I have drawn Orion? See how high it is in the sky?’’
Tim nodded. “Yep.’’
“Let’s assume this is the position of Orion on the evening of the winter
solstice, which occurs in December each year,’’ explained Grandpa. He then
shifted the pen across to the right-hand side of the central vertical line.
“Imagine you were present when The Impact and Exit Event occurred.
Imagine too that the impact occurred way over on the other side of Earth,
out of sight. If I’m correct, and the impact did cause a shift of Earth’s axis,
what do you think would happen to the stars in the night sky?’’
“Well, Gramps, I think I might see some kind of flash appearing over the
horizon and maybe a lot of shooting stars coming from that direction as
debris began burning up as it re-entered Earth’s atmosphere?’’
As Tim was speaking Grandpa began drawing an identical representation
of the Orion constellation, this time on the right-hand side of the paper.
“Good guesswork, Tim. I’d expect to see the things you’ve described, but
I’m hoping another, far reaching outcome of the event will come to mind.
Take a little longer to think what else may have occurred.’’
Tim didn’t have to imagine any longer. He’d seen the new drawing of
Orion, alongside which Grandpa was now beginning to write something. Tim
couldn’t see the words, but the answer to his question was very evident.
Orion was much, much lower in the sky. He could see that a third of the
constellation was now hidden below the horizon.
Seconds later, Grandpa leaned back and Tim could see the completed
drawing. To the right of the page Grandpa had written “Orion, Winter
Solstice.’’
“Of course, Gramps! The stars in the sky would have appeared to change
their positions!’’
Grandpa wasn’t surprised at Tim’s reaction and leant forward to tap the
pad.
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“Precisely. As Earth was rocked by the enormous force of the impactor it
must, at the very least rolled on its axis for a long time afterwards. This is
another basic law of nature. This rocking motion would have continued until
Earth had once again settled into an almost normal rotation – but with its
axis realigned twenty-three degrees from perpendicular to the Sun. This is
what we experience today. Historical records from civilisations around the
world state that all of them needed to revisit their astronomical charts on an
annual basis because the previous years’ accounts of the positions of the
stars were incorrect. The positions of the stars and constellations were not
as expected. They seemed to be moving around the sky in an unpredictable
manner. At that time, all previous records charting the positions of stars
relative to Earth would have instantly become redundant, hence the anomaly
of the Nineveh tablets. Prior to The Impact and Exit Event the Nineveh
tablets contained correct information. After the catastrophe they became
exactly what the Babylonians said - useless!’’
“So, ancient writings of past civilisations we’ve been told are legends
could actually be …true?’’
“Oh, most definitely,’’ agreed Grandpa. “The texts, scriptures, legends –
call them what you like – are full of references to what I believe to be actual
events. Now, getting back to your vision. Take the ancient Chinese, who left
a remarkable eye-witness account which stated that “the pillars supporting
the sky crumbled, and the chains from which the Earth was suspended
shattered to pieces …the stars poured down into the north-west and rivers,
seas and oceans rushed down to the south-east. A great conflagration burst
out. Flood raged…’’
Grandpa stopped briefly to take another sip of his coffee.
“All of this is what would happen if Earth’s rotation and axial tilt was
altered by an impact of this magnitude. The reference to the way in which
the stars fell down to the north-west strongly suggests the direction from
which the impactor collided with Earth. Also, the withdrawal of the oceans,
rivers and seas to the southeast would naturally occur as described. The
sudden halting of Earth’s rotation would ensure that the liquid on its surface
would continue along its original course. If Earth stopped turning or was
forced into a reverse rotation all waters on Earth would appear to recede
dramatically, causing tremendous flooding across the globe. Add to this the
mega-tsunamis created by the impact event and the overall scenario must
have been horrific!’’ He suddenly calmed down and looked at Tim. “Your
vision was very accurate. If you’d been present as The Impact and Exit Event
occurred, the Sun would have appeared to deviate from its normal route
across the sky. In fact did you know that ancient records of many civilisations
across the world actually describe a time when the Sun stayed in the sky for
about twice the normal length of a day or that the night lasted a similar length
of time, relative to where on Earth’s surface the civilisation lived? Equally
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curious is the fact that these records all relate to the same period of ancient
history? These are clear indications that Earth shifted from its previous axis
over a very short period, and I believe the subsequent devastation caused
by The Impact and Exit Event generated all the effects I have outlined here,
including the apparent collapse of the so-called ‘pillars’ which supported the
skies; the death and rapid freezing of bison and millions of other animals
across Alaska, Greenland and Siberia. This was at the time civilisations
everywhere tried unsuccessfully to create accurate maps of the stars. The
stars seemingly changing positions from year to year would be a perfectly
natural occurrence if Earth was rocking back and forth on its axis.’’
Tim interrupted Grandpa with his mind now in fast forward mode. “That
would be because Earth was still wobbling on its axis following your impact
event,” he said, before adding “…and would also explain the existence of
the precession of the equinoxes wouldn’t it?’’
“Yes, Tim. The off-centre rotation cycle of Earth’s axis has been
calculated to complete over a twenty-six-thousand-year period. However,
that’s not to say it has always been there – just that it will take twenty-six
thousand years to complete one cycle. I’m suggesting we are in the very first
precession and its existence is actually a consequence of The Impact and
Exit Event. Incidentally, the precession of the equinoxes cycle is almost
certainly responsible for the many mini-climate changes which have
occurred, because throughout the cycle Earth’s inclined and rotational
relationship with the Sun would have altered significantly. Ice core samples
indicate many examples of such variances in climate. To compound matters,
within all of this is Chandler’s Wobble.’’
“Chandlers what?’’ laughed Tim. “His wobble?’’
Grandpa laughed along with him. “Yes,” he replied. “Back in 1891 an
American guy called Seth Chandler discovered a small deviation in Earth’s
axis of rotation relative to the solid Earth. It isn’t much of a deviation approximately thirty feet - but it’s there, nonetheless. Although this may
sound a small deviation, when combined with the effect of the precession of
the equinoxes the impact of each on Earth’s climate could actually be huge
over time.’’
“Chandler’s wobble,’’ Tim chuckled again. “That’s the most inspirational
scientific term I’ve ever heard!’’
“Think about it,’’ said Grandpa, smiling. “If Earth had been rocked off its
natural axis of rotation by the kind of impact event I’m proposing wouldn’t
you anticipate the existence of a variety of interconnected gyrations to occur
as the surface of Earth either regained equilibrium with its internal inertia or
toppled over on itself in response to the sudden and drastic change in
circumstances caused by the impact?’’
“I suppose so,’’ replied Tim as he tried to keep up.
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“If we took a revolving gyroscope and tapped it while it was spinning,
we’d see a very similar scenario unfolding,’’ added Grandpa. “The
gyroscope would maintain its spinning action, but once knocked off its axis
it would produce a number of varying axial cycles - what we might describe
as inertia corrections - until equilibrium had once again been established.
Throughout my hypothesis I constantly repeat my assertion that everything
I have discovered relates to the basic laws of nature. Nothing I suggest in
The Impact and Exit Event reflects anything other than naturally occurring
cause-and-effect outcomes. I have never, ever had to ‘manufacture’ an
outcome to suit the hypothesis.’’
“That would destroy the hypothesis, wouldn’t it?’’ suggested Tim.
“Absolutely. Having to force an answer out of any hypothesis is the surest
route to its demise,’’ Grandpa said as he sipped the last of his coffee. “…And
I haven’t even covered the expansion of Earth’s surface properly.’’
He was about to go into great detail about the separation of the continents
and how this was caused, but as he casually glanced down at his watch he
was genuinely surprised at how quickly the evening had passed. His eyes
widened as he rushed to put his cup down.
“Wow - look at the time! We’ll need to hit the sack soon. It’s going to be
an early rise followed by a long drive tomorrow.’’
Tim ignored his Grandpa’s warning.
“C’mon Gramps. Tell me more. What was it that made you realise that
today’s science is actually supporting the folklore? What particular folklore
are you talking about?’’ The questions rolled rapidly from his mouth in the
hope Grandpa would continue with his fascinating, revised description of
ancient history but to his disappointment Grandpa had already pushed back
his chair readying himself to leave the restaurant.
“You name it, Tim. Most of them are in there,’’ he said as he rose from
his chair.
“Atlantis?’’ suggested Tim jokingly, recalling the most popular myth of all.
“Actually yes, Atlantis is in there, and giants, and God…’’ replied Grandpa
“…and the Great Flood; the extinction of the dinosaurs and of course the
devil, which I’ve already mentioned…’’ At this point Grandpa rolled his head
from side to side and twirled his finger next to his temple, gesturing that he’d
lost his own sanity. “Does that sound ridiculous enough for now?’’
Tim quickly downed the last drops of coffee and rose to follow Grandpa
but not before turning quickly and in one agile movement grasping the last
of the biscuits. “Yes Gramps,” he laughed. “It really does sound crazy, but I
can’t wait to hear how all the pieces fit together!’’
Grandpa ruffled Tim’s hair again as the youngster whizzed past, still full
of energy.
“Slow down, you’ll knock someone over at that speed!’’ he warned.
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Tim was walking at a pace normal for a teenager, but Grandpa moved
much, much slower. It had been a long, eventful day and he certainly was
tired. Unlike Tim he was completely drained of energy.
Ahead of him, Tim pressed the button to hail the elevator and as he did
he mockingly summoned his Grandpa with an exaggerated wave of his arm.
“Hurry, Gramps or you’ll have to wait down in the lobby all night!’’ he jeered.
Grandpa entered the elevator ever so slowly, deliberately exaggerating
his old age. Tim smiled and pressed the button to take them to the fifth floor,
and to much needed respite for poor old Grandpa.
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Chapter 14
Professor Zenden approached the pyramid nervously. Behind him
Antonia, Steve and the rest of the team waited. Sound and video engineers
were strategically placed around the external perimeter of the pyramid to
record events as they unfolded. It had taken a long time to make sense of
the meaning behind the markings on the face of the Diamond Pyramid, and
this was the first time an attempt had been made to discover if their efforts
had been successful. Strangely, if the team’s assumptions were correct the
markings had indicated that accessing the pyramid should only be attempted
after the Sun had set, which puzzled everyone. It was 23:00 hrs, and the sun
had set long ago. Last minute checks had delayed matters, but the time had
now arrived to attempt to enter the pyramid.
Following his teams’ interpretation of the markings closely, Professor
Zenden waved his hand over two of the larger markings in front of him whilst
quickly depressing the third and then placing the palm of his hand on the
fourth. Suddenly, from deep inside the pyramid they could see a greenish
glow appear.
Something was happening!
Professor Zenden felt the hairs on the back of his neck bristle with
excitement. He then used both palms to press down on markings five and
six. Suddenly, the wall of the pyramid in front of him shimmered and then
formed a rectangular shape. Even though the team had prepared him for
such an occurrence Professor Zenden stepped back, startled. The
shimmering screen then receded away from him and halted, creating a
recess of about four feet. He immediately turned to look at the rest of the
team who were staring in his direction, completely transfixed with what was
happening.
At this, the most serious of moments Professor Zenden found humour at
the sight of Steve Robinson’s glasses peering out from behind the protective
cover of Antonia. The team had been anticipating the appearance of some
kind of opening, but for the surface of the pyramid to almost dissolve in this
way was something way beyond their expectations. Clearly, in a matter of
seconds Steve had all but lost the concept of chivalry, an occurrence that
had momentarily introduced light-hearted thoughts for the professor.
Returning to the task at hand he carried out the last of the instructions
his team had managed to decipher. He placed his right hand inside the newly
formed aperture and pushed firmly. The whole shimmering section of the
receded wall now slid to the left revealing a large rectangular area. He stood
back and turned toward the rest of the team, instinctively retaining a
composed manner befitting the discovery of something so important. “It’s
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done. It’s worked!” he announced. “We must now consolidate, report and
await our instructions.’’
Loud cheers erupted, accompanied by high fives and hand clapping from
the team. Steve reappeared and hugged Antonia, who had been oblivious
to the way in which she had been used as a human shield. She hugged
Steve and kissed his cheek. Their hard work and dedication had paid off!
Professor Zenden’s colleagues approached closer to investigate the
strange physical metamorphosis that had appeared before them, but after
just a few minutes and to their great disappointment the professor ordered
the immediate area to be cleared of all personnel. He also instructed the toplevel security cordon around the entire pyramid to be further strengthened
and headed back to Central Control to contact the President.
Within the hour and following a short online briefing session the President
was congratulating Professor Zenden. “Well done, professor!” he enthused.
“I’ll have my office inform the rest of the world leaders of your work. I’ll be
arriving in Rutba within 24 hours.’’
“We look forward to seeing you, Mr. President.’’
Professor Zenden terminated the video on his laptop and sat back,
enjoying the familiar inner warmth and excitement that always accompanied
each of the archaeological discoveries he’d made in the past. This
monumental discovery was clearly out there on its own and was undoubtedly
the most fulfilling moment of his entire career and he used know-how gained
from personal experience to capture the moment. He stepped outside and,
as he had done on so many occasions over the decades he scoured the
immediate area to locate a random object he knew could accompany him on
his journey back home. In the past it was usually a small stone, a stick or
even a fallen leaf, all of which eventually found its way into the wall-mounted
presentation case in his study. This was a method he’d learnt when
attending university and for such a bizarre means of retaining memories it
had worked perfectly for him ever since; the collection made an excellent
conversation point for visitors to his home. However, wherever he looked he
saw nothing but sand. He walked in the bright moonlight for a short while,
and while atop a huge sand dune he was startled by the silhouetted shape
of a scorpion he’d seen burrowing out of the sand right next to his foot. In an
automatic response he raised his foot to stamp on the creature but
immediately remembered the encouragement he’d provided over the years
for youngsters to remember; that if ever they found a living thing in
circumstances such as this they should think before taking any action.
“If you see it, save it,’’ he’d often advise in an effort to prevent a random
act of gratuitous killing by uninformed young minds.
Fortunately for the creature he decided to follow his own advice and
watched as the unsuspecting arachnid went about its way over the ridge of
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the dune, leaving behind in the moonlight nothing but a perfectly symmetrical
line of footprints.
Moments later he found himself meandering his way back to his
accommodation, disappointed at the lack of a genuinely inspiring piece of
local, natural memorabilia. It was then that he saw, at the entrance to his
private quarters what appeared to be a small glass-like fragment lying half
buried in the sand. He picked it up and inspected it closely, admiring its
smooth surface.
“This’ll do nicely!’’ he mumbled to himself.
Suddenly he remembered the flurry of international activity that was
about to happen. With the help of Antonia and the rest of his team he had
been instrumental in opening the most exciting edifice ever found, and it was
no wonder the President wanted to be there to see it. Anticipating the
exciting events of the following day he hurried inside and placed the
mysterious piece of glass into his travel holdall before shoving it under his
bed. Then, with naïve ignorance he allowed a broad smile to appear across
his face.
Unfortunately for the professor his sense of achievement, coupled with
the historic nature of the events of the past few hours had, for now obscured
the true reality of the magnitude of their discovery; where it would lead …and
the devastation it would cause.
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Chapter 15
Long before morning light arrived Tim had helped the porter to transfer
their luggage from their room to the multi-storey car park located at the rear
of the hotel. Having checked with the rental company the porter had led Tim
to what he thought was a case of mistaken identity. He was standing next to
a Chevrolet ZL1!
“I’m sorry. There must be a mistake. It cannot be this one?’’ Tim queried.
“Hold on please, I’ll check,’’ replied the porter.
Tim looked around each of the adjoining parking lots to see if he could
identify a vehicle more appropriate for a man of Grandpa’s age. He was
surrounded by commercial vehicles of varying sizes and quickly realised no
other vehicle in view would have been suitable.
“I’ve checked, and this is definitely your vehicle sir,’’ said the porter upon
his return.
Tim had nothing to say. If this was the hire vehicle he was absolutely
speechless. The porter looked at his electronic signature pad and turned to
walk away. “I’ll go get Mr. Patten to sign the vehicle off,’’ he muttered.
In hopeful anticipation Tim quickly overcame his doubts and opened the
passenger door. He jumped in and before too long was meddling with the
myriad of electronic gadgets embedded in the dashboard of the Chevrolet.
After a short while Grandpa opened the drivers’ door and sat inside,
watching Tim as he fiddled with another button.
“Are we really travelling in this?’’ asked Tim excitedly. “There sure are
plenty of gadgets in here!’’ he laughed as the roof unexpectedly opened,
almost colliding with a concrete beam above the vehicle.
Grandpa suddenly laughed out loud and threw his head back against the
headrest, gripping the steering wheel tightly. “Don’t touch any more
buttons!’’ he ordered, gleefully.
Tim felt guilty. Even while the hotel porter had been away confirming
Grandpa’s booking of the vehicle he’d already explored many buttons on the
dashboard and it was all he could do to have the seating positions return to
where they had been before Grandpa had approached the Chevrolet.
Frantically, as Grandpa came into view a panicking Tim had also managed
to mute the deafening noise he’d sent booming out from the sound system.
“Ever since I was young I’ve dreamt of owning the latest Chevvy,’’
enthused Grandpa in the silence Tim had so luckily created moments earlier.
“Let me tell you Tim, we boys stay in touch with our dreams no matter how
old we are, and as this is likely to be the most adventurous time of my life I
decided to make this particular dream come true!’’
Less than five minutes later the powerful Chevrolet was gingerly
encouraged out of the hotel car park; Grandpa and Tim were now heading
out of Baghdad into the darkness towards Route 11 in air conditioned, super-
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comfortable splendour. They were heading for Ramadi and then on to Rutba
which lay further into the beckoning darkness.
As the Chevrolet left central Baghdad and headed toward the vastness
of the desert the peace and quiet of the pre-dawn Baghdad outskirts was
shattered as Grandpa innocently reached for the volume on the car radio,
unexpectedly releasing the previously muted sound - at full blast. The shock
induced a sudden jolt in Grandpa and invoked wild amusement for Tim, who
immediately reached forward and reduced the volume level.
“Sorry Gramps,’’ he said mock-apologetically. “My bad!’’
Nothing could spoil the moment and Grandpa laughed out loud. “No
problem, Tim. That blast has cleared years of dust from my ears!’’
As they travelled away from Baghdad the morning sunrise was glorious
and heading west they witnessed a spectacular transformation unfurl
majestically across the sky. A silhouette of the horizon slowly appeared as
a deep blue hue hugged the surface of the desert. As the miles passed by,
the millions of stars that had accompanied them on the first stage of their
journey had begun to fade as the sky began altering to exhibit a variety of
colours; the dark blue sky invited in an ever-widening halo of red which then
spread slowly along the horizon. Soon, the entire desert seemed ablaze as
the red haze lit up the dunes and valleys as it ushered away the darkness of
night, producing several stunning shades of orange and yellow. Finally, the
uppermost rim of the Sun burst into view.
“Spectacular,’’ Grandpa enthused as he admired the golden landscape
as it begun consuming the Chevrolet.
“Sure is, Gramps. We don’t get to see this in Okanogan.’’
“It’s a question of balance, Tim. I guess the people of Iraq would enjoy
seeing the sun rise over the snow-capped mountains of Washington State
just as we’ve enjoyed their spectacular sunrise this morning.’’
Sometime later they had passed through Fallujah and Ramadi before a
lightly dozing Tim had woken up.
“Fancy a drink Grandpa?’’ he asked as he stretched his arms before
reaching onto the rear seat for his rucksack.
“Yeah. Juice please.’’
Tim opened the carton and placed it in the drink holder alongside
Grandpa before opening a drink for himself. For a few minutes he listened
to the soft internal purr of the engine. He knew anyone they passed would
not have described the sound of the Chevrolet as a ‘purr’. Quite the opposite
in fact. Thankfully, the soundproofing within the Chevrolet was superb.
“Where are we?’’ he asked.
“We’re about a hundred miles west of Baghdad.’’
“Grandpa certainly appears to be making the most of our time together,’’
thought Tim, still half awake. “This vacation is getting better and better!’’
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Suddenly his sleepiness was shattered when, without warning Grandpa
pulled the vehicle over onto the side of the highway.
“Come on, Tim. There’s something I want you to see,’’ he encouraged as
he left the vehicle.
Tim was taken completely by surprise. “Out here in the middle of
nowhere?’’ he mumbled as he jumped out of the car and jogged over to
Grandpa, who was by now some twenty feet away from the highway, facing
the vast desert that stretched out before him. Seconds later Tim was
standing in front of him, deliberately blocking his view.
“C’mon, Gramps. What’s this all about?’’
“Remember how astonished you were when you first saw the Trilithon?’’
replied Grandpa.
“Sure do…’’
“The existence of those huge blocks leads us on to another question. If
the civilization that built those monuments did have the technology - and by
this, I mean machinery - what do you think might have happened to them?’’
““I’ve no idea. I guess they were destroyed during a war or something?’’
“No.’’
The heat from the early morning sun was already burning the back of his
neck as Tim considered another guess.
“Famine?’’ he asked as he pulled the collar of his t-shirt up to create at
least a little shade.
“Nope,’’ smiled Grandpa as he sidestepped Tim and continued to gaze
out at the desert.
Tim didn’t have a clue what he should say next, so he pretended to look
as though he was deep in thought. After a few moments he declared his
ignorance.
“I’ve no idea, Gramps. What do you think happened to them?’’
“Their civilization was destroyed by The Impact and Exit Event. Their
demise came from the skies,’’ uttered Grandpa, poetically. “The entire
population of this region was engulfed by falling debris. Look around you.
The remnants of the catastrophe are everywhere.’’
Tim duly scanned the area. “All I can see are a few ancient ruins …and
lots of rocks and sand?’’
Grandpa purposely looked far away into the distance. “But,” he pointed
out. “Isn’t that exactly what you would expect to see if the entire region had
been smothered from above?’’ Unexpectedly, he then waved his
outstretched hands as he spun his body around. “This is the sand, dust and
stones that fell from the sky to which Joshua referred in the Bible!
Everywhere, as far as the eye can see is covered by the remnants of the
exit event of my hypothesis. In fact, we’re standing at the very heart of what
I refer to as the ‘exit event fallout zone’. It covers tens of thousands of square
miles!’’
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This time Tim was more than speechless. He was wondering if Grandpa
really had lost his mind. If others could have witnessed this they would have
seen what appeared to be a deranged old man, in the middle of the desert
turning around and around with his arm outstretched …uttering what
appeared to be gibberish. “Are you feeling all right, Gramps?” he asked in
increasing desperation. “Do you want to sit down?’’
“Sit down?” retorted Grandpa. “Of course not! I’m feeling better than I’ve
done for years! All that I say is written!’’
“Now he really does sound crazy…’’ Tim thought. “It must be the heat!’’
The tone of Grandpa’s voice was almost hysterical and this drew a
surprised response from Tim. At the risk of exciting Grandpa to even greater
heights he enquired further. “Written? What do you mean, written?’’ he
asked nervously as Grandpa stopped turning and was now successfully
winning his battle to regain his balance.
“Whether it’s the ancient Chinese,” he explained, “or the ancient
Egyptian’s or the ancient South American cultures, all of them clearly
reference a global catastrophe in the distant past. However, with regard to
the region around Baalbeck the written evidence is quite specific.’’ He then
placed his hands on Tim’s shoulders and turned him around. “I want you to
look east.’’
Ahead of Tim the view was the same. All the way to the horizon the scene
was that of sand and rocks of varying sizes. Sporadically dotted amongst
the baking wilderness were ruins of buildings, most of which were partially
buried underneath sand.
“Now, I want you to imagine this entire area covered in lush green
vegetation, huge lakes, rivers and millions of trees …and thriving cities.’’ He
pointed toward the distant horizon. “Then, imagine that the exit event had
just occurred far over the horizon, over there way beyond the Middle East
region as far away as China.’’
Tim closed his eyes. “Ok Gramps, I’m ready,’’ he confirmed.
Grandpa then continued to paint the picture.
“Once the exit event had occurred, huge amounts of debris from the
surface of Earth would have been jettisoned upwards. The trajectory of the
impactor can easily be traced from the impact site and provides evidence
that the debris would have been thrust upwards and westwards – in the
direction of this region. Can you picture it, Tim?’’
“Yes Gramps. Keep going…’’
“If this was what did actually occur you’d expect to find some mention of
it amongst the works of ancient scholars. Is that a reasonable assumption to
make?’’
“It would certainly back up your hypothesis,’’ agreed Tim, his eyes still
tightly closed.
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“Well, Tim. It’s all there. References to the catastrophe can be found
throughout the Bible and in almost all other ancient texts, but they just
haven’t been interpreted in the correct context. This is an extremely
important point and it’s important that you remember it. Now, keep your eyes
closed and imagine what you’d be seeing as the event unfolded in front of
you.’’
Grandpa stood silently as Tim’s imagination went to work. After a short
wait he prompted an answer. “Well, what do you see?’’
Tim kept his eyes closed and began describing the images in his mind.
“At first,” Tim pondered, “I would imagine that the ground underneath my
feet would move because of the scale and magnitude of your impact and
exit event. I think I may even have been knocked off my feet by the force of
earthquakes.’’
“Very good. Carry on…’’
“Obviously the sky would darken as the debris began filling the
atmosphere. I would think it would have been a terrifying experience for
anyone who was actually here at the time.’’
“What next?’’ asked Grandpa.
“Gramps, as the debris reached here and fell back to Earth I would expect
it to be accompanied by high winds. That would mean violent dust storms…’’
“…and?’’ pressed Grandpa.
“Er, lots of dust falling from the sky?’’ guessed Tim, picturing the scene.
“Yes, Tim. But what else would be happening?’’
Tim thought for a few more seconds and added another detail to his
imaginary catastrophe. “Rocks falling from the sky?’’ he postulated.
“Absolutely correct!’’ shouted Grandpa as he gleefully hugged Tim,
whose eyes burst open with surprise. “What do you see in front of you now?’’
“Sand and rocks – lots of it!’’ exclaimed Tim.
“You’ve missed out one important detail,’’ said Grandpa. “Almost all manmade structures have been completely concealed by sand.’’
“Of course, Gramps. How did I miss that?’’ uttered a surprised Tim just
before Grandpa added further evidence.
“Did you know,” he explained, “that in the Bible Joshua quotes from the
Book of Jasher that sand, dust and rocks fell from the sky? In the Book of
Jasher it is said that great stones fell from the sky. Interestingly, the ancient
Egyptian word for hail, which we normally associate with tiny balls of frozen
rain is, in fact also applied to a driving shower of sand and stones.’’
For a short while Grandpa and Tim stared silently into the desert
wilderness imagining the plight of those who experienced the terrible
catastrophe. It wasn’t too difficult for them both to conjure up an incredibly
sad sight as huge amounts of molten, semi-molten and solid rock, dirt and
sand fell onto many thousands of terrified people.
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“Look over there,’’ pointed Grandpa. “If you know what to look for the
evidence is abundantly clear, quite literally.’’ He proceeded to lead Tim over
to what appeared to be a gritty, fist sized piece of rock. “Do you know what
this is?’’ he asked as he picked it up.
Tim didn’t have any idea so he tried a guess.
“Sandstone?’’
“No,’’ replied Grandpa as he held out his arm for Tim to hold before slowly
lowering himself down onto one knee. “It’s glass.’’ He removed the bottle of
water from his jacket pocket and poured its contents onto the surface,
flushing away the excess grit as he did. “See?’’
As the water evaporated Tim was amazed to see a highly reflective and
extremely smooth surface appear. Unbelievably it was, as Grandpa had just
pointed out an object composed entirely of glass.
“How can glass appear out here in the middle of nowhere?’’ he asked.
“It’s referred to as Desert Glass and I’m suggesting it’s a naturally
expected outcome of the exit event of my hypothesis,’’ replied Grandpa as
he held the specimen up to the Sun. “It’s not the only piece of glass you’ll
find in this region. They can be found over an area of tens of thousands of
square miles. To my mind, the glass was formed as sand was superheated
by the intensely powerful forces created by the exit event, but today’s
scientists are perplexed as to the existence of Desert Glass. Some suggest
meteor impacts generated the forces required and others even suggest they
are the result of nuclear wars in ancient times. However, if you consider their
existence from within my hypothesis they are an entirely predictable
outcome of a naturally occurring catastrophe.’’
“Everything must have been obliterated in an awful way,’’ muttered Tim
as he turned to walk back to the car. “Everything, and everyone,’’ he added
solemnly.
“Yes,’’ sighed Grandpa. He placed his arm around Tim’s shoulder as he
too turned to walk back towards the Chevrolet. “This was once such a
beautiful place, filled with life in all its forms. Vegetation, people, animals.
What happened to them really was a desperate tragedy.’’
Tim stopped and turned around once again to look back across the
desert, trying to imagine a different scene.
“Vegetation and wildlife in abundance,’’ he thought, as the view in his
mind once again turned into a luxurious vista depicting an environmental
paradise. “They didn’t deserve to suffer in the way they did.’’
Suddenly, he was brought back to the present day.
“Tim!’’ shouted Grandpa from inside the Chevrolet. “It’s time to go!’’
Tim hadn’t realised just how long he’d been visualising the paradise
Grandpa had said had been destroyed.
“Let’s go!’’ insisted Grandpa once again.
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Once again inside the Chevrolet, Tim’s need to know more about the
plight of the ancient people had intensified. There was one obvious question
he’d forgotten to ask, so he sought further information from Grandpa.
“Were there any survivors, Gramps?’’
“Yes, but very few.’’
Tim was puzzled how Grandpa could possibly be aware of any survivors.
“How do you know?’’
“Evidence for survivors isn’t hard to find if you look close enough. The
Bible is littered with eye witness accounts of what happened. In fact, I
challenge you to read through the whole book and use a highlight pen to
separate out the many references made to catastrophic occurrences here
on Earth and in the skies. The real story of the Bible literally jumps from the
pages!’’
Tim was excited at the challenge his Grandpa had just issued. “Do you
really think I’ll see it?’’ he asked.
“It’s impossible to miss. Once all the religious and political embroidery is
removed the whole startling series of events can be seen quite clearly. And
when you’ve done that, do the same with other ancient texts. You’ll find an
astonishingly similar story emerges in these, too.’’ He checked the rear-view
mirror before looking across at Tim. “They all saw the same things and
recorded what they saw – and in some cases what they thought they had
seen.’’
Yet again, Tim was astonished at the linkages being provided by
Grandpa. “This is incredible, Gramps. How did they all miss this?’’ he
retorted.
“Oh, that’s easy to explain,” replied Grandpa. “Apart from the fact that
there were very few survivors left to record the horrific events, those that did
so survived in complete isolation from one another. Think about it; everything
they knew had been destroyed. They no longer had access to any means of
accurately recording what had happened and it wasn’t until much, much later
that surviving generations had developed the capability to do so on their
behalf. When they did all they would have had to work from would have been
recollections of the tragedy handed down through the generations by word
of mouth.’’
“Makes sense,’’ agreed Tim.
“Then,’’ continued Grandpa, “to compound matters it’s also possible the
generational effect of what had happened to humanity finally caused the
reality to become blurred. Generation after generation of fractured groups of
survivors could have begun producing slightly differing interpretations of
what had occurred. Some might have suggested it was the actions of a
‘greater being’ that had caused the devastation all those years ago. They
would have recounted a previous generation - not the actual survivors talking of a war in the skies and from this an environment of fear could have
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emerged in many different areas around the world. A war taking place in the
skies does indeed imply the existence of other beings apart from those here
on Earth. Elements within the increasing populace of Earth may have then
began creating what they believed to be conduits through which they could
make contact with, and even revere the ‘greater being’ their ancestors had
allegedly seen. Could it be that today we call these beings ‘gods’ or ‘deities’?
Could this be at the source of all religion on Earth?’’
“Wow…’’ muttered Tim quietly. “Wow…’’ he repeated, without adding
another word.
“The existence of so many different religions around the world,’’
continued Grandpa, “is not something that happened by coincidence. Most,
if not all religions have a similar underlying theme. In almost all cases it’s
only the identity of the ‘greater being’ that differs.’’
“This is way too much for me to deal with at the moment!’’ joked Tim.
Grandpa agreed. He didn’t realise how far into his own thoughts he’d just
delved. “I guess it must be,” he replied. “We’ll talk some more about this in
the future, when you’re a little older.’’
Tim hadn’t been serious and remained eager to learn. “Tell me more
about the historic and mythical connections you’re so convinced about,’’ he
insisted.
Grandpa smiled. Although Tim was still a young boy it was good to be
able to talk about the information that had both inspired and worried him in
similar measure over the years. He’d kept his thoughts to himself for far too
long and it felt so good that he had someone genuinely interested in what
he had to say; someone who was willing to listen …and plenty of time on the
road ahead to discuss his thoughts in some detail.
“I’ve barely scratched the surface,” he explained. “There’s so much more
to tell you, and so many places I could choose to start.’’
“Try starting at the beginning,’’ suggested Tim as he once again reduced
the volume on the radio. “That’s usually the best place.’’
There was a short pause before Grandpa smiled in acknowledgement.
“The beginning is difficult to describe without providing at least some
additional information. In fact, I didn’t get to the beginning of my hypothesis
until I had completed most of it…’’
“How come, Gramps? Are you saying you knew the end of your
hypothesis before you’d even discovered how it all began?’’
“Precisely! I spent most of my time researching my hypothesis in reverse.
Are you confused?’’
“You bet!’’ Tim replied. “How can something like that happen?’’
“Well, once I’d discovered the site of the Takla Makan desert everything
just naturally fell into place.’’
Grandpa noticed a slight frown emerge across Tim’s forehead.
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“You’re familiar with the Takla Makan Desert, aren’t you?’’ he asked,
smiling.
Tim nodded, still wearing a frown as he tried to understand how going
backwards could generate a working hypothesis.
“I’m going to test your knowledge,” said Grandpa. “Describe the location
of the Takla Makan Desert.’’
“It’s up in the Himalayas,’’ replied Tim confidently. “Yeah. Asia, right?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa before adding greater detail. “Geographically
speaking the Takla Makan Desert is situated north of the Himalayan
mountain range. Beyond these mountains lies a huge, spherical wilderness
consisting mostly of sand and rocks, some of which are positioned in quite
unusual formations, as though they’ve been broken and thrust upwards
under tremendous force. Geologists refer to the entire area as the Tibetan
Plateau. Some researchers have even reported that the evidence within the
region strongly suggests the Himalaya’s had been “dragged up’’ some time
in recent history, and not as we’re led to believe between one and sixty
million years ago.’’
“Great stuff!’’ urged Tim, acknowledging Grandpa’s level of knowledge in
relation to the Takla Makan Desert.
“And there’s a lot more evidence to take into account,’’ added Grandpa.
“What kind of evidence?’’ enquired Tim, and as he was speaking
Grandpa manoeuvred the Chevrolet past a huge freight truck which had, for
the past couple of miles been kicking up annoying dust clouds from beneath
its wheels.
“Well, Tim,” Grandpa began. “Despite mainstream science suggesting
that, as part of the slow plate tectonics process the Himalaya’s had been
formed over millions of years, researchers found compelling evidence that
the Himalayas had, in fact appeared very, very recently and very quickly.
They deduced this because they found lakes that had original waterlines
which are now inclined on a slope, and concurrent with these watermarks
they found evidence of bronze-age man. In addition to this and unlike most
other parts of Earth’s surface the researchers found only one alteration in
the magnetic poles within the rocks. This in itself implies rapid formation of
the host rock. It was a similar story when researchers investigated the age
of the Andes and the Alps.’’ His narration was momentarily halted as he
began navigating around another slow-moving truck. “And according to
evolutionists the Takla Makan Desert shouldn’t be there at all.’’
“Why not?’’ asked Tim as the stylish vehicle re-entered the westward lane
of the highway, attracting admiring looks from the driver of the truck.
“Because the sand of the Takla Makan Desert is full of sea and dinosaur
fossils,’’ explained Grandpa. “In fact, it’s the largest dinosaur fossil reservoir
in the world.’’
“Fossils?’’ asked Tim.
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“Yes, fossils, and before we go further have you heard of the Geologic
Column?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Tim.
“It’s a heap of nonsense!’’ laughed Grandpa. “There’s no such thing at
all!’’
“But it’s the record of the fossils found in Earth’s crust, isn’t it?’’ queried
Tim. “We were taught that in school!’’
“The use by scientists of the Geologic Column,” continued Grandpa,
“implies that fossils are distributed in such a way that the age of the fossils
can be established due to the consistency of their position in the rock layers,
right?’’
“But that’s exactly what we’ve been told,’’ agreed Tim. “So, what’s the
problem?’’
“There’s no such thing!” laughed Grandpa.
“But I thought older fossils are found lower down in Earths rock layers?’’
“No!’’ chortled Grandpa once again. “Not many people realise the
Geologic Column is purely hypothetical!’’
“You said there were fossils high up in the mountains?’’ replied Tim, once
again overawed by what Grandpa had just said, and in an effort to keep up
with what he was being told he returned Grandpa to his comments about the
Takla Makan Desert. “How come the fossils are up there? How did they get
there?’’ he asked.
“They’re the questions most scientists cannot answer, and when they do
try the answers are wholly impractical,’’ continued Grandpa, effortlessly.
“And would you believe it? An entirely contradictory theory is accepted by
mainstream science as the answer to the puzzle of sea fossils being found
high up on top of the Himalayas!’’
“Contradictory? How?’’ asked Tim who had opened his laptop and was
poised to input Grandpa’s reply.
“I didn’t know you were gonna take notes!’’ Grandpa smiled.
“It’s the only way to work. It saves going over it all again later, Gramps.’’
“I’m impressed with your efficiency!’’ laughed Grandpa.
Another annoying freightliner caused a brief delay as Grandpa
successfully negotiated the Chevrolet around it.
“Some evolutionists state that the mountains have risen from the depths
of the oceans over millions of years, lifting the sea-floor skywards,’’
explained Grandpa in a slightly mocking manner.
Tim tried his best to sound diplomatic, but he felt he had to say
something.
“Sorry, Gramps but it does sound a plausible explanation.’’
“Of course it does. That is until you take account of the basic tenet behind
the evolutionary argument.’’
“Which is?’’
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“Time,’’ replied Grandpa. “According to current evolutionary theories the
mountains needed a long, long time to reach their present height.’’
Tim nodded. He had to agree because it was obvious to him the
mountains didn’t appear over a few decades or even over hundreds of years.
No. It did indeed take millions of years - at least that was what he’d learnt at
school. He was also aware of the concept of plate tectonics, and how
scientists believed forces generated by the pressures of colliding continents
had thrust up each of the world’s mountain ranges over unimaginably long
periods of time. Yet Grandpa seemed to be undermining part of his own
hypothesis.
“Yes. Millions of years,’’ Tim concurred. He was unhappy making this
statement because he knew he was directly challenging Grandpa’s ideas.
“Then how come the fossils remain?’’ asked Grandpa.
Luckily for Tim, Grandpa hadn’t heard his initial response so he quickly
looked down and worked the keyboard feverishly.
Unfortunately for him Grandpa then began talking faster.
“How come they haven’t been eroded away by the same forces that the
very same scientists insist are evident elsewhere on the planet?” he asked.
“In fact, high up in the Himalayas the erosive force of wind, rain, ice and
snow is greater than anywhere else on the planet – yet there they are, these
prehistoric fossils.’’ He looked across at Tim, who had been attacking his
keyboard at ferocious speed. “Do you want me to slow down?’’
“No thanks, I’ll be fine, but I do have one question?’’
Another smile lit up Grandpa’s face. He genuinely believed his research
had produced the answers which proved his hypothesis correct and he
looked forward to answering any questions relating to it. “Go ahead,’’ he
replied.
“If the mountains haven’t been eroded that surely means they cannot be
millions of years old, doesn’t it?’’
There was another pause, but this time it wasn’t caused by traffic up
ahead.
Tim’s face flushed. “Sorry, Gramps. That was a dumb question.’’
“No, it wasn’t. In fact, it was a logical conclusion to make,’’ replied
Grandpa. “Hence my frustration with a large part of the scientific
community.’’ He shifted his eyes in the direction of Tim’s laptop and seemed
even more determined than ever. “Ready?’’
Tim nodded awkwardly and concentrated on his keyboard as Grandpa
continued once again.
“It gets even more absurd than that, Tim. Let’s assume erosion did occur.
Let us also assume that the scientists are correct, and let’s assume it did
take millions of years for the Himalayas to be created as the sea-floor was
uplifted from its original position by the forces of plate tectonics. If all of this
had occurred, the previous sea-floor and all evidence of its existence would,
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over the very same millions of years have been completely eroded. Quite
simply, nature would have erased it along with the fossils from that period.’’
“Amazing,’’ thought Tim as he continued transferring the information onto
his laptop. He found himself nodding in agreement. Once again Grandpa’s
logic made perfect sense and did appear to provide further substance to his
Impact and Exit Event argument.
“As I mentioned earlier,’’ Grandpa continued, “the weather up in the
Himalayas is amongst the most severe on Earth.’’ He paused for a moment
to allow Tim to keep up. “In addition to this, according to some scientists the
entire region would have been covered by the remnants of earlier mountains
that had supposedly been created by tectonic movement prior to the
existence of the Himalayas. It is said that these mountains were eroded by
the eternal forces of wind, water and ice as the Himalayas rose beneath
them.’’
“To me that resembles something close to a kind of conveyor belt system
of mountain formation,’’ Tim postulated.
“Incredibly, that’s exactly what has been proposed. Another explanation
for the existence of the Takla Makan Desert region is that the Himalayas are
somehow acting as a fluid and being forced upwards by the incoming
landmass of India to create the plateau on which the Takla Makan Desert
sits.’’ He looked to the sky and shook his head. “Yet still these people are
given credibility. Some even have their ideas incorporated into
documentaries on the National Geographic channel. It’s an absolutely crazy
situation.’’
Tim was typing as fast as he could. “Maybe someday your hypothesis
will be on National Geographic channel too, Gramps?’’ he suggested.
“Forget documentaries - my hypothesis would make a fabulous movie!’’
laughed Grandpa.
Tim imagined himself at the premiere of Grandpa’s movie.
“Do you really think so, Gramps? That would be so cool!’’
“Of course, I do!’’ replied Grandpa enthusiastically. It was as if Tim had
ignited a fire within him. “The movie would ask the viewer to revisit their
beliefs, because it would contain a clearly evidenced alternative version of
what they’ve been led to believe.’’
“How so, Gramps? Wouldn’t yours be just another disaster movie? I’ve
seen lots of meteor impact films in the past.’’
“Ah, but mine,” interrupted Grandpa, “would be much different to any
previous meteor impact movie because of the questioning aspect of the
storyline, and although it would be packed with exciting scenes – it would
need to because there’s so much to tell – the viewer will ultimately see what
I have seen, and what you’ve see in your visions. The movie would, quite
literally impact upon the thought processes of whoever was watching.’’
“In what way?’’ queried Tim.
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“By confronting almost all aspects of today’s scientific and religious
understanding. It would be a spectacular, consistent, visual and in my view
undeniable argument. My movie would link together Earth’s prehistoric past;
its true geologic history and the many theological, astronomic and mythical
mysteries to create a coherent series of interconnected events which
culminate in The Impact and Exit Event …and what followed.’’
“You said all that without stopping to take a breath!’’ joked Tim.
“I know. I’m so passionate about what I believe I’ve discovered I can’t
help myself,’’ smiled Grandpa, and to reinforce the accuracy of his last
statement he completely changed the subject. “I’ll give you an example of
what I mean. Take the Bible. I could use other ancient writings but for now
I’ll use the Bible.’’
Tim began typing once again.
“Throughout the Old Testament,” continued Grandpa, “you’ll find
references to miracles which, when looked at closely are clearly descriptions
of actual events. If you take each so-called miracle individually they appear
to be just that – miracles without any earthly explanation. But if you place
theses miracles within the context of my Impact and Exit Event hypothesis
the miracles instantly become naturally occurring events, albeit catastrophic
events.’’
Tim was struggling to keep up.
“Hold on, Gramps!’’
Grandpa stopped talking, but only briefly, which didn’t help Tim at all.
“The events left the writers of the time puzzled because they couldn’t be
explained – not scientifically anyway. However, when Joshua wrote about
‘stones falling from the sky’ he was clearly referring to either volcanic fallout
or meteorites. I’m proposing he was referring to both, because the outcome
of his explanation would naturally occur as my impactor burst out from its
subterranean trajectory. Then, some of the ejecta from the exit event would
have been hurtled out into space and would have re-entered the atmosphere
falling westward, burning up as it did. These incoming projectiles could have
easily been misinterpreted as meteorites, which is what Immanuel
Velikovsky proposed.
“Who’s Velikovsky?’’ interrupted Tim.
“He was a fantastic visionary who spent his life piecing together what he
thought had happened to Earth and our Solar System in the past.’’
“Just like you?’’
“Yes. Just like me, Tim. I have every respect for his work. Just like Alfred
Wegener when he suspected the existence of continental drift Immanuel
Velikovsky was laying the foundation for future generations to explore his
ideas. There have been many times when I’d look to the work of Velikovsky
for inspiration and he never let me down.’’
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“If he was such an inspiration Gramps, why do you disagree with his
findings?’’ asked Tim, hoping that he wouldn’t alight the fire in Grandpa’s
belly too much.
“My interpretation,’’ replied Grandpa, “differs from Velikovsky in much of
the detail Immanuel provided within his hypothesis. For example, I believe
the falling meteorites he assumed had been the product of a passing comet
had actually originated from Earth. Another example is his interpretation of
ancient written texts which described immense amounts of fire and
brimstone falling from the sky. He implied this was because of a close
encounter of Earth with another celestial body.’’
Grandpa suddenly looked at Tim. “What’s fire and brimstone?’’ he asked.
Tim immediately looked down. He hadn’t a clue about fire and brimstone.
“Er, I’ve no idea,’’ he admitted.
“Of course you don’t!’’ laughed Grandpa as he reached across and
slapped Tim on the shoulder, “Because it’s such an outdated phrase!’’
Annoyed at his lack of knowledge Tim sought an answer. “What’s fire and
brimstone, Gramps?’’
“It’s sulphur and pitch,’’ came the reply. “Which is precisely what I’d
expect to see following both the impact and the exit events - lots of burning,
solidifying tar and sulphur falling out of the sky.’’ He could see Tim was
embarrassed and decided to lead the conversation elsewhere. “Remember
too that I said the blast from the exit event would generate high powered
winds of debris? Well, when a scorching blast of fire was recounted in the
Old Testament that’s exactly what was experienced, because that’s what
should be expected to occur following such a devastating event. A similar
phenomenon occurs quite often following volcanic eruptions. These are
called pyroclastic flows.’’ He then thumbed back toward the highway behind
the Chevrolet. “Back there I told you of my belief that the fallout from The
Impact and Exit Event had smothered this entire region...’’
“Yeah, Gramps’’ replied Tim.
“Well, the falling stones and dust described by Joshua and the fire and
brimstone Isaiah reported were part of the same event - the exit event, the
remnants of which hurtled towards and then down upon this region after the
impactor burst through, upward and outward from the east, the site of the
Takla Makan Desert.’’ Grandpa then checked his rear-view mirror again and
briefly admired the lack of transport. He then looked ahead and saw a similar
view. “This sure is the way to enjoy the highway,’’ he thought before
returning his attention to Tim. “Other aspects to be taken into consideration
are the comments in various ancient writings regarding the strange
behaviour of some mountains and hills.’’
“Behaviour? What do you mean?’’
Grandpa’s reply was lengthy and detailed.
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“In the Bible and elsewhere there are several references to some very,
very strange happenings with regard to mountains. The reason I’m
mentioning this is that one mountain in particular attracted my attention
because of the references to it in ancient texts. It’s Mount Sineru, which is a
mountain often mentioned in the Tipiñaka.’’
“Tip…what?’’ stuttered Tim.
“Tipiñaka,’’ replied Grandpa, “is the name given to the Buddhist sacred
scriptures. It’s the largest sacred book of any of the great world religions.
Tim began a response. “But…’’
“I know, Tim. You and millions of others have no idea of the existence of
the Tipiñaka. It’s a ridiculous situation, and one which magnifies the way in
which mainstream scientists keep on suppressing information vital to the
progression of mankind. It’s now generally accepted that Mount Kailash in
the Himalayas is the location of Mount Sineru. Why is this important to my
hypothesis? Mount Kailash is situated directly adjacent to the Takla Makan
desert but, according to the ancient texts it hasn’t always been there. The
description of what happened to Mount Kailash, or Mount Sineru is nothing
short of sensational!’’
“In what way?’’ asked Tim.
“Well, firstly it’s sensational because the ancient writings absolutely back
up what I suggest has happened; that the region where the Takla Makan
desert is now located was blasted up and away from Earth when the exit
event occurred. Secondly, it’s also sensational because of the way in which
the texts explain that - and I quote - “All the peaks of Mount Sineru, even
those which are hundreds of leagues in height, crumble and disappear in
the sky. The flames of fire rise up and envelop the heaven."
“Disappear in the sky?’’ Tim repeated.
“Come on Tim, believe what has been written!” retorted Grandpa. “Has
the Tipiñaka ever been educated to Harry, Evelyn or yourself? Thirdly, and
possibly the most sensational piece of literary evidence in support of my
hypothesis the texts also explain that Mount Sineru, or Mount Kailash fell
back to Earth …where it remains to this day. That scenario would
undoubtedly have happened as the catastrophe unfolded. This is to be
expected and is exactly what would have happened during an event as
explosive as this – entire mountains blasted away from their original
locations to land where I would have predicted them to land, bang in the
middle of the debris deposited by the exit event – the newly formed
Himalayas!’’
“But that sounds beyond fantastic,’’ replied Tim sceptically.
“Yet that’s what the ancient texts say,’’ replied Grandpa. “And next time
you get the chance take a look at images of Mount Kailash because it even
looks as though it has been deposited from above.’’
“How so?’’
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“Because it’s actually located within an extremely unusual geologic
setting. It’s almost completely surrounded by a circular depression that, in
my opinion suggests Mount Kailash fell onto a massive area of molten rock.
Make it your business to check it out.’’
Before Tim could respond Grandpa then added further information to an
already detailed explanation.
“Then there’s the Mayan sacred book Popol-Vuh which says God rolled
and removed mountains, and great and small mountains moved and shook.
It’s written that Coniraya-Vira-cocha, the God of the Incas raised mountains
from the flat land. This, in my view would be the instant creation of the
Rockies as stated in my hypothesis. Use the Internet to take a look at the
absolute contrast between the Rockies and the plains of North America from
Colorado in the USA to the Northwest Territories of Canada and beyond.
The sudden uplifted heights of the Rockies are so apparent they cannot be
ignored, and because there’s an incredible number of mountains to choose
from throughout the Rockies I’d suggest a good place to start would be
Mount Rundle, which is outside the town of Banff in British Columbia. It’s a
relatively isolated mountain and it’s an excellent example of a mountain
being forced up out of what was originally a flat plain.’’ He suddenly stopped
talking and looked at Tim, smiling mischievously as he did. “You’ll have
plenty of homework to do when we get back!’’ he said. “The next time you
get the chance take a look at Psalm 114 and read verses three to eight.
There’s some serious stuff going on in there. You’ll see that the mountains
acted in some weird and wonderful ways! Apparently, they skipped like
rams, and the little hills jumped like lambs, while some mountains were even
turned over!’’
Tim sat back. His fingers were simply incapable of keeping up, so he
gave up.
“Then there’s Psalm 97. It contains a cryptic explanation of what
happened. There are twelve verses in Psalm 97 so I’ll paraphrase just a few
of the lines. It says ‘Fire and thick darkness surround …fire goes before
…lightning lights up the world and the Earth trembles …the mountains melt
like wax.’ It is quite explicit when you remove the references to the Lord.’’
Ignoring most of what Grandpa had just said, Tim had focussed on just
one small element of his statement. “Melted like wax? How could that
happen?’’ he asked.
“Oh, that’s easy to explain. From a distance, and without any way to
understand what was really happening it’s perfectly understandable why
they would use such an analogy because that would have been something
in their lives to which they could relate. Today, we can see mountains appear
to melt in much the same way!’’
“C’mon, Gramps. I’ve never seen a mountain melt!’’ laughed Tim.
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“You probably have but because you know what’s happening you just
don’t see it as a mountain melting in the way they did all those centuries
ago.’’
Tim turned and looked at Grandpa thoughtfully. “Where am I likely to
have seen this happen?’’ he asked.
Grandpa thought for a little while before answering.
“Throughout the Impact and Exit Event many parts of Earth’s surface
would have shook very violently,” he explained. “In fact, it says this was the
case in many of the ancient writings from around the world. It is this
tumultuous vibration that caused solid rock to shatter and then crumble
under the force of gravity. From a distance this would absolutely resemble
the mountains melting like wax.’’
“Okay, but you said I might have already seen this happen myself?’’
queried Tim.
“When we get back home,’’ replied Grandpa, “we’ll look for videos of how
the large corporations mine for certain types of metals. Quite often they’ll
use explosives to blast away the side of a mountain. This is the nearest we’ll
get to seeing how a blast, accompanied by sudden vibration can turn solid
rock almost into a fluid. The best example I could find was when I searched
YouTube using ‘mountain demolition’ as my search parameters. Somebody
posted a spectacular video in 2014 of the use of explosives on a
mountainside. The video clearly showed how solid rock can be turned into
an almost fluid-like state and, given the exponential power that was
generated by the exit event it’s easy to see how an entire mountain could
indeed appear to melt like wax and disappear in a few seconds.’’
Tim attempted to interrupt but Grandpa was once again in full flow.
“Then came the perfectly normal atmospheric conditions we’d expect
after a catastrophe such as The Impact and Exit Event,’’ he continued.
“These were described accurately in the Old Testament on several
occasions as a ‘storm and tempest’ and a ‘darkened Sun’. Earth was
described as being ‘removed from its place’, which would be the axial shift
we’ve already discussed, and may even refer to a change in Earth’s orbit.
Other descriptions include a reference to the ‘change of time and seasons’.
Remember the Nineveh Tablets, and how they were declared useless
because the heavenly objects did not match those observed by the
Babylonians at a later date?’’
Tim nodded, numbed by the speed, depth and detail Grandpa was now
imparting.
“If these quotes were taken from a news reporter today when describing
a large volcanic eruption,” continued Grandpa, “they wouldn’t look out of
place, but there’s a problem,” he added. “There weren’t any volcanic
eruptions at that time.’’ He glanced across at Tim and at that moment it
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became clear to him Tim had stopped typing so he decided to help out. “Do
you mind if I stop talking and have a drink?’’ he asked.
Tim nodded gratefully as he attempted to take advantage of the pause to
input information with his two index fingers. Unfortunately, in his haste to
record what Grandpa had said every few hits on the keyboard were directed
at the delete key to correct the many mistakes he’d been making, which
amused Grandpa as he slowly sipped at his drink. Admiring Tim’s efforts, he
estimated how much time he would need for him to finish catching up. “A
couple of miles should do it,’’ he thought.
He was wrong.
“Ready!’’ announced Tim more than fifteen miles further down the
highway.
“I sure miscalculated that one…’’ Grandpa thought to himself and smiled,
deciding to give Tim a break from The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis.
“Shall we stop and take a break at the next gas station?’’ he asked.
Tim nodded, hiding his relief. “That’d be neat, Gramps. I could do with
stretching my legs and grabbing a bite to eat.’’
What he didn’t add was that his fingers were very, very sore indeed.
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Chapter 16
Grandpa had enjoyed the opportunity to take a break from driving and
they were both delighted to have discovered a cafe inside the filling station.
It was almost an hour after arriving that a refreshed Tim fired up his laptop
once again as the Chevrolet emerged onto the highway.
“I feel much better now. You too, Gramps?’’
“Yep. The coffee was excellent. Where were we up to?’’
Tim glanced at the screen on his laptop. “We were trying to start at the
beginning of your hypothesis, but we very quickly jumped to the
contradictions surrounding the formation of the Himalayas,’’ he chuckled.
“Then you mentioned your movie and finally we somehow ended up
discussing mountains melting like wax!’’
Grandpa heard his laughter, smiled and took over once again. “I’ve been
thinking about where to start,” he mused, “but as you could see from our
earlier conversation I cannot talk about my hypothesis without deflecting off
onto another part of it. The whole thing is so complex I reckon I would be
best to just pass on my thoughts and observations. Maybe we can sit down
and put them into some kind of order when we get back home?’’
Tim sat with two eager fingers poised above the keyboard once again.
“It’s already really jumbled up on my laptop, so sorting it all out when we
get back home sounds like a plan to me, Gramps. Fire away!’’
Grandpa duly obliged. “Have you ever heard of The Epic of Gilgamesh?’’
he asked.
“I don’t think so. Should I?’’
“No, not really. The average boy of your age would have no idea of the
Epic of Gilgamesh. What about the Quran?’’
Tim was immediately onto it.
“That’s easy, Gramps! We studied religious holy books recently. The
Quran is the main writing of the Islamic faith. Christianity has the Bible; Islam
the Quran and the central reference of Judaism is the Torah. Buddhism and
Hinduism also have holy books. These are…’’
Respectfully interrupting Tim’s educated reply, Grandpa added another
dimension to his argument. “As you’ve mentioned Buddhism, the description
of a catastrophe worthy of my hypothesis is also found in the
Visuddhimagga, a Buddhist text on the world cycles.’’
“Vis…what?’’ began Tim, but before the question had left his mouth
Grandpa once again interrupted.
“I know the writings almost word perfect,’’ he said. “When you hear what
I’m about to say, put it into the context of the exit event where the impactor
burst upwards and out from within Earth to deposit the debris we’re travelling
through at this very moment.’’
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“Will do,’’ agreed Tim, a little puzzled. “The debris? Do you mean the
sand and rocks over there?’’ he added, pointing at the surrounding desert.
“Precisely,’’ replied Grandpa. He then began reciting what he’d read in
the Visuddhimagga:
“There arises a wind to destroy the world-cycle. And first it raises
a fine dust, and then coarse dust, and then fine sand, and then
coarse sand, and then grit, stones up to boulders as large as the
peak of a pagoda and mighty trees on the hill-tops. These mount
from the earth to the zenith, and do not fall again, but are there blown
to powder and annihilated. And then by degrees the wind arises from
underneath the earth, and turns the ground upside down, and throws
it into the sky, and areas of one hundred leagues in extent, two
hundred, three hundred, five hundred leagues in extent, crack, and
are thrown upwards by the force of the wind and are blown to powder
in the sky and annihilated. And the wind throws up also into the sky
the mountains which encircle the earth, and Mount Sineru. These
meet together and are ground to powder and destroyed.’’
Tim was stunned at what he’d just heard. “You must be joking!” he
blurted. “When was the Vis, er, the Vish… written?’’
“Relatively recently, Tim. But that doesn’t suggest the content and
meaning behind the Visuddhimagga is wrong.’’
“That’s what I meant!’’ yelled Tim, “the Vimaggia!’’
“Almost…’’ laughed Grandpa.
“Vizzud…him…agga …Vizdumaga?’’
“Close enough,’’ replied Grandpa, happy to see Tim trying so hard to get
it right. “Close enough.’’
Tim was on a roll. His acceptance of Grandpa’s Impact and Exit Event
hypothesis seemed to be increasing by the second. He tried once again.
“Could it be that the Vizzadhmmm…’’
“Visuddhimagga.’’
“Yeah, that’s it. Could it be that the Visuddhimagga contains information
handed down over time?’’ Less confidently he turned to Grandpa and shared
a thought which had suddenly entered his mind. “Is the Epic of Gilgamesh
an ancient Sumerian text?’’
“Very good!’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “It’s not quite the same as the Bible or
the Quran but it may be a more important piece of information than many
scholars realise. The Epic of Gilgamesh is one of the earliest surviving works
of literature and as such it offers us a glimpse into the furthermost depths of
recorded human history.’’
Suddenly, Tim felt a surge within his neck that bordered on pain. An
increase of pressure intensified as a throbbing sensation ensued inside his
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head, causing him to grimace. Then, as quickly as it had appeared any
sense of apprehension was gone. The whole episode had lasted less than
three or four seconds but out of nowhere he realised that he had inexplicably
gained further knowledge of the Epic of Gilgamesh.
“Didn’t the Epic of Gilgamesh tell of gods visiting humans?’’
Grandpa’s response was one of absolute astonishment. “What? How did
you know that?’’ he uttered in disbelief. “I thought you just said you didn’t
know too much about The Epic of Gilgamesh?’’
“I didn’t think I did but I do now,’’ replied Tim who was equally confused.
Grandpa frowned at the unexpected information coming from his
grandson and before Tim provided further information offered some of his
own.
“The texts also contain references to a Great Flood. In fact, one of the
priest kings in the Epic, Utnapishtim was warned of the forthcoming deluge
and was instructed to build a boat, in order to preserve himself, his family…’’
his hands suddenly left the steering wheel and, using the deftness of a
teenager he then controlled it with his knees before mimicking a quotation
with his fingers ‘… the seeds of all living creatures’.’’
“I’ve heard that story before,’’ said Tim. “It’s the story of Noah in the
Bible.’’
Grandpa instantly regained full control of the vehicle. “Strange isn’t it?’’
he said. “The Quran also tells of a great flood, as does the Mahabharata of
India which relates a story that includes the pre-warning of a forthcoming
deluge.’’ After the briefest of pauses he then added: “Did you know that
Chinese ancient history has a mythological character called Nuwa?’’
“Nope.’’
“Nuwa was best known for creating and reproducing people after a great
calamity…’’
“But the name Nuwa sounds so much like Noah!’’ Tim exclaimed. “What
does it all mean? Is it all a coincidence?’’
“If you’re asking my opinion,’’ replied Grandpa, “the various independent,
worldwide references to a forthcoming ancient great flood or deluge are
based on a catastrophic event which did actually occur. But don’t forget, Tim
if my hypothesis is correct these prophecies would have occurred when the
continents on Earth’s surface were joined together, and when our planet was
much smaller than it is today. If I’m correct, all of these peoples would have
been in direct contact with each other before being subjected to the
devastating effects of The Impact and Exit Event, after which their civilisation
would have been decimated, destroyed or scattered across a radically
transformed Earth. This would explain why the flood stories are so similar.
There are far too many examples of flood legends around the world, from
Mesopotamia to Mexico for there to be any other explanation. Take similar
flood legends told by the Toltecs of Mexico, or the Babylonians of the Middle
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East. Take the Hindu tale of Manu who was warned of the flood and told to
build a boat in order to save his family and the animals …it goes on and on.’’
“It makes sense when you put it like that,’’ agreed Tim.
“Yes. It makes absolute sense, and that matters more than anything.
Common-sense is at the very heart of my hypothesis; common-sense and
the basic laws of nature. It’s as simple as that. You don’t need to be a rocket
scientist to understand it. All that is needed is an open mind,’’ he added.
“And to make matters worse there’s even written evidence that the people
of the time actually watched the impactor as it passed over, heading in the
direction I have suggested.’’
“Really?’’ replied Tim. “Eye witness accounts?’’
“Absolutely,’’ said Grandpa. “The polish astronomer, Johannes Hevelius
wrote that ‘According to certain authorities a comet was seen in Syria, China
to India, to Persia, to Assyria, to Egypt, to Mexico.’’’ It’s eye witness proof of
the direction of the approaching impactor.’’
“But how does that prove it was part of your Impact and Exit Event?’’
interrupted Tim. “They might have seen a comet in the sky?’’
Grandpa smiled. “Listen again at the description of the event,” he
suggested, “and note the route the impactor is said to have taken.
Notwithstanding the reference to Syria the first sighting was in China, then
India then over Persia, Assyria and Egypt and on to Mexico. It approached
Earth from east to west and collided with our planet at exactly the location
I’ve proposed – the Gulf of Mexico!’’
“It still doesn’t…’’ began Tim once again.
“But it does, Tim!’’ interrupted Grandpa, “Because of the way the event
is described elsewhere, and in particular the timing of the event. It is said to
have occurred at the same time the Exodus!’’
“But how can the Exodus be connected to the passing of the impactor as
you suggest?’’ queried Tim, almost implying Grandpa was wrong.
However, Grandpa remained insistent. “The Israelites,” he continued,
“referred to the object in the sky as a crooked serpent and considered it to
be the Lord’s own creation. It was at this time that we learn that the pillars of
heaven trembled, and that the Lord divided the sea with his power, braking
the head of leviathan in pieces - which would be the impactor breaking up
as it entered Earth’s atmosphere. Then the Lord cleaved the fountain and
the flood and dried up mighty rivers.’’
“Cleaved?’’ asked Tim, unsure of the meaning of the word.
“Sliced, cracked or cut,’’ replied Grandpa. “In other words, the sea was
parted, just as it says in the Bible. Earth was creased with furrows with many
rivers disappearing and new ones appearing,’’ he added as his face lit up.
“And can you believe it? Those who witnessed it also said that they thought
the crooked serpent had descended underground - exactly where my
hypothesis said it would!’’ He slapped the steering wheel gleefully. “They
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watched as the impactor collided with Earth where the Gulf of Mexico is
today!’’ He then slipped in other observations he’d made. “That would be the
moment Earth was rocked off its axis, causing the Sun to set twice, the stars
to change their positions and the day and night to last much longer than
normal!’’
Tim looked at Grandpa and, not for the first time shook his head in
disbelief. He was speechless.
Once Grandpa had calmed down he looked at Tim and suddenly altered
the focus of his argument yet again. “Then there are the statements made
in Isaiah: 24 of the Bible…’’
Tim broke his self-inflicted silence.
“Isaiah? What’s he to do with the flood stories?’’
“Sorry Tim,’’ Grandpa smiled, “See what I mean? Inside my head I have
so many interlinked bits of information that I find it difficult to put them into
any kind of order!’’ He shrugged his shoulders apologetically before
continuing. “In the Bible Isaiah states so much detail of a catastrophic event
that these statements can only be associated with something as earthshattering as my Impact and Exit Event hypothesis.’’
“Why should that be?” questioned Tim. “Maybe he was referring to a
large earthquake?’’
“No, not at all,’’ replied Grandpa. “When you get a chance take a look.
My hypothesis suggests that following the collision Earth was rocked so
heavily that a series of significant rolling motions took place. The force of
this impact combined with the sudden expansion in the circumference of our
planet eventually caused Earth to shift on its axis to its present 23-degree
angle. You see, Isaiah not only states details in support of my hypothesis,
he is doing so by way of a prediction! Just like the worldwide stories of the
great flood, Isaiah was actually describing a future event, an event so big it
would cause the entire planet to alter in form and position. For example,
Isaiah wrote ‘almost everybody on Earth would perish’ and those that
survived ‘would be scattered’ across the planet. He also wrote that ‘the land
would be utterly emptied and utterly spoilt’. If that wasn’t enough, Isiah
added an incredible statement which completely supports my hypothesis.
He claimed that ‘…the Earth will rock back and forth like a drunkard’. Isaiah
mentions this shortly after he had explained that ‘…the Lord turneth the
Earth upside down.’ If we take his words literally there can be no doubt about
the forecasts he was making. Somehow, he knew the global scale of the
impending destruction. The detailed content of Isaiah’s statements can only
refer to Earth being rocked off its axis! Don’t you see?’’ he asked before
once again continuing without waiting for a response. “Wherever you look in
ancient traditions from around the world you’ll see constant references to a
moment in time when ‘the sky fell down’ or ‘the sky fell in’, or ‘the pillars
supporting the skies collapsed’’’ This is exactly how the people living on
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Earth at the time of the catastrophe would have perceived what was
happening. The sun and the stars in the sky would have appeared to have
fallen …and then rose again until Earth had settled on its new axial tilt. It’s
all evidenced by the ancient scholars. With regard to the many statements
referring to the collapse of the pillars that supported the skies, this is exactly
what the people across Earth would have witnessed.’’
Tim looked at Grandpa with a puzzled frown. “In what way?’’
“Ok. Imagine you lived at the time of The Impact and Exit Event…’’
“Here I go again!’’ laughed Tim, closing his eyes.
“And imagine,’’ continued Grandpa, “that you lived far away from either
the impact site or the site of the exit event. You’d quickly become aware that
something was wrong because the Sun would appear to move in a strange
way or, if it was night-time the stars would appear to move in a similar
manner.’’ He looked across at Tim who still had his eyes closed. “And as
we’ve already discussed, the skies would no doubt be filled with clouds, and
dust and high winds would have engulfed everywhere. Out of sight over the
horizon the ejecta columns created by the impact and exit event had burst
up and away from the surface of the Earth.’’ Grandpa deliberately injected a
sense of urgency into his voice. “Then, just as your feeling of terror was at
its height the ejecta columns began falling back to Earth much closer to
where you were standing. They would come into view through the clouds
and dust for the first time. To you, it would appear that…’’
“…The columns supporting the sky had collapsed!’’ roared Tim, opening
his eyes in astonishment. “Of course it would make me think that! Where
else could the columns have come from?’’
“Exactly!’’ yelled Grandpa, lost in the moment. “They did see falling
columns, but they weren’t supporting the sky as recounted by later
generations – they saw the falling magma columns of my hypothesis!’’
Suddenly, all was quiet inside the car. The sense of excitement was
palpable, and both Tim and Grandpa stared ahead dazed as the Chevrolet
cruised along the highway. After a couple of minutes, Grandpa was the first
to speak. As ever, the focus of his attention had now changed.
“Do you remember the astronomical information on the Nineveh tablets
and how useless they’d become by the time the Babylonians had found
them?’’ he asked.
Suddenly, and before he could respond Tim grasped his forehead with
both hands and began rocking back and forth. This time it was the turn of
Grandpa to become confused and concerned. Could the intensity of what he
was saying be too much for Tim to cope with at such a young age?
“Tim! Tim! Are you alright?’’
Grandpa veered the Chevrolet to the side of the road, frantically bringing
it to a sudden halt. The jarring of the car as it halted threw Tim forward
against his seat belt before he fell back again, unhurt.
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“Emperor Yahou!’’ Tim muttered, placing the back of his head against the
headrest once more. “He’s back!’’
“What? Who? Are you alright?’’ shrieked Grandpa as he released his
seatbelt. He leant over to comfort Tim, but quickly realised he wasn’t hurt
and sat back into his seat once again. “Maybe I should never have brought
him along,’’ he thought, momentarily.
In the confusion Grandpa had turned off the engine, which meant the air
conditioning wasn’t cooling the interior of the Chevrolet anymore. Because
of this Tim quickly felt the increasing heat and rubbed his palms across his
reddening face a couple of times. “I’m ok Gramps, I really am. Don’t worry,’’
he said.
Grandpa was reassured immediately. “Did you just say Emperor
Yahou?’’ he asked.
“Yes. I’ve just had another of those episodes, but this one was unusual
because it was a continuation of the one I had all those years ago concerning
the skies over China.’’
“Who was Emperor Yahou?’’ asked Grandpa.
Tim covered his face with both hands and exhaled a long breath causing
the locks of hair on his forehead to lift upwards. He was totally perplexed
and wished he knew why he was receiving this information.
“Emperor Yahou,’’ he repeated, “was a Chinese emperor who has long
since been forgotten by today’s historians. A major event occurred during
his reign which separated the dim and distant history of China from presentday Chinese history.’’ He tilted his head and looked towards Grandpa. “Not
many people have knowledge of this.’’
“Including me,’’ agreed Grandpa. “How did Yahou, or the event you
speak of separate Chinese history into different periods?’’
Tim sat silent for a little while before replying.
“Whatever happened was related to the positions of the sun and stars
during the reign of Yahou. The effect was so important the ancient Chinese
had to re-set their calendar.’’
“Wow…’’ said Grandpa with a wry smile, recognising that such an event
sounded very familiar, “…the Nineveh tablets!’’
“But Gramps, according to my vision you’re wrong about the number of
days the sun didn’t set. It’s said that during the lifetime of Emperor Yahou
the sun didn’t set for a span of ten full days and at the time the forests were
ignited and the land was flooded. Almost all knowledge of the previous
history of China was lost at the same time. Something very, very big
happened.’’
Grandpa closed his mouth, which had dropped open in astonishment at
the additional information Tim had just provided.
“How do you know that?’’ he asked, visibly shaken by what he’d just
heard.
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“I’ve no idea Grandpa. The information just appeared in my mind,’’ replied
Tim before lowering his hands and shaking his head slowly. “I’ve no idea at
all.’’
“If the Sun didn’t set for a period of ten full days,’’ exclaimed Grandpa in
yet another moment of inspiration, “this could suggest the length of time it
took Earth to expand to its current size! It’s entirely possible that the process
of expansion could have restricted the movement of the Sun across the sky!’’
he added triumphantly. “That’s another piece of the jigsaw found!’’ he
laughed. “How are you feeling?’’ he asked as he pointed to the highway
ahead. “Are you ok to carry on?’’
“Yes. There’s more to tell you too,’’ came the enthusiastic reply.
Grandpa immediately refrained from turning the ignition key. He wanted
to hear what Tim was about to say, and he wanted to give him his full
attention.
“Don’t worry Gramps, I’m fine - but I do have quite a lot of information to
share with you…’’
With the air conditioning switched off the temperature inside the car had
increased rapidly and Grandpa had begun perspiring heavily. He took a
tissue and dabbed it across his forehead, waiting for Tim to continue and
after a few seconds Tim duly obliged.
“There was a great flood which took many years to subside. For the
duration of the flood, the water covered the lower part of China.’’
Realising they were both getting uncomfortably hot Grandpa again
pointed at the empty highway.
“Shall I?’’
Tim nodded. He too wanted to feel the cool breeze from the air
conditioning. “Just give me a moment to put the pictures together in my
mind...’’
As he spoke the roar of the engine shattered the silence outside as
Grandpa gently pressed on the accelerator pedal and turned on the air
conditioning once again. Seconds later they were heading towards Rutba in
a rapidly cooling Chevrolet.
It wasn’t too long afterwards that Tim opened up again. “I saw huge
waves cascading over the land,” he explained. “Mountains split apart and
disappeared into the ground. There were bodies of people and animals
everywhere, floating in the water. There were so many dead animals that in
some places I couldn’t see the water.’’
This time it was Grandpa who was creating his own mental images, and
even his previous imaginings of The Impact and Exit Event hadn’t been so
detailed.
“It sounds terrible’’ he muttered.
Tim agreed. “There were millions of them all tangled together in one huge
mass, and wave after wave kept on coming…’’
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“My god…’’ mumbled Grandpa, momentarily forgetting he was an atheist.
Tim then added further astonishing detail.
“Grandpa, the waves were massive. They seemed to be as least as high
as the Seattle Tower as they passed over. Nobody stood a chance.’’
“That’s exactly what I suggest in my hypothesis. Once again, you’ll find
statements to support my proposal in the Bible, statements that actually
describe the creation of mountain ranges following a huge flood event that
‘covered the deep as with a garment’.’’
“Covered the deep as with a garment?’’ Tim repeated. “What does that
mean?’’
“I’m proposing that The Impact and Exit Event produced millions of tons
of magma that fell back onto the surface of Earth in the form of huge, molten
cascades which displaced entire oceans. These in turn inundated the entire
region with waves that rose up to a height that topped the mountains created
by the very same magma columns! You’ll find reference to this event in
Psalm 104, which states ‘the waters stood above the mountains’’. Further
into Psalm 104 it also states that ‘the Lord looketh on the earth, and it
trembleth: he toucheth the hills, and they smoke.’ I believe all the evidence
I have uncovered suggests this is a description of part of The Impact and
Exit Event.’’
Grandpa then provided a short overview of his hypothesis.
“Everything changed when The Impact and Exit Event occurred. Earth
expanded rapidly; entire continents disappeared as new ones were formed
almost instantly and islands and mountains were created as magma fell from
the skies. A typical example is the island of Zealand in Denmark. As I explain
in my hypothesis the coastal layout of this island resembles many other
islands, with the clear and unambiguous suggestion of having been
deposited onto the surface of Earth from an easterly direction. Ancient
legends of Zealand actually back this up. As told In Norse mythology, going
back to Pagan times the story of Gylfaginning tells us that the island was
created by the goddess Gefjun. She removed a piece of land and
transported it through the sky to Denmark, and it became the island of
Zealand.’’
Grandpa’s enthusiasm bubbled over even more as he began a brief
lesson on ancient Norse history.
“The Ynglinga saga is a legendary saga, originally written in Old Norse
in the twelfth century by the Icelandic poet and historian Snorri Sturluson.
However, calling on fables and folklore from a much earlier period
Sturlusons work covers the history of the mythical Norwegian kings from the
prehistoric age. In the Ynglinga saga, Odin came from Asia and conquered
Northern Europe,’’ at this point Grandpa paused for breath and Tim was sure
he saw a sparkle in his eyes.
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“Tim,’’ Grandpa said, with increased excitement in his voice, “remember
the importance of context, because Asia is the exact point from which the
exit event burst out and headed westwards to cover most of Northern Europe
with fallen magma columns, shattered rock and molten magma, some of
which created Sweden, Norway and the isle of Zealand.’’
Suddenly, Grandpa steered the Chevrolet off the highway and once
again bounced the car onto the gritty sand. He then turned and lifted his
briefcase from the rear seat and removed from it a small round object. He
took a bottle of water out of the cooler and opened the door.
“Come on, Tim. I’ve something else to show you.’’
“But Gramps,’’ complained Tim. “We’ll never get to Rutba at this rate!’’
Grandpa was now in full flow, simply unstoppable. “We have plenty of
time! You need to see this before we go any further.’’
Moving quickly, he walked to the rear of the car and opened the trunk.
From it he gathered three large rolls of hessian, separated one roll and
handed the other two to Tim, who had quickly joined him. Looking around
the area of desert directly in front of the Chevrolet he then located a flat piece
of rock and levelled it out on the sand. He then stood up and, placing the
round golden object in the palm of his hand he pressed a small clasp located
on its side. Instantly the engraved top-half of the object sprang open to
reveal a compass.
“Wow, that’s neat, Gramps!’’
“This goes back a long way, Tim. My father was given it by his own
Grandfather who used to be a sailor back in the 1800’s. I consider it a family
heirloom so one day it’ll be yours.’’
Tim suddenly felt saddened at the thought of life without Grandpa and
looked at the old man as he bent and placed the compass on the flattened
rock.
“I hope so!’’ he laughed. “But not for a long time yet,’’ he thought,
hopefully.
“Right,’’ announced Grandpa a few moments later. “That’s our position
set.’’
He stood behind the compass and pointed off into the distance.
“That’s north,’’ he said before turning to face the desert to his right. “More
importantly, that’s east.’’
Tim looked towards the horizon, feeling the heat of the breeze as it
skimmed across the desert, gently wafting against his face.
Within seconds Grandpa had hastily smoothed out a much larger patch
of sand with his foot and began opening up the roll he’d kept under his arm.
To Tim’s surprise he saw the hessian Grandpa had begun unfurling was
actually a large map.
The map lifted as the breeze increased momentarily.
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“Damned wind,’’ muttered Grandpa impatiently. It was fortunate the
breeze hadn’t been stronger because both Grandpa and Tim might have
spent the next few minutes frantically chasing the map across the desert.
“Pass me some small rocks,’’ he requested as he struggled to keep the
corners of the map from rolling back up.
Tim dug his heels into the sand several times to create a place for the
maps he was holding. Partially covering them with sand to ensure they didn’t
blow away he then began searching for the rocks Grandpa had requested,
and Grandpa kept adjusting the alignment of the map each time Tim passed
him a rock.
“Not quite,’’ Grandpa muttered to himself after standing back to assess
the alignment of the map against the points of the compass. He pulled one
corner and the whole map moved about six inches diagonally. Again, he
stood back.
“Perfect!’’ he announced, smiling broadly.
Tim placed additional rocks in several places around the edge of the map
and stood back to admire it. “Wow - it must be eight feet wide!’’ he enthused.
“I’ve had these maps for some time. They’re some of my most prized
possessions,’’ Grandpa announced proudly. “I found them online. They
really are fabulous specimens,’’ he added and, lifting his hand above his
eyes to create further shade he pointed at several areas of the map.
“I needed a series of maps which illustrated the position of the mountains,
plains, seas, and islands on Earth and despite many years of searching I
couldn’t find any which met my requirements. Most maps were covered with
non-relevant information and even the ones I liked were just too small or too
expensive until that marvellous moment when I found these maps. They
were created by NASA and the NOAA,’’ he chortled.
“I know of NASA Gramps, but what’s the NOAA?’’
“It’s the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,’’ replied
Grandpa. “It’s a government agency which focuses on the condition of the
oceans and the atmosphere.’’
“That’s a cool coincidence, isn’t it?’’ asked Tim as he looked at the logo
in the bottom right corner of the map, “the initials NOAA read just like the
name Noah!’’
“Well spotted, Tim. I hadn’t noticed that!’’ replied Grandpa who was
genuinely surprised at Tim’s instant observation.
The map he’d set out on the desert floor was indeed an impressive sight.
Clearly, its purpose of was to demonstrate the extent to which all mountains
dominated the landmasses of Earth.
After a few more seconds Grandpa stood with his hands on his hips. “It’s
an excellent map, Tim. They all are,’’ he added, gesturing towards the other
maps Tim had covered with sand. “And I couldn’t have asked for a better
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one of Earth than this one,’’ he said. “I can’t remember the last time I had
the opportunity to roll it out.’’
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He then realised the last time he’d actually opened the maps fully was
when he lived with Tim’s parents. Their yard was plenty big enough for
Grandpa to sit and spend hours studying them for evidence supporting his
hypothesis, but once he’d moved into his apartment at Shaded Grove
Retirement Village that was that. There was no way he could venture out
into the village grounds and put the maps down on the ground. He’d tried it
once but the level of interest from other residents made it impossible for him
to maintain his concentration and a lack of floor space within his new
apartment had put paid to any indoor research using the maps.
This was the first time in a long time that he’d set out any of the maps
and he was delighted to see them again.
“It’s just as beautiful as I remember,’’ he said, gazing down. “I seem to
be the only person in the world who looks at maps the way I do.’’
“What do you mean, Gramps?’’
“Well, take the scientific community,’’ replied Grandpa. “When geologists
look at bathymetry maps they see tectonic plates, but I don’t see any at all.
They also see millions of years of crustal deformation caused by so-called
tectonic plates as they allegedly created the mountains you see here,’’ he
positioned his hand over South America. “But I see instant mountain
building!’’ he laughed. “And when students look at a map such as this they
see exactly what they’ve been told to see, not what’s actually there!’’ For a
moment he looked pensive. “There’s an old Chinese proverb that springs to
mind,’’ he added before attempting a quote: “Many look, but very few see…’’
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As Grandpa was talking Tim began walking the periphery of the map,
stooping on one knee every now and then to study it closer. “It sure is
detailed, Gramps,’’ he said as he ran his finger along the area of the map
that contained Norway. “So, this is the region from which Gef… er, Gefj…’’
“Gefjun’’
“This is where the goddess Gefjun lived?’’ he asked.
Grandpa pointed way over to the other side of the map. “Yes,” he replied.
“But look at the direction from which Odin is said to have originated.’’
Realising Tim couldn’t pinpoint the precise location on the map to which
he was referring Grandpa glanced around for something to use as a pointer.
About twenty feet away he saw a gnarled length of twig. After picking it up
he returned and pointed it at the map at the site of the Takla-Makan Desert.
“See this?’’ he asked, tapping the map with the twisted cane before pointing
it off into the distance across the desert. “That’s way over the horizon in that
direction. The legend says Odin came to Norway from Asia – which is exactly
where the exit event occurred!’’
“Yeah, I see what you mean, Gramps,’’ said Tim, rubbing his chin as he
pondered the possibility that the reference to Odin was actually a reference
to an incoming piece of fallout from the exit event. He then hovered his foot
over the map. “Are you saying Odin was actually a piece of magma ejected
from the exit event and catapulted over here?’’
Grandpa returned the tip of the cane to the horizon. “If I’m correct,’’ he
said as he motioned an arc above his head. “What is referred to as Odin
actually passed overhead somewhere up there and continued off west to
land just about …here!’’ The cane suddenly dropped onto the map at the
location of Norway and Grandpa then raised his eyes to the sky. “I’ll leave it
for you to decide whether my explanation is correct, but don’t forget to think
from within the context of The Impact and Exit Event and exclude the
romantic frame of reference the storytellers have created over time.
According to the old records the Ynglinga saga was written in the twelfth
century. Similar to the Bible it clearly relied on information which had been
passed down through many generations and was therefore susceptible to
additions and omissions – hence the romanticism and political enhancement
of the original accounts of the event. Odin was said to have been around
some two thousand years prior to Sturluson. To give you an idea of just how
difficult it would be to accurately recount events from such a long time ago,’’
he looked at Tim, “consider this; Jesus is said to have walked the Earth
about two thousand years ago, correct?’’ As he was talking he kicked away
a few small stones and began levelling out another area of sand with his
foot.
“We’re told in Psalm 90 of the Bible that the average lifespan of an
individual is ‘three score years and ten’. In other words, seventy years,’’ he
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explained as he began using the cane to calculate in the sand. “So, on
average a seventy-year lifespan would produce three generations…“
Tim tried some quick maths but didn’t come close to an answer so he
kept quiet.
“This means,” continued Grandpa, "that if we divide two thousand by the
average lifetime,’’ he said, scratching the numbers into the sand, “and
multiplied this by the three generations produced during each lifetime this
produces approximately eighty-five generations.’’
Suddenly, he looked up at Tim.
“What can you tell me about your Great, Great Grandpa?’’ he asked.
Tim looked embarrassed. He hadn’t anticipated such a random question.
“Er, the guy who originally had the compass?’’
“He’s the one…’’
“Very little Gramps,’’ admitted Tim. “In fact, apart from what you’ve just
told me about him being a sailor I know nothing at all.’’
“And realistically speaking I’m the only true source of information where
you’ll find out anything about him. But you do know a little about my father,
don’t you?’’
“Yes Gramps. The stuff you told me about him when he fought in the
war…’’
“So, the only information you have about my father is what I’ve told you
in the past?’’
“Yes,’’ admitted Tim.
“Well, that’s how it works. If I’d had the inclination I could have added bits
to what I’ve told you to about my father to have you think he’d been a major
hero during his active service. Of course in my eyes he was always a hero,
but I could have told you he had single-handedly fought off two hundred
attacking fighters and saved a whole town of innocent people …and you’d
have believed me.’’
“Yes I would, Gramps.’’
“And as you got older you might add a little more to the story when you
told your own kids of their heroic Great, Great, Great Grandpa,’’ he smiled.
“Maybe, I don’t know for sure.’’
“But just imagine what happens to a story if it’s passed down eighty-five
generations. I doubt if much of the original event would be remembered
accurately at all!’’
As he was speaking he once again began writing figures in the sand with
the cane.
“Similar to stories in the Bible we’re told that Odin and his three brothers
ended the primeval rule of the race of giants,’’ he said before pausing for a
second. “And don’t forget the context I’m using,’’ he added before continuing
with his calculations. “Sturluson was recounting an event which took place
around two thousand years previously so he was undoubtedly relying on
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hearsay and religious & political interpretations of the event over that entire
period. The fact we have any of the original accounts left at all is amazing,
due to the fact that he based his information on so many past generations
of hearsay.’’
That’s a lot of gossip!’’ laughed Tim as he walked around to see
Grandpa’s calculation the right way up.
“That’s about the long and the short of it,’’ replied Grandpa. “Now,
compare the legend of Odin with that of the three brothers Zeus, Poseidon,
and Hades. In Greek mythology they were said to have defeated the Titans
so you can see that it’s quite common for reports of a single event to be
claimed by interested parties, plagiarised and often expanded upon over
time. Remember the Great Flood and how variations on this story are
repeated across the globe amongst many differing religions? Knowing of the
very real potential for the hijacking of historical records and even
misrepresentation of these records throughout the ages, not only is it
conceivable, it is actually likely that references to what had gone before and
what happened during The Impact and Exit Event would be distorted over
time.’’ He walked back to the map and the tip of the cane closed in upon the
Eastern region of China. As he spoke he continued to trace the route with
the cane. “If we multiply this along the trajectory of the exit event we can
imagine the way in which accounts of the event were distorted over time.
Subsequent generations of the peoples of China; the middle and near East
and beyond into Europe as far west as the British Isles would have recalled
what had happened, either omitting or adding information as they did. It
shouldn’t come as a surprise to us that such legends exist.’’ He then waved
the cane back over the map. “The geologic evidence of fallout is everywhere
and so are legends bearing core information relating to the geological
conditions we see here. This map shows the way in which the debris and
magma columns from the exit event fell to Earth in a westerly direction
causing mayhem, fear and eventually the legends we know of today.’’
The cane was tapped in several locations on the map.
“See too how it reveals the way in which islands have been shaped and
how entire mountain ranges can be traced right back to the Takla Makan
Desert – the epicentre of the exit event.’’
Tim had wandered to the opposite side of the map and hardly recognised
the features Grandpa was indicating. “Hold on, Gramps. Everything is
upside down,’’ he said as he hurried over to where Grandpa was standing.
“Run that by me once again.’’
Grandpa was more than happy to do so and returned the cane to the
right side of the map.
“Here’s the Bering Sea, which didn’t exist until The Impact and Exit Event
took place. In the context of the exit event can you see the way in which
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small sections of Earth’s surface are peppered with areas of land where the
exit event began?’’
He tapped the map close to the east coast of China.
“Look. This is where Shanghai is located today, and here’s the region of
Mongolia. Look at these mini-exit features in the geology…’’
He then tapped several areas which did indeed reveal landscapes
significantly different than the surrounding areas. He then slowly slid the end
of the cane towards the huge spherical region of the Takla Makan Desert.
“It isn’t difficult to see the way in which these geological anomalies spread
across an increasingly wider area as the subterranean impactor travelled
underneath Earth’s crust towards the site of the main exit event.’’
Tim then took over the conversation. “…With the upward force increasing
from the east, as the impactor emerged from beneath the surface?’’ he
postulated.
Grandpa tapped the site of the Takla Makan Desert.
“Exactly. Look what happened next. When the remnants of the impactor
burst through, the release of immense amounts of pressure from within our
planet created an upward surge of magma which rose high above the site of
the exit event. This then separated into individual columns, one of which
almost fell back on itself here,’’ at this point he tapped the Indian subcontinent. “This is why geologists cannot understand why the Deccan Traps
of India are so puzzling…’’
Tim needed clarification. “The Deccan Traps? What are they?’’
“Sorry Tim. The Deccan Traps in India is a huge area of land covering
about half a million square kilometres. The entire area is covered by basalt
rock and is described as one of the largest volcanic features on Earth, even
though there aren’t any volcanoes to produce the basalt! Scientists are also
puzzled how they appear to have been created in a very short space of time,
and why the magnetic record within the rock tells the same story.’’
Tim looked at his Grandpa with admiration. He could already see what
was coming next, because the map told him.
Grandpa then turned his attention to the map once again and traced the
semi-circular shape of the Himalayan Mountains.
“This is the raised rim of the massive opening created by the outburst of
magma as the exit event unfolded. Today we know it as the Himalayan
mountain range. Notice too, the way in which the south-eastern section of
this mountain range is dissected by another huge mountainous feature
heading off to the south? I’ll come back to this in a moment.’’ He then circled
the area immediately behind the crescent shaped Himalaya’s. “The huge,
spherical void the exit event left behind then filled with debris and became
the Takla Makan Desert.’’
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“But Grandpa,’’ interrupted Tim. “Why has nobody seen this before?’’
“Ignorance,’’ replied Grandpa, this time asking Tim another question.
“Using the context of my argument, can you imagine the huge magma
columns at the height of their expulsion from Earth, just before all but one
fell back to Earth?’’
“All but one?’’ asked a puzzled Tim.
“Yes. I’m afraid you’ll need to leave one hanging in the air for now, quite
literally!’’ Grandpa giggled.
Tim was already ahead of the game. He closed his eyes and allowed his
imagination to take over.
“I can see them just about to fall, Gramps.’’
“Do it one at a time, Tim. We’ll need to take the collapse of each column
one at a time.’’
“Hurry Gramps, they’re all about to fall!’’
Controlling his laughter, Grandpa began to outline his perspective on how
the mountains of Asia, Europe and Africa were created. Again, he used the
gnarled length of wood to identify the latest source of his attention.
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“Look here,’’ he said as Tim opened his eyes. “Here’s Burma, Thailand
and Cambodia, and just north of these, between Burma and China is
evidence for the base of another fallen magma column. I refer to this as the
East China magma column’’.

As you can see this column fell in a south easterly direction to create the
mountains of Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam. See the light blue areas
here, here and here?’’ he asked as he tapped several areas of the map.
“That’s the original surface of Earth before The Impact and Exit Event
occurred. The continuation of the fallen East China magma column also
created the entire Indonesian island chain, including Papua New Guinea.’’
Realising they were now discussing a large section of the Southern
Hemisphere Tim tried to help out.
“And Australia, too?’’ he asked.
“No,’’ replied Grandpa. “Australia was created following the collapse of
the Andes magma column and I’ll show you the evidence for this when we
get to Rutba. I’ll need the Internet to do that. This map is excellent, but only
recent detailed mapping from space can help me show you what happened
with regard to Australia.’’
He immediately returned to the map and circled the Mediterranean Sea.
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“You can see here the way in which the coastal profile of each island is
very similar, and how these similarities are made evident by the constant
reference point that sea level provides.’’
Tim looked at the map, confused.
“I don’t understand?’’ he complained.
Grandpa walked briskly to the opposite end of the map and pointed the
cane at the British Isles.
“Here’s a classic example of what I mean. Come over here and I’ll
explain,’’ he said and waited while Tim trotted over.
“Imagine these islands were created as huge pieces of magma fell to
Earth. We’re not talking magma columns here, Tim. We’re talking about the
massive globules of magma which were ejected this way from the east,’’ he
added as he pointed towards the site of the exit event once again. “Only to
fall back to Earth here.’’
He tapped the map at the British Isles and attempted to kneel down but
found it difficult to do so.
“Help an old man, please,’’ he joked as he held out his hand.
Tim immediately held Grandpa securely as he lowered himself down onto
one knee. Once there he patted the ground next to him.
“Kneel down here. I want to show you something,’’ Grandpa requested,
looking on enviously as Tim knelt down in a far easier fashion.
“See the noticeable similarity in the outline of each island at sea level?’’
asked Grandpa. As he spoke further he reached over and ran his finger
around the coast of the British Isles. He then repeated this movement to
refocus Tim’s attention along the western coastlines of Ireland and mainland
Britain.
“In the context of The Impact and Exit Event I want you to imagine the
entire British Isles falling to Earth simultaneously, from the same direction
and at the same angle of approach. What we see here is the perfectly natural
outcome of such an event.’’
Again, he traced the western coastlines of each island.
“Look at this. See the way in which there are elongated strands of land
protruding out all along the western coast of Scotland, Ireland, England and
Wales?’’
“Sure do, Gramps.’’
“Look at the snip of land jutting out here, at Land’s End in southern
England, and compare that to over here in Ireland,’’ Grandpa said as he slid
the tip of the cane across to the west coast of southern Ireland. “Here, at
County Cork.’’ He then drew Tim’s attention to the northwest coast of Ireland.
“And here at Arranmore and Burtonport. Even the tiny island of Inishinny just
north of Burtonport shows signs of deposition from the skies. For instance,
the Isle of Arranmore is clearly a segment of magma which has been
separated from the mainland of Ireland due to the sheer force of impact as
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the magma fell and then rolled westward. Similar to elsewhere across the
globe the sea levels then provided consistent, undeniable proof of the
process.’’ He suddenly stabbed his finger down hard. “Damn it!’’ he shouted,
once again frustrated he’d found yet another piece of evidence. “Even Owey
Island, North of Inishinny could be seen as a mini-copy of the whole of
mainland Ireland!’’
“How do you know the names of these tiny islands?’’ asked Tim.
“That comes with years of research,’’ Grandpa smiled. “Years of
research,’’ he emphasised.
Tim leant over to take a closer look. “Hey Gramps!” he spluttered. “The
western side of these islands seem to be spreading out in much the same
way as Wales, the south of England and Scotland!’’
Grandpa didn’t look surprised at Tim’s proclamation.
“That’s the beauty of the constant nature of sea level around the world. It
provides an indication of all coastlines at one level and reveals the
similarities you’ve just picked up on. Welcome to my world,’’ he added with
a smile, before proceeding to enlighten Tim even further. “Look at the
coastline over here.’’
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“But that’s Norway?’’ queried Tim.
Grandpa had indeed followed the contours of the coastline of western
Norway with the tip of the cane.
“Yes, but just look at the way in which the profile of the land appears at
sea level. The similarity with the western extremities of the British Isles is
striking. Just as it is with the British Isles, the eastern coastline of Sweden is
dominated by headlands and rounded bays, yet the entire western coastline
of Norway is of a completely different appearance.’’ As he talked he
constantly identified the areas of the map to which he was referring. “At sea
level the topography of the whole of the western side of Norway is full of
jagged peninsulas and promontories.’’ He stretched out his arm, indicating
he was about to stand up again.
Tim stood and placed his hand under Grandpa’s elbow and helped him
to his feet.
Once on his feet Grandpa dusted his trousers down and raised another
point regarding the detail on the map. “Another aspect of the topography is
the way in which these similarities extend to the positioning of the
mountainous areas on most islands on Earth,’ he explained as he walked
around to stand at the foot of the map once more. Tim followed as Grandpa
issued an instruction. “Concentrate on each of the islands in the North Sea.’’
“The British Isles?’’
“Yes,” replied Grandpa. “But look at Sweden and Norway too. Although
not islands the location of the mountainous terrain in these countries is quite
telling. Look also at each of the islands in the Mediterranean Sea.’’
With his cane he gestured Tim’s attention to Cyprus and Sardinia.
“Again, we find the mountainous region located to the west of each
island, and here, the explosion of promontories to the south of the
Peloponnesian peninsula reveals tantalising clues of the direction from
which this region fell from the sky, and the magma column to which it was
originally attached.’’
The cane skewed northwards over Greece, then eastwards over Turkey,
Azerbaijan, the Caspian Sea and further east and all the way to the Takla
Makan desert.
“It really, really can’t be much clearer than that,’’ he said as he dropped
the cane to the floor. “Not at all.’’
Tim immediately picked up the parched piece of wood and starting at the
location of the Takla Makan desert he began to re-trace the route Grandpa
had just shown him.
“So, what you’re saying, Gramps is that one of your magma columns
burst out of Earth here at the Himalayas…’’
“Yes.’’
“…And it then rose up above what we now refer to as the Middle East?’’
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As Grandpa concurred Tim had already traced the tip of the cane past
Turkey, but instead of re-tracing back south to over Greece and back to the
Peloponnesian Peninsula he continued west, following the winding, snakelike shape of mountainous regions.
Grandpa smiled when he saw Tim’s divergence from his original route.
“Yes,’’ he concurred again.
“That would mean that all of these mountains,’’ Tim carried on sliding the
cane westwards over Italy, Switzerland and France “would’ve been the
remnants of one of the fallen magma columns.’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa as the end of the cane approached the west coast
of Europe.
“So,’’ added Tim as he prepared to finish. “The mountains of western
Spain, Portugal and north west Africa would be the furthermost extension of
this fallen column?’’
“Perfect!’’ exclaimed Grandpa, laughing. “I couldn’t have described it
better myself!’’
“But it’s so obvious!’’ shrieked Tim as his eyes darted across the map
once again. The cane almost slipped from his hand as he tapped the south
western edge of the Black Sea. “There’s another one! There it is! It covers
this area,’’ the cane hovered over Bulgaria and Serbia before moving over
Romania, “…and this area too!’’ he shouted excitedly as he traced the cane
over Ukraine, Slovakia and the Czech Republic before stopping at Austria.
“This is incredible!’’
“Don’t forget the magma column I referred to earlier,’’ hinted Grandpa.
“Over there at the eastern end of the Himalayas.’’ He then stretched out his
hand and invited Tim to continue. “Shall we return to Papua New Guinea?’’
he asked, but Tim was too distracted with his own discovery of the fallen
magma columns and wanted to know more.
“How much more evidence is there Gramps?’’ he asked, placing the cane
into Grandpa’s hand once again.
“I haven’t even begun to start!’’ laughed Grandpa. “Evidence can be
found all around the world. Do you now agree that the way in which the
mountains and bays located across Norway and Sweden, the Isle of Zealand
and the similarities regarding the coastlines and highlands of Scotland,
Ireland Wales and much of England are connected by a single cause?’’
Tim nodded as Grandpa began walking backwards toward the Chevvy.
“And that promontories, peninsulas and headlands are the norm on the
western side of most of these islands and countries, while on the eastern
side - in other words the direction from which I’m suggesting the magma fell
- there are always rounded bays and headlands. It’s such a recurring theme
it’s impossible to ignore.’’
Tim stood silent, wondering where Grandpa was going.
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Opening the trunk once again, Grandpa fetched out a file and returned
to where Tim was waiting.
“This is the kind of stuff the scientific community refuse to acknowledge
despite the strength of evidence it delivers,’’ he said as he passed the file to
Tim. “Take a look and tell me what you think.’’
Tim quickly opened the file and was surprised to see that it contained a
series of black and white prints. He began flicking through them and, after
viewing half a dozen realised what they were.
“Lava flows?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “But there’s something very interesting about
them.’’
Intrigued further, Tim continued flicking through the pages.
“But they’re all very similar?’’ he queried. “What’s so interesting about
them?’’
“It’s good that you see them as being similar,’’ replied Grandpa without
answering Tim’s query. “When I put the images together it was my specific
intent to reveal the way in which these magma flows displayed unarguable
resemblances.’’
“You succeeded, Gramps but how does that help?’’
Grandpa moved to stand alongside Tim, reached over and purposely
located a print. “See this?’’ he asked. “This image is a close up of a lava
flow. In all, the content of the picture show approximately ten square feet of
lava.’’
He then tapped the bottom left side of the print.
“If you look closely you can see some blades of grass which are about to
be consumed by the lava.’’
Tim studied the image once again and ran his finger up and down the
blades of grass.
“Of course!’’ he said. “There they are!’’
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“Now, look at this,”’’ Grandpa asked again as he flicked the page over to
reveal the image on the following page.

“They look as though they could be parts of the same lava flow,’’ replied
Tim.
“Absolutely not!’’ laughed Grandpa. “The differences between these two
examples couldn’t be greater!’’ he laughed once again. “But your response
is exactly what I was hoping for,’’ he said as he tapped the image. “The
content of this image reveals an area of cooled magma that covers
thousands of square miles!’’
Tim flicked the page back to show the first image and proceeded to study
both images again and again. “No!’’ he eventually exclaimed. “But both
images look so alike!’’
“And this is why I’m suggesting that the basic laws of nature are at play
whether we talk about small lava flows or the huge, ejected magma columns
of my hypothesis.” Said Grandpa. “The only difference is the scale of the
events!’’
Tim flicked the pages back and forth, comparing each element of the
prints closely.
“This is brilliant!’’ he said as he ran his index finger down one of the
images. “They really are similar!’’
As Tim was speaking Grandpa tapped the map on the region of eastern
China. “The lava flow you’re looking at is right here,’’ he pointed out.
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“But didn’t you say you called that area the base of the fallen East China
magma column?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “And that’s exactly what it is. It’s the remnants of
the base after it surged out and cooled. The rest of the fallen column is laid
out down to the southeast,” he added, sliding the cane down towards the
Philippines and Indonesia.
Comparing the image he was holding with the region the cane had
highlighted Tim once again found himself admiring the work of Grandpa.
Almost immediately he was once again taken aback by what appeared to be
yet another random question.
“What do you know about the Matterhorn?’’ asked Grandpa.
“Pardon me?’’ replied Tim who was, not for the first time perplexed at the
random nature of the question he’d been asked.
“The Matterhorn is in the Alps on the border between Switzerland and
Italy just here,’’ explained Grandpa as the cane connected with the map
once more. “It has fossil formations which are very unusual indeed. In fact,
they’re so unusual that geologists don’t like talking about them. However,
the situation over there is not unusual when you consider the conundrum
from within the context of The Impact and Exit Event.’’
Tim was intrigued at this latest unexpected nugget of information. “In
what way?’’ he asked.
“If millions of tons of debris from the fallen magma column crashed down
onto the surface of Earth,’’ replied Grandpa, “you’d expect to see damage to
Earth’s crust, right?’’
“Of course, Gramps.’’
“And it’s reasonable to expect that parts of Earth’s crust would be
fractured by the force of descending debris?’’
“Yes.’’
Grandpa prepared to deliver yet another thunderbolt. He circled the
location of the Matterhorn and looked at Tim before announcing another of
his astonishing revelations. He let the cane settle on the map between
Switzerland and Italy.
“The Matterhorn is upside down!’’ he retorted.
“That’s impossible!’’ argued Tim. “And anyway, how on Earth could
anybody determine that a mountain is upside down? It’s just a mountain
amongst many other mountains?’’
Grandpa smiled knowingly.
“The fact that the Matterhorn is upside down,” he continued, “is yet
another important piece of information never taught in schools, colleges or
elsewhere for that matter because it doesn’t fit with current scientific
thinking.’’
“I don’t believe you, Gramps. A mountain? Upside down?’’
“Yes, and what I’m saying is backed up with indisputable evidence, too.’’
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After everything that had gone before Tim was now expecting to be
proven wrong once again.
“What evidence?’’
“It’s the fossil deposits. They’re upside down,’’ Grandpa replied
nonchalantly. “Geologists have found that the oldest fossils on the
Matterhorn are at the top of the mountain and the youngest at the bottom.
The only explanation for this crazy situation is that at that particular location
Earth’s crust had been flipped over on itself, leaving the previously
subterranean features exposed at the highest point of the newly created
mountain.’’
Tim closed his eyes, ran his fingers through his hair and shook his head
in disbelief.
“And,’’ continued Grandpa, “the reversal of parts of Earth’s crust is
exactly what I’d expect to occur during The Impact and Exit Event!’’
Seemingly without taking a breath Grandpa changed the nature of his
argument by returning to their previous conversation about mythology.
“An example of the extent to which apparently fictional legends and
folklore back up The Impact and Exit Event is the story of the ancient Greek
goddess Asteria. According to mythology, Asteria was ‘the starry one’ or ‘of
the stars’, and Ancient Greek folklore says that Asteria was said to have
been pursued across the skies by the Greek god Zeus. To escape from him
Asteria turned into a quail and jumped into the sea to become the isle of
Ortygia, an island at the southernmost tip of Sicily in the Mediterranean
Sea.’’
“But how can any connection to a Greek goddess be made to the exit
event, Gramps?’’
“Context, Tim. Always remember the importance of context. I believe
Asteria was a fragment of debris – molten or otherwise – which, along with
many other fragments was blown out of our planet’s atmosphere during the
exit event,’’ Grandpa’s cane created an east to west arc above the map,
“…only to re-enter the atmosphere falling to Earth at a number of locations
further west. An interesting aspect of this story is the involvement of Zeus
who is said to have chased Asteria across the sky. I want you to try to forget
all the romantic machinations surrounding the legend and concentrate on
the core information. In this case we have an entity ‘of the stars’ being
followed through the skies by another entity. Is that a fair summary?’’
“Up to now, Gramps,’’ smiled Tim as he once again closed his eyes and
began to imagine the scene.
“The legend of Asteria is but a small part of a much bigger occurrence,’’
said Grandpa. “The provenance of which is pretty straightforward if you then
add another element of Greek mythology. As I talk you’ll learn of the obvious
reason why Zeus was declared God of the Skies and God of Thunder.’’
“I’m all ears,’’ said Tim, waiting for the next amazing revelation.
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“Zeus’ mother was Rhea,’’ continued Grandpa. “In early traditions, Rhea
is known as ‘the mother of gods’ and therefore strongly associated with Gaia,
who herself was the personification of the Earth.’’ He looked at Tim. “Are you
still with me?’’ he asked.
“Sure am, sir,’’ replied Tim, who had created a scene in his mind which
reflected the status of the mythological beings Grandpa was describing.
“If we once again carefully remove the romance and hype historically
associated with these legends,’’ continued Grandpa, “…we’re left with a
compelling description of what actually happened, and how the peoples of
the time recorded what they’d actually experienced. In my opinion all of the
evidence points to the source of the legends - in other words the individual
sky gods described in Greek mythology - being used, by association to
convey the magnitude of The Impact and Exit Event. This, in effect produced
specific identities for each of the huge blocks of rock and magma that were
hurled upwards and outwards across the regions of Earth we now refer to
as the far, middle and near-east. These devastating and all-powerful
airborne edifices were given titles by the peoples of the time, and these titles
have continued to remain in place until the present day. I’ll start with Gaia.
Through Gaia we have reference to Earth. Then, we have Rhea the ‘mother
of gods’ – which I contend was the impactor - who produced Zeus - the huge
magma column that was jettisoned westward - who then chased Asteria
across the sky. Asteria – part of the debris hurled out from the exit event became an island in the Mediterranean Sea, and Zeus conquered the whole
of northern Europe …as the magma column which then collapsed back to
Earth.’’
A rush of energy suddenly emerged as Grandpa threw both hands
towards the map.
“Look again at the map, Tim because that’s exactly what it’s telling us!’’
he exclaimed.
Tim glanced down. This time he could quite clearly see the way in which
the fallen magma column had indeed ‘conquered’ the whole of northern
Europe. Spreading out from the Takla Makan Desert was an incredible sight;
a single, huge stretch of mountainous regions that snaked across the entire
area culminating at northern Spain, France, the British Isles and
Scandinavia.
He rubbed his chin and shook his head.
“Incredible…’’ he whispered under his breath.
“See where the British Isles are located?’’ asked Grandpa. “Can you see
where they’re positioned on the continental shelf?’’
Tim studied the map. He was aware, in his mind anyway that the
continental shelves represented areas of Earth which had shallow seas
relative to the far deeper depths of the oceans. These sub-sea regions were
clearly visible on Grandpa’s map, and the British Isles were clearly shown to
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be situated on top of a continental shelf, far away from the depths of the
Atlantic Ocean.
“Yes,’’ replied Tim in response to Grandpa’s question.
“Look around,’’ instructed Grandpa. “How many islands are situated off
the continental crust?’’
Tim scanned the map for a few seconds before realising Grandpa had a
point, but before he could say anything Grandpa continued to speak.
“What you’re looking at,’’ he said as the end of the cane was tapped on
the various continental shelves around the world, “is the original surface of
Earth prior to The Impact and Exit Event. When joined together, these
continents formed a more compact, less dense and faster rotating Earth.
This is yet another piece of evidence in support of my hypothesis. Notice
how only one large island in the northern hemisphere is located off the
continental shelf between the Americas, Europe, Scandinavia and Africa?’’
Tim checked the map for the accuracy of Grandpa’s latest statement
before eventually pointing at Iceland. “Is that it?’’ he asked.
“Yes. Iceland is situated away from the continental shelves of Europe,
Scandinavia and North America and there’s a reason for this. Similar to the
Hawaiian island chain in the Pacific, Iceland was formed by the volcanism
directly associated with the creation of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Pacific
Ocean following The Impact and Exit Event.’’ He then began to trace the
undersea feature that is the Mid-Atlantic Ridge with the cane. “This is the
area from which the Atlantic Ocean is still being created. Because of this
Earth’s expansion continues but to a much, much lesser extent. Deep down
under the Atlantic Ocean the Mid Atlantic Ridge impact fracture continues to
release magma very, very slowly from the interior of Earth.’’ He moved the
tip of the cane to the west coast of Africa and Europe and then down the full
length of the east coasts of North and South America. “Can you see the
similarities between all three?’’
“Yeah. I can see that America, Africa and Europe were connected
together at some point in the past.’’
“This is knowledge which has long since been understood,’’ replied
Grandpa. “However, for some reason it’s this area which gets most
attention.’’ He once again slid the cane down the centre of the Atlantic
Ocean. “Yet if we follow the sub-oceanic ridge northwards look what we
find…’’
The cane duly headed northwards, over Iceland and towards the North
Pole before veering eastwards in the direction of the coast of northern
Siberia.
“Look what happens here. This is really exciting!’’ added Grandpa.
Tim looked on as the cane slid across the map before heading south onto
mainland Russia.
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“This, as far as I can determine is where the sudden separation of Earth’s
crust during The Impact and Exit Event finally came to a halt,’’ explained
Grandpa.
Suddenly, out of nowhere Grandpa looked up and defiantly punched his
fists at the sky. “We were so close to oblivion it’s untrue, but you didn’t
succeed, did you?’’ he declared, to nobody.
Tim ignored this latest outburst and revisited the route on the map
Grandpa had just described. “I can see what you’re suggesting,” he
remarked, “but why is the continuation of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge so
exciting?’’
Thankfully, ignoring Grandpa’s outburst worked a treat because Grandpa
replied as though he hadn’t yelled at the sky.
“The presence of the site where the fracture ends led me to another
discovery. It told me how far Earth has moved from its original axis.’’
“How?’’ asked Tim, puzzled by Grandpa’s latest claim.
“It’s difficult to explain using a flat map, but I’ll try.’’
Grandpa moved adjacent to the map. Again, he smoothed out an area of
sand with his foot before drawing a circle with the cane. Once he’d done this
he dissected the circle top to bottom with a straight line.
“This is Earth as it was prior to The Impact and Exit Event, spinning on a
perfectly natural axis, perpendicular to the Sun.’’
“Okay,’’ Tim replied in response to Grandpa’s questioning look.
Grandpa then drew another line through the circle showing Earth’s axis
at approximately 23 degrees from perpendicular.
“And this is Earth’s present axis.’’
“Okay,’’ Tim repeated. “I get that.’’
“Now, look at the difference between Earth’s original position and the
current axis, which is 23.5 degrees off perpendicular. This is significant!’’
“I can see the difference, Gramps. You’re implying that Earth’s axis has
shifted – right?’’
“Yes, but for the moment I’m not really interested in the actual movement
of Earth’s axis. I’m hoping to convince you of the evidence supporting the
way in which Earth has moved.’’
As he spoke Grandpa moved the tip of the cane back and forth in an arc
between the two topmost axial points he’d just created in the sand. Then he
stopped, leaving the cane hovering above the 23-degree point.
“See this, the northernmost point of Earth’s current axis? Keep
watching.’’
Tim nodded as Grandpa moved the tip of the cane across to the map and
placed it on the area of mainland Russia they’d been discussing moments
earlier.
“Do you think it’s a coincidence that the so-called Mid Atlantic Ridge
terminates here?’’
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Tim stared blankly at the map. “Coincidence?’’ he queried. “I don’t
understand? I thought the Mid-Atlantic Ridge ended at Greenland?’’
“That’s what they say!’’ laughed Grandpa. “They simply refuse to accept
the glaringly obvious – even when it’s staring them right between the eyes!
Look, does the Mid-Atlantic Ridge terminate here,’’ the tip hovered just
above the Gakkel Ridge, northeast of Greenland, “or does the fracture
continue way past this point and onto mainland Russia?’’ The tip of the cane
followed the continuation of the diminishing fracture towards mainland
Russia. “Here, just south of Yana Bay and into the Sakha Republic. You can
clearly see the geologic evidence generated by the monumental tensions
that acted upon Earth’s crust as Earth almost split apart.’’ He moved the
cane on to Russia. “Look at the corresponding mountainous regions here!’’
Tim was caught by surprise as Grandpa suddenly returned to the
Chevrolet and hurriedly collected a pen out of his briefcase. When he arrived
back he asked Tim to assist him as he knelt down to write on the map.
“See how the geology supports what I’m suggesting?’’ he asked as he
labelled the Gakkel Ridge twice along the top of the map. “And look where
the fracture continues onto Russian soil.’’
Tim stood upright again and took a few moments to assess the map as
Grandpa had described. As he wiped perspiration from his forehead he
suddenly saw the connection.
“No way!’’ he cried. “It actually does!’’
“Yes!’’ laughed Grandpa. “And as time goes by more and more evidence
will appear in support of my hypothesis!’’
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“This is where it gets tricky,’’ said Grandpa. “On a flat map it’s impossible
to describe,’’ he added as he turned and began looking down at the sandy
surface.
“What are you looking for?’’ asked Tim.
Before replying Grandpa stooped and picked up a round, fist-sized rock.
Holding it up he drew two black spots opposite each other, one on the top of
the rock and one on the bottom. He then drew a line between both.
“Imagine this is Earth, and this is its original axis, perpendicular to the
Sun,’’ he repeated as he slowly began rotating the rock. “As the Impact and
Exit Event occurred a huge fissure opened up in a south-to-north direction.
Obviously, I can’t recreate this here, Tim so you’ll have to bear with me…’’
“Don’t worry Gramps. I understand what you’re saying.’’
“This is the route of the fissure before Earth began expanding,’’ Grandpa
said as he drew onto the rock a line representing the familiar shape of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
“As Earth rotated, the force of the impact coupled with Earth’s rate of
inertia caused the fissure to expand from the south to the north, tearing open
the surface of Earth toward the North Pole as it did. This created the present
continental shelves and resulted in a much wider chasm in the southern
hemisphere than up in the north,’’ he said as he pointed at the map, “which
is what we see here.’’
Tim nodded in agreement.
“Then, as Earth reeled from the force of the impact and its sudden
expansion it rocked off its existing axis and eventually settled at 23.5
degrees from perpendicular,’’ added Grandpa.
“I get all that, Gramps, but how is it evidence of how Earth moved?’’
Grandpa returned Tim’s attention to the rock.
“Look what happens,’’ he said as he slowly rotated the rock, mimicking
the impact event and the resulting shift of Earth’s axis. When he’d finished
the original perpendicular axis had moved to the axial alignment of today.
“This is the exciting bit!’’ he said with a smile. “The laws of physics dictate
that a spinning orb, when pierced on its lower half will separate according to
the amount of inertia imparted as it rotates. Let’s imagine this rock is a melon
for the purposes of this exercise. A faster spinning Earth, when fractured as
I’m suggesting would have separated by splitting upwards as the planet
increased in girth, as physics demands. As its inertia lessened - due to the
rotational speed of Earth slowing down considerably - the original North Pole
would have been where the fracture terminated. Do you see what I mean?’’
“Yep,’’ replied Tim.
“Well, this must mean that the physical termination of the fracture will
reveal the location of the original, pre-impact North Pole,’’ suggested
Grandpa. He then looked at Tim and smiled triumphantly. “And here it is!’’
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He pointed at Russia again, where he’d earlier suggested the Mid Atlantic
Ridge finally terminates.
“Using a simple globe, we can now see the difference in degrees
between the existing North Pole and the location of Yana Bay.’’ He glanced
another questioning looked toward Tim. “And guess what it is?’’
“No idea!’’ laughed Tim.
“23.5 degrees,’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “It’s 23.5 degrees! Do you
understand the importance of this discovery?’’
Again, Tim shook his head. This time he wasn’t smiling. His eyes were
darting between the rock in Grandpa’s hand and the map on the sand.
“We can now say with confidence where the various landmasses were at
the moment of impact. We can explain why bison, tigers, mammoths and
other animals were found in the Arctic Circle because before the impact
occurred they were on land which was 23.5 degrees further south, on a
much smaller planet that was spinning perpendicular to the Sun!’’
Yet again Tim was almost speechless. The level of lateral thinking his
Grandpa had been using as he developed his hypothesis seemed
unimaginable, yet it was all making sense.
“Grandpa, how on Earth did you work all this out?’’
Wiping beads of perspiration from his forehead Grandpa quickly calmed
down.
“I didn’t. I was shown the way by the clues presented to me at each stage
of my research, as I’ve already said. All I had to do was to follow the clues
and once I’d discovered the way in which all those animals had been
relocated another realisation quickly came to me.’’
“Really?’’ said Tim, wondering where Grandpa’s hypothesis was going
next.
“The cause of the extinction of the dinosaurs became evident.’’ Suddenly,
he paused. “Well, causes actually.’’
“But…’’
“No buts, Tim. There were several reasons the dinosaurs perished in
such a short space of time, and in such a chaotic manner. In terms of the
whole of the unfolding Impact and Exit Event the oceans receded into the
ever-widening void that began to appear between what is now North and
South America and the west coasts of Africa and Europe. This void became
the Atlantic Ocean.’’ He tapped the map once again. “Look at this. It simply
couldn’t be any clearer. See the huge undersea runoff channel here? It
begins at the mouth of the St. Lawrence River and widens as it approaches
the edge of the submerged continental shelf. You can clearly see it widening
as it passes between Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island. During the
flooding of the emerging Atlantic Ocean basin the volume of water which
created this channel must have been enormous, and this is just one
example. Look over here too,’’ he tapped the map along the coast of
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northwest Norway. “There are quite a few underwater channels here.’’ As he
was talking the cane move to yet another location on the map. “Baffin Bay
has many more. All of these were eventually submerged as they were
inundated by the rising level of the oceans as more and more water poured
in.

So, as you can see the Atlantic Ocean void widened over a very short
period of time, drawing into it vast amounts of displaced water. Dinosaurs
which had previously relied on shallow swamps and seas perished as the
land they lived upon was covered by falling debris or was drained almost
overnight to be replaced by a new, alien landscape. This was quickly baked
into a dry, barren wilderness …but even that wasn’t the worst thing to
happen to these unfortunate creatures. To compound matters the increase
in size and, by definition mass of Earth introduced a rapid and devastating
increase in the gravitational force of our planet. There was nowhere to hide.
Even worse, because of the overwhelming effect of the sudden increase in
gravity it would have been physically impossible for them to run. The
phenomenal rate of destruction just went on and on…’’
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“And on…’’ added Tim. “All of what you say is somehow familiar.’’ It was
as if Grandpa’s hypothesis and Tim’s visions had merged into one
overarching scenario of devastation and death.
“There’s even more evidence to substantiate the visions you’ve
experienced,’’ said Grandpa cryptically. “And this time the evidence isn’t
from the fossil record or from ancient writings.’’
“Really?’’
“Remember the frozen animals of Siberia and Alaska?’’ Grandpa
continued. “The evidence is in the form of more recent scientific research.
Vast areas of land are composed entirely of the broken remains of animals
and trees and they’re a testament to your vision. There are animals that
shouldn’t be there, and their remains are not simply lying on the surface,
they actually form the frozen landscape; they aren’t fossilized remains - a
fact which raises other interesting questions - they actually form a
constituent part of The New Siberian Islands. These consist mostly of
millions of mammoth bones, but it wasn’t just mammoth’s that were locked
into the ice. There are bison, tigers and horses. None of these animals lived
in environments covered in ice, yet there they are; their broken carcasses
piled on top of one another forming a frozen layer up to ten feet thick in some
places.’’
Tim was genuinely astonished at the accuracy of his vision.
“So, my vision was of the events that happened during the axial shift you
speak of?’’
“Absolutely,’’ Grandpa continued. “The carcasses have been frozen ever
since the event that killed them took place. This suggests an instant and
permanent change had occurred to what was previously a temperate
environment. This is undoubtedly further evidence of the sudden altering of
Earth’s axis suggested in my hypothesis. There’s no other explanation for
it.’’
Unexpectedly, Grandpa moved the cane and slid it up and down the west
coast of Peru. “The key piece of evidence is this,” he explained. “Nobody
has ever seen this for what it actually is. It’s the original fracture of Earth’s
surface caused by what I refer to as the Andes Magma Column.’’
“Another magma column?’’ queried Tim. As the question left his mouth
he’d already recognised what he thought was a familiar feature on the map
but was afraid of blurting out an incorrect observation. He decided to let
Grandpa continue.
“I’ll explain,’’ replied Grandpa. “See the Gulf of Mexico?’’
Using the cane, he circled the huge, oval expanse of water before slowly
lifting one hand up and away directly above it.
“Under the force of impact something perfectly natural occurred.
Something similar to what happens when you drop a stone into water,’’ he
said as he continued to raise his hand slowly. “A huge column of magma
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was immediately ejected upwards and away from the site of impact, but
unlike a stone dropped into water the impact event enabled the release
under immense pressure from within Earth a huge column of magma. The
result was a column of molten material which jettisoned up and away from
the impact site.’’
“But how can you be so sure?’’ asked Tim. “Surely this is just
speculation?’’
“Not so. Look here. See this chain of islands? Cuba, Haiti, Puerto Rico,
Martinique, St. Lucia, Grenada and so on? Add Panama to the list too. Look
at how they form part of the base of the Andes Magma Column,’’ replied
Grandpa as he carried on tracing the sub-ocean geology which connected
the islands together. “They’re all part of a much larger, previously
unrecognised feature which reappears above sea level here,’’ the cane was
now moving along the mountains in Venezuela, Columbia and Ecuador.
“It’s here where it gets really interesting in terms of physical evidence.’’
Tim moved to stand alongside Grandpa, looking intently at the map.

“If you visualise a collapsing magma column it becomes clear,’’
suggested Grandpa.
Tim’s initial observation was correct.
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“I can see it, Gramps! If the geology of the Andes Magma Column is as
you suggest this map really does support it. I can easily imagine a column
of magma being jettisoned upwards!’’
He mimicked the upward surging magma column over the Gulf of Mexico
with his right hand.
“I don’t think there could be any doubt that would happen, and if it did the
magma would definitely fall back to Earth.’’
It was now Tim’s turn to trace the geology with the cane. He took it from
Grandpa and tapped the map at the Gulf of Mexico.
“So, the impact happened here,’’ he said before moving the cane across
Cuba and the Dominican Republic, around the Caribbean and onto the
landmass of Venezuela and Columbia.
“Look at the way in which these two mountain ranges appear to actually
criss-cross!’’ he said as he studied the map closer. “Here, right on the border
between Venezuela and Columbia! That could only happen if the mountains
were created in a fluid or molten state!’’
Tim suddenly realised that his mind was racing, assessing and
processing the information whilst recovering other information of his own,
and Grandpa took advantage of the brief pause.
“Geologic information tells us that the existence of marine fossils in and
around Lake Titicaca proved that it was originally thousands of feet lower
than it is today, and it’s an anomaly that’s difficult to overcome geologically
speaking because the lake is so high up in the mountains. It won’t surprise
you to hear me say that if the Andes mountain range was formed in the way
I have suggested, isn’t it possible that the section of lithosphere adjacent to
the fallen magma upon which Lake Titicaca was located would be separated
…and released to rise up under pressure from below?’’
“That’s a good point,’’ interrupted Tim.
“In fact, that’s exactly what happened!’’ explained Grandpa as he began
kicking the rocks off the map in order to return it to the Chevvy once again.
“This would easily explain why it is that Lake Titicaca is located at such an
elevation, and why ancient civilisations suddenly disappeared from the
region, because the catastrophe ensured that survival at that location had
become impossible. The land upon which they originally relied upon at sea
level was forced up by the fracturing of Earth’s crust, and with their homeland
elevated thousands of feet skyward under pressure from below any
survivors would have been forced to relocate to a more favourable
environment. Additionally, they suddenly found that the fallen magma
column had fractured Earth’s surface crust and set free billions of tons of
magma from the interior of our planet. The outcome of this was to release
land to the west of the fallen magma column which then drifted away and, in
its wake, a new, huge body of water was created as water entered the
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widening void. This became the Pacific Ocean. The fallen magma column is
now the immense mountain range we call the Andes…’’
Tim was amazed at the fluidity of Grandpa’s explanation and listened
intently as he continued.
“As the disturbed section of Earth’s crust slid away any survivors would
have seen a new ocean appearing. The land they had previously lived upon
to the west of the fallen magma column would have disappeared over the
western horizon. Incredible amounts of clouds would have been generated
along with corresponding levels of precipitation. If they could have witnessed
it through the murky, darkened atmosphere the survivors would have seen
the Pacific Ocean being created, and the sudden appearance through the
chaos of the falling magma column would have fed into the various legends
of pillars supporting the sky falling down. The whole scenario fits together
perfectly, as described in many ancient texts.’’
“Grandpa, what you’re suggesting makes perfect sense,’’ replied Tim as
he helped Grandpa to roll the map. “I think that’s exactly what happened.
Following those dreadful events, in my vision Emperor Yahou sent scholars
out across the length and breadth of China and beyond to re-plot the location
of north, south, east and west using the rising and setting of the sun and
stars. He also instructed his astronomers to work out the seasons and to
develop a new calendar. That wouldn’t have been necessary unless either
the surface of Earth had moved, the alignment of its axis had changed - or
both,’’ he said, looking toward the horizon. He continued to stare into the
distance while Grandpa carefully finished rolling the map.
“But it gets even better,’’ replied Grandpa, “or worse if you view it from
my stated position. One of today’s scientific discoveries actually supports
what I’m suggesting. You probably have no idea that geologists date the age
of the continents on Earth to be at least 4.5 billion years old?’’
“Nope,’’ confirmed Tim.
“Yet the same scientists estimate the age of the ocean floor to be just
180 million years old,’’ Grandpa continued. “But how can this be?’’
“Shouldn’t the age of the continents and oceans be the same?’’ asked
Tim.
“Not necessarily,’’ replied Grandpa. “If the proponents of Plate Tectonics
are correct they’ll tell you that the ocean floors are constantly renewing due
to subduction, hence the apparently young age.’’
“Because of the conveyor belt forcing Earth’s crust down into the centre
of Earth?’’ Tim postulated.
“You’ve almost got it, Tim. The Mantle Plume hypothesis suggests that
superheated plumes of magma rise from deep within Earth’s mantle, cool as
they reach the surface and then return into the mantle as the cooled magma
is forced under existing continents.’’
“But that sounds a good explanation?’’ replied Tim.
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“It may well do,’’ argued Grandpa. “But there’s another simple,
undeniable fact that proves this approach wrong. It’s something that I
guarantee you’ve never been told at school.’’
Tim frowned. “Come on, Gramps. Out with it,’’ he laughed.
“It’s the sediments in, for example the Atlantic Ocean. Did you know that
oceanographers expected the sediments on the ocean floor nearest to the
coastlines of the Americas, Africa and Europe to be the thickest?’’
“Well it would make sense,’’ replied Tim. “Because these sediments
would have been in existence much longer than the most recent ocean floor
created at the Mid Atlantic Ridge.’’
“Exactly! But they aren’t thick at all. In fact, oceanographers are puzzled
why what should be the thickest deposition of sediments are actually the
thinnest. There’s hardly any sediments at all compared to what’s been
discovered closer to the Mid Atlantic Ridge!’’
“No!’’ exclaimed Tim. “How could that happen?’’
“That should be the question scientists ask, because something isn’t
quite right if the sediments furthest from the source of new ocean floor are
so thin,’’ he raised his eyebrows, questioningly. “Could it be that the earliest
formation of the Atlantic Ocean floor was created so rapidly that this
eliminated the possibility for significant levels of sedimentation to occur?’’
“Absolutely!’’ laughed Tim, before using his usual response to information
provided by Grandpa. “It’s obvious!”
“This is another example of how Mother Earth is slowly revealing her
past,’’ continued Grandpa. “Nothing more, nothing less.’’
A few moments later Tim turned to discover that Grandpa was returning
to the Chevvy. “Come on, jump in. It’s time to go!’’ he beckoned as he
returned the map, file and compass to the trunk of the vehicle.
Tim gathered the remaining maps he’d stored under the sand and placed
them into the trunk. Once back on the highway and with the air conditioning
providing a welcome break from the heat, Grandpa continued as though their
earlier conversation hadn’t ended.
“If we were to take the absence of sedimentation and add to this the fact
that the frozen remains of mammoths and other perished animals can be
found across Alaska, Canada and elsewhere then the evidence supporting
a sudden expansion of Earth and a rapid and permanent axial shift becomes
compelling. Imagine Earth as a gigantic gyroscope, which is actually what it
is. Currently, Earth spins on a central axis offset from where it should
naturally be - perpendicular to the Sun. Why should that be?’’
Tim knew he needn’t attempt an answer. The scenario Grandpa had just
described had explained everything.
“If an object slammed into an Earth,’’ Grandpa continued, “which, up until
then had been rotating – as I’ve already explained in a perpendicular
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alignment to the Sun it’s likely – no, it is actually probable our planet’s
rotation and alignment would be affected. Wouldn’t you agree?’’
Tim nodded.
“So, is it only natural that the smaller, pre-impact ice caps on Earth would
have remained constant in relation to the perpendicular alignment of Earth
to the Sun, and that these ice caps would have remained in this state as long
as this alignment remained?’’
“Er, yes Gramps…’’
“Good. Now, imagine the effect of the impact as I’m suggesting. Earth
would have been rocked off its axis, with its rotation slowed considerably or
even halted for a while. For the purposes of this exercise we’ll ignore the
rapid separation of the continents... are you keeping up with me?’’
“Yes – no problem,’’ replied Tim confidently.
“So, in a flash Earth’s angle in relation to the Sun changed and its size
and speed of rotation changed too. Earth slowed. At the same time the
evaporation of incalculable amounts of water took place as it mixed with
magma emerging from the huge fissures that had opened along a
continuous rupture from the southern hemisphere up into the northern half
of the planet. Can you visualise this, Tim?’’
“Yep,’’ said Tim, whose eyes were fixed shut as he concentrated on the
images Grandpa was describing. “Keep going - this is fun!’’
“Well, the next phase is extremely important. The creation of incredible
amounts of evaporation will naturally create …what?’’
“Clouds?’’ guessed Tim, imagining grey skies everywhere.
“Excellent!’’ responded Grandpa, “…and what follows when clouds are
created?’’
The answer came to Tim easily.
“Rain!’’
“Of course! So, in the immediate aftermath of the tilting of Earth’s axis,
immense amounts of precipitation occurred, and as rain fell the new axial
alignment away from the Sun created instant icy conditions at the points on
Earth furthest from the Sun.’’
“…Freezing the animals at the same time!’’ yelled Tim excitedly.
“Yes! The poor beasts were covered with an enormous amount of snow,
frozen rapidly and have been kept in that condition ever since…’’ exclaimed
Grandpa.
“Brilliant!’’ shouted Tim as he sat back and placed his hands behind his
head “…absolutely brilliant, Gramps!’’
“That would explain so many things, Tim. It would explain how the
animals became frozen so quickly; why they appeared to have been found
in places far away from their warmer, natural habitats; this is also why they
never decomposed; why they remained in such pristine condition for so long;
why they were frozen for so long and why their remains were gathered
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together in such a chaotic manner. All questions answered by one
immensely catastrophic event.’’ He then briefly turned toward Tim. “But
there’s another fascinating conundrum that’s puzzled scientists for
centuries,’’ he added as his eyes returned to the highway. “It’s the question
of where all the water came from to create the vast oceans on Earth. If you
imagine a smaller, pre-impact Earth about a third of the size it is now, it’s
clear that the volume of water which exists today could not possibly have
been here before The Impact and Exit Event occurred.’’
Tim agreed. “Of course, Gramps but doesn’t that fact undermine your
theory?’’
“Hypothesis.’’
“Sorry,’’ replied Tim, grinning. “Your hypothesis?’’
“Not at all. In fact, it led me to another ground-breaking discovery which
is perfectly aligned with my hypothesis.’’
“Another one?’’ laughed Tim.
“Yes. Following the expansion of Earth into a much larger planet two key
properties of our world would have changed. Firstly, Earth’s surface area
would have increased significantly and secondly its surface temperature
would have increased too, due to the release of so much internal magma.
These changes then led to another perfectly natural occurrence.’’
“What are you hiding from me now?’’ laughed Tim.
“I’m not sure if you know this,’’ queried Grandpa. “But it’s been known for
some time that water is abundant across the universe. Not just on the
surface of some planets, but in the space between the planets.’’
“I had no idea,’’ replied Tim.
“It’s true, and when you take into account what happens when cold air
meets a warm surface…’’
“Condensation!’’ blurted Tim.
“Aha! You’ve just had a eureka moment!’’ laughed Grandpa. “That’s
exactly what happened. Earth’s larger, warmer surface interacted with the
voluminous amounts of space-borne moisture and there you have it. An
immense amount of water was transferred onto the surface of Earth.’’
As Grandpa talked, Tim reached behind and opened the cooler box
containing some cold drinks. “Want one?’’ he asked.
“Yeah. I could do with a drink after being out in the desert back there.’’
Tim fizzed open a small bottle of pop and Grandpa then did the same for
himself. After taking a couple of refreshing gulps he realised he’d unwittingly
created an opportunity to prove his case, and to Tim’s surprise he suddenly
leant forward and switched off the air conditioning.
The interior of the Chevrolet heated up immediately, which was part of
Grandpa’s plan. “Where’s the moisture in this desert?’’ he asked as he
pointed at the sand dunes either side of the highway.
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“Absolutely nowhere!’’ laughed Tim. “Why the random question, Gramps,
and why have you turned off the air conditioning?’’
“There’s lots of it, and it’s everywhere!’’ laughed Grandpa. “Everywhere!’’
he repeated, omitting to explain his apparently bizarre actions.
Tim was perplexed. He looked out of the window and all he could see
was an arid landscape stretching out for miles in every direction. “C’mon,
Gramps. There’s no sign of any water at all!’’ he exclaimed.
“Well, if there’s no water out here in the desert …what’s that?’’ Grandpa
smiled as he pointed at the bottle Tim was holding.
Too engrossed in the conversation they’d been having, Tim hadn’t
realised he was running his fingertips up and down the bottle, enjoying the
coolness of the droplets of water that had appeared since he’d removed the
bottle from the cooler bag.
“What the…’’ yelped Tim. “Where did THAT come from?’’
“It’s everywhere, Tim. Even here in one of the hottest, driest places on
Earth moisture magically appears when there’s an exchange between warm
and cool environs. It’s the same process which creates clouds and it’s one
of those fundamental laws of nature.’’
“How neat is that, Gramps?’’ laughed Tim.
“It is,” replied Grandpa. “And this particular law of nature applies
whatever the scale of the condensation event.’’ He pointed at Tim’s bottle
again. “See how nature keeps creating moisture over and over again?
You’ve wiped water off the bottle a couple of times, but because the surface
of the bottle remains cooler than the surrounding air the process continues
as more and more moisture reappears!’’
“Well, I’ll be darned!’’ laughed Tim as he wiped even more moisture away
from the bottle, the top half of which was now empty. However, the remaining
lower section of the bottle containing cold pop continued producing droplets
of water on the exterior face of the bottle despite Tim’s constant efforts to
wipe it dry.
“And if just one bottle of pop can generate so much moisture,’’ Grandpa
continued. “Can you imagine the extent to which water would appear if the
process was repeated over and over again on a global level?’’
“This is one of the most incredibly simple things you’ve shown me!’’ Tim
pronounced. “Nobody could possibly disagree!’’
Grandpa then opened the windows of the Chevrolet, further increasing
the temperature within the vehicle. He then reduced the speed of the car for
two reasons. He wanted the heat within interior of the vehicle to increase as
rapidly as possible and he needed to concentrate on the information he was
about to share.
“See the bottle you’re holding?’’ he asked a few moments later. “Notice
how the amount of moisture on it reduces as the content of the bottle warms
up?’’
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“Yeah…’’ said Tim, frowning at the unexpected inrush of heat whilst
confirming the reduction in moisture on the exterior of the bottle.
“In this circumstance,’’ continued Grandpa, “the natural order of things is
that when warm air meets a cool surface condensation occurs. The same
applies if cool air meets warm air. But, in both cases the environmental
differential between the two is negated when equilibrium between the two is
achieved. The ability of moisture to be created is then eliminated. That’s why
the outside of the bottle is drying up.’’
“Equilibrium between the two?’’ asked Tim, clearly unsure of Grandpa’s
explanation.
“It’s the point at which the ability of both to create condensed levels of
moisture occurs. Look at the bottle now.’’
Tim looked down and realised that, having gulped down the last of his
pop all evidence of moisture on the external face of his pop bottle had
disappeared.
“Wow!’’ he exclaimed. “Where did it go?’’
“It didn’t go anywhere,’’ replied Grandpa. “It’s still here, in the atmosphere
but it isn’t interested in the warm surface of your bottle any longer…’’
Tim looked at the bottle, then darted his sight to Grandpa before looking
out toward the desert.
“What next?’’ he thought.
The answer came seconds later.
“It’s just another of those perfectly natural solutions to longstanding
puzzles,’’ Grandpa added casually. “It’s one of the many solutions given to
me by the natural forces at play here on Earth,’’ he paused, before adding
“…and elsewhere.’’
“There you go again, Gramps. What do you mean by elsewhere?’’
“Oh, not much,’’ chuckled Grandpa with a sparkle in his eyes. “The way
in which the natural process of condensation created the oceans on Earth is
described in the Bible. It’s quite explicit in its detail, too so there’s no room
for ambiguity!’’ He beckoned Tim toward the glove compartment once more.
“You can read it yourself or choose to listen to me recall it verbatim?’’ he
suggested.
Tim was in no mood to begin the near-impossible task of keeping up with
Grandpa so he closed the glove compartment.
“Go ahead, Gramps.’’
“Depending on which interpretation of the Bible you choose,’’ Grandpa
began. “The writings vary to a small extent but listen to this, it’s Genesis
1.6.’’
He took a sip of pop and cleared his throat before beginning.
“Before I recite what it says,” he added, “you need to know I’ll be doing it
twice. You’ll see why when I’ve finished.’’ He then began to recite from
memory an extract from the Bible:
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“And God said, ‘Let there be a vault between the waters to separate
water from water.’ So God made the vault and separated the water
under the vault from the water above it. And it was so. God called
the vault ‘sky.’
And God said, ‘Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place,
and let dry ground appear.’ And it was so. God called the dry ground
‘land,’ and the gathered waters he called ‘seas’”.
Grandpa looked at a clearly baffled Tim. “It’s a bit confusing, isn’t it?’’
“Sure is,’’ replied Tim. “What does ‘the vault’ mean?’’
“That’s the word which makes it all so confusing,’’ replied Grandpa. “Now
listen as I change that word to what I believe it should say and see the
remarkable outcome!’’
“And God said, ‘Let there be an atmosphere between the waters to
separate water from water.’ So God made the atmosphere and
separated the water under the atmosphere from the water above it.
And it was so. God called the atmosphere ‘sky’”.
And God said, ‘Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place,
and let dry ground appear.’ And it was so. God called the dry ground
‘land,’ and the gathered waters he called ‘seas’”.
“See how clear it becomes?’’ smiled Grandpa. “It describes the
achievement of the equilibrium I was describing. Following the Impact and
Exit Event, and once Earth had cooled sufficiently, the atmosphere provided
a barrier between the waters on Earth and the moisture out in space!’’
“Far out!’’ laughed Tim. “It really says that in the Bible?’’
“Yes. Almost word for word.’’
Shaking his head in disbelief at the scale of the revelation Grandpa had
just made Tim’s thoughts reverted back to their earlier conversation, and his
inquisitive mind needed further clarification.
“How could the mammoths and other animals have walked all the way to
the regions which became frozen?’’
“You’ve misunderstood my description,’’ Grandpa replied patiently. “The
animals didn’t have to travel anywhere. It was the land they lived upon that
moved as Earth tilted away from the Sun. There was nothing they could do.
It all happened so fast. They froze in a matter of hours.’’
“Poor things,’’ remarked Tim.
“Poor people!” replied Grandpa. “Can you imagine the horror they went
through? Maybe it was better to perish than to have to try and survive the
aftermath of The Impact and Exit Event. No matter what level of
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development the civilisations on Earth had achieved at the time, the effects
of the impact would have forced them to resort to basic survival instincts.’’
It was a sombre, sobering moment and both fell silent.
“It’s true,’’ Tim thought to himself, “…and Grandpa knows it.’’
They continued to sit in silence, pondering the content of their
conversation as the Chevrolet glided effortlessly along the black ribbon of
road that was Highway 1.
After a while the sombre mood lifted and Tim again prompted further
discussion about flood myths around the world. Unsurprisingly, information
immediately cascaded from Grandpa’s mouth and Tim’s fingers were once
again almost melting the keyboard – especially the delete key as he
constantly corrected his mistakes again and again.
“I think the Book of Genesis explains very well what happened. For the
stories of a flood to have been repeated so accurately, across such a broad
area of Earth the people of the time must have occupied a world where they
were in direct contact with each other; in other words, on the same landmass
or at the very least within practical reach of each other.’’
Tim looked pensive as he relinquished his keyboard duties and stared
out through the windscreen.
“The constant rainfall could have been the condensation you mentioned,
Gramps,’’ he mused.
“And it’s no coincidence,’’ continued Grandpa, “that various ancient
writings around the world associate the lengthy periods of rainfall contained
within so-called myths to a Great Flood.’’ He then tested Tim’s knowledge
once again. “Which civilisation possessed the earliest records of the Great
Flood?’’
“That would be the Sumerians, I guess.’’
“Correct,” confirmed Grandpa. “The Epic of Gilgamesh dates back nearly
5,000 years. In it is an account of a great sage called Utnapishtim who was
warned of an imminent flood that was to be unleashed by wrathful gods.
According to my logic that would mean that all subsequent stories of a great
flood must be a modification or repetition of the earlier original event in the
Epic of Gilgamesh, or that the individual civilisations all experienced the
same flood event much earlier than currently understood. The writings are
so similar they cannot possibly be individual flood events which took place
at various times throughout the ages. The forewarning nature of the flood
and the story of Noah, Nuwa and Utnapishtim simply confirm this to be the
case.’’
As Grandpa continued Tim found himself nodding in agreement
“Another thing to consider is the fact that the geographical spread of the
ancient Sumerians would have covered a large proportion of a much smaller
Earth. If they had been caught up in such an event prior to The Impact and
Exit Event there’s no doubt the separation of the landmass as Earth split
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apart would have also separated the survivors and created several
independent civilisations across a much larger Earth. The formation of the
new oceans would have also eliminated any means of contact between most
of these now separated peoples. Make no mistake Tim it would be people,
not civilisations that remained because only a few could have possibly
survived this catastrophe. This would explain why so many fragmented
stories of a great flood permeated across what appear to be impenetrable
distances.’’
“Wow, Gramps...’’ gasped Tim, picturing in his mind an embattled Earth
expanding under the force of impact. “And it could explain the emergence of
so many different languages,’’ he added thoughtfully.
“Even more likely is the effect The Impact and Exit Event would have had
on the appearance of each civilisation, on plant life and all manner of land
and sea life,’’ Grandpa continued. “The incredible forces unleashed would
have included a much stronger gravity due to the increase in Earth’s mass
and heightened levels of solar radiation as Earth’s atmosphere thinned as
the planet expanded in size; life forms are prone to astonishing deformation
when exposed to radiation, and this can affect the physical appearance of
those which follow throughout subsequent generations.’’
“In what way?’’ asked Tim.
“Many, many ways,’’ replied Grandpa. “If you look at the natural world of
today there are any number of strange looking creatures, insects and aquatic
life out there. Then there’s skin colour – why should there be any difference
amongst the human race of skin colour? In every other aspect we are the
same. We have two eyes, one nose, one mouth, two arms, two legs…’’
“I get it, Gramps. You’re saying increased radiation, as a result of The
Impact and Exit Event was the cause of all this?’’
“Yes.’’ Grandpa was unrelenting as he shared his knowledge. “Consider
this; I’ve just mentioned that across all the flood legends there’s a
forewarning nature. These people were aware of the oncoming flood long
before it actually occurred. In fact, they were warned so far ahead of the
event they also had sufficient time to prepare for the deluge by building a
means of escape. This would have been the ‘ark’ to which various ancient
writings refer.’’
“But Gramps, today’s weather forecasters can only predict weather
patterns with any real accuracy four or five days ahead!’’
“See? Once they’re highlighted, the glaringly obvious misinterpretation of
the content of ancient writings only serves to awaken the inner curiosity we
all possess…’’ smiled Grandpa. He then glanced across as his grandson
added his own observation.
“If time was needed to build an ark to help save entire families and a host
of animals, how on earth could they have done so within a four or five-day
period? These vessels must have been huge!’’
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“It would appear so,’’ agreed Grandpa, deliberately fuelling Tim’s interest.
“Any forewarning of an event so huge could not simply be as a result of a
forthcoming storm that could’ve only been predicted with any real accuracy
just days before. No. They must have had a long time to prepare for the
deluge, and the only event that can be prepared for is something that can
be anticipated some time beforehand.’’
Tim interrupted with what he thought was a good suggestion.
“Could it have been an earthquake?’’
“Tim, even modern-day seismologists cannot accurately predict when an
earthquake is about to happen. They can only hope to catch such an event
a few minutes before it occurs using seismometers. The same goes for
volcanologists, although admittedly volcanic eruptions are a little easier to
predict.’’
“Sometimes you really do talk sense, Gramps!’’ said Tim, jokingly.
“There’s only one catastrophic event that can become known long before
it happens,” announced Grandpa. “One that, when it happens will produce
death and destruction globally and one which could also potentially provide
enough time to prepare for survival…’’
This time Tim wasn’t guessing. “Meteor impact,’’ he suggested
confidently.
“Now do you see?’’ enquired Grandpa.
“Sure do, Gramps. With each piece of information you’re giving me it’s
becoming difficult to find fault with your hypothesis.’’
“But it gets even more interesting,’’ said Grandpa. “On top of this we have
to also ask how it was they could have predicted over 100 days of continuous
rainfall?’’
Tim delighted in a rare opportunity to correct Grandpa.
“Don’t you mean forty days and forty nights?’’
“No. Despite what you may have been led to believe the Bible actually
states that it rained for a far longer period than forty days and forty nights,’’
he pointed to the glove box in front of Tim. “Take a look at Genesis Chapter
7, verse 12. That’s where the biblical story of a flood lasting forty days and
forty nights comes from.’’
Tim opened the glove box and took out the Bible.
“I always carry that with me. It makes an excellent reference book,’’
smiled Grandpa wryly. “What is less known,” he continued, “is that in ancient
times, to the Jews the number forty was generally used as a term to describe
‘a long time’. The phrase ‘forty days and forty nights’ therefore described a
really, really long time. The phrase is used a number of times in the Bible to
describe lengthy periods. There’s Moses, who stayed on Mount Sinai for
forty days and forty nights - it’s right there in Exodus 34:28 when God was
said to have written the Ten Commandments.’’
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Trying to keep up, Tim continued to flick the pages of the Bible but
Grandpa altered the destination once again.
“Look up Matthew 4:2. This verse mentions Jesus’ forty days and forty
nights in the desert.’’
Fed up of trying to listen to Grandpa and locate the verses he was
referencing Tim begrudgingly conceded it was a pointless exercise. “I can’t
keep up with you!’’ he moaned.
“It doesn’t matter, Tim. The point I was making is that there’s a lot of
misinformation out there…’’
The tone in his voice brought out another aspect of Grandpa’s
commitment to The Impact and Exit Event which, to Tim at least appeared
to be a combined sense of anger and frustration. This time Grandpa’s voice
sounded different. Tim had never experienced this and felt very
uncomfortable with the silence that followed. Thankfully, Grandpa sensed
Tim’s discomfort and the silence was broken within seconds.
“Sorry Tim. I didn’t mean it to come out like that,’’ he said as he reached
over and put his hand on Tim’s shoulder. “I just get so annoyed at the
ignorance of so-called scientists. They win awards off the back of their
deliberate cherry-picking of convenient answers in order to maintain the
current status quo, or to maintain their profile – or even to ensure they
receive funding to preserve their careers. People like me are categorised as
pseudo-scientists and denigrated accordingly. If only they knew that it’s most
of them who are involved in pseudo-science. It affects me deeply and that’s
why I replied in the way I did.’’ Tension was evident across his face. “But
one day, Tim, one day they’ll have to face up the damage they’ve done.’’
Tim had begun to worry that Grandpa was going to descend into one of
his depressed moods when his cell phone suddenly sparked into life.
Grandpa immediately stopped talking and clicked to answer.
“Hello. Joe Patten speaking.’’
Grandpa’s face lit up immediately. It was clear that a familiar voice
answered his greeting and Tim could just about hear the voice coming from
the cell phone.
“Hi Joe. I’ve been…’’
“Rooster!’’ Grandpa interrupted the caller and quickly pulled the
Chevrolet over to the side of the road.
“Thanks for getting in touch,’’ he said and with his index finger he
gestured Tim toward the glove box for his notepad.
Rooster continued: “I’ve been following up as you requested and I’ve
been able to locate a contact of mine over in California.’’
Grandpa beamed at Tim, who looked on bemused as he couldn’t quite
hear both sides of the conversation.
“Aden James, a client of mine owns a pharmaceutical company in
Sacramento. He’s done a lot of R&D work with the University of Southern
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California. I’ll keep it short, Joe. One of the guys over there is English. His
name is Graham Sefton. Apparently, he graduated at Liverpool John Moores
University and informed Aden that he has maintained regular contact with
someone called Antonia Clarke. Apparently, this guy and Miss Clarke were
an item for a couple of months when he was studying in England. He said
he’d called her and was surprised to hear that she was in Iraq on some
archaeological research project she couldn’t discuss for reasons of
security.’’
Rooster paused, waiting for a reply as Grandpa hastily scribbled some
notes.
“Iraq is a vast country,’’ thought Grandpa disappointedly, “and Miss
Clarke could be working just about anywhere…’’
“Did your contact mention in what field of research she was involved?’’
he asked.
“Yes. Ancient History and Languages. Her ex-boyfriend also said that the
staff at Liverpool University regarded her as a genius at her work. I’ve been
sent her contact number. Shall I text it to you?’’
“That would be great, Rooster.’’
Although he was grateful for Rooster’s efforts Grandpa couldn’t shake off
a feeling of disappointment. “Iraq was such a huge country,’’ he reminded
himself again.
“Thanks for everything,’’ he added. “I’ll be in touch when I return home.’’
“No problem Joe. Take care and travel safely …oh, I almost forgot. Aden
said that although Antonia could not divulge too much information about
what she was doing she told him to keep watching TV. Apparently, her work
will be made public around about now…’’
Grandpa couldn’t believe his luck.
“On TV about now?’’ he repeated.
“Yeah,’’ said Rooster. “That’s all he said. Give Antonia a call. She may
be able to help. Catch you later, Joe.’’
“Goodbye Rooster …and thanks.’’
While Grandpa and Rooster had been talking, Tim had found Matthew
4:2 in The Book of Genesis but had been unable to read it. His concentration
had been drawn towards Grandpa and his conversation with Rooster. At the
end of the call he noticed a frown appear on Grandpa’s face as he returned
the ‘phone to its holder.
“What’s up Gramps?’’
“Rooster has made contact with someone who knows a scientist who’s
been working on something in Iraq. He’s sending me her contact details. I
was hoping he would find a more reliable source of information.’’
“What was that about the TV? I heard you mention something on TV
today?’’
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“No. Not today. This woman, a Miss Antonia Clarke, told her ex-boyfriend
that something relating to her work in Iraq would be on TV around about
now…’’
Suddenly, Grandpa grasped his forehead. It was as if a light had come
on inside his head.
“I don’t believe it! How could I have not made the connection? If she was
hinting about a TV announcement occurring around about now, and she’s in
Iraq involved in some secretive archaeological work it’s almost certain she’s
involved with what we saw on the news back home!’’
“Is that what Rooster said? Does that mean we can contact someone
behind the security cordon at Rutba?’’ asked Tim excitedly.
“I’m not sure, but we’ll find out soon enough.’’
Shortly afterwards a short bleep notified Grandpa that he’d received the
text Rooster had promised. It contained a cell phone number and the words
‘Antonia Clarke’. That was more than enough for Grandpa. Could Miss
Clarke really be involved in what was happening at Rutba?
“Suddenly I feel nervous,’’ he confessed to Tim as he prepared to hit the
call button on his mobile.
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Chapter 17
Air Force One had landed at Baghdad International Airport and Professor
Zenden’s team had been notified of the President’s impending arrival.
Antonia felt refreshed. She’d changed out of her dusty clothing and had
enjoyed a cool shower. She then headed over to the air-conditioned Central
Control facility to join the professor and the rest of the team as they prepared
a formal welcome. They were discussing the day’s events when the words
‘Unknown Caller’ appeared on the screen of her cell phone. She quickly
answered, hoping to keep it short.
“Hello. Antonia Clarke speaking.’’
“Good afternoon Miss Clarke. I’ve been given your contact details by an
old colleague of yours, my good friend Graham Sefton.’’ Despite not even
knowing the Graham to whom he was referring Grandpa looked at his notes
and proceeded to try to convince Antonia that he was even more of a friend.
“I’ve been working with Graham over at the University of Southern
California.’’
Antonia smiled.
“Hi…’’ she began but before she could continue Grandpa deliberately
interrupted.
“Hi Antonia. How’s Rutba?’’
The vague familiarity encouraged Antonia to let her guard down
momentarily.
“Very hot,’’ she replied and then stopped suddenly as she remembered
her security responsibilities.
Grandpa’s eyes sparkled as he looked at Tim. He covered the phone in
an effort to hide his voice and raised his thumb, smiling broadly.
“It worked!’’ he whispered, “she is in Rutba!’’
Recognising her momentary slip Antonia raised her voice impatiently.
“Who is this?’’
“Hi, Miss Clarke.’’
Now that he had confirmed that Miss Clarke was indeed in Rutba,
Grandpa continued confidently. Tim watched in awe as Grandpa continued
his deception.
“My name is Patten. Joe Patten. We’ve never met but I believe I have
information you and your team will need to hear before you can get to the
bottom of what it is that you have discovered.’’
“Discovered? I’m sorry but you must be mistaken, Mr. Patten.’’ Antonia
immediately became suspicious and hurriedly removed her notebook from
her pocket. “Please let me know your number and I’ll have somebody from
our admin centre call you back.’’
Grandpa ignored her request.
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“I was talking to Graham about my recent findings and he suggested I
contact you. He seems to think that what I have to say will be of great interest
to you.’’
Antonia was perplexed. She knew Graham had no idea where in Iraq she
was, or what research she was involved in. She sensed that the caller may
be a crank and attempted to end the call.
“I’m a little busy at the moment so if you could call back in a few weeks…’’
Grandpa had to think quickly. He couldn’t lose contact with Miss Clarke not now that he’d found her. He decided to throw caution to the wind.
“I know about the pyramid.’’
Antonia was stunned.
“What pyramid? Who is this?’’ she demanded.
“I also know who built it.’’
Tim’s jaw dropped open. He leant forward and looked at Grandpa, trying
to let him know of his surprise.
“You do?’’ he exclaimed.
Grandpa quickly raised his index finger to his lips, gesturing Tim to stay
silent for a little longer. At the other end of the conversation Antonia waved
her hand to attract the attention of Professor Zenden. When he looked over
she immediately gestured for him to come closer, pointing frantically at her
phone.
“Just one moment, please Mr. Patten…’’ she said and muted her phone.
She then explained to Professor Zenden what the mysterious caller had just
said.
“He said what?’’ asked Professor Zenden. “Ask him how he knows about
the pyramid.’’
“Hello again,’’ Antonia spoke calmly and quietly because this time it was
she who didn’t want the call to end abruptly. “I’ve just had a word with our
team leader and he’d like to know what it is that makes you think that I’m
involved with a project concerning a pyramid?’’
Grandpa smiled and winked at Tim.
“I’m not prepared to say anything further. However, I am in Iraq at the
moment and I do have more information. I will be in Rutba later this evening
if you would like to meet up.’’
Grandpa was put on hold once again.
“He wants to meet us.’’ Antonia notified Professor Zenden. “He’s here in
Iraq, on his way to Rutba.’’
Professor Zenden quickly assessed the risk.
“Tell him we’ll meet him outside the security cordon at 8.30pm. Ask him
to meet us in the café marquee. He’ll need to keep well away from the media
circus too.’’
Antonia relayed the instructions to Grandpa.
“We look forward to meeting you,’’ she said.
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After the call had ended Grandpa turned to Tim and casually invited a
high five.
“That’s how you do business!’’ he laughed as Tim’s hand made contact.
“I had no idea you could be so deceitful Gramps! Where did you learn to
do that?’’
“I was in the military many years ago,’’ replied Grandpa, grinning. “When
you spend so much time in such a testosterone filled environment you very
quickly learn the art of bluff!’’
Sensing another exciting chapter of their journey was about to open up
Grandpa’s smile broadened as he once again pulled the Chevrolet onto the
highway. His anger towards the scientific community had dissipated and all
was good again as they recommenced their journey to Rutba.
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Chapter 18
Still reeling from the realisation that their discovery was known to others
Professor Zenden and Antonia were soon welcoming the President, who
wasted no time firmly shaking the hand of each member of the team. He
greeted Professor Zenden and Antonia with warm comments.
“Well done you guys – fantastic work. Please bring me up to speed with
your latest findings.’’
The team joined the President as he sat down at the head of the
conference table. Professor Zenden remained standing and switched off the
overhead lighting. He was extremely nervous. He knew he had a decision to
make and that he needed to make it within the next 30 seconds. Should he
inform the President of Antonia’s conversation with Mr. Patten, or should he
wait to see if Patten’s claim to have important information was genuine? He
decided on the latter. The meeting with Mr. Patten would take place as
planned. He continued with the presentation.
“Sir, this sequence of videos will inform you of the way in which we have
deciphered the code.’’
Steve looked toward Antonia and grinned. He knew that at the heart of
the team’s most recent success was Antonia’s amazing talent. How could
someone so young have the level of awareness she possessed? How it was
that she alone had found a way to decipher the code was beyond him, and
as she smiled back at him Antonia had no idea that Steve’s feelings toward
her were increasing by the hour.
Once Professor Zenden had completed his presentation the President
surprised the entire team by announcing that it would be them and not army
personnel who would be the first to enter further into the pyramid. The
President added that time was of the essence and that other world leaders
were awaiting feedback. He ended the meeting by suggesting that the
professor and his colleagues enter the structure as soon as possible.
Professor Zenden couldn’t hold back his excitement.
“Absolutely, Mr. President. We’ll get right onto it!’’ he enthused.
Less than twenty minutes later the team watched as a helicopter
prepared to transfer the President back to Baghdad and Air Force One.
The helicopter blasted the whole team with wave after wave of downdraft
as it thundered up into the sky and away from the restricted area. As it did
Antonia clung even tighter to Steve with one hand and held on to her hair as
best she could with the other.
“This is getting to be quite an adventure!’’ she laughed as she hugged
Steve’s arm in excited anticipation of entering the pyramid.
“You bet! I wonder what the Diamond Pyramid has in store for us?’’ he
replied.
“Nothing too scary I hope!’’ chuckled Antonia.
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Chapter 19
In the late afternoon heat the dusty Chevrolet slowed to a stop amongst
the hustle and bustle of the Rutba marketplace.
“I can’t see anywhere we can park,’’ observed Tim.
All around the vehicle people were going about their business in a
seemingly random fashion. Just yards away two goats were tethered to a
loosely secured post. On the ground next to them a large carpet had been
laid out and covered with dozens of small baskets containing fruits and
vegetables, some of which Tim had never seen before. Over on Grandpa’s
side of the Chevrolet a large stall contained several grills providing hot meat
dishes to several waiting customers. He’d been driving with the top down
and the mouth-watering aroma from the stall wafted into the Chevrolet.
“Not quite McDonalds,’’ joked Tim. “But what a beautiful smell!’’ His
mouth was watering at the prospect of eating what was behind the enticing
aroma. “That food must be absolutely delicious!’’ he added.
“Want to try some?’’ asked Grandpa as he smiled at the crowd of
youngsters that were gathering to admire the Chevrolet. Out in the desert of
Iraq the appearance of one of the world’s most powerful sports cars had
already attracted the attention of the locals and a black haired, brown-eyed
young boy leaned over the door to slap Tim on his shoulder.
“You American?’’ he asked in broken English.
Tim smiled and nodded.
“Good wheels!’’ added the boy enviously.
Tim understood what the young enthusiast was saying and gave him the
thumbs up. Enjoying the admiration, he playfully stroked the dashboard.
Given the chaotic nature of the marketplace Grandpa decided that where
they had stopped was as good a place as any to park the rental vehicle, so
he clicked the dash to close the top. “Come on, Tim. I’m hungry!’’ he
beckoned over the commotion of the marketplace.
Tim looked mischievously at his admirer and decided not to explain it was
actually a rental vehicle. He opened the door, inadvertently forcing the boy
to step backwards a few feet and jumped out onto the dusty ground.
Grandpa then led him through the admiring crowd and across to the food
stall. Behind them, onlookers encircled the vehicle. Two were already
running their fingers through the dust on the bodywork as Grandpa prepared
to order the first item on the menu board. Not knowing what to expect he
pointed to the top of the menu and gestured two fingers to the guy inside the
food stall.
“Two please sir,’’ he requested, over emphasising each word hoping the
guy serving him could understand. He didn’t, but Grandpa’s sign language
worked just fine. He paid for the food, passed Tim his portion and led him to
a nearby table. Once there they were delighted to find the dish consisted of
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a combination of minced meat, parsley, onion, tomato and curry, and it
wasn’t too long before Tim was wiping his lips with the napkin.
“That was absolutely delicious, Gramps!’’
“Sure is!’’ added Grandpa, who was still only half way through his meal.
He had no chance of keeping up with a ravenous teenager.
“See you back at the Chevvy!’’ Tim said as he unexpectedly rose from
his seat and jogged in the direction of their vehicle, quickly disappearing
amongst the mingling crowd.
Grandpa choked back his apprehension. “Nobody eats that fast!’’ he
thought. He knew Tim was up to something, but the combination of old age
and an unfulfilled appetite prevented him from doing anything about it.
However, a few minutes later, and having enjoyed the local delicacy
Grandpa nervously headed toward the rental car. When it came into view he
realised he needed to relocate the Chevrolet and an increasingly animated
Tim away from the attention of the growing crowd as quickly as possible. It
was clear Tim loved the attention the Chevrolet was attracting. The top was
once again open and the steady beat of rock music was blaring out loudly.
Despite being encouraged by Grandpa to own up to it being a rental car the
adulation from a group of around twenty teenagers had fuelled Tim’s
deception.
“They love it!’’ he shouted as he sat behind the drivers’ wheel, gripping it
as though he was racing in the Indi 500. Grandpa looked on in mild
amusement but it was the moment Tim invited a couple of local teenagers
to jump into the rear seat of the vehicle that he hastily intervened.
“I’m the one who paid the deposit!’’ he thought, eyeing the dusty, boot
laden youths poised to pounce onto the expensive leather interior.
“Come on Tim. Say goodbye.’’
He opened the drivers’ door and deflated Tim’s finest moment.
“Aw, Gramps!’’ moaned Tim, sliding out gloomily.
“Sorry kid, but we need to get out of here!’’ maintained Grandpa.
In less than thirty seconds he had begun closing the roof of the Chevrolet
and as it completed its action he also closed the windows and switched on
the air conditioning.
Tim raised his hand and gestured the sign of peace with two of his
fingers, smiling at his admirers who were now peering through the window.
Many reciprocal two-fingered salutes appeared outside, and Tim lowered
the window. Grandpa felt a lump well up in his throat as he watched Tim
exchange high fives, laughter and handshakes with his new-found friends.
“It’s such a pity they have to grow into adults,’’ he thought as he watched
the innocence of youth unfold before him. He then slowly began pulling the
Chevrolet away from the youngsters.
“That was cool!’’ enthused Tim. “Where to now?’’ he asked as he buckled
up.
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“We need to find Miss Clarke,’’ replied Grandpa.
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Chapter 20
Having relocated the Chevrolet to the perimeter of the marketplace
Grandpa and Tim were keen to discover the location of the security cordon
surrounding the pyramid. According to the TV news reports before they left
Oroville, Rutba was the closest town to the discovery. The absence of any
form of media activity in Rutba suggested they still had some way to go, and
Grandpa was about to approach a group of locals for directions when Tim
grabbed his arm.
“Look!’’ he shouted before running off through the market in the direction
of a large four-wheel drive vehicle. It had a satellite dish on its roof and the
BBC logo on the side. It had stopped at the edge of the market square and
Tim didn’t want to see it pull away without asking if the driver knew the
location of the secure area.
“Yeah, sure kid…’’ the driver said as Tim fought to regain his breath. “You
got lucky. I was just about to leave. I’m heading back out there in a couple
of minutes.’’
As Grandpa caught up with Tim the driver informed them he was in town
collecting food and bottled water for the rest of the BBC news team. When
Grandpa enquired about directions to the allocated media area the driver
offered to lead the duo directly to their destination.
“You can follow me. I’ll be back in a couple of minutes.’’
“Excellent!’’ exclaimed Grandpa as he slapped Tim on the back. “Good
work!’’ he added with a broad grin.
Less than ten minutes later they were following the BBC communications
vehicle as it headed towards their final destination. Thirty minutes into the
journey Tim suddenly redirected Grandpa’s attention away from the
highway.
“Look!’’ he exclaimed. “Look at all those people!’’
Grandpa followed the direction in which Tim had pointed and sure
enough there were lines of people walking across the desert. Dotted
amongst them were small groups of Bedouin travellers riding camels.
“Look over there!’’ added Grandpa, who had realised there were many
more people walking in the cool evening air of the desert over on his side of
the highway. “This is bizarre,’’ he added. “They’re all walking in the same
direction!’’
“What are they all doing?’’ asked Tim as the Chevrolet passed another
group of people walking along the highway. “And where have all these
people come from?’’
“I think they’re as interested in what’s going on as we are,’’ replied
Grandpa, smiling. “Although I’d bet my bottom dollar none of them are as
well informed as us!’’ he added joyfully.
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Upon their arrival, and to their amazement many more people had
already congregated outside of the cordoned off zone. Grandpa had to slow
the Chevvy down to a crawl as the vehicle trickled through the everincreasing crowd.
“I wasn’t expecting this,’’ said Grandpa. “Not out here in the desert.’’
As they approached the area secured by the military the situation
became even more bizarre. A carnival-type atmosphere had been created
with people using mobile homes, barbeques and hand-made signs to reveal
the extent of their obvious excitement. Others sat on the ground meditating.
“This is so freakin’ far out!’’ blurted Tim. “It’s as crazy as the Mos Eisley
Cantina in Star Wars!’’
Grandpa laughed at the comparison Tim had made but he was also
preoccupied with contacting Miss Clarke. Shortly afterwards he stopped the
vehicle, locked the doors and prepared to send a text to Miss Clarke.
“Don’t get out,’’ he said to Tim. “We won’t be stationary for too long.’’
The text was short and to the point.
“Hi Antonia. We’ve arrived in Rutba.’’
Then, Grandpa clicked ‘send’ …and inhaled a large breath.
“Here goes,’’ he said as he exhaled. “It shouldn’t be too long now.’’
Within seconds Antonia called Grandpa to arrange to meet up. Then, with
the help of Miss Clarke the duo had been able to communicate with security
personnel who had helped them to successfully negotiate the vehicle
through the gathering crowd.
Soon afterwards Grandpa and Tim were sitting inside the café marquee.
It was 8pm and they were now at the centre of a hive of activity, surrounded
by military uniforms, TV crews and press reporters, most of whom were busy
preparing their latest feedback for dispersal to the outside world.
“Our timing was quite good,’’ said Tim.
“Not bad at all, given where in the world we were when we started out
and where we are now,’’ replied Grandpa, laughing. “It won’t be much longer
now…’’
Tim took in his surroundings as they located a vacant table and sat down.
“This is a pretty impressive set-up, Gramps. You wouldn’t think we were
in the middle of the desert.’’
Grandpa scanned the marquee and agreed. Earlier, when they had
approached the marquee he’d observed the security arrangements along
the perimeter of the secure area.
“Inside and outside,’’ he noted. “The scope and quality of this entire
facility clearly reflects the importance of their discovery.’’
Suddenly, Gramps was startled by the ring tone on his cell phone. He’d
no idea he was so jumpy. Glancing at the screen he recognised the incoming
caller.
“Hi Antonia. Joe Patten speaking.’’
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“Hello Mr. Patten. We’re at the entrance to the café. Where are you?’’
Grandpa stood up, followed immediately by Tim.
“We’re over here by the large water cooler.’’ He raised his arm in order
for Antonia to locate them.
“I see you. Please stay where you are.’’
Moments later Antonia was introducing Professor Zenden to Grandpa.
“Pleased to meet you, Professor Zenden,’’ said Grandpa as he shook
Professor Zenden’s hand. “This is my grandson, Tim.’’
“The pleasure’s all mine,’’ replied the professor, remaining suspicious.
Surprised to see an American teenager in the middle of the desert,
Antonia and Professor Zenden shook Tim’s hand before suggesting they
should relocate to somewhere more private.
“It’s not appropriate we should discuss matters in a public arena,’’ said
Professor Zenden as he waved them forward, gesturing the group out of the
marquee. He then led the way to a small building close to the entrance of
the secure area. All around them an immense amount of activity was taking
place. Tim watched closely as several armed guards escorted three military
vehicles into the secured zone. Once the trucks had entered, two huge
security barriers glided together, obliterating any view of the inside of the
compound. The guards remained outside and positioned themselves at
strategic points in front of the gate and as Tim followed Professor Zenden
toward the small building he saw another two armed personnel standing
either side of the doorway. With the professor leading, the group approached
the building and as they did one of the guards unexpectedly stood in front of
the door, blocking their path.
“Identification, please.’’
Without hesitation Professor Zenden and Antonia presented their
security passes. The second guard walked a few paced to his left and, using
his radio checked with his superiors the accuracy of the passes. Within
seconds he sheepishly returned to Professor Zenden, who had previously
arranged to use the building and for the positioning of the two guards
outside.
“Sorry sir. I didn’t realise it was you,’’ confessed the bodyguard. He then
instructed his colleague to step aside. As he did he opened the door and
stood back.
“Thank you,’’ the professor nodded as he ushered everyone inside.
Once inside the building Antonia searched for the light switch. The room
lit up and Tim, Grandpa and Antonia sat at the large table in the centre of
the wooden floor. The walls around them contained several large maps and
a large desk occupied a corner at the far end of the room. Shelving, flipcharts
and other presentation materials cluttered up the full length of one wall and
it was clear that they were in a briefing room of some kind. Over the table an
inoperative ceiling fan hung silently alongside the only source of electric light
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in the room; a single, dusty aluminium light which swayed in the hot breeze
that had accompanied them as they entered the building.
Checking they hadn’t been followed by journalists Professor Zenden took
a final look outside. He then instructed the guards who had now positioned
themselves either side of the doorway. “Please see to it that we’re not
disturbed,’’
“Yes, sir.’’
Closing the door, the professor turned to Grandpa. He then pulled a chair
and sat down next to Antonia, placing his notebook onto the table.
“Antonia and I are intrigued by your comments and we’re keen to learn
more of what you have to say.’’
Grandpa began talking almost immediately.
“Well, there’s quite a lot to tell you, most of which concerns my findings
over the past ten years regarding my Impact and Exit Event hypothesis.’’
“Your what?’’ asked Antonia.
“My Impact and Exit Event hypothesis,’’ reiterated Grandpa. He was so
used to the title of his hypothesis he automatically took it for granted that
Antonia and Professor Zenden would understand what it was he was talking
about. Antonia’s puzzled response made him realise his error.
“I’m so sorry,’’ he said. “The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis is a series
of interlinked events that I believe took place here on Earth and elsewhere
across the solar system in the not-too-distant past.’’
Antonia frowned as she looked at Professor Zenden. Both remained noncommittal and silent. The professor knew he was under pressure from the
President to make progress. The time he was spending in the company of
the two strangers from Washington State was extremely limited, so he
attempted to move the conversation along.
“This Impact and, er…’’
“…Exit Event’’ interrupted Tim, who had quickly realised that Professor
Zenden had already forgotten the full title of Grandpa’s hypothesis.
“Thanks, Tim. How does your Impact and Exit Event theory relate to our
work out here in the desert?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
Not knowing where to begin Grandpa began the difficult task of
presenting an outline of his hypothesis to Antonia and Professor Zenden,
who listened intently throughout. For the second time today, Grandpa
covered his interpretation of the Great Flood and the existence of ancient,
rapidly frozen mammals in Siberia. He also explained Tim’s visions involving
China’s pre-history and other ancient events.
“The surface of Earth is literally covered with evidence in support of my
findings,’’ Grandpa continued, “and if you need further persuasion take a
look at the work of Georges Cuvier.’’
“The French palaeontologist?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
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“Yes, professor,’’ replied Grandpa, looking at Antonia. “Georges Cuvier
was an eminent French palaeontologist…’’
“…Who lived between 1769 and 1832,” interrupted Antonia. “He spent a
lot of time studying anomalies across the surface of our planet and
concluded that the oceans somehow overwhelmed large portions of Earth’s
surface. I studied some of his work at college.’’
“I see,’’ said a surprised Grandpa. “Then you may also know that Cuvier
strongly suspected that the turmoil created by the waters annihilated
incalculable numbers of animals and fish, depositing them in huge piles of
broken and twisted carcasses before receding to leave the remains mixed
with sand and soil in heaps up to 350 feet high?’’
Antonia looked perplexed because she hadn’t studied Cuvier’s work in
any real depth.
“No, I wasn’t aware of that. Where are they?’’ she asked.
“The remains of tigers, elephants, fish, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, horses
and mammoths can be found in many places, indicating that one huge event
killed them all at the same time. They can be found in Siberia, Alaska,
Canada and even in the Himalayas.’’
Professor Zenden unsuccessfully attempted a question.
“But…’’
“Even more incredible…’’ said Grandpa, ignoring Professor Zenden,
“…is that whatever happened to these animals happened very quickly. Tests
on their blood revealed they had died very quickly and had either drowned
or perished due to gas asphyxiation.’’
Professor Zenden tried again.
“But…’’
“And if that wasn’t crazy enough,’’ Grandpa continued, “the carcasses of
the dead animals didn’t have time to decompose. Not because they’d been
devoured by local wildlife but because they were frozen almost immediately
and encased in ice that hasn’t thawed since.’’
Finally, Professor Zenden was successful in his attempts to ask his
question.
“But how could this have happened?’’
Grandpa looked puzzled.
“Which part? The huge piles of bones and carcasses; the worldwide
scale of the event or the instant and permanent freezing of the carcasses?’’
“All of it.’’
“Oh, I see…’’ said Grandpa without providing an answer. His enthusiasm
for his hypothesis had taken hold and yet again he was drifting off to another
element of it, much to the confusion of Antonia and Professor Zenden.
“The existence of so many animals destroyed in this way actually
undermined Charles Darwin’s evolutionary theory, which came along later,
although this was not picked up at the time. Too many scientists had staked
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their reputation in support of Darwin that they simply could not or would not
admit that yet another beautiful theory had been destroyed by a simple
natural fact. Scientists can often be heard citing nature itself as having the
sole rights to perfection when it comes to all hypotheses. If nature agrees
with your ideas then you’re fine. If ideas don’t match with the natural order
of things then the hypothesis is doomed, and upon learning of the existence
of the catastrophic occurrence which killed this myriad of animals Darwin
himself wrote to Sir Henry Howarth, Fellow of the Royal Society admitting
he could not explain why, or how this could have happened.’’ He smiled at
Antonia. “And with undeniable proof of a worldwide catastrophe staring him
in the face, that should have been the end of Darwin’s theory of evolution.’’
“Because the evolutionist theory requires millions of years of
catastrophe-free time,’’ added Tim confidently.
“Correct,’’ smiled Grandpa.
Even though he had not gone into great detail it still took Grandpa a
further two hours to finish his presentation, during which time Tim had either
sat quietly or had occasionally and politely poured water into the rapidly
emptying glasses on the table. When Grandpa had finished his ad-hoc
presentation Professor Zenden and Antonia remained perplexed.
“That’s an amazing catalogue of events, Mr. Patten,’’ admitted Antonia.
Professor Zenden nodded his agreement. “Yes, Antonia, although I still
cannot see any connection with our work out here.’’
“What I haven’t mentioned yet…’’ replied Grandpa looking at Professor
Zenden “…can I call you Simon?’’ he enquired.
“Please do, Joe.’’
“Every prediction I’ve made throughout the development of my
hypothesis has proven accurate, and each prediction led me to another area
of the hypothesis. Collectively they’re all linked.’’ He pointed through the only
window in the room at the security cordon just yards away. “With regard to
your work here, Simon, I’ve long-since predicted the discovery of a
monument such as the pyramid over there. If my hypothesis is correct that
pyramid had to be in this location, buried beneath millions of tons of fallen
debris.’’
Tim finally took his opportunity to get involved in the discussion.
“That would be debris from the exit event,’’ he said, adding “the entire
Middle East region and many places beyond are covered by the fallout from
the exit event.’’
Grandpa thanked Tim, looked at Professor Zenden and nodded. “That’s
not all,” he added. “This pyramid is not an isolated building.’’
Antonia was shocked. “Are you saying there are more pyramids?’’ she
asked.
“No. I can’t be certain of that, but I am convinced many more buildings,
towns and cities will have been smothered by materials ejected from the exit
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event. These were built by a civilisation that our current scientific community
simply refuses to acknowledge as having existed at all.’’
“An earlier, unknown civilisation?’’ queried Professor Zenden.
“Not quite unknown,’’ replied Grandpa as he suddenly became aware of
the hairs bristling on his arms and the back of his neck. He knew his moment
had arrived. “Nobody has ever tried to construct a cohesive narrative for the
various archaeological, historic and cultural anomalies on Earth with other
evidence around the solar system. Because of this the context within which
these anomalies were created could not be envisaged. I’ve managed to
create such a narrative and the result is The Impact and Exit Event
hypothesis. There’s a complete lack of recognition across the scientific
community of a multi-planetary collision event in our solar system and how
it formed the basis of many of today’s cultures. The link has never, ever been
made. I believe the evidence strongly suggests that this occurred in the nottoo-distant past, but today’s scientists are blind to it. They’ve built scotomas
to the truth. Such unwillingness to investigate the evidence has meant that
anything alluding to stories such as Atlantis, giants and other so-called
mythologies have been consigned to the realms of fantasy, folklore and
legend.’’
“What are scotomas?’’ asked Tim.
“Oh, there are all kinds of scotomas, especially within the area of
ophthalmic medicine. They are blind spots which occur naturally in the
human eye. We all have them. I’m referring to mental scotomas which have
been deliberately and systematically introduced to the sciences. In
psychiatry, a scotoma is a figurative blind spot in a person’s psychological
awareness. The outcome is an individual, in this case a scientist being
unable to gain insight into and to understand a particular subject or issue
fully; in other words, I’m suggesting most scientists with psychological
scotomas have a significant lack of insight because of the misinformation
dispersed over the centuries. Most aren’t even aware of their scotomas.’’
“In other words, they’re ignorant?’’ asked Tim.
Professor Zenden and Antonia glanced at each other, smiling at the
succinct and innocent manner of Tim’s summary.
“Yes, I’m afraid you’ve summed it up in two simple words!’’ replied
Grandpa.
“But why has this happened?’’ asked Antonia. “Why has such important
information been discarded so willingly?’’
“It’s not that scientists have willingly ignored the pre-ancient history of
Earth…’’ Grandpa paused in an effort to make his statement as
uncomplicated and as diplomatic as possible. He then looked at Professor
Zenden and Antonia and continued. “…Their - and perhaps your problem
has always been the basis from where your research had originally begun.’’
“So, if your version of ancient history is correct…’’ said Professor Zenden.
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“Pre-ancient history, Simon,’’ corrected Grandpa. He wanted the
terminology to be precise.
“Excuse me Joe,’’ acknowledged the professor. “If your version of preancient history is accurate where did they - or we - go wrong?’’
“At the very beginning,’’ replied Grandpa. “When the so-called pioneers
of modern science were formulating their various hypotheses the more
outlandish and unbelievable ideas were ridiculed, some deservedly so.
Tragically some scientists were on the right track but their ideas seemed
so…’’
“Far out,’’ interrupted Tim helpfully.
“Yes,’’ continued Grandpa. “Their ideas seemed so far from what the
scientists of the day were promoting that these ideas were quite ruthlessly
cast aside.’’ He shook his head. “The result was incredible. Completely
erroneous ideas were lauded and even extended. Even when faced with
contrasting evidence they just ploughed ahead regardless. This has led to
the people of Earth saying, doing, reacting, learning and teaching in a
completely incorrect manner. Everything is wrong.’’
Professor Zenden surveyed Grandpa’s craggy features. “This guy might
actually have a point,’’ he thought.
In the short moment Professor Zenden had been deep in thought
Grandpa left his chair walked across to a whiteboard fixed on the wall. He
then turned to face Antonia, Professor Zenden and Tim. He picked up a
black marker pen and casually made another startling announcement, one
for which even Tim was unprepared. Grandpa then looked directly at
Professor Zenden. “I know who built your pyramid…’’ he said.’
Antonia interrupted him immediately. “How is that possible? Do you have
any evidence?’’
“Yes, Antonia,’’ replied Grandpa as he turned to the whiteboard. The
others watched as he purposefully drew a line to the top right of the
whiteboard. He then wrote a number of one and two letter combinations. To
the surprise of Tim, Professor Zenden and Antonia, Grandpa appeared to
be positioning the letter combinations randomly:

B

Te
Ne

U
H

Ne

S
U
F

Th

Ge
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Once he’d finished, he turned to the trio.
“Do any of you recognise these?’’
“Could they be initials of some meaning?’’ postulated Antonia.
“Good guess,’’ said Grandpa who then turned to his grandson.
“Have you learnt anything about the Periodic Table at school?’’
“Yes, Gramps,’’ replied Tim. “The Periodic Table is a tabular arrangement
of the chemical elements, right?’’
“Good description,’’ said Grandpa, who pointed at the white board again.
“Each of these is an abbreviation for chemical elements, and as you’re all
aware a chemical element is a pure chemical substance consisting of a
single type of atom.’’ He pointed at each of the letters he’d written and then
tapped each one of them. “…These are simply abbreviations of chemical
elements found within the Periodic Table.’’
Wondering where Grandpa was going with this the professor requested
clarification. If the information Grandpa was sharing was to impact upon the
report he was preparing for the President then he needed to know very, very
soon.
“This is all very interesting, Joe but what’s the connection between the
chemical elements and the builders of the Great Pyramid?’’
“The connection is quite remarkable,’’ replied Grandpa, “given the length
of time that has passed since the Great Pyramid was built.’’
“Are you saying you’re also aware of the age of the Great Pyramid?’’
“No Simon, but I do believe that ancient Egyptian history has been
misinterpreted for the past two thousand years at the very least.’’
“Really?’’ enquired Antonia. “How come?’’
“I believe that the abbreviated form of the Periodic Table has been
purposely handed down over many millennia,’’ stated Grandpa. “Somehow,
a coded form of identification has transcended the time since, or even before
the Great Pyramid was constructed and it’s of great interest to me that most
of the names given to chemical elements have their root in ancient Greek
and Latin languages and associated mythologies.’’
Again, he referred them to the whiteboard. “Look…’’ He suggested as he
drew a series of lines between selected abbreviations:

B

Te
Ne

U
H
Ne

S
U
F
Th

Ge
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“Can you see the connection yet?’’ he asked, without reply.
“I’ll try again,’’ he said as he returned to the whiteboard and linked the
remaining letters together. This time he added a clue.
“Note the order in which I am connecting the abbreviations.’’

B

Te
Ne

U

S
U

H

F

Ne

Ge

Th

Suddenly, Antonia shrieked her excitement.
“You cannot be serious!!’’ she yelled, covering her mouth with her hand
and shaking at the realisation of what Grandpa was suggesting. “This can’t
be true – can it?’’
“Yes, it is, Antonia,’’ replied Grandpa. “It’s absolutely true!’’
Tim and the professor looked at each other, perplexed.
“Antonia?’’ Professor Zenden prompted Antonia for an explanation of the
cause of her sudden outburst, but before she could respond Grandpa
interrupted.
“Watch, Simon,’’ he instructed as he began writing on the whiteboard.
Before doing so he circled an abbreviation with his finger and then
transferred it to the right of the whiteboard. When he had finished it was
Professor Zenden’s turn to be overwhelmed:

B

Te
Ne

U

S
Shu

H

U
F
Geb

Ne

Tefne

Th

Ge
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Neuth

The professor and Antonia now clearly understood the meaning behind
Grandpa’s confusing scrawl on the whiteboard, but Tim felt excluded.
“Grandpa?’’ he said with a puzzled frown. “What is it that’s excited
Antonia and Simon so much?’’
“What I’m suggesting is that the Periodic Table contains coded
references to the earliest civilisation on Earth, far back in pre-ancient history.
It was they who were original builders of the Diamond Pyramid, the Great
Pyramid and other megalithic monuments around the world.’’ As he was
speaking he wiped the abbreviations from the white board. “And there’s so
much more,’’ he added. “The reason Simon and Antonia were so shocked
is because they know that Shu and Tefne are described as the children of
the God of Creation, and Geb and Neuth were their offspring.’’
“Oh,’’ replied Tim. His knowledge of ancient history wasn’t anything like
that of Professor Zenden and Antonia. “I’ll take you word for that…’’
“Look,’’ said Grandpa. “Let’s take the abbreviations of the chemical
elements Osmium, Iridium, Iodine and Sulphur.’’
He returned to the whiteboard and began writing another set of
abbreviations.

Os Ir I s

Osiris

“Then, we’ll look at the abbreviations for Holmium, Ruthenium and
Sulphur…’’

Os Ir I S

Osiris

Ho Ru S

Horus

Aware he’d spent much time at the white board Grandpa quickened up.
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“And finally, we’ll now add the abbreviations for Selenium, Thorium,
Iodine, Silicon, Sulphur, Neon, Phosphorus, Hydrogen, Thorium, Yttrium
and Sulphur, in that order.’’

Os Ir I S

Osiris

Ho Ru S
Se Th
I Si S

Horus
Seth
Isis

Ne P H Th Y S

Nephthys

Grandpa tapped the five names he’d just written.
“Tim, these are the children of Geb and Nut, and along with Shu and
Tefne each of the nine deities I have just identified are mentioned in ancient
writings as The Ennead.’’ He glanced at Professor Zenden. ‘’Please allow
me just a couple more minutes?’’
“Keep going Joe,’’ Professor Zenden replied.
“This is amazing!’’ added Antonia, her shaking hand still covering her
mouth.
Grandpa wiped the board clean once again, taking care to leave the
mysterious line in the top right-hand corner untouched. “Is it just a
coincidence they can all be found within the Periodic Table?” he asked
rhetorically. “When abbreviated, the additional elements Potassium,
Hydrogen, Uranium and Fluorine give us this…’’

Khufu
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“As we’re all aware, Khufu is described as the Pharaoh who built the
Great Pyramid.’’
Understanding the work needed to uncover a code such as this Antonia
couldn’t contain herself any longer.
“Joe, this is a fantastic discovery! How did you arrive at these
conclusions?’’
“I don’t really know, Antonia.’’ Grandpa replied. “It was such a long time
ago…’’
“What’s the straight line for?’’ asked Tim pointing to the top right of the
whiteboard.
“Oh yes, the line,’’ added Professor Zenden, who had completely
forgotten about the strange, unused line.
“Well, to me this is the most exciting part!’’ announced Grandpa
enthusiastically.
Antonia’s eyes lit up even more. “What could be more exciting than this?’’
she retorted.
“The list of names I’ve just written on the white board,’’ Grandpa smiled,
“is a list of the descendants of the so-called ‘God of Creation’, and I’ve
deliberately omitted to refer to this deity for good reason.’’
He picked up a marker pen and, whilst looking over his shoulder at
Professor Zenden readied to write along the line.
“Each chemical element has an abbreviation within the Periodic Table?’’
he suggested and Dr Zenden nodded in agreement.
“And a chemical element is a pure chemical substance consisting of a
single type of atom – correct?’’
Again, the professor nodded.
“So, the fundamental basis upon which the entire Periodic Table exists
is…?’’
“The atom?’’ suggested Antonia.
“Exactly! I hope you now agree it’s more than coincidental that the names
of each of the members of the Ennead are contained within the Periodic
Table?’’
This time both Professor Zenden and Antonia nodded their agreement.
“And do you agree that there has been some mechanism through which
this information has been passed down through thousands of years,
probably through ancient legends and languages?’’
Again, both concurred.
“So, what if I revealed a final piece of the jigsaw or perhaps just another
amazing coincidence?’’
Antonia frowned, frustrated by the delay.
“To do so,” added Grandpa, “we need to go all the way back to the parent
of Shu and Tefne. In other words, the God of Creation.’’
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Tim stepped closer to Grandpa, wanting to be part of what appeared to
be one of his grandfather’s proudest moments. “I wonder what Gramps is
going to come up with this time?’’ he thought.
Grandpa turned to face the white board and began writing once again.
“If the chemical elements within the Periodic Table are all intrinsically
linked to what we refer to as the ‘atom’,” he suggested, “would it not be
reasonable to assume that the ‘God of Creation’ would have some kind of
connection to the atom?’’
Professor Zenden and Antonia looked at each other with raised eyebrows
and nodded at each other in agreement with Grandpa.
“…And here it is!’’ Grandpa announced gleefully. On the mysterious line
he had written the word ‘Atom’.
Suddenly, Grandpa stepped back in front of the white board and raised
the marker to the board again. He then quickly wrote one word, and as
Professor Zenden, Antonia and Tim looked on he stepped to one side for
the final time.
“If it hadn’t occurred to you already …look!’’ he said.

Atom

= Atum

Grandpa ran his finger back and forth underneath the word ‘Atum’.
“Atum is described in the oldest Pyramid Texts as the God of Creation,’’
he explained.
“He’s correct,’’ Antonia interrupted. “The Pyramid Texts are the oldest
known religious texts in the world, from the time of the Old Kingdom. In the
Heliopolitan creation myth Atum was considered to be the first god!’’
“Atum and Atom sound a lot like Adam,’’ quipped Tim, referencing the
creation story of the Christian faith.
“Ok,’’ interrupted Professor Zenden, completely missing the point Tim
had made. “I think I speak for both of us when I say you’ve won us over.’’
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Antonia nodded her agreement and the room fell silent. Tim looked at
Professor Zenden and Antonia who were both shaking their heads in
disbelief. After a short while Professor Zenden spoke first.
“Joe. Getting back to this,’’ he said as he tapped the whiteboard. “So I
can be certain I understand your hypothesis is it correct that you’re
suggesting the God of Creation was indeed Atum, and his descendants were
the deities worshipped by the ancient Egyptian and Greek civilisations?’’
Antonia finished off the summary.
“…Whose names are hidden within abbreviations of the chemical
elements within the Periodic Table?’’
“Yes. That’s exactly what I’m proposing,’’ Grandpa replied. “You’ve
understood this part of my hypothesis correctly.’’ Before returning to the
table he tapped a map alongside the notice board with the back of his hand.
“However,” he added, “I’m also suggesting that many - if not all - ancient
worldwide mythologies are based on actual events and I also believe that
whatever is inside your pyramid will corroborate this.’’
“Mythologies?’’ asked Antonia.
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa as he sat down. “Mythologies such as the Great
Flood or the day the sun set twice, or the mythological Vimana’s, or the
Anunnaki, or Enoch’s tale of being taken skywards.’’
Tim interrupted Grandpa again. “Viman…what? Anna …who?’’
“The Vedic literature of India,’’ replied Grandpa, “contains descriptions
of flying machines. There are many references and in almost all cases the
flying machines are referred to as Vimanas.’’
“Vedic?’’ Tim had zoned in on another expression he didn’t understand
and was becoming more confused by the second.
“Vedic is from the Sanskrit word for knowledge…’’
At this point Tim was going to ask what Sanskrit meant but wisely decided
to stay silent. Antonia could see his increasing confusion and it amused her.
She covered her mouth and laughed quietly to herself.
“And legend tells us that the Anunnaki were a race of giants that came
to Earth many thousands of years ago,’’ added Grandpa. “It’s widely
believed they taught the Sumerians how to develop their civilisation.’’
“Giants?’’ gasped an exasperated Tim, who couldn’t keep his bubbling
inquisitiveness under wraps for a second longer.
“Or Nephilim,’’ added Professor Zenden, deliberately adding to Tim’s
confusion.
“Come on, Gramps! Everyone knows there’s no such thing as giants!’’
Tim exclaimed as he looked at the professor. “And what do you mean,
Nephilim?’’
Grandpa suddenly received unexpected support from Antonia who had
again begun giggling at Tim’s comical outburst of frustration. “I think you’ll
find Joe’s correct,’’ she said, trying to regain her composure and, much to
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the surprise of Grandpa continued with her support. “In the Bible the number
of giants killed during the Great Flood is stated with specific accuracy.’’
“You mean the Anunnaki or the Nephilim?’’ teased Professor Zenden
once again, smiling at Tim.
“How many?’’ Tim asked as he looked sheepishly at Grandpa, no longer
questioning the existence of giants. “Anunnaki, Nephilim ...whatever they
were?’’ he asked once again, frustrated at his own lack of knowledge.
“Four hundred and nine thousand,’’ responded Grandpa confidently. “Not
four hundred thousand or five hundred thousand; the figure is as Antonia
says - four hundred and nine thousand. It’s quite a specific number which
suggests the figure could be based on an actual event.’’ He smiled at
Antonia who had managed to get her giggling back under control. She in
turn smiled at Tim, who blushed profusely.
“The Apocalypse of Baruch,’’ continued Grandpa, “states that ‘God
caused the Flood on Earth, and destroyed all flesh and 409,000 giants, and
the water rose 15 cubits above the heights’.’’ At this point he pointed
upwards. “The heights being 15 cubits above the top of the highest
mountains,’’ he explained.
“He’s referring to Gigantopithecus,’’ the professor thought. “The
unusually large fossil teeth and jaw fragments found in China, Vietnam and
India are evidence of bipeds more than ten feet tall!’’ He stared at the map
on the wall as his thoughts continued to wander. “The existence of these is
well known but scientists refuse to acknowledge any connection between
humans and a race of giants. If the Anunnaki did teach the Sumerians how
to develop their civilisation it’s not only possible, but highly probable that
Gigantopithecus were ancestors of the human race after all.’’ As his thoughts
further processed the information he was receiving he was surprised at how
quickly he felt comfortable with the results. Answers were now popping into
his head at an incredible speed. Almost as fast as he recalled scientific
puzzles a series of explanations flooded across his mind. The way in which
Grandpa had described his hypothesis seemed to have connected the wiring
in his brain, releasing a surge of knowledge of which he had either been in
denial or, as Tim had so eloquently suggested just plain ignorant. Given the
extent of his credibility within the scientific community the latter explanation
appeared to be inconceivable, and he was so deep in thought at that
moment that he unwittingly mumbled out loud what was on his mind.
“Gigantopithecus.’’
Grandpa responded immediately.
“Gigantopithecus Blacki to be more accurate, Simon. Incredibly, most
people – and especially students – are unaware that the ten feet tall
Gigantopithecus Blacki has been proven to have co-existed with humans.
This brings the possibility of the species interacting with the Sumerian race
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well within the bounds of credibility. Are the mythical stories of giants true?
Of course they are!’’
“Nephilim?’’ pleaded Tim, but Grandpa had recognised Professor
Zenden’s teasing of Tim and continued without answering.
“We’re told four hundred and nine thousand giants were killed during the
Great Flood, and we have physical evidence they definitely existed. We also
have evidence they existed alongside humans. Why shouldn’t it be the case
that the legend of the giants helping the Sumerians to develop their
civilisation also be true?’’
Tim turned to Antonia.
“Nephilim?’’
Antonia shrugged her shoulders and giggled once again.
“I’ve no idea,’’ she teased.
Tim rolled his eyes in frustration and Professor Zenden continued the
discussion prompted by Grandpa.
“I see no reason to doubt it,’’ he said. “None at all.’’
As Grandpa had been talking, Professor Zenden realised he’d not only
been in denial; he realised too that he had become an integral part of the
scientific community that had frustrated Grandpa so much for so many
years. He also recognised Grandpa’s passion and the amount, accuracy and
convincing nature of research being displayed. He then considered the
difficulties involved in trying to have an idea accepted within the scientific
community and immediately congratulated Grandpa.
“Joe. As a scientist this is hard for me to say but if what you are implying
is correct, this changes…’’
Tim interrupted the conversation once again.
“Everything…’’ he said.
“I concur, Simon,’’ agreed Antonia.
In an unusually serious tone Professor Zenden then addressed Grandpa
directly.
“Joe, the ramifications of what you’re proposing are likely to be huge. The
sciences, religion and cultural heritage worldwide …everything will have to
be revisited.’’
Grandpa realised he had won his argument and emboldened by this he
offered further information freely and confidently.
“At the Louvre in Paris is an obelisk carving which depicts the Babylonian
god Shamash and King Hamurabi, who ruled ancient Babylonia thousands
of years ago. The carving on the top portion of the stele clearly differentiates
the physical nature of both figures. Interestingly, Shamash is shown
approximately twice the size of King Hamurabi, which is another piece of
evidence supporting the existence of giants in ancient times. Below these
figures are cuneiform carvings representing the laws Shamash and King
Hamurabi gave to the people. Collectively these were referred to as ‘The
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Code of Hamurabi’. This was the first recorded written legal record which
incorporated civil order principles such as tax and punishment for
transgression. To many, Hamurabi was a genius of the ancient world.
However, King Hamurabi never claimed ownership of, or accepted credit for
the information he’d passed on to society. He said he’d received the
information from the ‘god’ Shamash. But why wouldn’t he take the credit?
Surely the development of such a far-reaching system would have increased
his profile, thus making him more powerful?’’
“I think you’re correct Joe,’’ replied Professor Zenden. “It doesn’t make
sense. To advance such a system would have undoubtedly enhanced his
social and political standing.’’
Grandpa rubbed his chin, rose up again and walked around the table,
staring at the floor pensively. “Unless you fear retribution if you do claim to
be the initiator of such an amazing piece of work,’’ he mused. “There’s more
to this. History is littered with individuals who claim to have been passed
information from a higher source.’’
Before he could continue Antonia once again offered support to his
argument.
“I agree,” she said. “For example, there’s Moses and the Ten
Commandments; Noah at the time of the Great Flood and Abraham, Jesus
and Muhammad who all claimed to have received guidance from their god.
The list of such encounters is long and I could continue,’’ she offered.
“Thank you, Antonia but there’s no need,’’ smiled Grandpa. “In many of
the cultures around the world today, rules and laws can be traced back to
ancient references to information received from divine beings …or gods.’’
Not allowing any time for Professor Zenden and Antonia to dwell on his
latest revelation Grandpa immediately changed the focus of his comments.
“Antonia. Simon. I assume you both fall into the category of scientists
who place Atlantis within the realms of folklore and legend?’’
Professor Zenden and Antonia looked at each other, nodding and smiling
wryly. However, following what had gone before they both anticipated
another dramatic unveiling from Grandpa.
“Of course,’’ concurred Professor Zenden. “Plato mentioned Atlantis
within a tale which admonished the ills of the society of the time. But he was
a philosopher and most historians agree he was simply using the fictional
destruction of a culture to highlight the consequences to be wrought on a
society which relentlessly pursued greed, immorality and selfishness.’’
“Not so, Simon,’’ replied Grandpa. “Atlantis was a very real civilisation
which perished because of The Impact and Exit Event. At that time Atlantis
was the envy of the rest of the world due to its advanced status.’’ He
approached a map and tapped a region of central Africa. “This would be just
how the people of a remote area in Chad would speak of my country today.
Without any form of communication with the outside world and having heard
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strange stories from camel-borne visitors of flying machines, cell phones and
cars they’d no doubt give our culture mythical status.’’
“That may be the case,’’ said Antonia. “But apart from Plato’s description
of Atlantis no physical proof of its existence has ever been found.’’
“Correct,’’ confirmed Grandpa. “But the lack of physical evidence is
simple to explain. Firstly, every archaeologist who has ever searched for
Atlantis has looked in the wrong place. This astounds me because research
into the cause of the Atlantic Ocean and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge has for such
a long time offered up tantalising clues to the location of Atlantis. However,
no-one has recognised them for what they are because they have never
considered the demise of Atlantis within the context of my Impact and Exit
Event hypothesis.’’
“Clues? What clues?’’ asked a frowning Antonia.
Grandpa turned to her and in a surprisingly simple manner explained how
he’d located Atlantis. “Earth herself led me to the location of Atlantis. She
gave me the clues and all I had to do was follow…’’
Antonia looked surprised. “Really? Earth showed you the way?’’
“Yes. I didn’t go looking for Atlantis. Atlantis found me.’’
Antonia looked at him quizzically, with doubt etched across her face.
Seeing this, the passion for his subject and years of pent-up anger and
frustration once again took hold. Grandpa thumped his fist onto the table,
startling Antonia, almost knocking over her drink as he did. He then spun
around and headed towards another of the large maps on the wall. It was a
bathymetric map showing a visual representation of the submerged terrain
of Earth’s oceans and seas.
“The precise location of Atlantis is obvious!’’ he retorted. “Yet science has
for so long followed blindly down the road of self-instilled ignorance! This
has been perpetuated by so much arrogance that they cannot see the
answer even though it’s right in front of their eyes!’’
As he was speaking he angrily tore the map from the wall, returned to the
table and began spreading it out. Tim acted quickly and repositioned the
drinks before they were knocked over. Grabbing two of the glasses Grandpa
used them to weigh down the corners furthest away from him whilst clumsily
attempting to hold down the remaining two with his elbows. Again, Tim
helped out by holding down one corner. This enabled Grandpa to stand
upright, and leaning forward he continued, but not before circling his
forefinger several times on the map. His voice trembled as he spoke.
“The remnants of the sunken civilisation of Atlantis are located south
east of the coast of Terre Neuve - that’s Newfoundland Island to you and
me.’’
With greater accuracy Grandpa then slid his finger across the map.
“Atlantis now lies on the submerged continental shelf just …here.’’ He
used his finger to draw another, much smaller circle around an area of the
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sea floor which changed colour from light to dark blue. “It’s here, where this
steep underwater precipice falls away down into the depths of the Atlantic
Ocean.’’ He then jabbed his finger into the map even harder than before.
“That’s where you’ll find Atlantis!’’
Everyone could see that Grandpa’s enthusiasm was once again
generating too much excitement for a man of his age.
“Grandpa!’’ interrupted Tim. “Stop it!’’
Startled, Grandpa realised just how animated he’d become.
“Sorry,’’ he said, running his fingers through his hair whilst glancing
accusingly at Antonia, whose display of doubt had set him off on his rant.
“But it makes my blood boil whenever I think about what they’ve done, and
what they’re still doing.’’
Wanting to know more, but aware she might ignite Grandpa once again
Antonia spoke with a softer tone.
“How can you be so precise about the location of Atlantis, Joe? Many
thousands of scientists all over the world have been unable to locate the
remnants of the island despite all of their efforts over many, many centuries.’’
“That’s because they used incorrect assumptions and, as I’ve already
explained approached the problem out of context. Can you understand
that?’’ He looked for another display of doubt from Antonia, and although it
never materialised his temperature was rising once again. “Do you see what
I mean? They continue to use incorrect assumptions time and time again!’’
“Grandpa,’’ whispered Tim in another attempt to prevent an escalation of
tension. He did so just in time.
“Don’t worry, Tim. I’ll keep calm from now on.’’
Grandpa paused briefly, allowing his angst to subside before reaching to
tap the area of the Gulf of Mexico. He then gestured towards Antonia’s iPad.
“Is that connected to the Internet?’’
“Of course, Joe.’’
As Antonia tapped her iPad into life Grandpa began explaining the
reason for his latest request.
“Every now and then I’d put together a couple of pieces of evidence and
before I knew it I’d somehow stumbled upon the solution to yet another
longstanding scientific problem. In this case I used mythology, ancient
writings and common sense to discover the whereabouts of Atlantis.’’
He glanced at Antonia who was impatiently waiting for her iPad to
respond.
“I’m waiting for it to load,’’ she mumbled apologetically, feeling the weight
of impatience from everybody.
Grandpa hurriedly walked across to the flip chart and grabbed a marker
pen.
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“While we’re waiting, I’ll recap on the physical location of Atlantis as
described by Plato in Timaeus and Critias,’’ he said as he drew a wavy line
top to bottom.

“This is going to appear as a very rough example, but I hope I get my
message across.’’ He then ran the back of his hand down the length of the
wavy line. “You’ll not have any idea what this is but please bear with me…’’
Strangely, Grandpa then began tearing the paper along the line he’d
drawn. Beginning at the bottom he carefully followed the line upwards with
a series of small rips. As he spoke he attempted to clarify his latest
revelation.
“This line actually represents a huge fracture that was created by the
impact event. This fracture opened up and formed the Atlantic basin. It’s a
direct result of crustal pressures generated by the fallen Andes magma
column that fell moments earlier over here to the west.’’ He then motioned
his left hand off to the side of the flip chart. “This in turn triggered the
formation of the Pacific Ocean…’’
“Ready,’’ interrupted Antonia, happy now that her iPad had fully loaded.
Grandpa acknowledged her comments before drawing their attention to
a point on his sketch where he suggested today’s southern coast of Spain
is located.
“Plato said that Atlantis was located beyond what we now refer to as the
Pillars of Hercules which, if I’m correct is here…’’ He tapped the jagged line
before removing the tip off the pen. This time he drew a small black circle on
the jagged line at the spot he’d just indicated.
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“Focus your attention on this,’’ he said as he tapped the small circle once
again. “This area is going to produce quite a surprise in a moment.’’

He then returned to Plato’s writings.
“At the time the impact event occurred an ocean existed here,’’ he tapped
the drawing once again. “Unfortunately, because Plato mentioned that the
sea had become un-navigable at the time Atlantis disappeared, people
automatically assumed that the Atlantic Ocean had existed in its present
form, but as you can see there’s no ocean on that scale here – yet. To
assume there had been an ocean of this size at the time it was referenced
by Plato was the wrong assumption to make and this mistake has been
maintained ever since. Until now.’’
Professor Zenden crossed his arms and looked on, frowning deeply. He
was trying very hard to accept the information Grandpa was imparting but
found it incredibly difficult. He was about to contradict Grandpa’s version of
events when Grandpa stood directly in front of the flip chart and, with his
back to his colleagues he placed the palms of his hands low down and either
side of the torn paper. Then, looking over his shoulder at Antonia and the
professor he slowly began moving them apart. The effect was to separate
the torn side of paper which represented the implied eastern continental
shelf supporting Scandinavia, Britain, France, Spain and Africa from the
equally implied crustal shelf supporting North and South America.
Then, still holding on to the paper he stood back.
“Tim?’’ he beckoned, motioning for his grandson to approach him. “A little
help please?’’
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Moments later Professor Zenden and Antonia had a better view of the
drawing as Tim held one side of the paper in place as instructed by Grandpa.
The professor decided to go with this confusing exercise. He knew that to
question this particular element of Grandpa’s hypothesis would likely
generate heightened levels of emotion, so he chose to look on quietly as
Grandpa pressed ahead with his explanation.
“When describing its location, Plato mentioned that Atlantis lay beyond
the Pillars of Hercules. It’s my belief he did so purely as a reference point for
those who were to subsequently read Timaeus; this doesn’t necessarily
mean that the Pillars of Hercules existed at the time of Atlantis, it simply
confirms that the Pillars of Hercules existed at the time of Plato. It’s my view
that including the Pillars of Hercules as a reference point Plato introduced
the potential for incorrect assumptions in the future, and I believe that is
exactly what has happened. Plato also mentioned a war which involved the
Atlanteans that had occurred some nine thousand years prior to his lifetime.
Obviously, nine thousand years is an extensive length of time and I’m
suggesting to you that the island of Atlantis was present long before the
Pillars of Hercules came into existence.’’
Grandpa ran his forefinger down the entire length of the jagged line once
again.
“Don’t forget,” he continued, “this line represents the huge fracture which
opened up to create the Atlantic Ocean. I believe Atlantis was submerged
during The Impact and Exit Event. I also believe that the Pillars of Hercules
were laid down onto the surface of Earth at precisely the same time that
Atlantis disappeared under the waves …and into the realms of folklore.’’
“I’m beginning to see where you’re coming from,’’ conceded Professor
Zenden, finally understanding the reason for the torn paper on the flipchart.
His frown was now replaced with raised eyebrows and an admiring smile.
“Plato wrote that the inundation which destroyed the islands of Atlantis left
the ocean impassable due to the presence of churned mud in the water.’’
“That would be the detritus we now refer to as the Abyssal Plain,’’ replied
Grandpa, but before the professor could reply he was interrupted by Tim,
who had noticed what he thought was an error in Grandpa’s last statement.
“Islands?’’
“Yes, islands,’’ replied the professor, nodding in agreement with
Grandpa. “Because Plato described the size of Atlantis as greater than Libya
and Asia combined most people think of Atlantis as one huge continent. This
is a common misconception. When he first described Atlantis, Plato actually
wrote of the islands of Atlantis and that it was the extent of these islands
which covered an area greater than that of Libya and Asia.’’
Grandpa smiled his appreciation as he reached and slid the two pieces
of paper further apart.
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“You’re absolutely correct, Simon. That’s one of the main reasons
Atlantis has never been found. Researchers have been looking for a
completely different entity. Most of them have wasted their time looking for
evidence of a huge continent submerged in the Atlantic Ocean, despite the
fact that the ocean floor itself provides strong evidence against this! Plato
even wrote that the islands of Atlantis had, over the previous nine thousand
years been eroded by the forces of nature and that there was very little left
of that once great nation. In his words “a mere skeleton of the country
remained” during his time, and even this has since disappeared - hence the
difficulty in finding any evidence of Atlantis.’’ At this point Grandpa couldn’t
stop himself. He felt a strong urge to tease his listeners, and with a familiar
twinkle in his eyes he made an astonishing announcement. “However, I
discovered remnants of Atlantis a long time ago…’’
“How …where?’’ exclaimed Antonia.
Grandpa enjoyed that moment. He’d waited so long to be taken seriously
and here were two experts demanding to learn of his discoveries. He smiled
at Antonia.
“Later,’’ he answered, deliberately extending the frustration now being
shown on the faces of Antonia and the professor. Much to their annoyance
he returned to his flip chart sketch. “Let’s now imagine that the immense
fracture opened up as the impact event occurred, creating the beginnings of
the Atlantic Ocean as it did…’’
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Sliding the separated pieces of paper away from each other he eventually
succeeded in moving the left side of the sheet almost off the edge of the
board.
Tim held it in this position as Grandpa posed his next question.
“Where is Atlantis now that the conflagration has occurred?’’
Antonia was first to react. “Over there!’’ she proclaimed as she pointed
to the small black circle that was now located on the left-hand side of
Grandpa’s imaginary ocean. “There!’’ she repeated excitedly.

“Of course,’’ agreed Grandpa. “But see how far away it is from the
location of the Pillars of Hercules? Thousands of miles off to the west in
fact.’’
Finally, with the two top pieces of paper still held apart Grandpa drew a
series of rough lines onto the unused sheet of paper that lay immediately
underneath. The first line was similar to the wavy line Grandpa had torn apart
and was positioned top to bottom and central. He then drew several jagged
lines, adding arrows at the outermost ends of these before running his finger
down the full length of the centrally located line.
“This is the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,’’ he explained as he then drew the
attention of Professor Zenden and Antonia to the various arrowed lines. “And
these are the sub-oceanic striation lines that can be seen on any seafloor
mapping software.’’
He paused for a moment to allow his colleagues to mentally process the
information he’d imparted.
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“It was the striation lines which led me to Atlantis,’’ he added.

Tim could see that Grandpa had a familiar twinkle in his eyes and
guessed that he was now ready to reveal another surprise. He let the
flipchart paper fall back to its original position and watched as Grandpa
returned to the table, pointing at Antonia’s iPad as he did.
“Want to see Atlantis?’’ Grandpa asked, casually.
“Come on, Joe. You can’t be serious!’’ remarked Professor Zenden,
laughing at the relaxed way in which Grandpa was revealing such a
monumental discovery.
“Pass me your tech please,’’ Grandpa asked as he reached towards
Antonia, who obediently slid her iPad across the map.
“It’s ready…’’ she repeated.
Grandpa turned to look at his rough sketch on the flip chart.
“Obviously, my drawing skills are rubbish but this was purely my attempt
to have you understand my argument. Hopefully I succeeded?’’
Everyone nodded in anticipation once again. Mesmerised, they stared
down at the iPad and as they did Grandpa began typing in a series of
numbers:
43.311419, -50.205782
He left his finger hover motionless over the enter key and, with a
mischievous look in his eyes looked up, smiling.
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“Come on, Gramps!’’ said Tim. “Stop teasing!’’
With an even broader smile and without any further delay Grandpa
popped his finger onto the keyboard. As the rest of the group strained to see
the results of the search Grandpa pinched the screen and reduced the image
to show the entire surface of Earth. He’d done this to reveal a clear
representation of what he’d tried to draw on the flip chart paper a few
minutes earlier.
“North and South America; the Atlantic Ocean; Europe and Africa,’’ he
said as he pointed at several areas on the screen. “Note the submerged
continental crust here, here and here.’’ He then indicated the location of the
Pillars of Hercules on the screen. “Look at these striations and follow where
they lead. Then you can begin to get excited!’’
Driven by their lifetime interest in ancient history and their desperation to
see the results of Grandpa’s search, the professor and Antonia politely
pushed past him and focussed on the sea floor.
Impatiently, the Professor Zenden zoomed the map in closer and sure
enough the ocean floor was covered in lines which indicated the way in
which the Atlantic Ocean had opened up. He and Antonia slowly followed
the lines away from the Pillars of Hercules until they approached the eastern
coast of North America. Professor Zenden continued to slide his finger
slowly across the screen before finally lifting his head to look at Grandpa.
“I don’t see anything,’’ he muttered.
“Me neither,’’ added a crestfallen Antonia.
“You won’t if you look there,’’ said Grandpa cryptically. “That’s the coast
of North America.’’
“But isn’t that where you…’’
Grandpa interrupted Antonia before she could finish.
“No,’’ he said as he moved between them. “Here, I’ll help you.’’
He leant over and with his forefinger dragged the content of the screen
backwards until a large, apparently empty dark blue area of the Atlantic
Ocean was revealed. The screen also contained a light blue area of suboceanic continental crust. Carefully, he positioned the centre of the screen
over what appeared to be empty ocean floor. As he did so he further added
to his argument.
“Plato described the appearance of the main island of Atlantis as circular,
so assuming the way in which the sea-floor striations have led us is correct
- and there’s absolutely no logical reason to dispute this - then the
combination of my hypothesis with Plato’s story and the geologic evidence
provided by Earth itself should produce only one outcome; a circular
underwater anomaly revealing the location of Atlantis – precisely where
Plato said it should be. Would you all agree?’’
“Of course,’’ replied Professor Zenden on behalf of the group. “Your
reasoning makes perfect sense.’’
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“It’s perfectly logical,’’ agreed Antonia.
“It’s obvious!’’ stated Tim, recalling his thoughts when he’d looked at the
globe in his bedroom back home.
Grandpa then took a step back away from the table. He’d seen what was
about to be revealed many times before and wanted to see the reaction of
Professor Zenden and Antonia.
“Try again.’’
Professor Zenden looked at Antonia before staring down at the screen.
Slowly, he began zooming down towards the two shades of blue which
represented the sea floor that Grandpa had revealed but still, nothing
appeared. No evidence of Atlantis came into view. With increasing
concentration, they surveyed the screen for any sign of what Grandpa had
suggested but only plain, light and dark blue sections appeared.
“The sea floor looks unremarkable, Joe. Are you sure this is the
location?’’ asked Antonia, beginning to feel embarrassed at her inability to
see something that Grandpa was insisting existed right in front of her eyes.
“Keep looking,’’ smiled Grandpa as he waited patiently for the eruption
he knew would come.
Professor Zenden yet again zoomed in, then out and then in again. Doubt
began setting in. He was increasingly convinced there was nothing to see.
Suddenly he remembered why they had been drawn together. In the
excitement of what Grandpa had revealed to them he’d forgotten the
importance of time.
“I’m afraid we’ve drawn a blank with this,’’ he said as he turned toward
Grandpa. “We’ll need to return to the…’’
“Let me try!’’ said Antonia as she shuffled Professor Zenden along. She
was more convinced in what Grandpa had suggested might appear. “I might
have better luck!’’
Grandpa interrupted to reveal another of his devious acts.
“That’s where it should be,’’ he said. “But it’s not there anymore…’’
Antonia stopped looking. “Are you playing some kind of game?’’ she
asked, half disappointed and half annoyed.
“We don’t have too much time left,’’ added the professor, equally
frustrated at Grandpa’s apparent admission that he didn’t really know the
whereabouts of Atlantis.
“Sorry,’’ replied Grandpa, “but I think it’s essential that you learn of the
process which led to the final resting place of Atlantis.’’
Antonia felt another shiver of excitement run up her spine. As she did
Grandpa leant over the iPad and once again typed a series of numbers:
35.263424, -50.169351
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This time he didn’t hesitate. He immediately pressed the enter button and
stepped back to allow Antonia and Professor Zenden full access to the
screen once again.
“Zoom out slowly,’’ he suggested.
Antonia looked down at the screen and prepared to follow Grandpa’s
instructions. Before doing so she looked up at the professor.
“Go on,’’ urged Professor Zenden without returning her glance. His eyes
were fixed to the screen.
Slowly, Antonia pinched the screen to reveal additional areas of the sea
floor. Still nothing appeared. She hesitated to ensure she hadn’t missed
anything, but no evidence of Atlantis could be seen. She quickly repeated
the exercise again, wondering if this was going to be yet another
disappointment.
It was then that the explosion Grandpa was anticipating occurred as
Antonia suddenly jumped upwards and backwards. It was as if she’d
received an electric shock, and as she stumbled backwards against
Grandpa she pointed down at the iPad.
“There it is!’’ she squealed. “Atlantis!’’
Professor Zenden had also reeled back under Antonia’s unexpected
burst of energy but within seconds he returned to look at the screen. His
eyes widened and his mouth dropped open. The source of Antonia’s
astonishment was nothing short of spectacular. On the iPad screen was
Grandpa’s Atlantis.
“Oh my god…’’ muttered the professor as he gently ran his finger around
the now dominant feature on the screen. “Atlantis!’’ On the screen a huge
anomaly consisting of several broken circular features filled the ocean floor.
His eyes widened as he gazed at them. Then slowly, and in a state of dazed
bewilderment he ran his fingers around the mesmerising anomaly again.
Antonia had also returned to view the screen. She was shaking from
head to foot as she attempted to speak.
“Joe…’’
“I know,’’ said Grandpa. “It’s hard to believe, isn’t it?’’
Professor Zenden nodded, also lost for words.
“But there it is…’’ added Grandpa.
“How? …Where? ….When did you…’’ uttered Antonia, her disbelief
matching that of Professor Zenden.
“Questions, questions!’’ laughed Grandpa once again, “Stop asking
questions and enjoy what it is that you’ve just seen. You’re looking at
something nobody else on Earth has seen - apart from me!’’
At that moment, Tim’s head appeared between the professor and
Antonia.
“I never knew anything about this, Gramps?’’ he moaned as his eyes
made contact with the underwater feature.
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Grandpa then turned to Professor Zenden who had remained hopelessly
numb throughout Tim’s animated outburst. “To discover the precise location
of Atlantis all I needed to do was what most scientists have refused to do. I
simply combined scientific fact with mythology and followed the geologic
clues. The rest was easy.’’
“That’s got to be the most understated comment I’ve ever heard!’’
laughed Professor Zenden, finally finding his voice. “The significance of your
discovery could be astonishing, yet you describe it as an easy process?’’
“Of course, Simon. It was easy because I was led along the way by the
single most knowledgeable source of information in existence; the best
educator; the one with all the facts; the one who holds all the evidence in her
hands. She gave me the evidence and did so in a manner that made it easy
to understand. Yes, Mother Earth led the way…’’
“Wow, Gramps. That’s deep!’’ exclaimed Tim, utterly in awe. “Where did
that come from?’’
“Mother Earth!’’ replied Grandpa, laughing as he ruffled his grandson’s
hair. He felt embarrassed at what he’d just said, but he was happy he’d said
it. They were the right words, and they came to him at precisely the right
moment.
“I’m impressed Joe,’’ said Professor Zenden. “If Mother Earth was indeed
your tutor, who am I to doubt anything she’d say?’’
Before Grandpa could respond Antonia joined in with her own
observation.
“But the location of Atlantis isn’t where you first told us to look?’’
“That’s true, but I’d deliberately taken you to the point on the submerged
continental crust that had once been connected to Europe and Africa.’’
He smiled and slowly used the striation lines on the ocean floor to
navigate east. They led him unerringly to the precise location of the Pillars
of Hercules.
“But why isn’t Atlantis where it should be?’’ persisted Antonia, “at the first
place you took us on the very edge of the continental shelf?’’
“That’s a simple conundrum to explain. As the Atlantic Ocean opened up
and swallowed Atlantis the inrushing waters swept Atlantis beyond the edge
of the continental crust and down into the mixture of mud and water that had
been created by the catastrophe. As Atlantis was situated on the section of
Earth’s crust which floated westward it was deposited over onto the western
side of the Atlantic sea floor as it slid off the continental crust. Today, we call
these sub-oceanic areas of silt and mud Abyssal Plains.’’ He quickly slid the
iPad toward himself and expertly located an area of the western Atlantic
Ocean. “Look. Here you can see the two major factors which forced Atlantis
down into what appears to be a location far from its original position on the
continental crust.’’
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Antonia slid her hair back over her ears as she looked down. “What am I
looking for?’’ she asked.
Grandpa remained alongside her and zoomed the map in further.
“Look at these two immense drain-off channels and compare them to the
position of Atlantis once it had slid off the continental shelf.’’
Professor Zenden joined Antonia to view what Grandpa was explaining.
“The volume of water which entered the Atlantic void via the underwater
channels south east of Cape Breton Island and east of Rhode Island as the
fracture opened up was unimaginable,’’ added Grandpa. “And when you
take this into account it becomes quite easy to see why Atlantis ended up
so far away from its original position up on the continental shelf.’’
While she was listening to what Grandpa was saying Antonia realised
another striking feature of the undersea drama. “The circular enclosures!
They’ve been broken!’’ she exclaimed excitedly.
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “It’s clear that as Atlantis slid down into the abyss
the famous circular hills described by Plato had been distorted as they
descended …but not enough to obliterate them completely.’’
“It even appears to have a central plain just as Plato described!’’ blurted
Antonia uncontrollably.
Meanwhile, and knowing what these moments meant to Grandpa, Tim
had respectfully stood back to enable Professor Zenden and Antonia to view
everything Grandpa had revealed over the past few minutes, but the
suspense was now killing him.
“Can I have a better look?’’ he pleaded.
“Of course!’’ laughed Grandpa as Antonia reluctantly took a half step
backwards, her gaze still fixed to the screen.
“Ok Joe,’’ said the professor, sliding his hand across the map and trying
to calm down. “Take us through the process of how Earth provided you with
the clues.’’
Grandpa immediately stood away from the table as a bewildered Antonia
prevented one corner of the map from curling inward. Looking at the map for
several seconds and then at each of his colleagues he finally waved his hand
across the width of the entire map.
“There it is! Can’t you see it?’’
The others looked down, expecting to see something they’d missed.
Another revelation perhaps?
“But Joe, it’s just a standard map of Earth…’’ said Antonia, her mind still
preoccupied by the sensation she’d just witnessed.
“Yes, it is,’’ replied Grandpa before repeating himself. “But can’t you see
what Mother Earth is telling us?’’ He looked at Antonia and her silence
confirmed her absolute ignorance of what he was talking about. It was clear
that her thoughts were reeling at what she’d just seen and it was also evident
that she was too embarrassed to say anything in fear of appearing foolish.
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“There are clues everywhere!’’ repeated Grandpa, finally liberating
Antonia from her embarrassment. “Everything is right here in front of you;
the shape of the continents; the position of the mountains; the type of
geology; the age of the ocean floor; the position of the so-called tectonic
plates; the way in which deserts are distributed – everything is
interconnected. There’s so much to see!’’
Antonia’s eyes once again darted to the iPad screen Tim was viewing.
“But it’s still just a map to me,’’ she said, hoping that her obvious preference
to look at the iPad again wouldn’t set Grandpa off on a rant.
Tim noticed her misplaced comment and was ready to step in to calm
Grandpa down but, as Grandpa replied it was clear that this time his mood
was surprisingly well controlled.
“That’s because you’ve all been conditioned to look at Earth in the wrong
way and from the wrong context,” he explained. Here, let me show you what
happened.’’ He looked around the room and was delighted to see a globe
atop a large grey filing cabinet. He quickly retrieved it and, blowing dust away
placed it centrally on the map. Caressing it gently he then looked up at
Professor Zenden and Antonia, his eyes sparkling with delight. “It was a
standard globe similar to this that began it all for me,’’ he announced as he
looked down and slowly turned it, smiling as he did. “I didn’t realise it had
been so long since I’d touched a globe,’’ he muttered as the others listened
intently. “Here it is; the very beginning.’’ He pointed at the crescent shape of
the Himalayas. “I was spending time looking at a globe I’d had for many,
many years. I was just passing time studying Earth’s geology. I wasn’t
looking for anything in particular; I was just taking in the various features of
Earth’s surface.’’
He then held the globe stationary and tapped the spherical region north
of the Himalayas.
“This is the Takla Makan Desert,’’ he said, “or as it’s more widely known,
the Gobi Desert. This is where Mother Earth began her teachings.’’
Professor Zenden raised his eyebrows, nodded and smiled.
“Before I begin,’’ Grandpa continued, “all I ask is that you open your
minds to the possibility that my hypothesis might be correct.’’ His eyes
switched between Antonia and Professor Zenden. “As difficult as it will be
for you both please try to suppress any contradictory thoughts you may
have. This is the conditioning I spoke of earlier. If you allow these thoughts
into your mind they will create barriers; they will prevent you from seeing
what I believe to be the truth.’’
“We’re already hooked!’’ Professor Zenden and Antonia replied in
unison, before bursting into laughter at their coincidental choice of words.
“That’s all I can ask of you,’’ said Grandpa, appreciating the humour.
“Please try hard.’’
He then stood and held both hands above the globe, mirroring its shape.
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“First of all, I want you to imagine Earth as a much smaller planet,’’ he
reduced the distance between his hands. “About a third of its present size.’’
He then grasped and adjusted the globe to realign the poles, “and
perpendicular to the Sun,’’ he added.
“Wouldn’t that mean a different rotational speed and a different
gravitational force?’’ suggested Professor Zenden.
“And what about a different length of time orbiting the Sun?’’ added
Antonia.
“You’ve both nailed it,’’ replied Grandpa. “A smaller Earth would have
produced an alternative range of environmental circumstances to what we
are experiencing today.’’ As he spoke he unconsciously flicked his palm
across the globe, sending it into a rapid spin. He then realised he could use
the increased spin to highlight further ideas he’d had. “The fossil record
teaches us that many past animal species were huge. Correct?’’
“Absolutely,’’ replied Professor Zenden.
“And evidence exists which indicates that ancient trees grew to sizes way
in excess of what we see today. Correct?’’
“Of course,’’ agreed the professor once again.
As the rotation of the globe began to slow Grandpa hypothesized yet
another view.
“So, what if it was the faster rotation of a smaller Earth and the
corresponding effect on gravity which enabled such growth? Wouldn’t this
make sense?’’
“On the face of it yes,’’ conceded Professor Zenden. “A weaker gravity
would encourage and perhaps help maintain the existence of taller species
of animals and plants.’’
Grandpa seized the moment yet again.
“What about post-impact? What about the period following the expansion
of Earth’s circumference as I suggest? What would happen to life here?’’
Professor Zenden knew exactly where this conversation was heading,
but having conceded that a smaller Earth could accommodate much larger
species of living things he had no option but to follow Grandpa’s lead.
“The big ones would die off.’’
Antonia was shocked. “Excuse me?’’ she retorted, almost demanding
Professor Zenden take back his latest answer. “What do you mean?’’
“I’m afraid he’s correct, Antonia. Everything Joe has said since we
entered this building has proven to be easily substantiated, and this is no
exception. A lack of gravity would produce larger species. Increased gravity
would diminish the ability for larger species to exist.’’
“Subsequent species…’’ corrected Grandpa.
Tim joined the conversation. “Subsequent? What do you mean by
subsequent?’’
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“Well, Tim. If my line of thought is correct the undeniable existence of two
key pieces of scientifically accepted physical evidence provides unequivocal
proof that our current perception of the evolution of mankind is, quite simply
wrong.’’
“I don’t understand.’’ Tim queried. “You’ve lost me…’’
Grandpa was undeterred. “If there is indisputable evidence of fossils in
giant form,’’ he looked to Professor Zenden for support, “then giants must
have existed here on Earth in the past. Giant plants, giant animals and, as
we’ve already discussed …giant people.’’
Professor Zenden confirmed Grandpa’s observation.
“He’s correct.’’
“All of which suggests that the reason for the demise of all types of giant
species on Earth was connected,’’ added Grandpa. “I’m postulating that the
expansion in size of our planet resulted in an increased mass and, by
definition an increase in gravity. This made it impossible for any giant
species to survive for a prolonged period of time after The Impact and Exit
Event.’’ He looked to Professor Zenden and shared another startling
observation. “It’s true, isn’t it Simon, that scientists remain puzzled how it
was that many small animals survived the so-called Younger Dryas impact
event yet most of the larger species were eliminated?”
The professor immediately nodded his agreement.
“And the only sensible conclusion to be made from the evidence,’’
Grandpa added, “is that we, and each of the other smaller life forms on Earth
today are descendants of a previous race of giants, whether they be plant,
animal or human and that we are only here because of the expansion in
Earth’s size caused by the Impact and Exit Event! In fact, Darwin stumbled
upon such evidence, couldn’t explain it and recorded his confusion in his
diary. He actually contradicted his own theory and got away with it! He stated
that the existence of so many carcasses to be found from Terra Del Fuego
in South America up to the Bering Sea,’’ he raised his hands and used his
fingers to create the quotation sign, “could only have occurred if ‘the entire
frame of the globe had been shaken’. He even confirmed that many of the
remains he’d seen belonged to animals that didn’t exist in his time; that
others were of huge proportions and that of the others some species were
destroyed to the point that none survived to continue the survival of the
species. They were just wiped out!’’
Tim looked at Professor Zenden, who simply smiled and nodded. He had
no argument with Grandpa’s sensational rewriting of the development of life
on Earth.
“Amazing…’’ said Tim, although he thought he saw a fundamental flaw
with the hypothesis. Without pausing to consider the damage he might do if
he undermined Grandpa’s hypothesis he rolled right in. “That’s true evolution
Gramps. You can’t argue with that!’’
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“Sorry Tim - it isn’t. What you’re doing is falling in to the same old trap of
creating assumptions based upon incorrect teaching. You’re assuming that
the concept of survival of the fittest has triumphed again following millions of
years of evolutionary change within the DNA of each living thing on Earth.
Such evolutionary change would undoubtedly require aeons of time without
any disruption from a catastrophe such as The Impact and Exit Event. This
evolutionistic scenario also suggests that there was a winner and a loser,
which is absolutely not the case. Life on Earth today is the outcome of The
Impact and Exit Event and the associated demise of the giants. What
actually happened was the gradual diminishing of the giant species - of
whatever form - as the increase in gravity affected their ability to function in
purely biological terms. All plant, animal and human species continued to
reproduce in the normal way, with the larger specimens increasingly dying
off with successive generations of their ancestors’ adapting over time within
the newly created environment of increased gravity on Earth. They were
simply born into the ‘new world’ and survived accordingly. That’s not to say
that some early generations struggled, but in time they …and we have
thrived.’’
“Er, I see,’’ said Tim, who’d been totally unaware of the mini-sermon his
suggestion was going to generate.
“But there’s more!’’ announced Grandpa, still looking at Tim. “Did you
know that Noah was said to have lived for nine hundred and fifty years?’’
“That can’t be true, Gramps. Nobody can live that long!’’ laughed Tim.
Professor Zenden and Antonia did nothing to contradict Grandpa’s latest
comments. They both knew his statement was accurate.
“And did you know he lived for six hundred years before the flood and
three hundred and fifty years afterwards?’’ added Grandpa.
“Er, no. All I know is that he was supposed to have built the Ark,’’ replied
Tim, wondering why Antonia and the professor hadn’t backed him up when
he’d questioned the lengthy life-spans Grandpa had discussed.
“There are others, too,’’ continued Grandpa. “Many lived for up to one
thousand years. They’re mentioned in ancient writings. But the interesting
thing is that the life-span of giants decreased considerably after the Great
Flood. Beforehand many lived for up to one thousand years but after the
flood or, as I’m suggesting after The Impact and Exit Event their numbers
decreased and their race died out relatively quickly. Again, I stress that this
fits in with my hypothesis. Before the Impact and Exit Event, our planet was
much smaller, rotated much faster and orbited closer to the Sun. This would
explain the lengthy lifetimes the giants experienced. As Earth orbited the
Sun much faster, the duration of their years would have been much shorter
thus making them appear to have lived an extraordinarily long period of
time.’’
“How much shorter?’’ asked Tim.
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“I’ll give you an example. Compare our anticipated lifespan here on Earth
with that of a hypothetical person living on Mercury. It takes Mercury just
eighty-eight days to orbit the Sun as against the three hundred and sixty-five
days on Earth. So, assuming an average life expectancy here on Earth to
be eighty years, our hypothetical person living on Mercury would live longer
by a factor of four and a half time more years. This would equate to our friend
on Mercury appearing to live to the ripe old age of around four hundred
years!’’
“It’s certainly a different way of looking at pre-history,’’ interceded
Professor Zenden helpfully. “Completely different, in fact!’’
“Exactly, Simon. You’re beginning to come around to my way of thinking.
It’s all about context,’’ replied Grandpa. “Sorry Tim,’’ he added, realising his
response might have been a little too much for a boy of his age to
comprehend and, finding himself within another atmosphere of stunned
silence he returned his attention to the Himalaya region of the globe.
“This is difficult to explain using a globe such as this, because for the
purposes of what I am about to show you the entire surface of Earth would
have appeared completely different. On a smaller Earth - a pre-impact Earth
- none of the mountains, islands, oceans and seas you see here would have
existed. Earth would, in fact have appeared as today’s science suggests; as
one ‘Pangaea’. In other words, the totality of Earth’s surface would have
consisted of one unbroken crust.’’
“But...’’ interrupted Antonia as she automatically reverted to her existing
knowledge-base.
“Be careful Antonia,’’ smiled Professor Zenden. “I know what you’re
thinking; that Pangaea was a large continent on Earth’s surface before it
separated over millions of years to become the continents of today.’’
Grandpa watched as Antonia nodded, but didn’t rise to confront her
doubts.
“What Joe is suggesting,’’ said Professor Zenden, “is that the huge
continent of Pangaea was actually the unbroken, entire surface of Earth.’’
Grandpa was delighted. “You got it straight away Simon!” he enthused.
“I thought I’d need to explain it in greater detail.’’
Antonia immediately apologised. “Sorry, Joe. I see what Simon means;
the whole of Earth was actually Pangaea!’’
“Don’t apologise, Antonia. I understand how difficult it is to override the
information you’ve been given since you first set foot in school.’’ His attention
then returned to the globe. “But yes, in the absence of the correct contextual
approach our scientists had to more-or-less fabricate a story which fitted
their findings as best they could, hence the existence of a supercontinent
they entitled Pangaea.’’ He looked at Professor Zenden and Antonia. “Is that
clear? Shall I carry on?’’
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In the same way Professor Zenden had done so when he’d first seen the
circular feature of Atlantis on the iPad screen, Grandpa’s finger circled the
huge oval depression of the Takla Makan Desert.
“There’s so much evidence in this area alone I could take many hours
explaining it to you…’’
“Hours we haven’t got,’’ interrupted Professor Zenden. The information
he was witnessing was of such importance he knew he needed to allow
Grandpa the time to explain his hypothesis but he was also aware he had
responsibilities elsewhere.
“Wait!’’ said Antonia as she began searching for something on her iPad.
“Please carry on, Joe. We don’t have too much time left,’’ urged
Professor Zenden, ignoring Antonia’s request.
Grandpa ran his finger around the oval feature again. “Look at the region
to the east of the Takla Makan Desert; it’s peppered with what appear to be
much smaller depressions all of which emanate to a lesser extent over
here,’’ he said as he slid his finger eastwards over China. “As I studied the
Takla Makan Desert and its strange, spherical shape I suddenly realised that
this…’’ his fingers darted back and forth “…and the other smaller
depressions over here could be the result of something bursting out of Earth
from below the surface. In that moment I also thought this could have been
the result of an impactor passing through Earth before exploding
outwards…’’ he tapped the Takla Makan Desert region again. “Here,
sending debris up into the atmosphere and spreading it out thus.’’ He slowly
turned the globe to his right and used both hands to indicate the way in which
the debris appeared to have fallen back to Earth across Asia and westward
across what is now Africa.
“Can you see it now?’’
“Unbelievable, Simon!’’ said Antonia, but her response wasn’t directed at
Grandpa’s question. Her attention had been focussed elsewhere; she’d
been flicking the screen on her iPad whilst listening to Grandpa. “He’s
definitely onto something!’’ she added without offering further detail.
As Antonia searched further, Grandpa directed the rest of the group to
the vast area of land covering the Middle East and North Africa. Using his
hands, he again emphasised the obvious; a huge, fan-shaped deposition of
debris radiating westward from the Takla Makan Desert.
“Can I ask a question?’’ interrupted Tim.
“Of course,’’ replied Grandpa.
“I’ve been taught that the reason for the location of the Sahara Desert
and other deserts is their proximity to the equator and the corresponding
heat from the Sun at the equator?’’
“That’s mostly true,’’ replied Professor Zenden. “But local environmental
factors can also produce deserts, such as weather-blocking mountain
ranges.’’
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“Yes, I know that, but the point I’m making is that if the heat at the equator
produced a region as dry and as vast as the Sahara Desert shouldn’t these
conditions produce similar results all around Earth along the same
latitudes?’’
“You’d think so,’’ agreed the professor.
“If that’s the case,’’ replied Tim, “how come South America at these
latitudes is covered with rainforests which are absolutely cloaked in
moisture? Surely this shouldn’t be possible?’’
“Good observation!’’ noted Grandpa. “That would undermine what you’ve
been taught and shows that heat from the Sun at the equator didn’t
necessarily create the Sahara. If that was the case the region containing
rainforests would be arid desert too. You may have come up with yet another
piece of evidence provided by Mother Nature!’’
Meanwhile Antonia was becoming more animated. “He really is onto
something!’’ she yelled once again as she placed her iPad onto the table.
She’d found something and she wanted to share it with them immediately.
In an excited state she grasped the handle on the light above the table and
pulled it down closer to her iPad, further illuminating the area of the globe
Tim, Professor Zenden and Grandpa had been discussing as she did. With
the light now much lower the room around the group had become much
darker, further adding to the atmosphere of excitement and tension. “Listen
to this…’’ she said as she began running her finger along the first line of text
on the iPad screen. “These words are from the Book of Manuscripts. They’re
compiled from ancient writings preserved for history by Amos, an Egyptian;
Claudius Linus, a Roman; and Vitico, a Gaul who recorded the information
from their own historical records. The actual source of the information
they’ve written is from a time preceding their own, possibly by millennia…’’
Before she began reading, Antonia again looked up but this time directly
at Grandpa. “Your hypothesis has now become quite compelling to me,” she
admitted. “Are you familiar with the Book of Manuscripts?’’
“Oh yes, Antonia. I assume you are about to read chapters three to six?’’
“Yes!’’ cried Antonia who was taken aback by Grandpa’s apparent insight
into what she’d just announced so confidently as a new discovery. “How did
you know that?’’ she asked in a state of complete surprise. “Seriously - how
did you know?’’ she repeated, half in frustration and half in admiration.
“I just do,’’ Grandpa responded, matter-of-factly. “It’s logical your thought
processes should take you there. This is exactly how I developed the
hypothesis. I just let it lead me wherever it wanted to take me and, just like
you I was often amazed at where it led.’’
Antonia shook her head slowly as she looked Grandpa in the eye. In that
moment she understood where Grandpa’s belief came from. The high, wide
and deep walls of objection within her scientific mind had long since begun
to melt away but Grandpa’s assertiveness had increased the momentum.
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Moments later she began her recital from the Book of Manuscripts by
locating the first line of text.
“Chapter Three,’’ she announced and without raising her head she
informed them that the words she was about to read had been taken from
the Great Scroll and incorporated into the Book of Manuscripts.
“Men forget the days of The Destroyer. Only the wise know where
it went and that it will return in its appointed hour. It raged across
the Heavens in the days of wrath, and this was its likeness. It was
as a billowing cloud of smoke enwrapped in a ruddy glow, not
distinguishable in joint or limb. Its mouth was an abyss from
which came flame, smoke and hot cinders...’’
Antonia stopped to take a sip of water. The tension now seemed
unbearable.
“When ages pass, certain laws operate upon the stars in the
Heavens. Their ways change, there is movement and
restlessness, they are no longer constant and a great light
appears redly in the skies. When blood drops upon the Earth,
The Destroyer will appear and mountains will open up and belch
forth fire and ashes. Trees will be destroyed and all living things
engulfed. Waters will be swallowed up by the land and seas will
boil. The Heavens will burn brightly and redly, there will be a
copper hue over the face of the land, followed by a day of
darkness. A new moon will appear and break up and fall. The
people will scatter in madness…’’
Grandpa smiled and quietly repeated a few of the words in her last recital.
“A new moon will appear and break up and fall...’’
Antonia’s looked up, but Grandpa stood silent without adding another
word to his comment. Puzzled by his brief intervention she then continued
reading the graphic content of her iPad screen until she had completed
chapters three, four, five and six.
Professor Zenden acknowledged the broad smile on Grandpa’s face.
“This is getting out of control. Is this information genuine?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Antonia. “The Greater Book of the Egyptians and The
Lesser Book of The Egyptians contain an extensive set of documents said
to have been separated and secreted around the world by the priests and
scribes of ancient history for the benefit of future civilizations on Earth.’’
“Or rather they were hidden in plain sight in my opinion,’’ interrupted
Grandpa cryptically.
“In plain sight? What do you mean, Gramps?’’ asked Tim.
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“If you listen to Antonia and take into account the different sources I’ve
been quoting it’s clear that the entire story of what really happened to our
planet and the rest of the Solar System is right there, right under our noses.
It’s in the various religious writings; it’s in the geology and archaeology; it’s
in the history of cultures worldwide and it’s in the legends and the folklore.
The problem is that we haven’t been able to see it – until now.’’
“I think you’re correct,’’ added Antonia. “When reading ancient texts, it
can be very difficult to separate out the facts.’’ She then tapped the screen
on her iPad. “But these documents aren’t the kind of documents we
ordinarily associate with historical writings. The entire content of the The
Greater Book of the Egyptians and The Lesser Book of The Egyptians
consisted of individual categories containing very specific information, of
which the Book of Manuscripts was only one.’’
Grandpa raised his palm just as Antonia was going to begin reading once
again. “Also,’’ he said, “the information they recorded was originally
engraved onto individual metal scrolls. No paper or papyrus was used. The
metals used to create the scrolls did not corrode. The craftsmanship required
to do this was of a very high level.’’
“But why do things so differently, Gramps?’’ asked Tim. “Why put the
information onto metal scrolls? Surely that would have been a difficult thing
to do all those years ago?’’
Grandpa answered Tim and requested information from Antonia in the
same moment. “Unless they were determined to ensure their message
withstood the test of time. Antonia, please locate the final section of The
Book of the Sons of Fire. If I remember correctly it’ll be Chapter 24.’’
This time nobody spoke as Antonia located the information Grandpa had
requested. Moments later, Antonia once again turned the iPad so Grandpa
could see the screen. As she pulled her hand back her head brushed against
the light sending it on a slow, back and forth motion.
Grandpa then stepped forward and without leaning over began speaking
in a strangely dark and gloomy manner. “The Book of The Sons of Fire is all
that remains of the original messages recorded for posterity by the authors.
Nobody knows who it was who created The Book of the Sons of Fire, but it’s
clear they were determined that those they refer to as ‘he Unborn Ones of
future days’ - that’s you and I - would benefit from what they had learnt and
of the wisdom they’d gained. Chapter 24 is especially poignant…’’ His facial
features seemed to age considerably as the low-hanging light illuminated his
face as it swung back and forth. Every couple of seconds his face was
revealed as the light returned, deepening and enhancing wrinkles that noone had previously noticed. Shadows from the hair hanging in front of his
forehead lengthened and shortened with each pass of the light. His eyes
glistened in the unpredictable fluctuation of luminosity which further
intensified the sense of melancholy that now filled the room.
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“Poignant?’’ enquired Professor Zenden. “Why so?’’
“You’ll see, Simon. It was a deeply personal experience for me when I
first read words which had been written to me by somebody from so long
ago. I was humbled by the thought that they should have gone to a lot of
trouble attempting to connect directly with someone they would never meet.
I was also taken aback by their reasons for doing so, which was in the hope
that their guidance might lead the future recipient - in this case me - toward
a better life. I found it very moving to receive a message destined to travel
across an immense amount of time, specifically for me to receive.’’ He
looked at Antonia, Professor Zenden and finally Tim who he saw were all
looking at him quizzically. “Yes, I can see you’re doubtful,’’ he said,
acknowledging the obvious lack of appreciation of the point he was making.
“But when you read the words for yourself you’ll understand what I mean.
It’s a message to me personally, and personal to each of you; to all of us
here on Earth today …and personal to everyone in the future; the future
Unborn Ones yet to come.’’
The light continued to swing back and forth and the room fell silent once
again as he returned his attention to the content of the iPad screen.
“Chapter 24 of The Book of the Sons of Fire is entitled ‘The Last of the
Metal Plates’. It’s an account of the ways in which the scrolls - the engraved
messages to each of us - were created; how they were crafted to withstand
the ravages of time; how they were sealed and where they were eventually
stored in the hope we would discover them long after the craftsmen and
even the civilisation which created them had perished.’’
The light continued to move back and forth, casting its eerie shadows.
Everyone was too engrossed in what Grandpa was saying to raise their hand
to stop it.
“It’s quite an emotional passage and it’s written by Efantiglan,’’ Grandpa
added before beginning his recital.
“In the containers I have gathered together all the books given
into my care and I have done all the things I was instructed to do,
and the work of my father is now complete. The metal will stand
the test of age and the cutting is the finest workmanship. The five
great book-boxes contain one hundred and thirty-two scrolls and
five ring-bound volumes. There are sixty-two thousand four
hundred and eighty-three words in The Greater Book and eightyone thousand six hundred and twenty-six words in The Lesser
Book, of which eight thousand nine hundred and eleven are in
The Book of The Trial of The Great God and six thousand one
hundred and thirty-four are in The Sacred Register, and sixteen
thousand and fifty-six are in The Book of Establishment. The
Book of Magical Concoctions has six thousand eight hundred
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and ten words and this was the most difficult to remit, for it was a
work of mystery and hidden things. The Book of Songs and The
Book of Creation and Destruction were not worked under my
hand, but they are well constituted and will not perish. The Book
of Tribulation was beaten under my eye and there are the books
in The Great Book of The Sons of Fire which are not of my
workmanship. I helped in part where the words were marked out
and I struck them. The Book of Secret Lore and The Book of
Decrees are joined into The Great Book of The Sons of Fire and
they, too, are enabled to last forever. The metal is as our masters
desired, made cunningly by the secret methods of our tribe and
it will never perish. The marks are cut so that when seen to the
right of the light they stand out clearly. The book boxes are of
twinmetal founded with strength and turned with great heat, so
that there is no joint where the ends come together. When closed
and sealed water cannot enter.’’
At this point Grandpa’s voice began breaking with emotion.
“When you read these things in times ahead, think of us who
made the metal so imperishable and cut the words on it with such
care and heavy labour, using such skill that in the years of rest
they have not been eaten off. Observe its brightness and wonder,
for it will never tarnish. We are the sons of The Sons of Fire, men
so called because fire was necessary to their metalworking.
Today we name our sons over the fire and forge, as they did, and
each one of us belongs to the same fire.’’
He paused to compose himself before completing the final few emotional
sentences:
“Read carefully the sacred words which are written and may they
be a lodemark to a greater life. I, Efantiglan, and my father,
attended to the making of these books and their covering
containers. Those who mixed the metal and worked it by forging
and those who cut upon it are members of our tribe, and it is well
made and will last forever. Malgwin recorded these books before
they were consigned to the future.’’
“Do you see what I mean?’’ he added, finally.
There was a surprising delay before Professor Zenden’s voice was heard
in the semi darkness. “It certainly pulls on the emotion, Joe,’’ he eventually
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replied. “And you’re correct. It’s worded in such a careful manner. I too feel
the author was speaking directly to me.’’
“Joe,’’ said Antonia as she flicked her finger over the iPad screen to
locate the page she was seeking. “Chapter 1 of the Book of Manuscripts is
also fascinating. When I first read it, I was in university back in Liverpool and
I assumed it was merely a fable, a kind of folklore, but having heard your
hypothesis it seems to support what you’re proposing.’’
“Really?’’ asked Professor Zenden, further intrigued by Antonia’s
apparent endorsement of the hypothesis. “In what way?’’
“Context…’’ replied Antonia.
“At last!’’ echoed Grandpa. “Someone is listening!’’
Antonia felt a broad smile emerging across her face. “If genuine,’’ she
proclaimed, “these records provide a remarkably detailed account of what
Earth was like before Joe’s Impact and Exit Event had taken place.’’
As she spoke, Grandpa enjoyed the way Antonia had acknowledged his
hypothesis without a hint of questioning it.
“They include references to much larger species of animals and insects,’’
Antonia continued, “all of which can be found in the fossil record, as you’ve
seen, Simon. It also explains the effect the catastrophe had on the survivors,
so it was either written by someone who actually lived before, during and
after the catastrophe. or it was written later based upon actual records of the
event.’’ She then began reading the content of Chapter 1 of the Book of
Manuscripts:
“The writings from olden days tell of strange things and of great
happenings in the times of our fathers who lived in the beginning
…There were mighty men in those days …There were butterflies
like birds and spiders as large as the outstretched arms of a man.
Even insects fed on the flesh of men. There were elephants in
great numbers, with mighty curved tusks.’’
“See how the authors refer to ‘writings from olden days’?’’ observed
Antonia. “This strongly suggests they knew of the existence of these strange
creatures and that they were real. Further writings then really do seem to
describe a global catastrophe. Listen to this…’’
“The pillars of the Netherworld were unstable. In a great night of
destruction, the land fell into an abyss and was lost forever.
When the Earth became light, man saw man driven to madness.
All was gone. Children wandered the plain land like wild beasts,
for men and women became stricken with a sickness which
passed over the children. An issue covered their bodies which
swelled up and burst, while flame consumed their bellies. Every
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man who had an issue of seed within him and every woman who
had a flow of blood died.’’
“That would be all the adults, right?’’ suggested Professor Zenden. “While
the children were unaffected?’’
“In one sense, yes Simon,’’ Antonia confirmed. “But the children were
affected later. The demise of a large section of the adult population produced
subsequent problems.’’ Her eyes then returned to the screen.
“The children then grew up without instruction, and having no
knowledge turned to strange ways and beliefs. They became
divided according to their tongues.’’
“We could interpret this as a reference to the children who survived the
catastrophe and the generations which followed,” suggested Antonia.
“Because the adults had perished they didn’t have any guidance in the ways
of life. It also suggests that as they grew they developed their own cultures
and languages and because of this became separated not only
geographically but culturally.’’
“Which is almost exactly what we have on Earth presently,’’ observed
Professor Zenden. “Entire civilisations separated by languages, beliefs and
cultural differences. It would appear that whatever happened back then
continues to affect the way in which humankind functions today.’’
When the professor had finished speaking Antonia looked up at Grandpa.
“The next part must have interested you the first time you saw it, Joe…’’ she
guessed.
“It did,’’ replied Grandpa, aware what was coming next. “Because it
provides a clear connection between the global catastrophe and the
impactor in my hypothesis. Please continue, Antonia.’’
“They paid homage to the huge sleeping beast in the depths of
the sea, believing it to bear the Earth on its back; they believed
its stirrings plunged lands to destruction. Some said it burrowed
beneath them…’’
Again, Grandpa interrupted unexpectedly. “Sorry, Antonia but this is a
very important section of the passage. My hypothesis proposes that the
impactor entered Earth at a shallow angle, continued on its subterranean
course and then burst out again causing unimaginable levels of devastation
as it did. Toward the beginning of the hypothesis I suggest that the
appearance of the geology above the trajectory of the underground mass
confirms this. The words Antonia has just read simply support my assertion.
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As it passed underneath Earth’s crust the impactor forced up the surface to
create the entire Rocky and Cascade mountain ranges. Here, look.’’
He slid the iPad to one side, stopped the light from swinging and held it
directly over the map, highlighting the western USA and Canada.
“See the way in which a huge furrow has been created, between the
Rockies and the Cascades?’’
He then ran his finger up the light brown areas between each mountain
range from the region of Arizona through Nevada, Oregon and Washington
State and northward over British Columbia, the Yukon Territory and finally
up through Alaska as far as the Bering Sea.
“This is exactly what the manuscripts say had occurred,” Grandpa
insisted. “To me, the ‘huge sleeping beast’ they refer to is the impactor; the
destruction they describe would have undoubtedly occurred and as for their
comments suggesting that ‘some said the beast had burrowed beneath
them’, I couldn’t have put it any better myself!’’
Again, the room fell silent. There was simply too much to take in.
Realising Grandpa had finished making his point Antonia continued:
“There was a great city with roads and waterways, and the fields
were bounded with walls of stone and channels. In the centre of
the land was the great flat-topped Mountain of God.’’
“That last part sounds like a description of Atlantis!’’ exclaimed Tim.
Professor Zenden nodded in agreement. “In these sections alone there
seems to be a lot of information which also occurs in other ancient writings.
The reference in the Bible of ‘mighty men of renown’ springs to mind, as do
the similarities associated with the mention of ‘the pillars of the Netherworld
being unstable’ just as the Bible states that ‘the pillars supporting the skies
fell down.’” He duplicated Grandpa’s actions of a few minutes earlier and ran
his fingers along the furrowed region between the Rockies and the
Cascades, and in his mind conceded the point to Grandpa.
“Fascinating,’’ he muttered to himself. “Absolutely fascinating.’’
Tim then raised his voice. “When did you say these documents were
produced?’’
“Nobody can say when the metal scrolls were produced,’’ replied
Grandpa. “But it was long ago. The version we’re looking at here was
produced by Egyptian Priests and other scholars some 3,000 years ago at
least.’’ He tapped the iPad screen. “The original metal scrolls were created
much, much earlier than this. Of course, this clearly suggests that the
similarities in the Bible are most likely a repeat of events not associated with
the period immediately preceding, during or following the era of Jesus.
The existence of the original metal scrolls also predates by a long way all
of the worldwide religious references to a Great Flood,’’ added Antonia.
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“Many cultures attribute this catastrophe to an intervention by a divine spirit
or something similar.’’
Tim saw his opportunity to once again get involved with the discussion.
“As Grandpa has already mentioned, I’ve had plenty of experience of the
Chinese version of the Great Flood,’’ he announced.
Professor Zenden laughed, not realizing Tim was being serious.
“It’s true, Simon. But maybe Tim can provide greater detail later?’’
suggested Grandpa.
This time it was Tim who nodded; he was grateful to Grandpa as he’d
instantly realised he’d almost committed himself to describing his unusual
visions in detail, a thought which made his heart skip a beat.
“In this instance, the age of The Greater Book of the Egyptians and The
Lesser Book of The Egyptians is crucial to your argument,’’ said Antonia,
redirecting the course of the conversation away from a clearly embarrassed
Tim.
“Undoubtedly,’’ replied Grandpa. “The books alone do not make up the
totality of my hypothesis; they are but a small part of the supporting
evidence. But I’ve digressed way too much,’’ he acknowledged as he pushed
the light fitting high above the table once more. He then pointed at the map
which he suggested revealed the fallen debris from the exit event. “Getting
back to the original point I was making; if I’m correct it must have been
devastating for all living things across this entire area. They and their
buildings would have been blanketed by debris and that’s why I believe
future excavations will reveal much more than what present archaeology has
revealed.’’
“It seems plausible, Joe,’’ agreed Antonia. “I’ve never considered this part
of the world anything other than desert but it could be that the whole region
was covered by fallout.’’
Buoyed by their agreement, but worried Professor Zenden would call a
halt to proceedings Grandpa carried on at a fast pace.
“Almost instantly my thought process told me that for an exit event of this
magnitude to have happened there must be evidence of an equally massive
impact elsewhere on Earth.’’
He began turning the globe, deliberately slowly in order to keep in time
with what he’d had to say.
“So, I turned the globe once. Just once, and there it was; the site of the
impact.’’
He halted the globe and tapped it once again and as he did Antonia
gasped. She had never thought of Earth in the context of an impact and exit
event before, but now that she’d become aware of Grandpa’s hypothesis her
view of Earth had changed completely.
“The Gulf of Mexico!’’ she yelled.
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“Yes!’’ replied Grandpa. “The current scientific community accepts that
the Gulf of Mexico is the site of an impact event. These scientists are on the
right track because they’ve found evidence of an impact event at Chicxulub,
but because of their incorrect preconceptions they cannot see the wood for
the trees. They should have looked much, much closer.’’
A frowning Professor Zenden almost contradicted the information he was
being given but stopped himself from doing so.
“The evidence for the impact event then unfolded within a matter of
minutes,’’ continued Grandpa. “Within the context of an Impact and Exit
Event all aspects of Earth’s geologic history became self-explanatory very
quickly.’’ He realigned the globe so Earth’s axis was perpendicular and again
pointed at the Gulf of Mexico, this time indicating the angle of impact with
his free hand. “The impactor approached the much smaller Earth from this
direction,’’ he bent down, slowly moving his finger towards the globe from a
southerly direction. “It hit Earth here…’’ his finger was now touching the
globe at the Gulf of Mexico. “It then entered Earth at the same angle and
penetrated just underneath the crust…’’ His finger ran along the entire length
of the Rocky and Cascade mountain ranges. “Forcing up the surface of Earth
as it passed underneath, tossing huge sections upwards to create the
Rockies.’’
Then, before a speechless Professor Zenden and Antonia could talk
Grandpa asserted more of his ideas.
“The devastation caused by these events cannot be underestimated.
Earth almost disintegrated. What happened as the Rockies were formed by
the impactor could quite easily have split the planet apart, but for one thing;
water.’’ He then moved the globe to one side. “Imagine Earth at this moment.
It had been penetrated by a violent impactor which had begun the process
of knocking Earth off its original, stable axis.’’ With his left hand he mimicked
the repositioning of Earth’s axis by crudely wobbling the globe before placing
it back as intended on its stand. Earth was now on a 23.5-degree angle.
“But even as this was happening, the force of impact and subsequent
release of huge magma columns created the circumstances which
eventually led to over two hundred years of incorrect scientific assumptions.’’
His attention now focussed on the bathymetric map in front of him. “See
these lines?’’ he said as his finger rapidly traced along the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. He then deliberately redefined his terminology as he traced his finger
down the Pacific coast of Peru. “And this fracture, too? And this one?’’ he
asked as he slid his finger along yet another feature of the map; the Red
Sea and finally again at the Persian Gulf. “Look closer. Look at each and
see if you can identify any similarities.’’
The professor and Antonia studied the map intently, hoping to see
something which might agree with their understanding of world history. In
the absence of any comments Grandpa ploughed ahead relentlessly.
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“These are all fractures of Earth’s crust caused by the impact event and
I can prove it, and in doing so prove at a stroke that the general consensus
surrounding subduction and plate tectonics is fundamentally flawed.’’ He
then stopped to correct himself. “Or rather Mother Earth will prove it. And to
add further certainty to what I am suggesting I’d like to point out another
obvious and natural aspect of the impact event.’’ He drew the attention of
the professor and Antonia to the various maps around the room. “How many
geologists have suggested a cause for the shape of the Mid Atlantic Ridge?’’
“A cause?’’ asked Antonia. “Why should there need to be a cause?’’
“Because there must have been!’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “Something
initiated the separation process, yet nobody has ever come up with a sound
explanation.’’
He returned their attention to the spine of the Atlantic Ocean.
“Every time scientists discuss the shape of the Mid Atlantic Ridge they
automatically and incorrectly compare it with the continental shelves of
America, Europe and Africa, simply citing something along the lines of ‘it’s
clear the continents were joined together in the past’. This does nothing to
explain the cause of the shape of the Mid Atlantic Ridge or the surrounding
continental shelves, but my hypothesis does!’’ he stated triumphantly before
unexpectedly stepping back from the map on the table. “But I’d rather let you
do it.’’
Professor Zenden and Antonia stood in silence, both wondering how they
were supposed to respond to Grandpa’s unexpected challenge.
“Now that I’ve disclosed my thoughts regarding the Andes Magma
Column, take a couple of seconds to process what would have probably
occurred at the time,’’ added Grandpa as a clue.
Antonia looked at Professor Zenden who had looked down at the map
and, after a few seconds walked across to study other maps on the
surrounding walls. Following his lead Antonia did the same.
“Got it!’’ exclaimed Professor Zenden. “I can see the cause of the Mid
Atlantic Ridge!’’
Antonia rushed over. “What do you see?’’
“Look, Antonia! Look at the similarity between the fallen Andes magma
column and the Mid Atlantic Ridge! It’s very, very clear!’’
“Now it’s your turn to calm down Simon,’’ suggested Tim, laughing.
Antonia looked at the map and immediately saw what Professor Zenden
had discovered.
“He’s correct!’’ she announced. “The fallen magma column must have
split Earth’s surface further east!’’
“Look even further east,’’ added Grandpa. “There’s more.’’
The professor once again consulted the maps and didn’t take him too
long to confirm the existence of additional fractures, all of which seemed to
have a correlation with the existence of the original Andes magma column.
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“Here’s one fracture,’’ said the professor. “It actually created the geology
of the Red Sea, and here’s another which created the Persian Gulf and the
Gulf of Oman. See the way they reduce in scale the further east they are?’’
Then, adding further drama to an already overwhelming couple of hours
Grandpa reached for a black marker pen and approached the bathymetric
map. Pausing to look at Professor Zenden he motioned toward the map with
the pen. “May I?’’ he asked.
“Of course!’’ laughed Professor Zenden.
“Always ask first, Tim.’’ Grandpa said. “It’s always good manners to ask,’’
he grinned. He then drew a line around the entire perimeter of South
America, including the sub-oceanic continental shelf off the coast of Brazil,
Uruguay and Argentina.
“Now for another blockbuster,’’ he added.
Starting at the location of the Pillars of Hercules at the point where Africa
meets Spain, he began drawing along the coast of West Africa heading
south. He followed the coastal outline of the continent until he reached Cape
Town at which point the black line followed the western edge of the undersea
continental crust instead of the coast at sea level.
“Does this look familiar?’’ he asked without turning to face the watching
group.
“Er, I’m not sure what you mean,’’ replied a bemused Antonia.
Without any response from Grandpa the marker then followed the
eastern coast of the South African continent until it reached the location of
the present-day city of Beira at the mouth of the Pungwe River on the
southern coast of Mozambique. Suddenly, and as Professor Zenden
pondered the necessity to interrupt him due to time constraints Grandpa
suddenly surprised everyone.
“Look. At this point I’m going to follow the course of the Great Rift up
through the heart of Africa.’’
It was clear Grandpa had a pre-rehearsed route to follow. As the pen slid
across the map it followed the landlocked fracture that is the East African
Rift.
“The Gregory Rift,’’ Grandpa muttered as he guided the marker to
traverse Tanzania, Kenya and Ethiopia, “…is another fracture of Earth’s
crust created by The Impact and Exit Event. In fact, in some instances the
fractures continue to widen, but at a far slower pace. This process is almost
always incorrectly put down to the movement of tectonic plates. The same
people espousing this also state that the fractures separate at approximately
two and a half centimetres per year. It’s a ridiculous standpoint, because
when the fractures widen they often do so suddenly, creating up to a
kilometre of additional void! What I’m doing here is revealing yet another
example of how and why the Plate Tectonics theory is incorrect.’’
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With the marker pen he then followed the fracture of Earth’s surface
northward under the centre of the Red Sea until it met the Mediterranean.
Here, Grandpa continued marking out the northern coast of Africa westward
until he arrived back at the Pillars of Hercules.
“Now take a look at the shape of the whole of Africa using the Rift Valley,
the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea as the coastline of one hypothetical
continent.’’
Professor Zenden, Tim and Antonia scrutinised the map to see if they
could recognise the hypothetical continent Grandpa was describing. It
wasn’t until a few seconds later that all three simultaneously saw it, although
none offered a comment. It could have been embarrassing if they’d got it
wrong, so they all continued to study the map until they were certain.
It didn’t take too long for a response to emerge.
“Stunning!’’ exclaimed the professor. “This is absolutely stunning! The
outline of Africa resembles the South American continent! It appears that the
impact event cracked the surface of Earth in a manner that produced almost
identical stress fractures to the east of the impact site!’’

South America

“Hypothetical’
African continent

Grandpa stood silently for a few seconds, receiving the congratulations
he knew he deserved.
“Thank you,’’ he said, acknowledging the praise of an established
scientist. He then smiled and winked at Tim as his finger once again whizzed
around the map, targeting other linear aspects of the bathymetry. “These are
the edges of the so-called tectonic plates widely decreed by the scientific
community as floating aimlessly around the surface of Earth over millions of
years, and upon which the continents sit.’’ He suddenly stopped and placed
the palms of both hands onto the map. Looking straight ahead he shook his
head and breathed in deeply. “They’re wrong,’’ he continued, before sliding
his hands back towards himself. “They’re wrong but slowly and surely
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Mother Earth is putting them right.’’ He then stood back and folded his arms
across his chest, waiting.
Tim was the first to speak.
“Putting them right?’’ he queried.
“Putting everything right by allowing scientists around the world to slowly
but surely understand and accept her argument,’’ smiled Grandpa.
Antonia could no longer contain her admiration. “You don’t have any
doubt, do you Joe?’’
Grandpa shrugged his shoulders and shook his head.
“None whatsoever. Why should I? Everything I’ve predicted up to now
has proven to be correct and this is why Atlantis will be located precisely
where I have predicted. Other observations will also be proven correct.’’
“There’s more?’’ asked Professor Zenden, who was beginning to wonder
where it would all end. “I’ve got to say this, Joe; If you’d have tried to put all
of this to me in a couple of sentences at a bar I’d have called you a nutcase
and walked away! What else are you hiding from us?’’
“Well…’’ teased Grandpa. “I’m sure you are both familiar with the
background to the Younger Dryas?’’
“Of course,’’ replied Antonia. “Anyone interested in archaeology knows
about the Black Mat!’’
“Black Mat?’’ asked Tim, wondering what a dirty piece of floorcovering
had to do with Grandpa’s hypothesis.
“The Black Mat is the common name for an organic-rich layer of soil found
in many places around the northern hemisphere,’’ explained Professor
Zenden. “It’s at the centre of the Younger Dryas Impact hypothesis which
suggests that the Black Mat is evidence of an Earth impact event which took
place around twelve thousand years ago.’’
“The reason I mentioned the Younger Dryas,’’ interrupted Grandpa, “is
because the fallout zone associated with the Black Mat has some very
interesting properties indeed,’’ he added before turning to Antonia once
more. “Will you please use the images tab on the search engine and look for
‘Younger Dryas Impact Field’? What appears should surprise you!’’
Within seconds Antonia and the professor were looking at several
graphics pertaining to the Younger Dryas hypothesis, and Grandpa directed
them to one particular example.
“See this?’’ he said as he tapped the image to enlarge it. “I expect you
both know what I’m about to say…’’ he prompted without finishing his
question.
Antonia responded instantly, just ahead of Professor Zenden. “But the
impact field suggests the impact occurred over in Eastern Europe?’’
“Try a little further east than that,’’ suggested Grandpa.
This time it was the turn of the professor to respond first. “The Takla
Makan Desert!’’ he yelled. “Look Antonia, the fallout from the Younger Dryas
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Impact Field is almost identical to that which originates from where Joe says
was the location of the exit event – it even expands across the same
geographical area of the globe!’’
“Precisely, Simon,’’ acknowledged Grandpa. “It’s even more stark when
you position the continents either side of the Atlantic Ocean back together,
just as they were prior to The Impact and Exit Event; the correlation between
the Younger Dryas Black Mat deposits and the fallout from the exit event
becomes undeniable! I found that, back in 2014 a group of scientists
discovered traces of what they assumed to be evidence of a cometary
impact spread across the northern hemisphere. They deduced this because
the locations of the impact sites that were scattered within this field…’’ he
tapped the image on the iPad, “…contained classic signs of a high velocity
bolide impact.’’
“What signs did they find?’’ asked Tim.
Unsurprisingly, Tim’s short question generated an in-depth response
from Grandpa.
“Well, take Iridium, Nano-diamonds and impact spherules for instance.
Significantly, Iridium is common in meteorites but is rare on Earth. NanoDiamonds can only be created under extremely high temperature and
pressure and the only process available on Earth capable of doing this a
nuclear detonation. Incidentally, it was at the time of the Younger Dryas that
megafauna such as the Woolly Mammoth, the Sabre-Toothed Tiger and
other species disappeared almost overnight. The mysterious Clover People
of New Mexico - of which we know very little about - also disappeared in the
blink of an eye. Research shows that despite being plentiful below the Black
Mat, evidence of human and megafauna activity halted abruptly at the Black
Mat layer …and none exists above it!’’
“But this implied that The Impact and Exit Event occurred around twelve
thousand years ago?’’ queried Antonia. “Is this what you think too?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “There’s a mounting body of evidence which,
over the years has led me to accept that this, the most recent impact of
global significance was the event which lies at the heart of my hypothesis.’’
“Other evidence?’’ asked Tim. “What other evidence?’’
“Well, Tim the geological scientists who were promoting the Younger
Dryas event did so primarily because of what they perceived as an
associated reduction in temperatures globally. They postulated that as a
result of the impact event Earth – especially the northern hemisphere of
Earth – cooled over a very short period of time. This assumption was based
on the occurrence of an impact event despite their admission that they could
not find the impact crater. My view is that the sudden cooling and spread of
ice sheets during the Younger Dryas period was not a direct result of the
impact event; I believe it was the movement of Earth from its original
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perpendicular axis following The Impact and Exit Event that created the
Younger Dryas mini-ice age.’’
“Fascinating,’’ observed Antonia. “This is definitely something worth
considering,’’ she added. “And you said there was other evidence too?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “Take the submerged continental crust which
surrounds Britain. There are tantalising clues which support my contention
that the entire region was populated before the British Isles fell from the sky
during The Impact and Exit Event.’’ He looked at Professor Zenden.
“Obviously, you’re aware of Doggerbank?’’
“In the North Sea? Of course!’’ came the reply.
“Doggerbank?’’ repeated Tim who was completely unaware of what it
was they were discussing.
“Doggerbank is an area underneath the North Sea,’’ replied the
professor. “Ships have dragged up remains of mammoth, lions and other
animals, as well as a few prehistoric tools and weapons from the sea floor
in and around the area. In fact, it’s only recently been discovered that the
entire Doggerbank area was covered in dense forest.’’
“…Which adds to my point,’’ interrupted Grandpa. “The existence of
these must demonstrate that human and animal life occurred there some
time in the distant past,’’ he claimed. “And then there’s the ancient
submerged forest off the eastern coast of Ireland, north of Bray. Add to this
that beneath the Irish Sea a prehistoric landscape of plains, hills and river
valleys exists, within which evidence of human activity is anticipated to be
found. The evidence of life present in the area before Britain came into
existence is overwhelming!’’ He then took the professor, Antonia and Tim off
in another seemingly irrelevant direction. “And what about the recent
developments around what’s been called the ‘Beaker People’?’’ he added.
“Who?’’ asked Tim, who unwittingly masked the ignorance of Professor
Zenden and Antonia toward the subject. “The Beaker People?’’ he repeated.
“Before I come on to that,’’ replied Grandpa, “we’ll need to look at what
kind of scenario would have likely occurred when The Impact and Exit Event
wrought havoc across the planet. For the purposes of this exercise let’s
focus on the likely after-effects of the catastrophe. I’ll paint the pictures and
you guys tell me what you think the logical outcome might be...”
A familiar twinkle appeared in his eyes once again.
“Prior to The Impact and Exit Event everything on Earth was as it should
be, with sufficient levels of food and water to sustain all living creatures,
including humans. Let us now tighten our focus and concentrate on the
region of Earth we’ve just been discussing; the British Isles and mainland
Europe. If the exit event occurred as I’m suggesting, and if the people living
on the expanse of land inundated by present-day Britain and Europe
suffered catastrophically - but not entirely - from the fallout debris, what
would have happened to the demographic of the population?’’
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“But that’s easy, Gramps!’’ retorted Tim. “Most people and animals would
have been wiped out!’’
‘’Do you agree?’’ asked Grandpa, looking at Antonia and the professor.
“Yes…’’ replied Professor Zenden. “Tim’s brief description is perfectly
logical,’’ he grinned.
“But,’’ continued Grandpa. “Let’s assume the area which existed before
the catastrophe was populated by humans, plant and animal life. What would
have happened to the profile of the population once they’d suffered the
cataclysm?’’
“It would have been decimated, with very few survivors…’’ postulated
Antonia.
“Ah, that’s my interpretation too,’’ agreed Grandpa.’’ But let’s assume too
that there were survivors in areas north and south of the fallen debris and
magma columns across the regions that eventually became Europe. What
did they do? What would anybody do when faced with life-threatening
danger on this scale?’’
Silence descended as Tim, Antonia and the professor carefully
considered Grandpa’s question, and after a short while Professor Zenden
offered a suggestion.
“I’m not sure if this is what you want to hear, Joe but most people involved
in a situation involving danger have a natural response, which is to get away
from the danger as quickly as possible.’’
“That was my thought too,’’ added Antonia.
“Exactly!’’ laughed Grandpa. “The danger came from the east – the far
east in fact, and the logical response to that would be to head west and get
as far away from the source of the danger as possible!’’
“But where did they go?’’ asked Tim as he tried to keep up with Grandpa.
“The newly created British Isles!’’ announced Grandpa triumphantly.
“That’s as far west as they could go,’’ he added. “And when they did they
found a situation where the existing population had - as Tim has said - been
almost completely wiped out by falling magma and debris. In fact, I would
suggest that, given the findings of the scientists who have researched the
Younger Dryas period and the Black Mat layer it shouldn’t come as a
surprise to find a corresponding, catastrophic reduction in the population that
lived in the region prior to The Impact and Exit Event.’’
“Obviously!’’ exclaimed Tim.
“If Mother Earth was to continue to provide substance to the true reality
of what has happened to Earth in the past shouldn’t we expect some kind of
evidence to emerge to support such an outcome?’’ asked Grandpa, now
confident that his train of thought and line of questioning was accepted by
the professor and Antonia.
“Yes,’’ agreed Antonia. “But where does such evidence exist?’’
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Grandpa’s eyes lit up. He was more than ready to overwhelm the
thought-processes of Antonia and Professor Zenden with another
astonishing disclosure, and he did so instantly.
“Although researchers had so confidently announced the discovery of the
high-velocity bolide impact that heralded in the Younger Dryas period they
were forced to admit that, despite the fact that they had extremely solid
evidence that an impact had occurred …they simply couldn’t find the
associated impact crater – and what followed was yet another example of
science making an incorrect assumption to somehow prove the point. They
decided there wasn’t any crater at all! They insisted that the incoming
projectile must have exploded over an ice sheet, thus preventing the
formation of a crater. However, they had no need to try and force an answer
out of their problem. Had they been aware of the extent of my hypothesis
they would have instantly recognised the source of the Iridium, the NanoDiamonds and the impact spherules; The Impact and Exit Event!’’
Antonia’s thoughts were now reeling under the intensity and scale of the
revelations with which she had been so emphatically overwhelmed, and she
wondered how much more she could take.
“How much more information do you have?’’ she almost pleaded.
“Oh. There’s lots more!’’ laughed Grandpa. “A hell of a lot more!’’ he
added.
“I know how you feel, Antonia,’’ confided Professor Zenden. “This is an
immense amount of new information to cope with, and like you I’m struggling
to keep up with Joe, but until he says something that introduces doubt into
my mind I feel we must continue…’’
“Thanks, Simon,’’ smiled a relieved Grandpa. “I’ll be as quick as I can
without over-confusing you both.’’
Not for the first time since they’d entered the building Tim repeated a
question. “Who were the Beaker People?’’ he asked.
“Ah, the Beaker People,’’ Grandpa winked at Tim. “Recent work in the
field of archaeology suggests that 90% of the gene pool in Britain suddenly
disappeared to be replaced by an incoming populace from Europe and
northern Africa. Yes, that’s 90% of the population disappearing overnight. If
I’m correct this is exactly what we’d expect to be shown once scientific
expertise and technology had developed the wherewithal to interrogate the
data in detail …and that’s exactly what’s been found! The basis upon which
errors have been made in this particular case lies in the fact that the
scientists who discovered the astounding reduction in the gene pool
assumed that the British Isles existed before the gene pool was eradicated
so dramatically – which, in my view was yet another incorrect assumption to
make!’’
In the stunned silence following his latest revelation Grandpa turned to
Antonia and wrenched her dizzy thoughts back to a conversation they’d had
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earlier. “A couple of moments ago I repeated a few words you’d been
reading from The Book of Scrolls?’’ he reminded her.
“Yes,’’ replied Antonia. “I was going to ask you about that but you quickly
moved things along. It had something to do with a new moon appearing then
breaking up and falling down again?’’
“Well, if we take the words you read from the Book of Scrolls as an
accurate account of what happened during the catastrophe the use of that
sentence adds further weight to my hypothesis,’’ said Grandpa as he
returned his attention to the map on the table, sliding the iPad toward the
edge of the table as he did.
Taking a sip of water, Professor Zenden looked first at Antonia, then his
watch and finally Grandpa who, upon observing this didn’t waste any time
moving on to explain his latest comments.
“Although I’ve explained to you the way in which I suggest the Andes
magma column fell to Earth,’’ he said as he traced the entire length of the
fallen column down toward the southern tip of Argentina. “What I didn’t add
was the significance of this and the other fallen columns in terms of the
geology of Earth, the various ancient writings from around the world …and
Earth’s Moons.’’
The suggestion made Professor Zenden choke on his sip of water,
almost forcing him to splutter the content of his mouth over the map. “The
Moon? How did the Moon become part of this?’’ he blurted, coughing as he
did.
“Moons. I said it in the plural,’’ added Grandpa, inconsiderately ignoring
the professor’s plight.
“You’re not suggesting there’s another moon out there somewhere?’’
asked Antonia. “If so, I think you’ll lose that argument!’’
“Not quite, Antonia. I’m simply suggesting that as a consequence of The
Impact and Exit Event, Earth should in fact have had three moons.’’
Professor Zenden finished wiping his mouth with the back of his hand.
“Do you think enough debris was ejected from Earth to enable three
separate accretion episodes?’’
Tim looked at the professor. “What’s an accretion episode?’’ he asked
with a puzzled expression.
“Not at all Simon. Absolutely not! There weren’t any accretion episodes.
None at all.’’
Tim repeated his question yet again, this time to Grandpa.
“What’s an accretion episode, Gramps?’’
Antonia interrupted everybody. “Hold on, Joe. You’re suggesting the
currently accepted theory that the Moon coalesced from materials flung into
space following Earth’s impact with a planetoid is wrong? I would have
thought this fitted neatly with your hypothesis?’’
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“There you go again, Antonia,’’ replied Grandpa. “It’s my view that the
Giant Impact hypothesis is yet another set of results which have been
derived from incorrect assumptions, despite all the evidence pointing toward
only one outcome. If a giant impactor had indeed collided with Earth to form
the Moon then the mixture of materials within the composition of the Moon
would have been very evident. However, in reality an examination of oxygen
and titanium isotopes from the Moon has revealed that the Moon has the
same isotopic composition as Earth. The samples taken from the Moon were
also found to be exactly the same age as Earth. What does that lead you to
conclude?’’
Tim offered his youthful interpretation. “It tells me that the Moon and
Earth are made of the same stuff…’’
“Excellent!’’ encouraged Grandpa. “Once they had discovered the
similarities in composition between Earth and the Moon, scientists assumed
that an impact must have occurred to provide the conditions required to
generate space-borne debris. They then assumed that some kind of process
must have occurred to pull the debris together, hence the Giant Impact
hypothesis.’’
“But you mentioned there should be three moons orbiting Earth?’’ asked
Antonia.
“Yes, three. Let me show you why, and how.’’
Grandpa once again referred the group to the map on the table and ran
his fingers down the length of the Andes mountain range.
“This, as I’ve already explained is one of the fallen magma columns,’’ he
waved his hand over the extended section from the Andes which traversed
undersea before emerging as Antarctica. “I’ll come back to this later,’’ he
added somewhat cryptically.
Tim realised Grandpa was about to share information he’d learnt on the
journey to Rutba and he looked on as Grandpa tapped the map and directed
Antonia and Professor Zenden’s attention to the oval depression of the Takla
Makan Desert once again
“Over here is the single source of each of the other magma columns
which were created when the impactor burst out from under Earth’s crust.’’
Tim smiled as Grandpa then began identifying each of the remaining
magma columns. He knew what was coming and watched as Grandpa ran
his hand in a south easterly direction away from the site of the Takla Makan
desert.
“Although it had quite a broad base,’’ continued Grandpa, “in terms of
height this was the smallest column ejected during the exit event. It burst
upwards and then fell in back to Earth to create Burma, Thailand and the
Indonesian Islands we know of today.’’ He then returned his hand and
gestured to the region immediately south of the Takla Makan desert.
“Another magma column was jettisoned in a near vertical direction here…’’
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“I don’t see a fallen column, Joe?’’ noted Antonia using a deliberately soft
tone of voice. “And how can you tell it erupted vertically?’’
“I’ll come to that in just a moment. I’d just like to show you and Simon the
location of the fourth magma column.’’
With the back of his left hand Grandpa swept across the entire landmass
west of the Takla Makan Desert and over to the Atlantic Ocean. The extent
of land he covered was enormous, sweeping over the Near East, the whole
of Europe and finally North Africa.
“This column created the mountainous regions to the west of the Takla
Makan Desert.’’
Before anyone could speak, and in response to Antonia’s question
Grandpa’s fingers circled the entire Indian sub-continent.
“‘’There are a number of interesting geologic characteristics supporting
my hypothesis. For example, did you know that researchers have
discovered some very important anomalies associated with this region?’’
“Discrepancies with the age of the rock?’’ suggested Professor Zenden,
who was familiar with the anomalies Grandpa was discussing. “The Deccan
Traps have been found to be much younger than scientists expected.’’
“And they were created extremely rapidly,’’ added Grandpa. “Also, the
magnetism in the rock is a thousand times greater than elsewhere, and way
much more than anything Mother Earth herself could impart.’’
The professor nodded his agreement once again.
“Instead of the anticipated reversed polarities normally found in older
rock,’’ explained Grandpa, “the Deccan Traps had just one. This is very, very
strange.’’
“Just like the Himalayas,’’ said Tim, remembering their conversation
when looking at Grandpa’s favourite map in the desert.
“Yes, Tim. The geo-magnetic properties of the Himalayan mountain
range are extremely similar to that of the Deccan Traps.’’
Tim’s inquisitiveness proceeded at a pace. “So how do you know this
column went straight up?’’ he asked on behalf of Antonia, who was quietly
waiting for an answer to her earlier question.
“See the other fallen magma columns?’’ asked Grandpa as he quickly
pointed at each. “See their elongated nature as they fell back to Earth, away
from the source of the exit event?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Antonia as Tim nodded.
“Well,’’ continued Grandpa, “do you see the difference between these
and the magma column which created the Indian sub-continent?’’
“It’s much smaller?’’ suggested Tim.
“Not really, Tim,’’ replied Grandpa. “Most of the magma from the Indiaforming column erupted upwards and outwards in a similar manner to other
magma columns. However, the key difference with this particular column
was that the nature of its exit trajectory was vertical - unlike the other
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columns, which exploded outwards in a westerly, southerly or south easterly
direction. As a consequence, a large section of the magma that had been
expelled vertically from within the Earth did not fall back to Earth. It simply
continued out into space, leaving just the base of the column to fall back to
Earth in a condensed manner. Upon returning to Earth in an almost identical,
reversed direction the collapsed remnants of this column left behind a broad
base of rolling mountainsides which, when cooled created the unique terrain
that is to be found as the Deccan Traps. Sri Lanka was another, smaller
section of this fallen magma column.’’
“Oh, I see…’’ said Tim, not fully understanding what Grandpa had meant,
“…and what happened to the magma that didn’t fall back to Earth?’’
Then, completely unexpectedly Grandpa made another startling
announcement.
“It became Earth’s moon,’’ he replied nonchalantly.
Becoming used to the apparently never-ending series of ground-breaking
announcements, Professor Zenden and Antonia remained silent. They had
no words to sufficiently express the level of surprise they were feeling. They
had simply become shocked into numbness.
“I …I …I,’’ Antonia tried to speak, but nothing came out.
As he tried to process the information he’d been given Professor Zenden
finally found a question. “But none of this covers the points you were making
regarding the potential for three moons?’’ he asked.
“Ah,’’ replied Grandpa. “Every other fallen magma column has, at its
extremity a large section similar to the one which escaped Earth’s gravity –
but these didn’t make it. The shallow angle of trajectory of those that fell
back to Earth meant that these magma columns never quite stretched high
enough for the uppermost sections of each to fully escape the gravitational
pull of Earth. Perhaps this is what was referred to in the text you just read
out, Antonia, which stated that “A new Moon will appear and break up and
fall”. What other circumstances could produce a reference such as this? It
was clearly a unique event and one that, as far as I’m aware has never been
recorded in any other ancient writings. Why should someone state that a
new Moon was formed which then broke up and fell? It really isn’t that bizarre
if it actually happened as stated, especially when such an event is evidenced
within my hypothesis. Look, here’s a Moon that broke up and fell back to
Earth,’’ he tapped the Spain and Portugal region of the map. “But the most
dramatic of all is this one here,’’ he announced as he tapped firstly Antarctica
and then Australia.
“Excuse me Joe,’’ interrupted Antonia. “Are you saying Antarctica and
Australia are part of the same magma column?’’
“Yes. Follow the sub-sea striations in much the same way as we did when
we were following Earth’s clues to the location of Atlantis. See here the way
Antarctica and Australia would fit neatly together if they were matched up?’’
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“But that means Antarctica and Australia are part of the Andes magma
column?’’ Antonia added.
“The very end of it,’’ confirmed Grandpa, “Look…’’ He traced his finger
from the southernmost tip of Argentina from Tierra Del Fuego, eastwards
across and over the Falkland Islands as far as the South Georgia Islands
before following the sub-sea geology as it returned south-west to Joinville
Island and then south to the Antarctic continent. “Antarctica is the largest
section of what almost became another Moon,” he explained. “When it fell
back it split Earth’s crust, and as it did the furthermost end floated away on
the separated section of Earth’s crust to become Australia.’’ He then
suddenly requested Antonia to slide the iPad across the map once again.
“I’d like to show you the physical evidence for this,’’ he suggested as Antonia
obligingly moved the iPad toward him. “Thousands of people have stood on
the remnants of a Moon which broke up and fell without realising it,’’ he
added. “Maybe you’re one of them?’’ he asked the professor.
“Hardly,’’ laughed Professor Zenden. “I don’t recall going into space!’’
“You may be surprised,’’ teased Grandpa as he directed another question
to Antonia and the professor. “Have you ever been to Australia?’’
“Yes, many times through my work,’’ replied Professor Zenden.
“Me too,’’ agreed Antonia.
Whilst they were responding Grandpa prepared to reveal yet another
bombshell by inserting the desired text into the search engine he’d opened
on the iPad. He was aware that both Antonia and the professor were trying
to see what it was he was requesting and mischievously decided to tease
them even further. He deliberately keyed in the text as quickly as he could,
although both didn’t have too much longer to wait to learn of this, Grandpa’s
latest revelation. Within seconds images popped onto the screen. He
scrolled down before selecting an image. He clicked on it and once enlarged
he turned the iPad toward his eager onlookers. “This,’’ he announced in his
usual understated manner, “is a remnant of what could have been Earth’s
second moon.’’
Antonia and Professor Zenden looked down at the image on the screen,
once again stunned at what had appeared.
“But that’s Ayres Rock!’’ exclaimed Antonia.
“Uluru,’’ the professor confirmed.
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “Uluru is a small part of what is a larger fallout
region. Here, look at Mount Conner over to the east…’’ He then scrolled the
map, passing over Uluru as he did, “and look at The Olgas,’’ he added.
“These are all thought to be from the same geologic source. And one final
thing,’’ he continued as he inserted a few more keywords into the search
engine, “Take a look at close up images of Uluru…’’
Antonia, the professor and Tim looked on as Grandpa took a little while
selecting and then opening images. After spending a little time assessing
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each it became clear to Antonia and Professor Zenden that they had
previously looked upon the regions Grandpa had identified in the wrong
context.
“Look at this,’’ Grandpa said as he revealed an image which did appear
to show a large collapsed section of one elevation of Uluru. “People call this
a cave but I don’t; it’s consistent with other strange characteristics of Uluru.
Look too at this,’’ he added as another image downloaded. “See?’’ he
exclaimed as he pointed to an area of the rock that revealed the sub-strata
of Uluru. “This is often alluded to as a rock formation on Uluru which
resembles a head, but that’s simply somebody choosing to romanticise what
is actually there,’’ he added as he circled several areas of the rock. “If you
take a step back and introduce the context of the entire complex of Uluru,
The Olgas and Mount Conner being remnants of a new Moon that broke up
and fell, it becomes very clear what has happened in the past.’’ He tapped
another image which did indeed appear to show a group of exposed air
pockets. “Why should an unusually located set of rocks in the middle of the
exceptionally flat Australian outback exist? Why should they all exhibit
characteristics resembling rapidly cooled rock? Why does the surrounding
geology reveal strong evidence that The Olgas, Uluru and Mount Conner
were deposited from the skies from a south-easterly direction? This,
incidentally, and very importantly is the direction from which the furthermost
extremity of the fallen Andes magma column fell to Earth, and I’ll show you
how the geology proves it!’’
Grandpa’s explanation seemed never-ending but neither Antonia,
Professor Zenden nor Tim wanted him to stop.
“Look at this,’’ he repeated as he downloaded another image onto the
iPad. “This is a NASA satellite image of Uluru but look to the region
immediately adjacent and northwest to Uluru. To my mind this absolutely
supports my hypothesis. In fact, I’d go further and state that when this new
Moon broke up and fell much of the falling debris which includes Uluru, The
Olgas, Mount Conner and other mountains of Australia fell upon a shallow
sea; the geologic evidence supports this.’’
He finally paused to take drink.
“So,’’ he continued, “when the evidence across the entire region is taken
into account and incorporated within the context of an Impact and Exit Event
it becomes clear that each of these edifices were undoubtedly in a molten
state when they crashed to the ground. To me, the three examples of Uluru,
The Olgas and Mount Conner speak the truth behind the origins of the
Australian continent. They are, quite simply what is left of a new Moon which
broke up and fell.’’
At that moment Grandpa’s confidence was at its height and he
immediately sought endorsement from Professor Zenden and Antonia.
“Well,’’ he demanded with a smile. “What do you think?’’
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Antonia covered her mouth with one hand and slowly slid her index finger
across the Australian outback section on the map. “Oh, my god…’’ she
mumbled. “You’ve got this right too!’’
Unaware of the effect he’d had upon Antonia, Grandpa quickly redirected
his attention.
“Getting back to the Moon of today and its association with the Indian
magma column; once you accept that the uppermost tip of this particular
magma column was successfully ejected into near space to form the Moon,
answers to many longstanding puzzles immediately come forth. For
example, it explains why the same side of the Moon permanently faces
Earth; why the composition of the Moon and Earth are the same; why the
Moon is slowly drifting away from Earth; why it doesn’t have a solid core;
why the geology of the near side of the Moon is so different from that of the
far side and what created the largest of the Moon’s so-called craters.’’
Again, silence descended on the room so Grandpa continued.
“Finally, the actual relationship between the Moon and Earth provides
what I believe to be an unquestionable truth.”
“And that is…?” asked the professor.
“There are a number of interconnected facts pertaining to the orbital
arrangement between the Sun, Earth and the Moon which substantiate my
hypothesis. First of all, Earth’s tilt away from isn’t normal. It should be aligned
perpendicular to the Sun. So, we have a twenty-three-degree anomaly which
needs explaining. Then, we have the angle of orbit taken by the Moon
relative to the ecliptic as it travels around Earth. This is five degrees…”
“But why are these figures so important, Joe?” asked Antonia. “Surely
there can’t be any connection?”
“You’ll be surprised at how interconnected they are!” laughed Grandpa.
“The Gulf of Mexico is situated at eighteen and a half degrees from the
equator,” he continued. “And my hypothesis suggests that and impactor
passed underneath the surface of Earth before exiting at the location of the
Takla Makan Desert, right?”
“Yes,” replied Antonia, mystified.
“Ok. Let’s rewind and imagine Earth prior to the catastrophe, orbiting with
its axis perpendicular to the Sun. Then, imagine the impactor arriving at high
speed at an angle of five degrees. As it impacted it created the Gulf of
Mexico before dislodging our planet from its original position to eventually
settle on its present twenty-three-degree tilt. Are you both still with me?”
“Yes,” replied Professor Zenden and Antonia in unison.
“Well, the interesting part of this is the simple mathematics behind the
entire event. With Earth perpendicular to the Sun everything was fine, but
when The Impact and Exit Event occurred the angles became important and
left behind an intriguing tale. Once we take a look at the location of the Gulf
of Mexico - eighteen and a half degrees latitude from the equator - and then
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incorporate the angle at which the impactor penetrated Earth - five degrees
- we arrive at the total movement which occurred to the impact site, in other
words the Gulf of Mexico as Earth shifted from its original position. It’s
twenty-three and a half degrees. This means that at that time all things living
on Earth would have experienced a rapid change in their environmental
circumstances as the land they lived upon moved twenty-three degrees
away from its previous position…”
“To be frozen in Alaska, Canada and Siberia!” lauded Professor Zenden.
“Problem solved!” he added enthusiastically before yelling “Brilliant!”
The excitement expressed by the professor was followed by yet another
period of silence, and after a short while Antonia was the first voice to be
heard.
“How do you know so much? If what you’re saying is proven to be correct,
what other predictions can you share with us? If your Impact and Exit Event
actually happened surely other scientific theories will need to be looked at
again?’’
“Yes!’’ replied Grandpa. “I’ve said that many times already.’’ He once
again gestured toward Antonia’s iPad. “Here, I’ll show you what I mean.’’
Tim reached over and, picking up the iPad handed it to Grandpa, and
before he began using it Grandpa once again circled the entire Gulf of
Mexico on the map on the table.
“Here’s an example of a prediction coming good…’’ he explained as he
began typing on the iPad. “I knew that if I was correct about an impactor
colliding with Earth at the present site of the Gulf of Mexico, I also knew that
an event of such magnitude should have left indisputable evidence of the
impact. Is that not a rational way of thinking, Simon?’’
“Well, yes,’’ replied a startled Professor Zenden. “But there isn’t anything
apart from the Chicxulub crater …is there? Surely you’re not suggesting
Chicxulub is the evidence of your impact event? It’s way too small!’’
“Of course not, Simon. There’s far more compelling evidence than
Chicxulub. The problem is that once they had discovered Chixculub the
scientific community moved on without looking for a bigger picture. In their
eyes Chicxulub became the most exciting impact crater in existence.
Because of this, and many subsequent incorrect assumptions it has taken
until now for an accurate portrayal of what happened to the region to come
to light.’’
“And the compelling evidence is...?’’ prompted Antonia, doing her best
not to sound cynical. It worked, because Grandpa smiled and returned his
attention to her iPad. She watched as he typed out four words; ‘sunken slab
within earth’.
Within seconds Grandpa laid the iPad back on the map and turned it
toward Antonia.
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“As I said, if I’m correct and a huge impactor entered Earth leaving behind
something as huge as the Gulf of Mexico I would have expected, or even
predicted evidence of enormous damage to Earth’s lithosphere directly
below the impact zone. Is that an unreasonable assumption, Antonia?’’
“Absolutely not, Joe. I would concur with you that evidence of a
catastrophe on that scale would undoubtedly remain.’’
“Well, Antonia. Look.’’
Antonia glanced down at the screen as Professor Zenden peered over
her shoulder. Grandpa had opened a link to a scientific news item from 2006,
which covered the discovery of a huge sunken section of Earth’s lithosphere
lying directly below the Gulf of Mexico, within the mantle on top of Earth’s
core.
“Wow – they even say it was originally the ocean floor!’’ cried Antonia.
“This is exactly what I’d expect to see if you’re hypothesis was correct, Joe!’’
“It’s really, really sad,’’ added Grandpa, “that this discovery took place
over a decade ago but because of the presence of the plate tectonics theory
researchers at the time immediately assumed that plate tectonics created
the environment within which such a huge section of Earth’s crust would
simply …sink. It’s quite unbelievable! This is the true pseudoscience,
Simon!’’ he laughed out loud. “It borders on the ridiculous!’’ he added,
laughing even louder.
Tim looked on as Grandpa’s reaction became more animated. This type
of emotion he didn’t mind. It was when Grandpa went into one of his darker
moods that he felt he needed to step in.
“Sure thing, Gramps. You really are making them look the crazy ones!’’
he joked.
Even Professor Zenden saw the funny side and joined in with the
laughter. “This madcap hypothesis of Joe’s is getting harder to refute …’’ he
thought as the laughter died down.
“This is going to cause quite a stir out there,’’ said Antonia, flicking her
thumb toward the window. “Big time!’’
“Absolutely, Antonia - but that’s only part of the problem,’’ replied
Grandpa. “I’ve said it many times in the past and I’ll say it again here; the
ramifications of my hypothesis may be much, much wider than any of us can
imagine.’’
“How so?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
“This is because looking back, I can now see that my hypothesis has
been leading me toward its natural conclusion...’’
Suddenly, Grandpa became protective towards Tim and was not ready
to disclose any further information in front of his grandson. He knew Tim was
not ready for what he suspected was going to happen in the future.
“I’m sorry, Simon but if I declared this particular prediction you would
probably have me escorted out of here immediately.’’
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“Joe,’’ insisted the professor. “You have my attention. We are about to
embark upon extremely important research and if you have other information
that may assist us then now is the time to divulge it.’’
Tim was taken aback. Grandpa had never hinted that there was a
downside to his Impact and Exit Event hypothesis. “Grandpa?’’ he mumbled,
unsure of what he should do next.
Grandpa immediately regretted Tim was present when his next prediction
had almost fallen from his mouth. “It’s ok, Tim. One day I’ll explain, but not
now. One day. One day soon,’’ he said.
He then amazed everyone in the room by curtailing the meeting at his
own request. Turning to Professor Zenden and Antonia he brought his
presentation to an abrupt halt.
“A word in private?’’
They all turned and looked at Tim, who quickly recognised the inference
of Grandpa’s question.
“Shall I wait outside, Gramps?’’
“Yes please,’’ replied Grandpa, feeling guilty. “And thanks, Tim.’’
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Chapter 21
“Whatever additional information Grandpa disclosed to Professor
Zenden last night must have been electrifying,’’ thought Tim.
That assessment of events was clearly correct because when he had
stepped outside the small building the night before the detail provided by
Grandpa had persuaded Professor Zenden to grant immediate access to the
secure area for Tim and Grandpa. Soon afterwards Professor Zenden,
Antonia, Grandpa and Tim had been transported in an all-terrain vehicle
towards a location deep inside the cordoned off area.
It was the early hours of the morning when at one point, Professor
Zenden shouted his frustration over the roar of the engine. “We’ve lost a lot
of time. Is there a quicker route to Central Control?’’ he yelled.
“Sure, sir,’’ came the reply as the officer immediately steered the ATV off
the road and up the side of a huge sand dune.
As the vehicle negotiated several more dunes Grandpa took the
opportunity to inform the professor and Antonia of further evidence
supporting his hypothesis.
“Simon…’’ he shouted, “There’s another piece of evidence which was
unearthed by a team of archaeologists in the UK.’’
The professor clutched the bar on the dashboard as the ATV rolled from
side to side. “Tell me more,’’ he shouted.
“On the isle of Anglesey off the coast of Wales the team were excavating
what was perceived to be the remnants of an ancient settlement. In fact, the
team reckoned it may have been the site of the Druid culture’s last stand.’’
He clutched the top of the seat in front of him for reassurance as the ATV
again rolled to one side.
Unlike Grandpa, Tim was loving the ride and with each roll he raised both
hands above his head.
“The interesting part of the excavation,’’ continued Grandpa, “came
toward the end when the archaeologists discovered a surprising anomaly to
which they couldn’t find a solution.’’
“What did they find?’’ shouted Antonia as the ATV roared up another
dune.
“Once they had removed the materials covering the target area they
finally reached what they understood to be natural bedrock. They thought
the site was empty so they prepared to finish the dig.’’
Suddenly the ATV lifted off the ground as it powered over the top of the
huge dune. This time everybody, including Tim grasped around inside the
vehicle for something solid to hold on to.
“Hey! Take is a little easier! We need to get there alive!’’ shouted
Professor Zenden.
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“Sorry sir,’’ yelled the driver. “I just thought you wanted to get to Central
Control as fast as possible…’’
“In one piece please!’’ shouted Professor Zenden over the din, and to
everybody’s relief the ATV instantly slowed down. He then looked at a
relieved Grandpa. “Please continue, Joe.’’
“Well Simon, it transpired that at the very end of the dig one of the
inexperienced students had continued to remove what the team had already
concluded was natural bedrock. This rock was consistent with what was
perceived at the time to be the bedrock across the rest of the island and
indeed the geologic make-up of the rest of Wales.’’
Beyond the silhouette of several large dunes the lights of Central Control
came into view some distance away.
“And the anomaly was?’’ asked Antonia, not needing to raise her voice
too loudly now that the ATV had reduced speed.
“Astonishing!’’ answered Grandpa with perfect timing. “The young
archaeologist had stumbled upon something that quite simply should not
have been there at all. He found clear evidence of earlier human activity
under the natural bedrock!’’
Professor Zenden smiled. “I’m afraid that has to be impossible, Joe.’’
“Precisely Simon. It should be impossible, but cameras were there to
record the discovery. The inability of the archaeological team to explain the
presence of what they had found was plainly evident. However, when you
consider the existence of the unexpected human activity within the context
of my Impact and Exit Event hypothesis, it then becomes a naturally
anticipated outcome. My hypothesis suggests that entire civilisations must
have been covered by huge amounts of falling molten rock and other debris.
In the absence of any knowledge of fallen molten rock, geologists referred
to this new layer - the apparent base layer of rock - as ‘the natural bedrock’.
I’m suggesting they had simply found evidence of human occupation in an
area which had been overwhelmed during the catastrophe. It makes perfect
sense to me.’’
“Me too,’’ added Antonia, but before she could add her thoughts on the
matter Grandpa once again added further discontent to her original thought
patterns.
“Why do we need to drill through thousands of feet of rock to find oil?’’
“Because we need to extract it…’’ shouted Tim helpfully before stating
the obvious. “It’s underground! Oil is most readily available once recovered
from underneath certain strata.’’
“And where might that strata be found?’’ asked Grandpa. “And why?’’ he
repeated in the few moments of silence which followed his original question.
“I’m not sure,’’ replied Tim. “But there are plenty of areas around the world
where oil and gas are available underground.’’
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The professor nodded his agreement which only served to spur Grandpa
on. He’d been ready for the intervention of the scientists at this point.
“What about coal …and shale?’’
Antonia fell into the trap Grandpa had set, and in an overconfident
manner she answered immediately. “Coal is a fossil fuel, and so is shale!’’
she exclaimed before instantly realising the error of her mistaken
confidence.
“What’s a fossil fuel?’’ asked Tim, unwittingly tightening the trap Grandpa
had set.
“Fossil fuels,’’ replied Antonia in a more conciliatory tone, “are
combustible geologic deposits of organic materials, formed from decayed
plants and animals that have been converted to crude oil, coal and natural
gas.’’
“And we have to drill through thousands of feet of rock to get at it,’’
repeated Grandpa, driving home his point.
“So, your hypothesis explains how all that rock came to be on top of so
much previously living matter?’’ asked Tim. “That’s a great piece of
evidence, Gramps!’’ he added without waiting for an answer.
The crest of another huge sand dune fell away from under the ATV and
this time it was Tim’s turn to be surprised and disorientated as Professor
Zenden lurched forward to help him regain his balance.
“Exactly!’’ shouted Grandpa as he clung on tightly.
Grudgingly accepting the point Grandpa was emphasising, everybody
semi-relaxed as the ATV rolled slowly down the steep incline of sand.
“Under so much rock!’’ he reiterated over the low hum of the ATV, and
introducing further evidence of this, his latest revelation he quickly offered
another question. “What are the main constituents of oil and gas?’’
“Carbon of course,’’ replied a slightly annoyed Professor Zenden.
“Everybody knows that,’’ he added.
“And how is carbon created?’’ asked Grandpa.
“That’s easy, Gramps,’’ said Tim. “It’s the result of the decomposition of
carbon-based matter such as trees and animals.’’
“Agreed?’’ Grandpa asked as he looked toward Antonia and Professor
Zenden.
“Of course,’’ replied Antonia on behalf of them both.
As the ATV began another steep incline Grandpa grinned and grasped
the safety bar yet again.
“So, the question is,’’ he suggested. “Why is so much carbon-based
material to be found under billions of tons of rock strata?’’
“Because the trees and plants were covered by the falling magma!’’
shouted an excited Tim as the ATV lurched over the crest of what was to
become of the final dune.
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The professor shook his head in disbelief. “I think I may be forced to
agree with you,’’ he admitted as the ATV slowed to a stop at the main
entrance to Central Control. “It’s common sense!’’
Shortly after the end of their traumatic journey across the night time
desert, Tim and Grandpa collapsed exhausted into an army issue tent that
had been hastily prepared for them.
Given the extremely unusual circumstances that had brought them this
far they were both then surprised to find how quickly they had fallen asleep.
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Chapter 22
Once they had accompanied Grandpa and Tim to their temporary
accommodation, Professor Zenden and Antonia still had work to do. They
spent the following hour discussing the merits of each of the individuals who
had been part of their journey of discovery to date and, following a short
discussion they decided that apart from the support staff within Central
Control no other individuals were required on the mission. This was a
convenient coincidence because along with Grandpa and Tim the total
number of team members that would be participating in the EMS leaps was
six which was the maximum the Event Management System could
accommodate.
With a strong bias Antonia had suggested Steve as an important member
of the team. She successfully hid her ulterior motive, which was to have
Steve alongside her as much as possible. Instead, she argued that his
technical know-how and knowledge of software coding might prove
invaluable should the EMS wristbands malfunction in any way. Oblivious to
Antonia’s growing feelings towards Steve, and with some apprehension
about his off-the-wall approach Professor Zenden finally agreed.
Grandpa and Tim were automatic choices as two members of the EMS
team because of their amazing and mysterious forward knowledge of the
pyramid, its contents and possible origin.
The final official member of the team they selected was Major Dan
Rutherford. His was the easiest nomination to make. At just forty years of
age he was a veteran of both Iraq wars and had been awarded the Purple
Heart for his heroic actions when protecting an ambushed patrol, despite
being badly wounded.
Major Rutherford was one of America’s finest and had proven himself in
the theatre of war many times having been involved in many ground
assaults. As they’d been assessing his credentials both Antonia and
Professor Zenden agreed that Dan’s war record, his commitment, popularity
and interest in politics meant he was destined to become a Senator.
Unaware of what they may encounter on the EMS leaps they also agreed
his experience of dealing with hostile environments and inquisitive citizens
would prove to be a reassuring addition.
Although not accompanying them on any of the EMS leaps, Bob Phillips
was also seen as an important member of the team. His mathematical brain
had already ensured large elements of their research had been a success
and Professor Zenden and Antonia agreed he’d be best suited to supervise
Central Control activities while the team were meeting their mission
objectives.
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His extensive experience in existing and emerging communications
technology confirmed Enrique Lemaire as the perfect assistant to Bob as he
carried out his supervisory duties in Central Control.
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Chapter 23
After discussing and then finalising the members of the team Professor
Zenden and Antonia wearily returned to their respective rooms, and
although completely worn out the professor then began the task of compiling
his report for the President.
Within fifteen minutes Antonia had showered and was lying in bed but,
unusually for her she found she was unable to sleep. In an attempt to
overcome her insomnia and, having learnt of Grandpa’s amazing hypothesis
she decided to increase her already substantial awareness of ancient history
by entering the world of what was generally ridiculed by mainstream
scientists as ‘pseudoscience’. She switched on her iPad and inserted the
words ‘impact and exit event’ into the search engine. The results of the
listings to Grandpa’s website appeared on the screen along with links to
forums critical of such perceived pseudoscience. For the next thirty minutes
Antonia studied the content of the forums and having discussed Grandpa’s
hypothesis with him directly she felt genuinely sorry for his plight. She also
felt guilty that if she’d seen Grandpa’s website before last night she too
would have categorized his claims as ‘silly’.
“How arrogant we’ve become…’’ she thought as she redirected the
browser to the various pages of his site, which covered pretty much
everything Grandpa had revealed in the small building outside the secure
area.
As sleepless hours passed, Antonia somehow found herself increasingly
agitated; irritated more than she had ever been before. She simply could not
concentrate. Originally, she had put this down to a combination of lack of
sleep and the new information she had received earlier from Grandpa. It was
not in her nature to be irritated in this way but after a lot of tired soulsearching she now knew the reason for her irritation.
The source of her annoyance was Annette Simpson. It was only
yesterday that Antonia had met the young researcher from Colorado State
University. A dozen students had been selected from universities around the
world to provide scientific and administrative support to Professor Zenden
and his team, and Annette was one of those selected.
A few hours prior to meeting Grandpa and Tim, Antonia had been
enjoying a break with Steve in the large, refreshingly cool café marquee
when a young woman approached.
“Miss Clarke?’’ she said as she stood awkwardly next to their table.
“Hi. Yes,’’ Antonia replied. “Can I help you?’’
The mysterious young lady gestured to a group of individuals who were
also enjoying a coffee break a few tables away.
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“My colleagues over there told me who you were, and I thought I’d take
this opportunity to thank you for selecting me as part of the project delivery
team.’’
“Oh, there’s really no need,’’ replied Antonia. “I wasn’t involved in the
selection process for the administrative support,’’ she added as she looked
across the table. “…Have you met my colleague, Steve Robinson?’’
Steve stood to greet the attractive young lady.
“Good to meet you, Miss …?’’ he asked.
“Oh, I’m so sorry. My name is Annette Simpson,’’ she said as she offered
her hand first to Steve and then to Antonia. “I was fortunate to be nominated
to come to Rutba from Colorado to help you guys out.’’
At that moment Antonia noticed a keen interest in Steve’s eyes as he
looked toward Annette, and much to her surprise she realised she was
annoyed. It appeared Steve’s interest wasn’t entirely directed at Annette’s
explanation of why she was in Rutba.
“It must be wonderful to be at the centre of all this,’’ continued Annette. “I
can’t imagine how I could control my excitement if I was in your position!’’
Steve’s infatuation for Annette became apparent over a very short period
of time and his reply came quickly and without fear. “Maybe I could arrange
access to the secure area so I could show you around?’’ he suggested.
“Really?’’ replied Annette. “I was under the impression that…’’
Antonia quickly interrupted. “Steve – you should be careful of making
promises you cannot keep,’’ she said before turning her attention toward
Annette. “Although the team are extremely grateful for the support services
provided by you and your colleagues very few individuals are aware of the
exact nature of our assignment. We are involved in research deemed highly
classified and access to the secure area is closely monitored, so please
don’t be too surprised if Steve’s request is denied.’’
Antonia was immediately taken aback at the terse and condescending
nature of her own comments toward Annette. That had never been her way
of communicating with people, and her behaviour was such that Steve
instantly recognised that Annette’s enthusiasm had been deflated.
“Come on, Antonia. Annette is clearly someone who is as passionate
about our work as we are?’’
“If this is what you want to do Steve then go ahead, but you’ll have to run
it by Simon first.’’
To her amazement, Antonia found herself rising up out of her chair. “See
you later. Goodbye, Annette,’’ she said abruptly.
As she walked away she was horrified at how childish her behaviour had
been toward Annette. Why had she acted that way? And why was she so
annoyed with Steve all of a sudden?
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Although he couldn’t help but notice Antonia’s churlish behaviour Steve
was unaware of the cause. He was also preoccupied with Annette. He’d
never taken his eyes from her throughout Antonia’s unprovoked outburst.
“Antonia may be correct, but if you’d still like to take a look around I’ll
have a word with Simon.’’
“Of course!’’ replied Annette excitedly.
Steve saw an opportunity to keep Annette in his company.
“Before I discuss access to the Secure Area with Professor Zenden I
really could do with finding out a lot more about you. He has sole discretion
about who enters the site so he’ll need to be confident that you won’t cause
any problems.’’
Annette smiled. “Do I really look like someone who would do that?’’
Steve beckoned towards the chair vacated by Antonia just a few seconds
earlier.
“No, not at all,’’ he smiled as Annette sat down. “Can I get you a coffee?’’
Antonia had not yet reached the exit door from the café area. If she’d
looked back, the sight of Steve and Annette in deep conversation would
have increased her sense of annoyance. Continuing to wear a deep frown
she left the marquee and once again headed toward the Secure Area.
So here she was, lying on her bunk and clicking aimlessly through
various websites as her thoughts remained firmly inside the marquee. Her
emotions were dominating her judgment. She knew her feelings towards
Steve had changed but she didn’t know why. She turned off the iPad,
switched off the light and unsuccessfully sought comfort in sleep.
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Chapter 24
Upon waking, Tim discovered a note informing him that Grandpa had
gone to a meeting with Professor Zenden and his team. In the note, Grandpa
encouraged Tim to try and rest as much as possible. It ended with a promise
to introduce him to the rest of Professor Zenden’s colleagues later that day.
Disappointed beyond belief, Tim sat onto his bed and crumpled the
notepaper in frustration. “Aww, Gramps!’’ he grumbled before falling
backwards once again.
It had now been three hours since he’d read Grandpa’s note, and despite
venturing outside of the tent a few times Tim couldn’t find anything of
interest. Normally, being surrounded by dozens of assorted military tents
and army vehicles would have been more than enough to capture the
attention of a boy his age. The constant activity of helicopters flying back
and forth and armed military personnel hurriedly entering and leaving the
tents would, at any other time have had him mesmerised but today was
different; he desperately wanted to learn what Grandpa had been up to this
morning. The intense heat had done little to decrease his anxiety and three
hours cooped up in a tented village was taking its toll. He was beginning to
feel upset and alone.
Standing at the entrance to the tent he looked up as another huge
container passed overhead. The container was suspended beneath a twinrotor helicopter and its base seemed so low Tim felt he could reach up and
touch it. The huge, grey thunderbird hovered for a short time and the tented
village struggled to remain intact against the tempest from above. The
tremendous downward pressure from the rotors tested fixing wires to the
limit and almost tore the tents from the ground. The deafening roar was
accompanied by a mini-sandstorm which forced Tim to protect his face with
his forearm. Turning away from the stinging blast of sand he quickly reentered the relative safety of his shuddering tent.
Once inside, Tim was grateful to sense that the deafening roar of the
helicopters’ engine was diminishing. Shortly afterwards the violent
movement of the tent walls receded and within a few more seconds all was
calm once again. He pulled back the opening of the tent and was delighted
to see Grandpa walking toward him.
“Grandpa!’’ he shouted gleefully. “Where have you been?’’
“Hi Tim. Sorry I took so long but I’ve been meeting Professor Zenden’s
team. He asked me to explain my hypothesis to his colleagues and as usual
I went on a bit too long.’’ He smiled because he knew Tim would understand.
“I used the Internet to provide evidence of my findings and with a couple of
exceptions they liked what they heard.’’
“I’ve been so bored waiting for you!’’ Tim complained, almost missing the
importance of what Grandpa had just said.
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“Don’t worry Tim. Come on, it’s time for you to meet them…’’
Tim was out of his tarpaulin prison in a flash.
“Do you mean they really believed what you told them?’’ he asked,
suddenly acknowledging how much it must have meant to Grandpa to have
other scientists endorse his hypothesis after all these years.
“Yes!’’ came the enthusiastic reply.
“Great stuff!’’ replied Tim as he grabbed Grandpa’s arm. “Let’s go!’’
Minutes later Tim had forgotten the disappointment of the morning and
excitement was once again surging through him as they approached the
main entrance of Central Control. From the outside it appeared to be a
collection of steel containers positioned alongside and on top of each other.
However, as they entered Tim was amazed to find that internally the
containers had been ingeniously connected, opened up and then partitioned
to create a large, central command centre with corridors leading off in all
directions.
“How did they do this?’’ he asked.
“Wonderful, isn’t it?’’ replied Grandpa, smiling broadly. “Apparently it only
took a short while to create this area, which they call Central Control, the
tented village where you slept last night and the café marquee.’’
“The tented village, the café, Central Control,’’ Tim pointed at the array
of screens, tablets and computers in front of him. “And all of this technology
in the middle of the desert? How did they do it?’’ he repeated.
Before Grandpa could reply a voice shouted from the far end of the
central command area. It was Antonia.
“Joe!’’ she called out, meandering her way past several desks occupied
by personnel busy attending to their monitors. “Hi Joe,’’ she repeated as she
approached closer and looked at Tim. “Hi again Tim!’’
“Hi,’’ Tim replied shyly as he looked to the floor. As a teenager he was
embarrassed at her genuinely warm welcome.
“Good morning Antonia. Are they ready?’’ asked Grandpa.
“Yes, they’ve been waiting in the conference room. Follow me.’’
They both followed as Antonia led them towards one of the doors leading
off the main control room. Once inside the conference room, Professor
Zenden welcomed them and gestured them to be seated next to him.
Antonia sat next to Tim and smiled at him reassuringly.
Professor Zenden then returned to his seat and for Tim’s benefit opened
the meeting by inviting each of the individuals around the table to make a
verbal introduction.
A short, plump man, who Tim estimated to be in his mid-forties began the
introductions.
“Hi Tim. My name is Bob Phillips and it’s a pleasure to meet you –
especially in such circumstances. You must be a very excited young man!’’
“Yes, sir,’’ Tim mumbled his words and looked to Antonia for support.
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“I’ve no doubt he is,’’ said Antonia, responding to Tim’s obvious
discomfort. “What other teenager on Earth wouldn’t give to be in Tim’s shoes
right now?’’
The room filled with laughter as Tim looked up and smiled, blushing
profusely as he nodded his agreement.
Bob saluted Tim mockingly and smiled. “Welcome aboard!’’
“Aboard?’’ uttered Tim, not meaning for the word to come out of his
mouth.
More laughter followed and Tim felt his face burning once again as Bob
finished his introduction.
“Welcome to Central Control. I’m a Lecturer in Mathematics at Elon
University in North Carolina. My role at Central Control is to assist with
issues relating to anything involving physics and mathematics, which covers
just about everything!’’
Bob’s knowledge of his field of expertise was unsurpassed and this had
led to his recognition worldwide as one of the few individuals who had a true
grasp of cutting-edge Quantum theories such as String theory, Dark Matter
and Higgs Boson. It was because of such expertise he was selected as a
key member of staff at Central Control.
Naively oblivious to his impressive background, Tim’s first impression of
Bob was of an individual dressed in a surprisingly unkempt manner.
“I’ll be responsible for responding to any emergency situations that may
arise at Central Control during this mission,’’ continued Bob as he turned to
his left where a bespectacled man was sitting. “This is Enrique Lemaire,
who’ll be working alongside me here at Central Control.”
“Bonjour, Tim. J’ai hâte de travailler avec vous et de votre grand-père!’’
said Enrique, instantly realising his linguistic error. “Please accept my
apologies!’’ he laughed as he repeated his welcome in slightly broken
English. “Hello, Tim. I look forward to working with you and your grandfather
and I’ll be seeing to it that the team can keep in touch with Central Control
throughout your EMS leaps. Bienvenue!’’
Tim smiled, but had missed Enrique’s initial correction. His thoughts were
on the last words Bob had spoken before introducing Enrique.
“Mission?’’ he thought as he glanced wide-eyed at Grandpa “…this is
brilliant!’’
“Hi Timmy,’’ smiled Steve who was sitting opposite. “I’m Steve Robinson
and I’m the brains behind everything here,’’ he joked.
For an instant Tim thought Steve was being serious. “Really? You don’t
look old enough to…’’
“He’s only kidding!’’ interrupted Antonia. “Steve’s the buffoon of the
team,’’ she laughed. “He likes playing around with software and other
technical stuff, and that’s all he does,’’ she quipped.
“Hey!’’ laughed Steve. “I’m brilliant at it!’’
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“Calm down you two,’’ smiled Professor Zenden. He then thanked Steve
for his contribution and gestured finally to the stern looking male standing at
the foot of the table. He was wearing full military uniform, and when Tim
looked at him the soldier stood to attention and saluted, staring straight
ahead as he did and without looking at Tim announced himself.
“Major Daniel Rutherford of the US Marines, Sir.’’
Tim’s mouth fell open. “Was the Major really speaking to me?’’ he
thought. “He’s just called me Sir!’’
“Mr. Patten. Tim,’’ the soldier continued. “It’s my honour and privilege to
have been presented with the opportunity to ensure the safety of the team
throughout this mission. Please rest assured I will fulfil that responsibility to
the best of my ability.’’
“Thank you,’’ replied Grandpa on behalf of Tim and himself.
“I will not let you or the rest of the team down,’’ the Major continued
reassuringly. “It’s a pleasure to meet you both.’’ He then ended his salute,
stepped back one pace and placed his hands behind his back.
“Thank you, Dan,’’ said Professor Zenden, acknowledging the formal
introduction and implying a close working relationship with the Major. “Major
Rutherford has a fabulous reputation amongst his peers – not only in the US
Marines but across all sectors of the international community.’’
Bob and Enrique nodded their agreement. Both had already been briefed
on Major Rutherford and had heard of his extensive portfolio of career
achievements, all of which had filled them with admiration and, more
importantly their trust.
As Tim had already met Antonia all that was left for Professor Zenden to
do was to formally welcome everybody together as a team for the first time.
“Well, that’s it. All of the hard work that’s been done up until today won’t
be worth a bean unless we’re successful with our mission.’’
Slowly, he looked at each member of his team.
“The only way this will happen is if we work closely together, remain
committed and respect the value each of us brings.’’
The entire team nodded, including Tim. He was really enjoying the
moment.
“The next phase of proceedings,’’ continued the professor, “is to re-enter
the Diamond Pyramid...’’
Tim quickly turned to Grandpa and whispered excitedly “Diamond
Pyramid!!!’’ Grandpa put his hand on Tim’s forearm, smiled broadly and
winked.
“…And try to discover what’s inside,’’ continued Professor Zenden,
“before reporting back to the President. Is everybody ready?’’
His team had begun leaving their seats even before he’d finished his
short statement.
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Bob and Enrique smiled, shook hands and hugged each other. Although
their roles involved working solely from within Central Control they
understood the importance of what was about to happen.
At the same time Antonia rose from her seat and decided to confront her
worst fear. She approached Steve as he headed for the door.
“What did Simon say about Annette?’’ she asked, hiding her worries
about what the answer may be.
“Oh,’’ replied Steve. “He said it was inappropriate for her to get involved
at this stage and insisted Annette should remain as administrative support
only.’’
Antonia was delighted and decided to push her luck a little further. “Will
you be seeing her again?’’ she asked nervously.
“Nah,’’ laughed Steve. “She wasn’t interested in me anyway,’’ he added
brazenly.
“Let’s go then!’’ smiled Antonia, thrilled at Steve’s response. “Let’s go and
save the world!’’
Moments later Professor Zenden opened the door and invited his team
towards the exciting ….and dangerous events that awaited them.
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Chapter 25
“Lights on.’’
Professor Zenden checked that each member of the team had correctly
activated the lights on their safety helmets. Then, using the techniques his
team had discovered previously he once again opened the entrance to the
pyramid. This time he ushered the team inside. Steve and Antonia
accompanied each other at the front of the group while Grandpa struggled
to hold on to Tim’s elbow, trying to contain the teenager’s obvious
excitement.
“Keep calm,’’ he whispered, using his authority as a grandparent. “Don’t
give Simon an excuse to have you removed.’’ Up to now Grandpa had been
successful in his attempts to calm Tim, but in his excitement the teenager
was struggling to obey the instructions.
Major Rutherford had remained at the rear of the group. He entered the
corridor and depressed the symbols as instructed to close the opening once
again.
Those tasked with monitoring the entry of the team into the pyramid
watched in absolute astonishment. They were expecting to observe the
movement of Professor Zenden and his team as they entered and then
explored the interior of the structure. In reality, as each member entered the
pyramid they simply disappeared out of view, despite the fact that the
pyramid remained completely transparent at all times.
Meanwhile, inside the Diamond Pyramid and moving ahead of the group
Antonia shone her light along the wall.
“Look Simon!’’ she said in a questioning tone. “The walls are black?’’
The rest of the group directed their lights along the walls, up above their
heads and along the floor.
“Look!’’ said Tim in agreement with Antonia as he slid his hand along the
wall. “Outside, the pyramid is as clear as glass yet inside it’s black!’’
Before long Antonia found the small indentation in the wall which
Professor Zenden had discovered during his previous visit to the pyramid.
Placing her fingers over it she pushed firmly. This activated another opening
which led to a corridor sloping down and away from the team. Instinctively
she held her arm out to prevent any of the team passing.
“Be careful,’’ she warned.
Professor Zenden moved forward to stand alongside Antonia and
immediately noticed a strange similarity with another ancient discovery. “The
way in which this corridor is leading us downwards is very reminiscent of the
Descending Passage in the Great Pyramid at Giza,’’ he observed, looking
back to Antonia. “What do you think?’’ he asked as he moved slowly down
the corridor.
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“Well,’’ she replied as she squeezed past him. “If what you’re suggesting
is correct, then we should be seeing further proof just about …here!’’ She
shrieked with excitement at the discovery of another opening. “It’s another
corridor just like the one inside the Great Pyramid. Your assumption was
spot on, Simon!’’
They had indeed found another corridor leading upward and into the
heart of the pyramid.
“The Ascending Passage…’’ confirmed Professor Zenden before issuing
an instruction to the rest of the team. “Follow me.’’
“Wait, Simon,’’ requested Grandpa suddenly. “What about the vertical
shaft?’’
Professor Zenden immediately understood what Grandpa was
suggesting and the request was instantly approved. He wanted to
corroborate his findings wherever possible and nodded toward Grandpa,
who immediately asked Steve to venture further along the descending
corridor to see if a room containing a roughly hewn pit existed at the far end.
Steve did so and almost stumbled toward serious injury as the floor of the
corridor suddenly fell away from him.
“Wow! There is something down here…’’ shouted Steve, squinting back
into the glare of the multiple spotlights aimed in his direction. “It’s a shaft that
seems to have been drilled straight down into the bedrock!’’
Grandpa looked at Professor Zenden. He couldn’t believe it. The shaft
was there. Incredibly, it did appear that they were inside an exact replica of
the Great Pyramid at Giza. Surely this could not be the case? Which one
was the original? Could it be that the Great Pyramid was the replica?
Outside, the Diamond Pyramid was only 90 metres high and much smaller
than the Great Pyramid, but they had spent so long heading downwards in
the first corridor it just didn’t seem to fit with the outside appearance of the
Diamond Pyramid. Something very, very strange was happening. The
internal structure of the pyramid seemed to be much larger than its external
dimensions suggested.
When Steve had rejoined them Professor Zenden led the group back
upward into the Ascending Passage and further into the Diamond Pyramid.
Before too long they entered what they were now accustomed to believe
would be the Grand Gallery. It was clear that this impressive, sloping and
corbelled room mirrored its counterpart at Giza. The same mysterious slots
found in the Great Pyramid were also positioned on either side of the gallery
as the structure guided them upwards.
“What do you think these were used for?’’ asked Steve as he placed his
hand inside one of the apertures.
“In relation to the Great Pyramid at Giza, historians are unsure,’’ replied
Professor Zenden. “Some suggest they formed a kind of support system for
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equipment used to observe the skies in the same way we use observatories
today.’’
“But how could they see the sky?’’ asked Steve. “There’s nothing but
blocks of solid stone in the Great Pyramid and I certainly can’t see the sky
from where we are now.’’
Antonia interrupted the conversation.
“Steve, there’s a theory the Great Pyramid once terminated at the top
level of the Grand Gallery.’’ She looked up and followed the line of the top
of the Grand Gallery with her pointed finger. “If you look up you’ll see that if
no further construction had been carried out at that point there would have
been a long, narrow opening with a view of the sky.’’
“Oh, yes I can see that. But how could anyone observe the whole sky
from in here?’’ asked Steve.
Antonia turned to look at him. “Imagine we’re inside the Great Pyramid
at Giza. If the top of this gallery was open as has been suggested, all the
observer would need to do would be to stand here and look up. The rotation
of the Earth would ensure that, as the hours of darkness passed the entire
cosmos, as viewed from the northern hemisphere would come into view.’’
Steve raised his eyebrows and nodded his head. “That’s ingenious,
especially so considering the scale of the pyramid!’’
Professor Zenden added his thoughts on the matter. “It’s also believed
that the structure at Giza was built by the Egyptians to convey the scientific
knowledge of the time.’’
“Sorry to contradict you Simon,’’ Antonia replied. “It’s commonly agreed
that the knowledge required to construct a building containing so much
scientific information was beyond even the greatest of the Egyptian
pharaohs.’’
The professor smiled. This was what he liked about Antonia. It was
something she’d consistently done when she was his student at Liverpool
University. Her depth of knowledge often surpassed his own and she never
failed to correct him when it did.
“But I thought the Egyptians built the pyramids, Gramps?’’ muttered a
bemused Tim.
“The facts simply do not support any assertion that they built them,’’ said
Antonia. “It’s believed the development of the Egyptian civilisation prior to
the construction of the pyramids was one of slow, steady progress. They
possessed basic linguistic and literary skills but in no way an awareness of
the construction methods, or mathematical and astronomical knowledge
needed to build the Great Pyramid.’’
Steve enjoyed listening to Antonia in full flow. Her confidence made her
appear even more attractive. “You sure know your stuff!’’ he said admiringly.
“It’s merely common knowledge!’’ she replied, mockingly. “History
actually suggests that in antiquity one of two outcomes must have occurred.
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The first would be that the Egyptian people had benefited from a rapid,
quantum leap in knowledge just prior to the construction of the Great
Pyramid. However, this would be quite unlikely given the absence of any
source of such information. A second, more likely scenario is that the Great
Pyramid was built long before the Egyptian people arrived in this region.’’
Professor Zenden laughed out loud. “I once again stand corrected, Miss
Clarke. I wish you wouldn’t do that!’’
Antonia tapped the side of her head as she returned the laughter.
“There’s a lot more in here,’’ she giggled. “You put most of it in there!’’
Grandpa looked to progress the conversation. “Now that I’ve presented
my hypothesis to you, and looking at the version of pre-history from the
perspective I’m proposing, can you see a correlation emerging?’’
“Without doubt,’’ agreed Professor Zenden.
While the group had been talking, Steve had been shining his torch
around the immediate area and had discovered another opening in the
pyramid wall.
“Simon, come look at this,’’ he urged.
Directly in front of Steve was a reproduction of the small corridor which
leads toward the Queens Chamber in the Great Pyramid.
“Where do you think this leads to?’’ he asked.
Professor Zenden followed the direction of the torchlight and a square
opening appeared. It was approximately four feet high.
“That will be the corridor leading to what’s known as the Queens
Chamber.’’ He glanced upwards and considered continuing to the top of the
Grand Gallery before addressing the group once again. “Returning to
Antonia’s comments on the use of this gallery, she discussed only one of
many theories about the Great Pyramid. There are countless others.’’ He
gestured toward the opening revealed by Steve. “Take the Queens Chamber
for instance. Nobody has a clear explanation why it’s there.’’
Approaching the entrance to the low corridor he stepped aside to allow
Antonia to pass.
“After you, my dear.’’
Antonia removed her backpack and bent to enter the corridor and a
couple of backbreaking minutes later she and the rest of the team had
entered the Queens Chamber. It was about 20 feet square with polished
walls. At one end there was a curious feature; it appeared to be a niche in
the wall, tapering to a narrow point close to the top of the chamber. As usual
Steve offered an opinion as soon as he saw it.
“This obviously contained a statue?” he guessed, but Antonia instantly
imparted her knowledge once again.
“There’s no proof any statue was ever placed in there, Steve, nor is there
any evidence that a Queen was laid to rest in the Great Pyramid.’’
She then pointed to one of the side walls.
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“Look - the similarities between this and the Great Pyramid are
astonishing. The accuracy is simply amazing!’’
She was referring to a small, rectangular recess in the wall and as she
spoke placed her hand inside.
“Archaeologist’s originally thought of these as air vents or openings within
the structure of the pyramid that acted as pointers to far off constellations.
The crevices are a deliberate inclusion in the design of the pyramid because
they run up through the interior of the pyramid for a considerable distance –
but strangely, unlike those in the King’s Chamber these do not continue to
the outside surface of the pyramid. The use of specially designed mobile
cameras by a team of Egyptologists based at Leeds University in England
clarified this. These so-called air vents end abruptly and nobody can explain
why. Given the complexity of the entire pyramid they’re quite bizarre.’’
Meanwhile, Steve continued to be intrigued by the niche. He walked over,
stood inside, put his arms across his chest and turned around.
“Do I look like a god?’’
Even Professor Zenden was amused. “God of what?’’ he asked.
“Love…’’ replied Steve, staring directly at Antonia, who instinctively
glanced downward, her face flushing bright red. “Yeah, love. I could do that.
If I was a god I’d fill Egypt, Africa, Earth, the Solar System …the whole
Universe with love!’’
Antonia quickly regained her composure.
“That sounds like it would make a lovely song Steve,’’ she replied,
attempting to make Steve feel embarrassed. “Why not try it?’’
He accepted the challenge immediately and motioned toward Antonia
with his outstretched hands. He then began singing an old Beatles song.
“All you need is love, love, love…’’
“Steve,’’ Professor Zenden’s ears had had enough. “Keep to your day
job! Come on everybody, we must move on.’’
The professor once again disappeared from view into the low corridor
and the rest of the team duly followed. Antonia was still laughing as she and
Steve bent to re-enter the small corridor and out of the chamber. A few
minutes later, and once again numb from the exertion of navigating the long
tunnel an aching Steve and Antonia exited the low corridor. As they did, they
both instantly stretched their arms above their heads to remove the burning
pain from across their lower backs.
“Maybe you could tell me more about those pyramid building theories
when we get back to the secure area?’’ asked Steve, suddenly.
Antonia was taken aback. Was Steve asking her for a date or was he just
interested in pyramid theories? She instantly decided that it didn’t matter. If
he was interested in the latter she could work on arranging a date later.
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“I’d really love to, Steve!’’ she replied. Yet again Antonia was surprised
at the nature of her response, and even more so as she enthusiastically
grasped hold of Steve’s hand.
Antonia’s reaction to his performance in the Queens Chamber had raised
Steve’s confidence and he moved his hands over hers, squeezing it tightly.
“That’s a date then!’’ he smiled.
Up ahead, Professor Zenden and the others were keeping a brisk pace
as they ascended the gallery. Sensing his determination to discover more,
Antonia and Steve quickened their step, eagerly anticipating what lay ahead.
Up ahead, the professor was at the top of the Grand Gallery, looking back
at his team.
Antonia knew Professor Zenden needed to investigate the Diamond
Pyramid in as much detail as possible and as quickly as possible. Her heart
had been thumping as she’d followed the professor upwards but her energy
levels had surged as she almost skipped up the Grand Gallery after him.
Steve DID mean a date after all! she realised.
However, Steve hadn’t planned to ask Antonia for a date at all. It just
came about without warning, and he was happy that it had done so. He
looked up at Antonia as she approached Professor Zenden and deliberately
let out a long sigh of relief. He’d been trying to figure out how to ask her on
a date for such a long time and despite all of his internal wrangling it had just
happened perfectly naturally!
From atop the Grand Gallery Professor Zenden checked the progress of
the remainder of his team. Directly in front of him stood a smiling Antonia
who, because of her sudden burst of energy had now caught up with him.
Looking further down into the gallery his colleagues were struggling with the
upward climb and the effects of the claustrophobic interior of the pyramid.
However, he could see one member of his team was making his way up the
Grand Gallery effortlessly. Steve was wearing a smile as broad as Antonia’s.
Clearly, their forthcoming date was uppermost in their thoughts and despite
the importance of their current task Antonia and Steve were now filled with
an even greater anticipation of what lay ahead.
When the rest of the team had gathered at the top of the Grand Gallery
it came as no surprise to anyone to find another low corridor leading toward
the Kings Chamber. The professor then recalled his knowledge of the King’s
Chamber within the Great Pyramid in Egypt. He recalled that the chamber
was originally believed to have contained items so precious that they were
once coveted by the Pharaoh’s. These recollections also brought to mind
some early Egyptian records which suggested that ancient documents had
been placed within the King’s Chamber at Giza by the mysteriously-named
‘scribes of the time’.
It was at that precise moment Professor Zenden made the connection.
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“Joe! The Greater Book of the Egyptians and The Lesser Book of The
Egyptians!’’ he exclaimed loudly as Grandpa glanced toward him. “Inside the
Great Pyramid at Giza!’’ he added before ending his outburst with a
statement rather than a question. “Some of Efantiglan and Malgwin’s works
were in there, weren’t they?’’
“That’s my thinking too,’’ replied Grandpa. “But it gets even more curious
than that,’’ he added. “When we consider the way in which people all over
the world honour their gods, where do they focus their attention?’’
“Churches and temples?’’ Tim chipped in.
“That’s not quite what I meant,’’ corrected Grandpa. “When worshippers
offer their prayers where do they look for their inspiration?’’
“They always look up to the sky,’’ noted the professor.
Grandpa raised both hands above his head and faced his palms
upwards, mimicking the action of one who makes reverence to their god.
“Some raise their hands toward the heavens as they pray,’’ he said
before pointing directly up. “It’s as though there’s some kind of subliminal
message being conveyed which effects an automatic response within each
worshipper, and I can’t think of one religion around the world whose
followers don’t offer prayers in this way.’’
“Yeah,’’ said Tim once again, “It makes sense when you put it into that
kind of context, and it kinda fits with your idea about the information within
the periodic table too.’’
“It could be that we’ve all been given this information but failed to
recognise it for what it is?’’ suggested the professor, agreeing with
Grandpa’s latest observation. “In fact, the more I think about it the more I
recognise it in myself. I’d never thought about it until now, but it’s true. Every
time I step outside at night I look up. I don’t know why, I just do.’’
“I think many of us do, Simon. Maybe we’d be surprised if we could
discover to what extent this happens,’’ Grandpa replied. “Perhaps we’re now
looking at the reasons why it is that we automatically look up. I say again - it
seems we’re invoking information which is buried deep within our
subconscious. Ask yourself why so many religions around the world worship
the planetary bodies of the Solar System. Why? Why should they do this?
What’s so special about the planets? After all, it’s the Sun which sustains life
on Earth. Surely, they should worship the Sun and not individual planets?
What’s the importance of the planets? Could it be that, in the distant past
they somehow knew that the reason Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune existed at all was due to some kind of astral event that was
somehow linked to the past history of humankind?’’
Grandpa realised he was dominating the conversation and was keen to
involve Professor Zenden and Antonia once again.
“The Christian faith looks to the skies,’’ he said. “So too does the Muslim
faith; the Toltec’s and Inca’s of Peru did it, the ancient Chinese did it – all of
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them! This has been the case since religion first appeared, whenever that
was. For example, look at the ancient Egyptians or the Greeks, or the
Babylonians, and what about the Mesopotamians and the Sumerians? The
list is almost endless!’’
He then invited their participation by asking a leading question. “Am I
deluded or do these similarities exist?’’
His plan didn’t work because Tim was the first to respond.
“Deluded? You’re definitely deluded, Gramps!’’ he said jokingly. He knew
he was the only person present who could make such a comment. If it had
come from anyone else Grandpa’s blood pressure would have skyrocketed.
Grandpa nodded, rolling his eyes. “I hope not, otherwise all this will be
for nothing!’’
Suddenly, Antonia raised both hands, placed them on top of her head
and closed her eyes tightly, indicating another important realisation had
occurred to her.
“The Kaaba stone!’’ she squealed, opening her eyes wide. “The Kaaba
stone!’’
Tim wondered what was so interesting about a stone and why Antonia
was so excited. “Whoaa!’’ he said, mockingly. “Calm down!’’
“You don’t understand,’’ she replied. “The Kaaba stone lies at the heart
of the Islamic faith!’’
“The Kaaba stone,’’ interrupted Professor Zenden, aiming his comments
at Tim, “is often referred to as the Black Stone.’’
In this moment the expertise of Professor Zenden and Antonia produced
a stunning addition to the mounting body of evidence in support of Grandpa’s
hypothesis.
“The Black Stone,’’ recalled Antonia, “is a set of rocks which, when
assembled form a larger rock. This combination of rocks is set into the
eastern corner of the Grand Mosque in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. It’s revered by
Muslims who believe it dates back to the time of Adam and Eve.’’
“You mean the beginning of civilisation?’’ asked Tim.
“Yes,’’ replied the professor.
“Ah, but…’’ interrupted Grandpa. “You’ve omitted a key piece of
information. Islamic tradition holds that the Kaaba Stone fell from heaven to
become a guide for Adam and Eve to build an altar.’’
“Heaven?’’ replied an astonished Tim. “Heaven? Really?’’
“He’s correct, Tim,’’ said Antonia. “The Kaaba Stone has often been
described as a meteorite, which adds mystique to its potential origin. Some
Muslims also believe that the Kaaba stone was once part of the stones of
Heaven.’’
“Could this be further evidence supporting my hypothesis?’’ smiled
Grandpa. “It’s yet another piece of the immense jigsaw I believe I have
completed.’’
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As he was speaking, Professor Zenden became aware of something
unusual further into the low corridor directly in front of the group.
“Shhh!’’ he whispered, not realising that, as everyone else had stopped
talking it was he who was making all the noise. “Turn off your lights!’’ he
barked. “Quickly!’’
Notwithstanding their decreasing apprehension and increased
confidence, the team were taken aback at the severity of the professor’s
command. Although it had come suddenly and unexpectedly every member
of the team obeyed and within seconds everyone had switched off their
lights.
They were now standing nervously in the darkness. Ahead, along the
length of the corridor a series of glowing lights emanated from within the
King’s Chamber.
“What the…?’’ muttered Steve.
“Shh!’’ whispered Major Rutherford, who had skilfully repositioned
himself at the front of the group. “Stay very, very still…’’
What was happening was totally unexpected. Everything they’d
discovered inside the Diamond Pyramid had duplicated the interior of its
corresponding edifice at Giza but the silent, iridescent appearance of a
multitude of colours deep within the Diamond Pyramid had halted their
progress and drew gasps of astonishment from everyone.
“Electricity? In here?’’ whispered Tim.
“Is there no end to the surprises?’’ added Antonia with a whisper.
“What is it?’’ mumbled Steve.
Nobody answered. The entire team were mesmerised by the silent light
show ahead. As the corridor leading toward the mysterious lights was only
about four feet high the team had to stoop uncomfortably low once again in
order to follow Major Rutherford, who had slowly entered the corridor.
The uncertainty around the strange illuminations had become an
intimidating force but the team edged forward nevertheless and as they
entered the Kings Chamber they were relieved to once again stand upright,
and as they did an incredible sight awaited. Whereas only a large, empty,
rectangular granite vessel could be found inside the Kings Chamber of the
Great Pyramid at Giza, something far more interesting confronted them
here. The walls were as smooth as glass, with each recess and feature
positioned in exactly the same manner as those in the Great Pyramid at
Giza, but more than this they were all witnessing a truly remarkable
spectacle. The sight was so fantastic it was difficult for the team to take in
what it was they had discovered and not for the first time since entering the
Diamond Pyramid they stood momentarily in silence, individually struggling
to comprehend what was happening.
The rectangular device before them was the stuff of pure science fiction.
Comparable in size to the granite vessel in the Great Pyramid of Giza, that
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was where any similarity ended. The base of the object glistened like a
multitude of precious gems. The machine - if that was what this was - had
so many features it was almost impossible to comprehend. Small lights
flickered on and off in an apparently random manner. Larger lights glowed
brightly then dimmed before glowing once again.
“This is the dull light we could see from outside,’’ whispered Steve. “I
guess it must be the heart of the pyramid!’’
Grandpa removed his glasses and attempted to wipe them clean on his
shirt. When he’d put them back on his eyes widened and his mouth dropped
open.
“What in the name of…?’’ he muttered, without finishing his sentence.
The rest of the team slowly gathered around the four sides of the
remarkable spectacle, in total awe of what it was they were observing.
Nobody uttered a word until Steve yelled out in excitement.
“Jeez. Look at that!’’
The rest of the team followed his gaze to what had been the dullest
feature on the device.
When they had entered the chamber, it had been a flat, featureless
rectangle positioned at the far end of the incredible device and because of
this nobody had paid it any particular attention. Steve had only noticed it
when a flash of what appeared to be static electricity had suddenly shot
upwards and then flickered outwards in the shape of a dome approximately
four feet high. This had happened so quickly the rest of the team had missed
it, although by the time each had responded to Steve’s outburst the dome
had reappeared in a kind of shimmering luminosity.
“What the…’’ gasped Steve again.
“Quiet!’’ ordered Major Rutherford who, like everyone else was transfixed
as he watched the scientific marvel unfold.
“What on Earth could the dome represent?” Steve marvelled inwardly.
Suddenly, Antonia was almost struck on the hip when a hidden
compartment began sliding out towards her from within the device. The
drawer-like object contained a number of identical rings about four inches in
diameter and two inches wide with small screens embedded within each.
Alongside these were several short, metallic strips which had a clasp at each
end. Seeing that Antonia had just missed possible injury, the rest of the team
stepped back and away from the device.
“What’s going to happen next?” thought Professor Zenden, fearful of
injury to members of his team.
He didn’t have long to wait. The luminescence of the dome increased
rapidly to a bright, solid gold appearance before dissipating completely. Yet
again the team were left speechless as the golden dome suddenly
disappeared to be replaced by four globular shapes orbiting around a larger,
central golden-yellow sphere and apart from one, each of the globes were
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similar in size and covered with blue, green and brown patches of colour,
with the fourth being much larger than the rest.
Amazingly, all of the spheres were floating around the central globe,
unsupported in any way.
“This is impossible!’’ exclaimed Antonia before yelling “stop!’’ as Steve
stretched out to touch one of the globes.
Her concerns were unfounded because as he attempted to touch the
mysterious objects his hand passed straight through them.
“It’s a hologram!’’ he exclaimed.
Upon seeing this Professor Zenden’s curiosity took him closer and when
he realised what he was looking at he couldn’t help whispering words which
were whizzing around in his head.
“It looks like a star surrounded by four planets, but why four planets?’’ he
mused.
“What is it?’’ Tim asked from the other end of the device.
Before the professor could respond, the small planets within the
holographic display moved slowly around the central star, apparently
revealing the relationship of each planet to the rest. Once the planets had
rotated fully, the gravity-defying spheres suddenly diminished in size as the
hologram appeared to pull away from the planetary system and then return
at high speed. This time the largest of the planets seemed to be the focus of
the display. The star and the three other planets disappeared from view as
the hologram displayed a growing representation of the selected planet. As
the display moved closer, the planet grew even larger as oceans and
landmasses became visible on its surface. Then, with a gasp from the team
the hologram display seemed to zoom in even closer to reveal mountains
and coastlines.
“Wait until I tell my grandchildren about this!’’ joked Steve.
“Tell me first!’’ said Antonia. “What’s going on?’’
“This appears to be a hologram display conveying a message about that
particular planet,’’ said Professor Zenden, staring into the display.
“What’s the message?’’ asked Antonia.
“I’ve no idea,’’ replied the professor.
Out of the blue, Antonia grasped Professor Zenden’s left arm fiercely.
“Antonia!’’ cried the professor who was taken by surprise at the sudden
jolt.
“Simon! Simon! You missed that!’’ Antonia shouted.
“Missed what?’’
“That …that thing has just passed over Europe. That planet is Earth!’’
“Calm down, Antonia,’’ said Professor Zenden. “You’ve no way of being
sure.’’
Antonia had noticed that the holographic display seemed to be circling
the planet. “Let’s wait and see,’’ she suggested.
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Slowly, oceans passed below, followed by land, some of which seemed
familiar but no one could say with any certainty. Soon afterwards, just as
Antonia had predicted the proof once again reappeared. As it did she
reaffirmed her original observation.
“Look! There it is again!’’
Due to its independent island status it was easy to recognise the
unmistakeable shape of Britain. They were indeed looking at a holographic
representation of Earth, and as Britain disappeared from view the display
zoomed onward and then closer to the surface of the planet. At this point it
slowed almost to a standstill. Down below, the team could clearly see figures
moving around. Closer again the display went, revealing that the individuals
in the hologram were clearly human.
“Early mankind?’’ suggested Tim, with Professor Zenden nodding in
agreement.
Tim then added an obvious, yet questioning statement which only added
to the confusion. “But there aren’t enough planets for this to be our Solar
System?’’ he remarked.
Frowning and rubbing his chin, Professor Zenden muttered a question
under his breath. “If this is Earth then why are only four planets?’’
Suddenly, the display zoomed outwards from the scene and back up to
high altitude. Slowing down once again, the hologram appeared to refocus
on the horizon and, for a brief few seconds whizzed over another ocean
towards a landmass that had appeared in the distance.
“It’s taking us to somewhere else on Earth!’’ said Steve and again he was
correct. Gathering pace, the display zoomed down onto another section of
Earth’s surface.
“Can anyone determine where this is?’’ asked Professor Zenden, without
reply.
The display then zoomed out far enough away from Earth for the group
to recognise the shapes of the continents with which they were familiar.
Australia came into view, as did China, Russia. Europe followed, then North
and South America, Canada and Alaska.
As Earth rotated below, the display moved further and further away, but
when North and South America once again came into view the group were
startled to see the planet begin to morph into a much smaller entity. The
massive continents of North and South America, Africa, Europe, Asia,
Australia and the Antarctic slowly blended into one huge landmass, with
much smaller oceans and seas dispersed in between.
“Pangaea!’’ announced the professor. “It’s showing us Pangaea!’’
“Wait, Simon,’’ insisted Grandpa. “It’s preparing us for something and I
think I know what’s about to happen…’’
As the process of the repositioning of the landmasses came to an end
none of the familiar continents remained. Earth had changed out of all
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recognition. It was much smaller than before and mirrored the other three
planets, looking just as beautiful with blue oceans and landmasses covered
in lush, green vegetation.
“It’s spinning much faster than before!’’ exclaimed Steve, who had
noticed that its rotational speed had increased significantly.
The hologram device again descended toward the surface of Earth to
reveal a scene where individuals appeared to be living a high-quality
lifestyle. Then, the scene on the display repositioned to provide aerial views
of several parts of Earth and revealed countryside’s where animal and plant
life was abundant. Bison, horses, elephants and rhinoceroses walked the
land in their millions. The sea’s contained countless whales and dolphins.
Foliage, trees and crops were thriving everywhere.
“There’s a dinosaur!’’ shouted Antonia as the display revealed a wide
valley surrounded by highlands covered in forests.
“There’s another!’’ yelled Tim as he encroached nearer to the device.
“Look!’’
Nobody said a word in response. They were all watching the same
unbelievable scenes in dumbstruck silence.
Tim’s voice was now coming from the far side of the device. “What’s it
trying to tell us?’’ he asked, nervously.
“Do you think we’ve been taken back to the time dinosaurs were in
charge, Simon?’’ pondered Steve.
Before Professor Zenden could respond Grandpa muttered a sigh. “No,
Steve. The display has taken us back in time to reveal what Earth looked
like before The Impact and Exit Event. I’ve been waiting for this moment for
oh, so long…’’
“What moment?’’ asked Steve.
“Confirmation.’’
Within seconds the remaining three planets came into view once again
and all was as it was before, except Earth’s size and appearance now meant
that it was indistinguishable from the other three planets.
Collectively, the planets rotated around the central star for just a few
seconds, and once they had fully rotated around what the group had now
accepted was the Sun the hologram rapidly zoomed in on the second planet.
Earth, the Sun and the two other planets had now disappeared from view.
Events were happening so quickly that the team could only watch in awe
and without comment as the new planet’s features came into view. Similar
to the previous display of Earth, this planet also had oceans dominating its
surface which was peppered with islands of differing sizes. To the south,
straddling the horizon was a much larger landmass that seemed to stretch
all the way around the planet. There were far less mountains on this planet
than on Earth, and of these most had what appeared to be ice or snow at
the summit. As the hologram closed in further the islands were revealed to
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be covered with lush, green vegetation and when the hologram descended
even further it revealed many species of birds, animals and plant life.
“Very much like Earth isn’t it?’’ observed Steve.
“Yes,’’ answered Antonia “The hologram has clearly shown us that this is
a different planet, but which one?’’
Out of nowhere, the calm serenity of the scene was rocked by a huge
explosion on the surface of the unknown planet. The sudden unexpected
shock caused Antonia to grasp Professor Zenden’s arm again.
“Is that a volcano?’’
“It doesn’t look like a volcano,’’ observed Steve. “The source of the
explosion should be bellowing out ash and other debris but I can’t see any.’’
“What about a space borne impactor? Were there any signs of a meteor
approaching within the earlier hologram display?’’ asked Major Rutherford,
who until then had remained close to the entrance to the chamber.
The silence amongst his colleagues confirmed neither a meteorite nor a
comet was the cause of the explosion, and before they could discuss the
source of the conflagration further they were presented with the answer to
their questions. The hologram raced backwards and upwards, refocusing on
the surface of the planet from directly above where the explosion had
occurred. Once again, the hologram began a descent towards its target
area, gathering pace rapidly. As if to reinforce the shocking nature of what it
was about to reveal it came to a sudden unexpected halt, startling everyone
present.
Steve thought the hologram had malfunctioned. “It’s bust,’’ he muttered
disappointedly.
Nothing was visible within the hologram dome and Antonia glanced at
Professor Zenden who had remained engrossed in whatever it was he was
observing.
“Oh no!’’ she moaned grimly as her attention returned to the hologram.
Slowly, the reason for her grief became clear. The substance that had
blocked visibility to the surface of the planet began to disperse, and out of
the haze shapes of buildings began to appear. Not familiar rectangular
shapes but ugly, twisted shapes. It was now clear that the team had just
witnessed the detonation of a huge bomb.
“Have we just been told that the people of this planet are at war?’’ asked
Steve.
“It certainly looks as though the whole planet is at war,’’ confirmed
Professor Zenden as they watched the display zoom back and forth to
different regions of the planet, revealing the tell-tale signs of warfare
everywhere. “But where is it?’’ he asked.
Given their experience of life on Earth presently, their home planet
seemed an obvious answer but as the hologram had already taken them
there this clearly couldn’t be the case.
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In the absence of any replies Professor Zenden let out his own thoughts.
“So, we have a smaller, faster rotating and wonderfully resourced Earth
and what appears to be a planet which is clearly at war with itself.’’ Then,
using logic as his guide he then postulated what might happen next. “I
assume we’re about to visit the two remaining planets?’’
As they watched, the hologram repeated the cycle, leaving the badly
damaged planet behind. Very soon the other three planets came into view
once again. Almost immediately, the display zoomed past Earth before
slowing down considerably when reaching the next planet. However, this
time, instead of closing in on the surface the hologram remained some
distance away, enabling the team to view the planet in its entirety as it
rotated. On the face of it this planet was eerily similar to the other three.
“I don’t understand?’’ questioned Antonia. “Aren’t the odds against
finding another life-sustaining planet comparable to Earth ridiculously high?’’
“Absolutely,’’ replied Steve, inventing a fictitious number in order to
support the point Antonia was making. “A squillion, million, trillion Zendillionto-one chance!’’
As Professor Zenden studied the hologram Antonia smiled and winked
at Steve, appreciative of his witty comment.
“So why are we being shown planets that are so alike?’’ the professor
asked, oblivious to the hint of humour that had just been introduced.
“Jeez,’ complained Steve quietly. “No sense of humour at all.’’
Antonia frowned towards him as if to advise him that now was not the
time. Steve winked back with a grin, pulling a face at Professor Zenden who,
thankfully for Steve couldn’t see his antics.
The planet they were now being shown was again very similar to Earth
and, for that matter the other planets too. From the viewpoint of space, the
hologram revealed this planet was just as beautiful as Earth. Blue oceans
and multi coloured landmasses covered its surface with white ice caps at the
poles. It was truly a vision to behold set against the holographic blackness
of space, yet the professor recognised Antonia’s comments were perfectly
valid. Earth was supposed to be unique. It was supposed to be a tiny rock
within an immense cosmos, an object out there on its own because of its
unique ability to support life, and in particular human life.
“Why show us just four planets?’’ the professor muttered yet again.
This time, the hologram zoomed in at a steady pace, approaching the
planet at a speed that allowed the team to take in its natural beauty. Snowcapped mountains fed rivers which flowed through immense forests. Wildlife
was abundant. Between the mountains and coastlines they could see small
towns and villages, with much larger cities located on coastlines across the
planet.
Suddenly, and once again catching the team by surprise, another section
of the amazing machine sprung to life. At the opposite end of the futuristic
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technology a large flat screen appeared, rising up from within the main body
of the device. It was already functioning and a human-like figure appeared
on the screen. Although the figure was clearly talking, no sound came from
the device. This was the first moment of real disappointment for the team
since they had entered the Diamond Pyramid and they looked on in total
frustration.
“Why no sound?’’ enquired Tim, as Steve added another question.
“What’s he saying, Simon?’’
“I’ve absolutely no idea,’’ replied the professor.
As the figure continued to communicate its message in silence other
images were being incorporated onto the monitor. The screen was filled with
a variety of short video clips showing people apparently on holiday enjoying
themselves; farmers reaping bountiful harvests; cities with roads but hardly
any vehicles. Every video clip was also dominated by a clear blue sky
overhead.
“What’s this all about?’’ asked a bemused Antonia to no-one in particular.
“I dunno, but it sure looks a great place to live!’’ joked Steve once again,
not realising that his one short statement was very close to unravelling the
message behind what the intriguing figure was communicating.
Assuming the video monitor was malfunctioning and remembering what
the President had said about the importance of feeding back information to
other world leaders, Professor Zenden realised that he should spend more
time studying the rest of the device. Walking around to where Antonia was
standing, he looked inside the opened drawer that had almost struck her hip
and called upon Steve’s technical know-how.
“Any idea what these are, Steve?’’
Antonia and Steve studied several items in the drawer.
“The rings look like armbands of some kind,’’ he postulated. “See the
small sockets on the side of each one? They match the plugs on the other
end of the silver strips. I’ve no idea what their intended use might be, but
they do seem to incorporate small screens of some kind.’’
Midway along each band the small, flat rectangular features did appear
to be mini screens and Steve tentatively picked up one of the strips,
inspected it and then handed it to Professor Zenden. Further examination
revealed that the plug on one end did indeed match the socket on the
opposite end. He bent the strip and could see that the two ends would
connect if he pressed them together, but this proved to be an incorrect
interpretation of their function.
Embedded into the base of the drawer-like mechanism and next to the
items inside the compartment was a marking similar to that which they’d
discovered inside the aperture at the entrance to the pyramid. Antonia, Steve
and Professor Zenden inspected it closely and all agreed that the glyph was
indeed the same as the one that had initially enabled them to enter the
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structure. Professor Zenden suggested he should repeat the action in the
hope of achieving similar success. He gently pushed the marking within the
compartment and instantly the image of the talking figure onscreen
disappeared to be replaced by a schematic diagram. It illustrated six red
silhouettes of humanoid figures with the area around their wrists flashing
bright yellow.
Steve was the first to react. “Six figures? That’s weird!’’
“Why?’’ asked Tim.
“There are six of us!’’ replied Steve looking at the rest of the team.
“I’m sure that must be a coincidence,’’ responded Professor Zenden,
unimpressed.
Steve was unrepentant. “Probably, but it does seem a little strange to
me…’’
“Me too!’’ said Antonia, who was now keen to support Steve at every
opportunity.
Onscreen, the small icons representing the bands within the drawer
zoomed towards each humanoid figure, attached to their wrists and began
flashing bright yellow. The red glow stopped. This was clearly an indication
the bands were meant to be worn on each wrist.
“Instructions!’’ uttered Antonia excitedly.
A close-up of one of the silver strips then appeared onscreen, positioned
between two of the figures as if to link them together. Steve quickly realised
he had misunderstood the meaning of the illustration.
“I was wrong!’’ he admitted. “The ends of the silver strips don’t connect
together they connect the wristbands to each other!’’
As he was talking one of the screens on the wristbands was magnified,
revealing that a countdown had commenced at the precise moment the
group of figures had become connected. The silhouetted figures then quickly
receded in size and were relocated to the first of a series of circles situated
along a straight line.
This time Antonia was the first to react. “That looks similar to a map of
the London Underground!’’
This was clearly the case. The stations on each map of the London
Underground are shown in a very similar manner; circles positioned along a
single line. The countdown was then shown approaching zero. When it did
the six red silhouettes appeared to leap to the next circle along the line, at
which time the countdown began once again. The display repeated the
whole process again once the countdown had reached zero, and when
completed transferred the red silhouettes to circle number three on the line.
Then, one of the silver strips joining the figures unclipped, separating one
of the figures from the other members of the group. At this moment the
isolated figure glowed green and the yellow flashing on the wrist ceased. As
the countdown reached zero the figures which had remained connected to
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each other made another leap successfully, with the solitary figure remaining
where it was – this time displayed as a darkened, faded shade of green.
From that point on, only the connected figures wearing the wrist straps made
any remaining leaps. It appeared to those watching the display that the lone
figure had failed to link up with its colleagues and had been left stranded
with no apparent means of reuniting with the rest of the figures.
Everyone now understood the meaning of the display. Incredibly, the
wristbands and the silver strips were some kind of transportation device!
Professor Zenden had seen enough. He had plenty of dramatic
information to report back to the President and after photographing and
recording details of the amazing device he reluctantly gestured the team
toward Major Rutherford and the low corridor once again.
“We need to get back and report what we’ve found,’’ he explained. “And
when we get back we’ll have a debriefing session to try to make sense of it
all.’’
“That could take some time!’’ quipped Steve as he took hold of Antonia’s
hand and led her into the corridor.
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Chapter 26
“Good afternoon, Mrs. O’Hara. This is the office of the President of the
United States of America. I have somebody who wishes to speak with you.
Can you take the call?’’ said the voice on the phone.
“Excuse me?’’ stuttered the college Principal. The call had been put
through to her by reception. She’d been informed it was a matter of national
importance.
“Is this a joke?’’ she replied. “Is that you, Gregory?’’
Her husband had form. Over the years he’d pulled many stunts, which
had sometimes embarrassed her …and always amused him.
“I’m sorry, Mrs. O’Hara. This is no joke. Shall I put the call through to
you?’’
“If this IS you, Gregory I’ll make your life a misery when I get home!’’ she
retorted.
“Mrs. Gregory. We do not have much time and I assure you this is not a
crank call. I’ll put you through now.’’
Still unsure whether or not it was Gregory she decided to go along with
the call.
“Good afternoon, Mrs. O’Hara. This is the President of the United States
speaking.’’
She immediately recognised the voice and sat down. Her hands began
trembling uncontrollably. It WAS the President!
“I, er, I…’’
“This is nothing to worry about, Helen. I’m contacting you regarding one
of your students, Tim Patten. He’s with a member of my staff over in Iraq.’’
Suddenly Mrs. O’Hara froze. During the anxiety attack she suffered upon
realising she was talking to the President she’d completely missed the first
part of his call. Had she transgressed some national policy when she gave
permission for him to go with his grandfather? If so, what will happen to her?
Will she be removed from her position as Principal? She began panicking.
The President heard her breathing increase in rate and volume over the
phone and sought to comfort her. “There’s no problem Helen. Tim’s fine.
He’s quite a boy!’’
Grasping the edge of her desk Mrs. O’Hara began to calm down. “Tim.
Yes. Tim Patten. He’s our brightest student,’’ she said, her voice still
trembling.
“He’s been working with our team over there,’’ said the President. He’s
accompanied by his Grandfather Joe Patten I believe?’’
“Yes, that’s correct,’’ she replied, now feeling a lot more confident. “Tim
has an amazing talent.’’
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“Well we’d like to put that talent to good use, Helen. I’m calling to request
that he be allowed to remain over there? Apparently, he and Joe have
provided invaluable input into our mission.’’
Intrigued by what the President had said Mrs. O’Hara enquired about the
precise nature of Tim’s involvement.
“I do apologise, Helen but I’m not able to divulge such information.
However, what I can say is that you and your college should be very proud
of Tim. You will, of course learn of his contribution in due course.’’
“I don’t know what to say!’’ replied Mrs. O’Hara. “Nothing like this has
ever happened to our college!’’
“Just say yes,’’ laughed the President. “Then Tim can get on with the
job!’’
“Yes!’’
“Thank you, Helen. I’ll pass on your permission. Keep up the good work!’’
The President then said his goodbyes and the phone line disconnected.
Mrs. O’Hara had become yet another individual who had been left
speechless by the events unfolding in a remote part of the Sahara Desert.
She had, quite simply been overwhelmed to hear that one of her students
had been invited to participate in a project of national importance.
At the same moment, some six thousand miles away the team were
enjoying a heightened sense of excitement, following the request by the
President for them to continue with their research by re-entering the
Diamond Pyramid. Over the past few days they had set about unravelling
the mysteries they’d encountered, working tirelessly on each of the
discoveries they’d made. Finally, Professor Zenden had informed the
President he was ready to provide him with another update …and some
answers.
Given the significance of the discoveries made by the team the President
had been joined for the presentation by political leaders from Britain,
Germany, Australia, France, Russia and China. Leaders from many other
countries joined via online communication. The Pope had sent an envoy
along with administrative support. Senior representatives of the political
establishment in Argentina and Brazil were accompanied by yet more
prominent dignitaries. Consequently, the meeting was an overcrowded
affair; the Central Control conference facility had originally been considered
suitable for the purposes of the presentation. However, the sheer scale of
global representation had overwhelmed the available space. As a result, and
despite detailed preparation the atmosphere within the conference facility
was overbearing.
After much confusion an announcement came over the Central Control
speaker system.
“Ladies and gentlemen, the presentation is about to begin.’’
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The commotion, the excited discussion; the constant movement and the
late arrivals continued and soon afterwards another announcement was
made.
“Please be seated.’’
Although diminishing, the buzz of activity within the conference room
prevented Professor Zenden from commencing his presentation and he was
unsure what he should do next. So many influential people were present he
was uncomfortable to take control of the situation. “After all,” he thought. “I’m
an academic, not a diplomat.”
Recognising his discomfort from the front row, and clearly frustrated by
the lack of progress in gathering everyone together the President stood and
approached him.
“Excuse me, Simon.’’ He took the microphone from the audio engineer
and glanced down to check it was live. He then tapped the head of the
microphone, listening for feedback from the speakers.
“Thank you for attending,’’ he announced. “The presentation will now
begin.’’
In recognition of the familiar voice over the speakers almost all disruption
ceased within seconds. The President allowed another few moments to pass
before handing the microphone to Professor Zenden.
“Do your stuff!’’ he smiled as he gently slapped the professor on the
shoulder before returning to his seat.
Wiping beads of perspiration from his forehead Professor Zenden then
used the large presentation screen to reveal the amazing secrets which had
been uncovered within the Diamond Pyramid. The response from those
present was predictable. A continuous buzz of excitement occurred as the
dignitaries whispered their surprise each time Professor Zenden presented
details of what they had found inside the pyramid. He then went on to explain
that the Diamond Pyramid was much larger than first anticipated, stating its
internal dimensions mirrored those of the Great Pyramid at Giza exactly.
“How and why it came to be located where it was remained a mystery,
he added.”
He then informed them that Antonia had managed to translate further
glyph-like markings, and that this had enabled the team to access software
within the mysterious sci-fi sarcophagus, thus allowing translation from the
language of the originators of the hologram display into English.
“Once my team had achieved this…’’ he continued, “we were amazed to
discover that the various technologies such as the hologram and the screen
on the device were automatically supported by a verbal explanation of the
entire workings of the device, which we now refer to as the Event
Management System, or ‘EMS’ for short.’’
An image of the Event Management System filled the screen,
accompanied by further gasps from the dignitaries in attendance.
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“The Event Management System is the most incredible device any of us
will see in our lifetime,’’ he added. “It has a number of features way beyond
any technology known to humankind.’’
He had been tempted to say that it was beyond imagination but, how
could he? They weren’t imagining any of this. It was real.
“Apart from being an excellent source of information,’’ he continued, “the
EMS also contains the following…’’ A large close-up image of the wristbands
and silver links appeared on the screen. “This is by far the most important
feature of the EMS.’’
He had brought to the presentation one of the wristbands and one of the
silver links and held up both to allow everyone to see them.
“These objects will enable the wearers,’’ he explained as he clipped the
wrist strap onto his left wrist. “To perform a series of what we can only regard
as time and space event leaps.’’
This time the room fell silent as the world leaders and their colleagues
looked at each other, stunned. Moments later the professor quickly
responded to their obvious bewilderment.
“Yes. Time and space event leaps,’’ he repeated. “To do this, a
maximum of six people can attach one of these bands onto their wrists and
then connect to the wristband of their colleague via this linking mechanism.’’
He demonstrated how the wristband and linkage mechanisms operated
by plugging one end of the silver link into the wristband he was now wearing.
“If I were to ask each of my colleagues to do the same and complete the
EMS link, we would be instantly transported to the site of the first event.
Where and when that might take us we simply do not know.’’
A question flew across the room from amongst the stunned audience.
“How is it that the, er…’’
“The EMS,’’ interrupted Professor Zenden, helpfully.
The voice of the questioner was that of the Prime Minister of Great
Britain. “Yes. Thank you Professor Zenden. The EMS. How is it that the
EMS didn’t provide such information?’’
“Apparently this was intentional,’’ came the reply. “Contained within the
EMS system is a retractable screen which enables a humanoid figure to
narrate an enormous amount of background information. Part of this
dialogue mentioned that it was absolutely necessary for representatives of
our civilisation to witness the information contained within the EMS system.
Worryingly, the narrator insisted that the information to be found beyond
each of the time and space leaps is crucial for the ongoing sustainability of
our species.’’
“Rather cryptically,’’ he continued, “and most annoyingly no further
information has been provided about what events would be experienced;
where each event would lead or indeed why we should participate.’’ He then
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looked at the dignitaries sat before him. “It is plainly up to us, or more
specifically each of you to decide if we should participate.’’
The professor then introduced another level of intrigue before revealing
further details of the holographic display.
“The individual who appeared throughout the narration also informed us
that the EMS was the most advanced technology his civilisation had created;
that it was the only one of its kind and that they had created it for one specific
purpose; to pass on to future inhabitants of Earth a stern warning. We have
yet to learn the content of the warning and, as I’ve already pointed out the
presence of only six EMS wristbands indicate to us that this is the maximum
number of people that can use the device.’’
As he spoke an image of the holographic display appeared and he
gestured towards the screen once again.
“Another striking feature of the Event Management System is the
hologram display. This technology has provided us with a detailed insight
into four planets, one of which is undoubtedly Earth. We have also
discovered that the hologram reveals the Solar System as it was thousands
of years ago.
Throughout the following thirty minutes the professor continued to impart
the information at his fingertips and eventually came to the end of his
presentation, at which time he responded accurately and professionally to
the barrage of questions his audience had been waiting to ask.
After the presentation concluded he felt an overwhelming sense of
satisfaction as he led his team away from the conference room and back to
the comparatively relaxing atmosphere of the accommodation block.
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Chapter 27
48 hours later Professor Zenden and his team were ready. At precisely
11pm the team were assembled alongside the EMS device in the Diamond
Pyramid. The professor distributed the futuristic wristbands amongst his
colleagues and looked on as each of them clipped them on nervously. He
then instructed each to clasp one end of the silver links into their wristbands.
It was almost time for the mission to begin.
One by one he then went around the team carefully checking that each
of the wristbands were linked together correctly, leaving his own wristband
until last. Finally, all but the final link had been made. He then instructed
everybody to form a circle and glanced at each member of his team. In their
eyes he could see a combination of fear, excitement and heightened
anticipation.
“Everybody try to relax if you can,’’ he advised, hoping to provide
reassurance. “When I insert this link into Antonia’s wristband I expect we’ll
all know if the EMS is functioning correctly.’’
He then turned his attention to Bob and Enrique.
“Be sure the rest of the Central Control team keep a close eye on the
performance of the Event Management System,” but as he was speaking he
realised what an unnecessary comment he’d just made. He knew their work
to date hadn’t uncovered any evidence of a return journey should the EMS
malfunction. He was relying entirely on the final EMS leap returning the team
back to the Diamond Pyramid and the King’s Chamber – a detail of the
mission which, in their excitement hadn’t occurred to the rest of his team. In
any event his comments went unheard by all apart from Bob and Enrique.
The rest of the support team were focussed on ensuring the various
components of the EMS equipment were operating correctly. They had been
briefed of the importance of this mission and had responded accordingly.
Apart from Bob and Enrique the only attention to Professor Zenden’s
comments came from his own team whom, for these few final seconds had
placed their lives in his hands. It was with trepidation that everyone looked
at him and braced themselves as he inserted the last silver link into Antonia’s
wristband.
“Click!’’
The screens on each wristband lit up immediately A countdown had
started. There were 8 hours, 59 minutes and 59 seconds remaining.
Their startled colleagues looked on in amazement as Professor Zenden
and his team appeared to liquefy and merge together. The rapid intensity of
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the assimilation of entities became brighter and brighter before separating
at an astonishing rate into billions of tiny light particles.
Everybody watching shielded their eyes from the glare until suddenly the
entire matrix of light and electrical discharges descended downwards toward
the flat area on top of the Event Management System. As this occurred the
hologram generated another shimmering dome into which the luminescent
mass descended. Once inside the dome the entire mass crackled and
hissed, emitting continuous bolts of crackling static electricity outwards.
Mini-lightning bolts caressed the walls before menacingly deflecting back
into the chamber. Milliseconds later the electrical discharges engulfed each
member of the support team who instinctively raised their arms to protect
their faces.
Finally, as fast as it had materialized the electrically charged atmosphere
surrounding the support team dissipated to leave the King’s Chamber once
again illuminated by the soft glow of the lights embedded into the body of
the Event Management System.
Those who remained stood motionless, mesmerised …but unharmed.
Professor Zenden and his team had disappeared.
The first EMS leap had begun.
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Chapter 28
The chamber around Professor Zenden and his team disappeared as
soon as he’d clasped his wristband onto Antonia’s. A countdown had
commenced on their wristbands and Bob, Enrique, the Central Control
support team and the Event Management System were no longer visible.
Each member of the team was experiencing tingling sensations
throughout their bodies and they also began to feel a sense of
weightlessness. At the same time, they seemed to have been gripped by an
unknown force which prevented any kind of normally recognised response.
They could see each other yet could not communicate with each other. They
could sense a change in their environment but did not feel fear nor could
they move any part of their bodies. There was nothing behind, in front, above
or below. In such circumstances it would have been normal for them to
panic, yet as they observed each other throughout this bizarre event
Professor Zenden and his team remained totally relaxed. Then, just as the
team were beginning to enjoy the serenity they were experiencing a blinding
flash of light startled them.
“What next?’’ thought Steve.
Within a dizzying moment they experienced being transported through
millions upon millions of brightly coloured blurs, flashes and hazy nebulous
formations.
“I’m inside a firework!’’ thought Antonia as she marvelled at the
spectacular environment within which she had found herself. Even as that
thought had occurred a multicoloured sphere of light condensed and began
enclosing the area immediately surrounding them. Accepting that they could
not verbally communicate they simply looked at each other and before they
could even begin to contemplate what had just happened dark areas
appeared within the sphere. As they looked on, the dark areas swirled closer
and closer together, gaining faster and faster momentum. Apprehension
gripped the team and without exception everyone closed their eyes to avoid
the worrying sight.
Through narrowed eyelids, and just as all of the darkened areas had
merged together their senses were once again jolted as an almighty rushing
sound consumed the team. At this point Tim, Grandpa, Antonia, Steve and
Major Rutherford opened their eyes and stared at each other, perplexed by
what had just happened. Professor Zenden’s eyes remained closed as he
mentally prepared himself for what was about to happen.
Then, suddenly - nothing. No sound. No colours. Absolutely nothing.
After a few more seconds of silence the team glanced at each other,
waiting for the next surprise.
They weren’t disappointed, but it came in the most unexpected of ways.
Then, they heard a voice.
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It was Steve.
“Is this fog?’’ he asked.
Realising he and his colleagues could now speak to one another
Professor Zenden opened his eyes and checked that everybody had
survived their first EMS leap intact. Thankfully each responded affirmatively.
“Good work guys,’’ he enthused.
“Yes Steve, it certainly appears to be fog,’’ confirmed Grandpa.
“Far out!’’ yelled Tim. “Where are we?’’ he added excitedly.
It appeared they were indeed enveloped in a bank of mist which was
slowly beginning to clear.
Soon, they could see ground appearing at their feet. Slowly, lush green
plants and trees came into view and as the final remnants of the mist
dispersed they could see a beautiful, clear blue sky overhead. They had
arrived. But where were they?
“Is everyone ok?’’ asked Professor Zenden once again.
Everyone nodded.
“Is it just me, or does everybody feel sort of, er …lighter?’’ mumbled Tim
as he tried to take a step forward, but to his surprise found he was prevented
from doing so.
“Unclip your wristbands,’’ ordered Professor Zenden.
The team obediently unclicked their wristbands, and now he was free to
do so Tim took several hesitant steps forward.
“I really do feel lighter!’’ he declared and jumped up and down to reinforce
his initial feelings. “Wow, that’s so weird!’’
“So do I,’’ agreed Grandpa. “I feel a whole lot lighter!’’
One by one the rest of the team confirmed they were experiencing the
same sensations. Steve attempted to lift Antonia up off the ground; a feat he
wouldn’t have been able to accomplish without at least a small degree of
difficulty before they’d embarked upon the EMS leap. However, when he
tried to lift Antonia it was easy. Too easy.
After a few moments Professor Zenden realised why they were all so
lightweight.
“Gravity,’’ he announced.
“Excuse me?’’ queried Steve.
“Yes. We’ve been transported to a place where the gravitational force is
less than that on Earth. It’s the only possible answer.’’
“We’re on another planet?’’ gasped Antonia.
“I’m afraid so. And if the EMS apparatus is anything to go by, we’re on
one of the three other planets we saw in the holographic display.’’
“It didn’t look as beautiful as this on the hologram demonstration,’’ said
Antonia, looking around in wonder. “This place is fantastic!’’
Their surroundings were indeed impressive. Huge green shrubs were
dwarfed by even bigger plant life. The colours of the foliage around the
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immediate area were breathtaking. Beyond this a dense forest of huge trees
grew skyward, far higher than any trees on Earth.
“I’ve never seen trees that grew so high,’’ remarked Antonia.
“Indeed, they’re quite remarkable!’’ agreed Grandpa. Suddenly he
pointed to a location way up in the canopy of the trees. “Look! Did you see
something move up there?’’
“Where?’’ asked Steve, disappointed he couldn’t see anything.
“Up higher, at the very top! Wait. No, it’s gone…’’ Grandpa groaned
disappointedly as his eyes scanned the tree tops again. “I’m sure I saw
something, and it was big!’’
“Don’t,’’ pleaded Antonia as she grasped hold of Steve’s arm. “You’re
scaring me.’’
Steve reassured her by putting his arm around her shoulders. “I’m sure
it wasn’t as big as Joe thinks,’’ he said as he pulled her closer. “In fact, it’s
not certain he saw anything at all.’’
“Let’s hope you’re right,’’ Antonia replied. She appreciated the way Steve
had comforted her; it wasn’t something she had experienced before and it
pleased her enormously.
“Relax, everyone!’’ encouraged Steve, stepping away from Antonia and
stretching out his arms hoping to lighten the mood. “What do we do now,
Simon?’’
“Start walking,’’ interrupted Major Rutherford. “And stay within view of
each other. We may need to link up in a hurry.’’
As they began walking the aroma of the huge blossoms either side of the
pathway wafted amongst them, adding to the beauty of the environment to
which they’d been transported.
“Mmmm,’’ enthused Antonia. “That’s lovely!’’ she added before taking a
deep breath. “Even the air tastes good!’’
Tim turned around to respond to her comments but the expression on his
face shocked Antonia. Instead of looking at her, Tim was transfixed by
something behind her.
“What’s wrong?’’ asked Antonia, worriedly.
“I don’t believe it!’’ exclaimed Steve. “Look Antonia!’’ he shrieked, but
because Antonia was afraid to turn around he quickly sought to reassure
her. “It’s amazing! You’ll love it!’’
Reluctantly, Antonia slowly turned and was amazed to see an enormous
butterfly being effortlessly carried along on the soft breeze. Her hand
covered her mouth as she became instantly mesmerised at the wondrous
sight. She took a couple of steps toward it and tried to gauge its size.
“That must be what Grandpa saw up in the canopy!” declared Tim.
“Its wings must be six feet wide!’’ Antonia shouted back to her colleagues
as the butterfly delicately landed on one of the huge flowers at the side of
the path. Now directly in front of her, it steadied itself for a few moments,
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flapping its bright red wings before drawing them together, readying itself to
begin searching for nectar.
The wonder of it all overcame Antonia and, losing all sense of fear she
moved slowly toward the beautiful creature.
“What’s she doing?’’ asked Tim as Antonia moved even closer.
Reaching out her hand she let her fingers gently touch one of the
enormous wings.
“They’re so soft!’’ she whispered gently.
Undeterred by Antonia’s attention the butterfly continued to feed, so
Antonia approached even closer. Her colleagues looked on enviously, and
as she stroked the huge wing several times they saw that Antonia’s face was
beaming with delight.
“I can’t believe this is happening…’’ she thought as she glanced back to
the rest of the team.
Concerned about using up too much time so soon into the EMS
countdown and not knowing what other unexpected events the team would
encounter, Major Rutherford sprung into action.
“We need to go, Miss Clarke!’’ he shouted. “Now!’’
Although she was aware of the instruction from Major Rutherford Antonia
stroked the butterfly’s wing a few more times.
“Goodbye,’’ she whispered. “I’ll miss you,’’ she added as she slowly
stepped away. She walked toward her colleagues, looking back several
times and upon re-joining the group she was delighted to see the giant
butterfly once again spread its wings.
Rising gracefully away from the flower, and to the astonishment of the
team it flew in their direction. As it began to gain height it passed directly
over their heads to produce the subtlest of downdrafts from its wings.
Antonia giggled out loud as she attempted to touch the butterfly as it
passed. “What a magical moment!’’ she exclaimed as the creature fluttered
overhead. “Bye!’’ she whispered, and despite Major Rutherford’s concerns
they all stood and watched as the majestic butterfly disappeared out of sight
into the forest of gigantic trees.
“That was incredible,’’ enthused Antonia. “I’ll never, ever forget this
moment!’’
“Sir, we must move on,’’ suggested Major Rutherford, addressing
Professor Zenden, who nodded in agreement. “Come on, everyone. Let’s
get moving,’’ he ordered.
In a state of amazement, the group followed the path for a couple of
hours, eventually stumbling upon a road that was in every way similar to
those on Earth, but much wider.
“We’ll follow this downhill,’’ announced the professor, pointing towards
the valley below.
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After walking for a further two hours they saw in the distance the outline
of a city emerging. After discussing with Major Rutherford this unexpected
turn of events, and after also assessing the potential risk of continuing
Professor Zenden recognised that the EMS had brought the team there for
a specific reason and decided to continue heading toward the city.
As they descended further down into the valley the wristbands indicated
6 hours and 25 minutes of the countdown were remaining. Their lofty
position afforded them spectacular views of the wildlife, the landscape and
the sky. Many more huge butterflies fluttered in the distance as gigantic birds
flew overhead. At one point, Grandpa had been shocked into a comical yelp
when a mouse approximately two feet in length scurried out from beneath
the bushes. Despite its immense size the creature was clearly startled at the
presence of the team. It suddenly stopped, turned and disappeared back
into the undergrowth from which it had emerged.
“We’re tiny!’’ Tim said as he helped Grandpa compose himself.
“I hope we don’t see any cats,’’ laughed Steve. “They might be as big as
leopards - this place is unbelievable!’’
A bend in the road caused the group to stop, aghast at the sight which
confronted them. They were now approaching the outskirts of the city and
even though they were still some distance away they could see that, like
everything else around them the buildings were huge.
Professor Zenden and Major Rutherford took a few minutes to discuss
their next move and Steve ventured about fifty feet ahead of the group.
Suddenly he turned and ran back, startling his colleagues as he did.
“Quick! Hide!’’
Major Rutherford didn’t wait for an explanation. He ordered everyone to
dive for cover under the bushes either side of the road.
“Over here, Grandpa!’’ shouted Tim as he disappeared behind one of the
enormous trees which, because of its girth provided more than enough cover
for both of them. Moments later Grandpa joined him and they looked on
nervously as the rest of the team cowered under the thick foliage.
Then, they waited in silence.
After a few seconds had passed Grandpa tapped Tim on the shoulder
and without saying a word pointed in the direction of Steve, who was making
silent frantic, animated gestures towards Professor Zenden. He then pointed
in the direction from which they had all been travelling.
Everyone peered toward where Steve had indicated. Heading toward
them were what looked like two perfectly normal people but, as they
approached closer Professor Zenden realised what it was that had startled
Steve. These people were enormous!
“They must be at least twelve feet tall!’’ whispered Tim.
Grandpa nodded, wide eyed.
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Antonia blinked in astonishment as the gigantic couple passed in front of
the foliage under which she was hiding. Although she wanted to scream out
loud she just about kept her voice silent; her thoughts were bursting to get
out of her head. “We’re in a land of giants!’’ she thought.
She couldn’t see any higher than the knees of the unusual couple, but as
they passed by she noticed that their feet appeared to be huge compared to
that of the average human adult. As the giants walked away she noticed that
Professor Zenden was shaking.
“Are you ok?’’ she whispered, certain that the giants were out of earshot.
“Just about!’’ replied the professor. “I can’t believe what I’ve just seen!’’
Allowing sufficient time for the two enormous people to disappear
towards the city they gingerly ventured onto the road once again, followed
an anxious Grandpa and Tim.
Once everybody had emerged Steve spluttered his excitement to
Antonia. “Did you see that?’’ he gasped.
“Giants! They are real after all!’’ exclaimed Tim, who felt much calmer
now he’d rejoined his colleagues.
“Is that mentioned in any of your ancient writings?’’ asked Steve, aiming
his question at the professor.
“Yes,’’ interrupted Antonia, recalling their conversation with Grandpa and
Tim when they’d first met. “Giants are frequently mentioned in texts of
antiquity, especially the Bible.’’
“Quite right,’’ confirmed Professor Zenden. “But achieving their size here
can be explained. The weaker gravity we’re experiencing would account for
their appearance. It’s just as Grandpa explained when we first heard of his
hypothesis.’’
“How’s that?’’ asked Steve, who hadn’t been present during Grandpa’s
presentation in the small building outside the secure area in Rutba.
“Imagine a wallflower,’’ continued the professor. “Do you think it would
grow taller here, with this weaker gravitational pull, or back on Earth?’’
“Oh, I see!’’ Steve replied, understanding the simple but effective point
Professor Zenden was making. “These people have grown taller because
there’s less gravity holding them back?’’
“Precisely. That’s why everything here is so enormous.’’
“Let’s keep moving,’’ interrupted Major Rutherford, who had returned
from jogging further ahead to check the whereabouts of the giants. “They’ve
gone.’’
Still in awe of what they had just experienced the group began heading
for the city. More than an hour later they were shocked when another two
individuals of enormous proportions unexpectedly stepped out from a path
hidden from view by the enormous foliage. As they emerged it was clear the
giants had seen the team who stood rooted to the ground as they
approached. Instinctively, Major Rutherford leapt to his right and
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disappeared into the undergrowth. In an instant he’d unclipped his pistol,
parted the foliage and aimed his weapon at the approaching giants, slowly
releasing the safety catch as he did. Just when the team feared a
confrontation was imminent the giants merely slowed their pace as they
passed and looked down at the team inquisitively. Then, to everybody’s
surprise they simply smiled and, looking puzzled continued walking towards
the city.
“Why didn’t they do anything to us?’’ asked Tim.
“In the ancient writings some giants were reputed to be gentle,’’ declared
Antonia. “But many more were aggressive. It’s said that although it was
strictly forbidden within their own culture some giants inter-bred with
humans, producing generations of violent and destructive giants in everincreasing numbers. It is written that they terrorised our ancestors due to
their immense strength, size and determination to plunder food.’’
“The one’s we’ve just seen seemed friendly enough,’’ observed Steve.
“They could easily have stood on us like we were ants, but they didn’t!’’ he
joked, somewhat relieved and increasingly sympathetic to the plight of ants.
He promised himself he’d never stand on another ant ever again.
Some time later, and once again approaching the city they were
surprised to see a group of five giants heading directly towards them, one of
which towered above the other four. Having assessed that the giants
presented no threat to the team Major Rutherford reassured them. He
maintained his grip on his pistol but kept it out of view as he instinctively took
control of the situation.
“Keep walking and stay calm,’’ he ordered. “And don’t make any
unexpected movement.’’
When they were almost upon them the intimidating giants came to a
standstill, with the tallest one stepping a few paces closer to the clearly
nervous team. As he approached, all except Major Rutherford began
retreating nervously but to their amazement the giant spoke. His voice was
different to what they were accustomed back on Earth. It resonated
incredibly deeply and seemed to be slower in delivery.
“Do not be afraid,’’ he bellowed. “Welcome to Vega. It is a pleasure to
welcome such unusual guests to our great city of Vega!’’
The members of the team looked at each other, stunned. This was not
what they had anticipated.
“My name is Zeus. I am the leading representative of the Council of the
Region of Olympus.’’ He then turned and with an enormous hand gestured
in the direction of the city. “Please follow us.’’
Major Rutherford nodded an affirmative instruction to Professor Zenden,
who joined Zeus and was followed immediately by Antonia, Steve, Tim and
Grandpa.
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“I can’t get my head around this,’’ Steve whispered to Antonia. “One
minute I’m on Earth. The next I’m being greeted by a welcoming committee
of giants on some other planet!’’
“I know how you feel. It’s weird. It’s all really, really weird,’’ whispered
Antonia as they set off behind Zeus and his huge companions. “Look at the
size of Zeus,’’ she whispered again. “He must be four or five feet taller than
the rest!’’
Although the movement of the giants seemed slow and cumbersome it
was very difficult for Professor Zenden and his team to keep up. Each huge
stride taken by the giants was followed by several rushed steps by the much
smaller group. This was particularly tough on Grandpa and on several
occasions the giants readily agreed to wait while he and Tim caught up.
“I’m amazed I haven’t passed out!’’ Grandpa said as he and Tim reached
the main group once again. “But I don’t feel as exhausted as I think I should.’’
“That’ll be the positive effect on your body of the weaker gravity,’’
Professor Zenden reminded him. “Along with the higher levels of oxygen
emitted by the huge plants and trees, and the complete absence of any form
of air pollution,’’ he added.
“We’ll arrive soon,’’ announced Zeus, smiling. “It’s not much further.
You’ll then be able to rest.’’
“I’m ok,’’ replied Grandpa. “I’m genuinely surprised how good I feel!’’ he
added with a broad grin.
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Chapter 29
They team entered the city completely dumbfounded at the scale and
beauty of the buildings that surrounded them. Nothing in their experience of
researching the Diamond Pyramid and the Event Management System had
prepared them for what was happening; everywhere they looked the scene
was of truly immense people, buildings, animals and plant life. Because of
their unusually small size they attracted plenty of interest from the giants
they encountered. Although very inquisitive, the inhabitants of the city were
also very friendly and Zeus had, on a number of occasions politely requested
the most inquisitive of them to allow the team some room. The whole
environment inside Vega was beautiful, with plenty of communal areas and
gardens. A high quality of workmanship was evident everywhere, with each
of the huge stone blocks that formed the structure of the buildings shaped
to dovetail those around it perfectly.
“There’s no mortar,’’ observed Antonia. “This is just like the ruins in
Peru,’’ she added before her attention was drawn to yet more astounding
examples of construction.
“And Baalbeck,’’ added Tim, remembering his trip to see the Trilithon with
Grandpa.
“…And many other places,’’ agreed Professor Zenden.
Zeus continued to lead his guests further into the city and at its heart was
a magnificent building, breathtaking in both scale and quality. He smiled as
he observed the look of wonder on the faces of the diminutive visitors to his
city.
“That’s the Council Chamber,’’ he announced, looking toward the
structure which had held them spellbound. It was clearly a building of the
highest importance, surrounded by equally impressive gardens that were
home to a variety of wildlife and a stunning collection of plants, trees and
shrubs. It also appeared that the network of roads throughout the city led to
the Council Chamber.
Steve noted to everybody that none of the roads were being used by
motorised vehicles; everyone was walking. The whole atmosphere of Vega
was one of quiet peacefulness and serenity, which helped the team to relax
and even begin to enjoy their surroundings.
Noticing that the level of interest in the diminutive visitors by his fellow
citizens had once again begun to increase, Zeus quickly led the team
through the large doorway at the entrance of the Council Chamber. He then
introduced them to the other members of the Council of Vega, who had been
waiting patiently for their arrival.
Having learnt of the Event Management System, Zeus was particularly
keen to introduce Professor Zenden and Antonia to Vega’s most prominent
astronomer, Hadar. He explained that Hadar had already made an important
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discovery and was checking data to see if he could confirm what he thought
he had found.
“What Hadar has to say may be of interest to you,’’ Zeus explained before
they arrived at the entrance of yet another fantastic building. This time,
emblazoned over the main entrance on a huge, single block of stone was
the inscription “Global Centre for Astronomic Research’’.
“Welcome’’ boomed the imposing figure of Hadar who, because he had
received details of their arrival was now dominating the huge doorway as
they approached. “I believe you are on some kind of journey through time!’’
“Yes,’’ replied Professor Zenden, straining to look up at Hadar. “It’s all
very exciting. In fact, it’s almost too much to believe!’’
After thanking Zeus for delivering the team to the Global Centre for
Astronomic Research, Hadar began leading them through a maze of
towering corridors and as they talked it became clear he was very excited to
hear of the Event Management System.
“Our scientists and engineers are currently working on the concept of
time travel, and a few prototypes have been assembled, none of which
worked successfully. Nevertheless, it’s believed that we will one day
succeed. Maybe then we can embark on adventures similar to the one with
which you’re involved!’’
“Unfortunately, the main Event Management System device remained
back on Earth. Otherwise you might have been able to replicate some of its
technology,’’ Steve pointed out.
“That would have been excellent,’’ sighed Hadar, recognising the
decades of software development that such an outcome would have
prevented. “How we could have done with such technology at this moment
in our history. I’m afraid I believe I’ve discovered something very, very
unpleasant. It’s something which affects every living thing on our planet, but
because of the importance of what I believe I’ve discovered I must
recalculate several times to confirm my suspicions,’’ he added as he reached
for the handle of another huge door and paused for a moment. “Yes, the
people of my planet really could have done with your advanced levels of
technology at this time.’’ He opened the door and guided the team into
another long corridor.
Professor Zenden felt humbled. He recognised he was extremely
fortunate to be with his team during this unpredictable yet exciting series of
events, but he also recognised that his team were benefiting from the
technology most likely created by the descendants of Hadar. Because of the
profound implications of sharing such information he felt unsure if he should
tell Hadar the truth.
“I can’t change the course of history…’’ he thought.
To make matters worse for the professors’ conscience Hadar’s voice
became even more solemn.
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“…Especially after what our people have been through to get to this
stage.’’
“Meaning?’’ prompted Antonia.
“It’s ironic, really,’’ replied Hadar. “Over time, our people have carved out
an existence that matched the environment in which we live. Initially it was
thought the existence of our planet defied all scientific logic. It was thought
that our planet was so far from the Sun that it should have been too cold to
support life. Fortunately, the superheated interior compensated for this,
heating up the planet to create conditions that made living here a blessing.’’
He smiled as he thought of the quality of life his people presently enjoyed.
“We have clear blue oceans which encompass vast continents containing
dramatic landscapes of mountains, valleys and fertile plains. What you may
not know is that the seasons here deliver a perfect combination of life’s
necessities; the long summers are warm, balmy occasions across the
surface of the planet and as a consequence food is abundant; the summer
weather and the fertile land provide perfect growing conditions for all types
of foods. Our short and predictable winter months bring snow and ice. This
is the period when we enjoy even more recreation time.’’
“It sounds wonderful,’’ remarked Antonia. “Truly wonderful.’’
Hadar stopped and looked down at Antonia, his smile now broader than
before. “It is, Antonia. Living here is an absolute pleasure,’’ he enthused as
he turned to begin walking again. “But during the evolution of our civilisation
we have learnt some very, very harsh lessons,’’ he added.
“I find that hard to believe,’’ said Grandpa from the rear of the group. “This
place, the people, the plant life – everything seems perfect?’’
“That may be the case today but we’ve had our problems in the past. In
fact, we now understand that civilisations such as ours need to go through
a cycle of growth and destruction before we discover the social, political,
financial and environmental conditions which create the perfect society.’’
He glanced forward and pointed toward a door at the end of the corridor,
motioning them to keep walking.
“That’s our destination. Not too much further to go now,’’ he said before
returning to the topic at hand. “As you’ll soon learn, past generations of ours
suffered greatly. There were many conflicts, and I’m afraid many of our
citizens were corrupt, selfish and greedy.’’
“Is this a joke, Hadar?’’ asked Steve. “Surely you aren’t serious?’’
“Incredibly, that was the way our ancestors lived. But it took a major
conflict to bring it all to an end,’’ replied Hadar.
“What conflict was that?’’ asked Tim.
“It was the Great War,’’ replied Hadar grimly. “Looking back throughout
our history, as awful as it was the Great War brought an end to a very dark
period for our people. When the war was over, and only after tens of millions
of our people had died, it was recognised that greed and corruption had
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fuelled the way in which the Great War had developed. Because of this all
aspects of profiteering from our people was eliminated. The devastation
unleashed throughout the Great War; the scale of death that followed; the
illogical nature of the differences between us and the potential for further
mutual destruction forced our civilisation to face up to our faults and work
together. When we did our historical records show that it was astonishingly
easy to produce the society you see around you here today. Clearly, the
most logical of outcomes had never had the opportunity to materialize.’’
“And what was the logical outcome you speak of?’’ asked Major
Rutherford.
“Peace,’’ replied Hadar, smiling once again. “One of the biggest
contributing factors to this outcome was the collective decisions taken in the
aftermath of that devastating war. At that time, and despite their fundamental
differences survivors of the Great War worked together to ensure the
survival of our civilisation. During the Great War huge sections of the
population had either been killed, were injured or were severely
malnourished because of the contamination inflicted upon the land. It was
recognised that the continuation of war would undoubtedly lead to the
extinction of our species, and so it was that the permanent peace began.’’
“Permanent peace?’’ said Major Rutherford. “I never thought such a thing
was possible.’’
“Before the Great War neither did we,’’ agreed Hadar. “But thankfully
some elderly and very wise people emerged who seized the imagination of
the disparate survivors. They recognised that people everywhere were
either reconciled to the inevitable; the oblivion of our species, or that they
had become repulsed by the ongoing cycle of death and destruction. This
was endorsed by the fact that despite so much conflict over millennia a
resolution to war had never, ever emerged.’’
The group were now approaching the door Hadar had indicated earlier.
“People everywhere supported the call for peace,’’ continued Hadar.
“And the source of the conflict - greed - was eliminated. A new kind of war
was declared – a war on avarice and, as I’ve already said all forms of
profiteering was banned.’’
“This is wonderful,’’ said Antonia, musing on her experience of life on
Earth. “I sense something like this is happening to our civilisation right now.’’
As she was speaking everyone, including Professor Zenden nodded their
agreement.
“Well, Antonia, I just hope your people learn the lesson before they too
suffer a Great War. The originators of our peace, the group of elderly, wise
individuals I have just mentioned quickly established the very first Council of
Peace, and discussed what kind of future should be created for our
civilisation. After long, planet-wide consultation a series of basic laws were
introduced which became the bedrock of our society.’’
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Professor Zenden was quick to recognise a correlation with knowledge
he already possessed.
“How many basic laws were there?’’ he asked.
“Ten,’’ replied Hadar.
“Just as I suspected’’ thought the professor.
“These laws have stood the test of time,’’ added Hadar. “With everyone
on the planet committed to maintaining a peaceful co-existence ever since.
During the rebuilding of the cities after the Great War something special
happened; there was a collective discovery that by sharing and working
together peace, to everyone’s delight somehow automatically followed.’’ He
opened the door. “Please come in…’’
Entering the room, they found it to be filled with a selection of huge
computers and printers, all of which were churning out vast amounts of
printed data.
“It’s going to take you years to make sense of all this data,’’ warned
Steve.
“Yes. Years, but unfortunately I don’t think we have that much time. It’s
such a huge task,’’ replied Hadar, solemnly. “Over here you’ll see why I need
to recalculate on such a vast scale.’’
He led them to one of many charts on the walls, and with a quick glance
the team recognised that the chart appeared to depict the inner solar system,
but with one striking difference; there was an additional planet situated inside
the orbit of Mars.
Although the existence of this planet was clearly an everyday occurrence
for Hadar, Steve’s jaw instantly dropped open when he recognised the label
identifying the mysterious planet. He moved closer to the chart to check he
wasn’t mistaken, and was just a few feet away as he gestured up at the
location of the planet.
“Is this where we are now?’’
Hadar was somewhat surprised at the question.
“Of course!” he replied. “Our planet is the third from the centre of the solar
system. Nearest the Sun is Venus, then Earth and outside the orbit of our
home planet is Mars. I thought you’d all be well aware of that!’’
“We are. At least I thought we were…’’ interrupted Professor Zenden,
reeling from what Steve had just observed on the chart. In an effort to ensure
he was not mistaken he continued “…and this is the name of your home
planet?’’
“Yes, Simon,’’ replied Hadar as he glanced at the rest of the team. “But
why do you all look so surprised?’’
Professor Zenden didn’t hear the question. He’d walked over to the chart
and, standing alongside Steve pointed at the planet that had caused the
confusion. He immediately focussed on the label which revealed the name
of the planet upon which he and his team were now standing. Shocked at
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what he’d seen he covered his mouth and reeled backwards half a step. He
then glanced at Antonia who was, by now wondering why they both looked
so pale. She too stepped closer to where the professor and Steve were
standing and it was only when she approached the chart that she could see
the astonishing label …and then realised the cause of their alarm.
“Please excuse us,’’ Professor Zenden said as he suddenly waved
Antonia toward the open door. “We’ll return in a short while.’’
As the professor quickly located an unoccupied room the rest of the team
remained and continued to try to make sense of what they’d just observed.
He anxiously pulled Antonia inside and began removing his EMS wristband.
“We need to contact Central Control immediately!” he exclaimed. “This is
sensational news!’’
Antonia agreed, although she knew this information would create havoc
back at the EMS headquarters. Professor Zenden then spoke his thoughts
as he began the contact sequence.
“They need to know this immediately, just in case anything happens and
we don’t return.’’
“Don’t return?’’ repeated a shocked Antonia.
“It’s only a precaution,’’ he reassured her. “It’s simply a precaution.’’
Antonia immediately became worried. His answer didn’t make her feel
any safer at all. This was the first time it had occurred to her that the EMS
leaps could become a one-way journey.
“Oh my god, Simon. I never realised…’’
“Don’t worry, Antonia. It really is just a precaution,’’ he repeated, this time
more focussed on his wristband than Antonia’s concerns.
Unable to reach onto the desk in front of him he placed his wristband
onto the floor. Within seconds the small screen flickered into life and almost
immediately they heard the familiar voice of Enrique.
“Central Control receiving. Do you receive us Professor Zenden?’’
“Yes. I need to speak to the President immediately.’’
“Can you confirm audio-visual quality?’’
This was the first time any communication with Central Control had been
attempted and it had been agreed that at this point a complete systems
diagnostics test was to occur. However, Professor Zenden did not have time,
nor the inclination to complete the agreed diagnostics. He needed to pass
on this extremely important information immediately.
“I need to speak to the President. Now.’’
“But the President is in a meeting and we have clear instructions to
complete a systems…’’
“Now!’’ demanded Professor Zenden.
Enrique was surprised at the tone of voice being used by the professor.
“Ok Simon. I’m transferring you to the office of the President right away.’’
Seconds later the President appeared on the small screen, smiling.
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“Simon. Congratulations! You’ve contacted us at a very convenient time,’’
he said before moving slightly to one side. “I’m presently updating my
international colleagues of the amazing achievements of your team.’’
Antonia could see a gathering of familiar looking faces behind the
President, all of whom were influential representatives from around the
world.
“Mr. President. Please prepare yourself for something rather special,’’
enthused the professor, who then began briefing the President on the
progress they had made. He then quickly moved on to their meeting with
Hadar. As he continued with his update he became unnerved that the
information he was sharing was met with complete silence from the
President and his guests.
“Hadar has explained to us that Earth was at one time a companion to
just three other planets in the Solar System. The names of two of the other
planets are Venus and Mars.’’
He paused, nervously anticipating the impact his next statement was
about to make.
“The Solar System to which Hadar refers is clearly an early version of the
one we are familiar with today. I’ll explain why we’ve come to this conclusion
in just a moment, because I have some very important information for you
and your colleagues.’’
He paused again, but this time for a little longer than the President was
willing to allow.
“Professor Zenden…’’ prompted the President, now growing impatient.
“Please carry on,’’ he insisted.
“The name of the fourth planet is…’’ he delayed yet again before forcing
the word past lips dehydrated by the tension of the moment.
“Heaven.’’
It took only one second for each of the dignitaries to hear the word
‘Heaven’ via their translators. The impact was not what Professor Zenden
had anticipated. He thought there would be outrage and cries of “what
nonsense is this?’’ but nothing happened.
The President then turned to face his guests and stepped off screen and
out of sight. Suddenly a representative of the audience slammed his fist onto
the table. From the appearance of his clothing it was evident he was from
the Vatican.
“This is not possible!’’ he shouted.
His astounded colleague then leaned toward him and whispered in his
ear. “Caelum!”
“This cannot be possible!’ demanded his furious colleague once again.
“They cannot know this! Until we’ve had time to discuss your presentation
this must NOT be made public!’’
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The President attempted to calm the situation. “Please give me a few
more minutes to clarify matters, Monsignor,’’ he requested to no avail as
Monsignor Muraro quickly rose to his feet, took out his cell phone and
hurriedly left the room followed immediately by his equally anxious looking
colleague.
Silence descended once again, but for just a few seconds.
“Do you realise the implications of what you’ve just announced?’’
whispered a shocked President as he reappeared onscreen once again. It
was clear he wasn’t going to wait for an answer. He turned and addressed
the remaining world leaders and as he did Antonia and Professor Zenden
could see him raise his arms gesturing for those present to keep calm.
“May I apologise for this unexpected outburst. Simon and his team have
made some remarkable discoveries recently. They’ve all been under
immense pressure to come up with answers and we’ve all demanded a lot
from them. Unfortunately, it’s clear a mistake has been made.’’
Professor Zenden was furious and as Antonia glared at the screen he
began his protestations. “With respect, sir…’’
“Not now. Not here. Not now!’’ the President insisted as he turned to the
screen. “We’ll talk in a moment. Stay connected,’’ he whispered assertively.
He then turned to the waiting dignitaries. “I’ll arrange for a summit shortly
to discuss Professor Zenden’s findings. Please accept my thanks for
attending here today.’’
The President realised he couldn’t afford to take any questions which
may cause further embarrassment. He hurriedly left the meeting, quickly
followed by a bemused group of dignitaries, all of whom had similar
thoughts.
A few minutes later the President reappeared onscreen. “I understand
what you’re saying, Simon,’’ he said. “But please try to see it from my point
of view. What you announced today has the potential to cause mayhem
across the entire world.’’
“Yes Sir. But the people of the world need to know what we’ve
discovered.’’
“And they will. What they won’t get to know about is the concept that
Heaven was – I mean is – a planet!’’
“So, you believe what I said?’’ enquired the professor.
“Of course I do! What else is there to believe when everything else inside
the Diamond Pyramid is real?’’
Taken by surprise, Professor Zenden didn’t have a reply. It was Antonia
who spoke next. Given Professor Zenden’s earlier comments implying the
team may not return she was hoping for the team to be recalled to Central
Control immediately.
“Sir, what’s going to happen now?’’
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“We’ll just have to see where this mission takes you,’’ replied the
President as he turned his attention toward Professor Zenden. “Report back
the results of the remaining EMS leaps as soon as possible.’’
Antonia needed instant clarification. “Are you saying we should
continue?’’
“Yes! You guys have done a tremendous job, and I see it as the duty of
the President of the United States of America to discover as much as
possible about the EMS by understanding its capabilities and then using this
technology to benefit us all. Simon, you and your team know more about the
EMS machine than anyone. I instruct you to do what you need to do to
maximise the opportunities it offers.’’
Professor Zenden was delighted. “Wait until the rest of the team hears
this!’’ he exclaimed as Antonia tried to keep her emotions under control. She
was nervous and excited …but most of all she’d begun to feel she had very
good reason to be afraid.
Oblivious to Antonia’s anxiety the professor once again addressed the
President. “Sir, this is far more than a machine. It would be a privilege and
an honour to complete the mission.’’
“Go for it!’’ replied the President. “And enjoy the journey, Miss Clarke!’’
He turned to leave before halting and glancing back at the screen. “I look
forward to receiving your report upon your return. Good luck!’’
As the president disappeared from view Antonia turned to Professor
Zenden. “What are we going to do now?’’ she asked, but was interrupted as
a voice came from the wristband screen. It was Enrique.
“Simon. The diagnostics? We need to complete a systems check. We
must be sure we can keep in communication with you throughout the EMS
leaps.’’
“He’s right, Simon,’’ Antonia said. “We agreed to do this when we first
had an opportunity to contact Central Control.’’
“How long is this likely to take?’’ asked the professor, impatient to return
to Hadar.
“I’m not sure. It depends on the results of each check.’’
The professor then turned to Antonia. “Can I leave you to take care of
this?’’
“Of course, Simon. I’ll follow you as soon as I’m done.’’
Professor Zenden immediately left the room and headed back to Hadar.
Antonia looked down at the screen on the wristband and addressed her
colleagues back at Central Control.
“Ready when you are, Enrique...’’
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Chapter 30
The reaction of the President to the news that Heaven was a planet had
caught Professor Zenden off guard. The first EMS leap had already
delivered amazing results and he was already thinking about where the next
leap would take his team. His mind was racing, and he was clearly agitated
when he returned to Hadar.
“Sorry, Hadar,’’ he said as he entered the room.
Mistaking Professor Zenden’s demeanour as frustration concerning the
information he’d shared earlier, and in a vain effort to clarify matters Hadar
walked over to the chart and tapped another of the planets. This time the
label alongside indicated it was Venus.
“I’m not sure if you’re aware of the history of the people of Venus, but for
many centuries…’’
A shocked Steve interrupted him. “Excuse me? Did you just say the
people of Venus?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Hadar, wondering why it was that Steve looked so
surprised. “Remember the cycle I referred to as we were coming over here?’’
Steve awkwardly frowned his ignorance and Grandpa quickly stepped in
to save his embarrassment. “Do you mean the cycle of growth each
civilisation needs to go through?’’
“Yes. For more than five centuries the inhabitants of Venus had been in
constant conflict with each other, just as the people of Heaven had done in
the years that preceded the Great War. Sadly, the people of Venus have not
resolved their differences and the scale of hostilities has increased rapidly
over the last 100 years.’’ He kept circling Venus with his index finger and
became visibly annoyed. “Despite our best efforts to help them through their
problems, warfare has eventually taken its toll on their planet.’’
He removed two large photographs from a cabinet and proceeded to fix
them to the wall alongside the chart. He then pointed to the photograph he’d
positioned on the left-hand side of the chart.
“This image is what Venus looked like almost 1,000 years ago.’’ The main
difference between the image to which he was referring and the one to the
right was that on the former, Venus had large ice caps on both poles.
Comparing the images, Hadar continued. “This is the most recent image.
As you can see, both polar ice caps have now completely disappeared.’’
“Where did all the ice go?’’ asked Steve as Antonia entered the room to
rejoin her colleagues.
“That went well, Simon,’’ Antonia announced as she entered, referring to
the diagnostics test.
“That’s at the centre of my problem for now,’’ added Hadar in response
to Steve’s question. “Because I need to know when the icecaps finally
disappeared. The constant wars amongst its population and scant disregard
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for the environment meant pollution levels on Venus were so bad that
irreversible global warming occurred. This then led to the rapid melting of
both ice caps.’’
“This sounds depressingly familiar,’’ whispered Antonia to Professor
Zenden, who frowned and nodded. “And increased sea levels too?’’ she
added, louder this time so Hadar could hear.
Another suggestion followed simultaneously from Steve. “There must
have been some serious flooding…’’
“Oh, it was much worse than that,’’ Hadar informed them. “If you look
once again at the image on the left you can see that, as is the case with
Heaven, Earth and Mars the presence of ice at both poles had contributed
to preserving the naturally perpendicular axis of the planets, keeping them
spinning in a consistent orbit. Once the huge mass of ice had dissipated
from the poles, melted water or, more importantly an immense amount of
weight was redistributed equally all over the surface of Venus.’’ He returned
to the chart. “Once this happened, there was no way back. Venus had, in
effect begun wobbling on its axis. The result was catastrophic, not only for
the people of Venus but for us here on Heaven, and eventually the
inhabitants of Mars.’’
“Heaven?’’ Steve thought to himself as he shook his head in disbelief. He
still couldn’t believe it. “…Heaven?’’
“How did the melting of the ice caps on Venus have such an impact on
the other planets?’’ asked Tim.
Hadar recognised that further clarification was required. He ushered the
team past the workstations of several of his colleagues and toward a huge
desk in the corner of the room. On it was a large computer system. He
switched on the screen and typed a few numbers on the keyboard. An image
of the four-planet solar system appeared, and on the screen a moving
representation of the orbits of each of the four planets commenced.
“This is a computer-generated interpretation of my initial calculations, and
my colleagues are presently interrogating these calculations to confirm the
accuracy of my predictions. I’ve checked the data myself and I’m confident
what you’re about to see will be confirmed once the data checks have been
completed.’’
The large monitor displayed a plain blue screen with four white discs
clearly representing the four planets of Hadar’s Solar System, and a central
yellow disc representing the Sun. Each of the four planets was identified by
a small rectangular label. Hadar pointed in the direction of the chart they’d
just been discussing.
“As you can see this is our solar system as it is presently, with the Sun in
the centre.’’
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As they stood and watched, the planets were shown moving around the
Sun, with the trajectory of Heaven outside that of both Venus and Earth,
neatly dissecting the orbits of Earth and Mars.
“Where’s Mercury?’’ Steve whispered to Antonia. “He hasn’t even
mentioned Mercury?’’
Antonia nodded. “There’s quite a lot missing,’’ she replied quietly.
Oblivious to the consternation amongst his guests and in direct
opposition to what the team knew to be true, Hadar continued with a brief
warning: “Everything looks normal but keep watching,’’ he said.
What he didn’t realise was that Professor Zenden and his team could see
a planetary system quite different than one with which they were familiar.
Hadar’s version of the solar system consisted of just four planets and the
Sun, and although the familiar eight planets and assorted dwarf planets,
satellites and moons were not visible, Professor Zenden suddenly had a
strong feeling of déjà vu.
“Four planets,’’ he wondered as he searched his memory for the cause
of the familiarity. “Why just four planets?’’
Within seconds he’d recalled the answer.
“This is the system we were shown by the EMS hologram in the Diamond
Pyramid!’’
Trying to avoid Hadar’s attention he nodded his head to gesture Antonia
closer to him.
“The EMS hologram!’’ he whispered, but Antonia looked at him, puzzled.
“The EMS hologram in the Diamond Pyramid also had four planets!’’ he
whispered.
This time Antonia knew exactly what he meant, raised her eyebrows and
nodded in agreement. The reason why Hadar’s version of the solar system
was so different was slowly emerging, but even before Professor Zenden
and Antonia had an opportunity to consider the implications of what they had
discovered yet more drama unfolded. On the screen, and after a few full
orbits around the Sun had been displayed they watched in horror as the orbit
of Venus altered significantly. As it did the tone in Hadar’s voice suddenly
became solemn.
“By my initial calculations this is the point when the ice caps had melted
completely. You can see the effect this has on Venus as the orbital inertia of
the planet changes.’’
The implications of what Hadar described became clearer shortly
afterwards. As further orbits unfolded, the trajectory of the increasingly
wayward Venus sent it perilously close to Heaven. With the completion of
each subsequent orbit Venus travelled closer …and closer still. Eventually,
Venus passed so close to Heaven it appeared a collision was unavoidable.
Thankfully, the close encounter only succeeded in dislodging Heaven from
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its orbit and during the following series of orbits the two planets gradually
drifted apart once again.
“Wow, that was close!’’ exclaimed Steve, not recognising the significance
of the event. “You must have been relieved?’’
“At first, I was delighted,’’ replied Hadar. “But keep watching.’’
Once again, the group looked up and focussed on the screen. It
appeared that the initial close encounter had seriously affected the internal
structure of Venus because the white circle which represented it began to
disintegrate. “At this point,’’ he explained, “I’ve calculated that Venus will
begin to shed large sections of its surface.’’ Once separated from Venus the
displaced pieces of planetary crust disintegrated further as they were shown
as increasingly small white pixels being drawn towards, and eventually into
the Sun. “The gravitational interaction between Heaven and Venus during
the near miss will undoubtedly generate immense stresses upon the surface
of Venus, and this will be the result,’’ Hadar added sombrely. The outcome
became clearer to the team when, in perfect timing with Hadar’s comments
the remnant of Venus was now shown much closer to the Sun in a settled,
consistent orbit.
Professor Zenden motioned toward the screen. “Venus must now be
lifeless?’’ he guessed.
“Correct,’’ agreed Hadar. “What you are looking at is the remnant of what
was once a vibrant planet which supported life in all the forms we find here
on Heaven, and what might have been for Mars.’’
Professor Zenden looked closer. “This is where we see Venus today,’’ he
whispered to Steve.
“Is this why some call Venus Earth’s evil twin?’’ Antonia asked quietly.
Steve nodded in agreement. He was too stunned to do anything else.
“Excuse me,’’ interrupted Tim. “Did you just say what might have been
for Mars?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Hadar. “Long before the disastrous melting of the Venusian
ice caps had been discovered we had begun the process of colonising Mars
and had even established the beginnings of a base city. It was only when
we realised the fate of Heaven that these plans changed.’’
He typed on a few keys and a series of images appeared onscreen.
“These are the buildings we had managed to construct on Mars. It really
did look promising. All of this was halted when I informed the Council of
Heaven of my early findings.’’
Several images of rectangular buildings appeared, followed by aerial
photographs of pyramids of differing sizes.
“Look at the blockwork!’’ whispered Antonia.
Professor Zenden had already noticed. “It’s exactly the same as what we
see at the megalithic sites on Earth!’’ he whispered. He couldn’t believe it
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because he now realised who were the original builders of ancient sites at
Mach Pichu, Egypt, Stonehenge, Nias Island in Bolivia and elsewhere.
“Baalbeck!’’ added Tim as he recalled his experience in Lebanon once
again.
Hadar was completely unaware of the astonishment he was causing.
“By the time our people had begun to outgrow the resources our own
planet could provide,” he explained, “Mars had developed an environment
similar to Heaven. Although it possessed an abundance of wildlife it was
devoid of life forms similar to ours,’’ he added. “This was an ideal situation.
As our civilisation expanded it was a perfect option for a potential second
planetary home for our growing populace without offending or displacing
another civilisation, and the colonisation of another planet by force was
definitely not an option. It was because of this we had originally identified
Mars as the next phase in the development of the Heavenite civilisation. This
was to be the base from which we could begin to build a new future for our
people. Unfortunately, when my early calculations revealed the outcome of
the movement of Venus out of its orbit we’re now left with only one option.’’
“Which is?’’ interrupted Professor Zenden.
“To relocate as many of our citizens to Earth as we possibly can. This will
of course disrupt the incumbent civilisation, which is something we did not
wish to do.’’
“Cydonia?’’ whispered Steve to Professor Zenden as Hadar continued to
display images of the construction projects that had been completed on
Mars.
“Almost certainly,’’ whispered Antonia.
“How did you manage to get to Mars?’’ asked Grandpa.
“We built several craft capable of the journey. We called these Vimana’s
and as time went by they proved excellent workhorses. In fact, there’s a
prototype Vimana not far from here,’’ he said as he walked to a nearby
window before opening it. “Over there in the Hawaren Hills.’’
Grandpa and Tim joined Steve at the window.
“It’s been there for some time,’’ added Hadar. “When it was tested a
software malfunction occurred which forced the pilot to perform an
emergency landing. As a prototype it was nearing the end of its life so it was
decided to leave it there. It’s been there ever since and is often used as an
educational tool.’’
The professor joined them at the window and looked in the direction
Hadar had been pointing.
“How far away is it?’’
“About five miles,’’ replied Hadar. “Why? Are you thinking of going over
to see it?’’
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Professor Zenden glanced at his wristband and looked toward Hadar.
“We’d have been delighted to but we haven’t much time left,’’ he replied,
genuinely saddened that they wouldn’t be able to see the Vimana.
Meanwhile, as the others had been looking towards the Hawaren Hills
Antonia had been thinking of the plight of Heaven, and was following events
on the screen.
“Hadar, before you told us about the Vimana I thought I saw Heaven
widening its orbit?’’ It was half statement and half question, but her
observation was correct and Hadar quickly returned his attention to the
simulation onscreen. As the computer continued to process the orbits of the
planets it became clear that Heaven was about to pass through the orbital
plane of Mars.
“What the…’’ uttered an astonished Steve, but Hadar immediately
interrupted.
“Keep watching. This doesn’t get any better.’’
Steve became even more perplexed because as Heaven crossed in front
of the path of Mars it appeared another encounter had been avoided. “Mars
is too far away, isn’t it?’’ he asked hopefully as the planets appeared to drift
apart. This time Hadar didn’t reply and moments later the group were
amazed to see that, as it passed Mars the orbit of the disc which represented
Heaven had slowed appreciably. In fact, it appeared it had been almost
stopped in its tracks. Then, slowly but surely Heaven began drifting toward
Mars, now following it as it orbited around the Sun.
“What’s happening now?’’ asked Antonia.
“It’s the force of gravity again. Heaven is being pulled along by Mars,’’
replied Professor Zenden.
“Quite right’’ said Hadar. “But we’re now approaching the worst…’’
As they looked on, both Heaven and Mars began a graceful, but deadly
cosmic dance. They revolved around each other, drifting close together
before drifting apart once again. After what seemed an eternity Heaven
finally escaped the deadly embrace of Mars. As it did the orbit of Heaven
took it away from Mars on what appeared to be a non-confrontational orbit.
“Safe at last…’’ Steve said, more hopeful than last time.
“Keep watching,’’ warned Hadar, his voice now more solemn than ever.
Within minutes Steve was further confused because several orbits later
Heaven had drifted so far away from Mars it was no longer visible on the
screen.
“Could it be that Mars and Heaven are now out of danger?’’ he mused.
Antonia nodded. Surely Steve was correct this time?
The group looked on intently, but Hadar remained silent. Thirty seconds
later the computer had processed another couple of orbits around the Sun,
but suddenly they were taken completely by surprise. During subsequent
orbits Mars had drifted along an apparently harmless trajectory but the near-
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collision with Heaven had already set in motion the catastrophic event that
was about to unfold. Unexpectedly, the disc which represented Heaven had
once again emerged from what appeared to be a very wide orbit. It was
travelling at a much faster speed than before and, as it passed the Sun it
was clearly on a direct collision course with Mars.
“What’s happening?’’ asked Antonia. “It’s going to…’’ but her words
tailed off as Heaven closed in, closer and closer, faster and faster until it was
once again involved in a gravitational battle with Mars. Both planets then
conspired to perform another deadly cosmic embrace which resulted in a
series of ever-decreasing orbits around one another.
Finally, onscreen the two discs merged.
“My predictions only cover the period of time up to the moment of the
collision,’’ Hadar said as the screen went blank. Silence descended on the
room as he selected several digits on the keypad. Suddenly the screen
flickered back into life once again. “However, I did put this simulation
together based on what I’d predicted.’’
The blue screen reappeared and what was left of the solar system came
into view. This time the team were presented with a view of a significantly
changed Solar System.
“Is this a summary?’’ asked Grandpa.
“Could be,’’ replied Steve. “But nothing seems to be happening’’.
“Yes.’’ said Hadar. His voice now had an angry tone. “This is the outcome
of the collision between Heaven and Mars. It’s the result of the selfishness
and disrespect for the environment shown by the people of Venus many
years before. In many ways they got what they deserved, but the people of
Heaven did not - I’m sorry do not - deserve to have their civilisation
destroyed, but that is now our fate.’’
The computer was indeed portraying an overview of the Solar System.
As they looked on the team could see that the Solar System now consisted
of the Sun at the centre and four white discs, one of which represented a
very small planet orbiting close to the Sun. Outside of this was a disc labelled
Venus which had now relocated following its displacement from its original
orbit. The disc labelled ‘Earth’ remained apparently unaffected. Heaven had
disappeared, and Mars remained.
“This looks a little like today’s inner Solar System,’’ whispered Antonia.
Steve and Professor Zenden nodded and Tim became intrigued by
another piece of information the rest of the team had overlooked. He pointed
at the corner of the screen.
“What’s that?’’ he asked.
Throughout the entire event a counter on the screen had been counting
up in years. Earlier it had passed 27 years, and then 28 years, 29 years…
finally, when the 30th year had passed the collision event had occurred.
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“My god,’’ gasped Professor Zenden, realising the consequences of the
electronic timepiece. “Are you sure?’’
Antonia frowned and looked at Steve, who returned the gesture and
shrugged his shoulders. Professor Zenden had realised that all life on
Heaven was doomed to experience what they’d seen onscreen and that
Hadar had predicted the time remaining until the collision.
“This is going to happen in thirty years?’’ he asked.
“Yes. I’m afraid so,’’ replied Hadar. “Although the data analyses exercise
you see being undertaken by my colleagues must be completed to satisfy
the Council.’’ He glanced at the screen once again. “They simply won’t take
my word for it. They need facts. I just hope I can convince them in time.’’
“In time for what?’’ asked Steve.
“In time to evacuate. We need time to evacuate as many of our people
as possible. They need to leave Heaven within the next thirty years.’’
For a fleeting moment Steve felt deep discomfort. He was relieved he
had the EMS wristband. He toyed with it for a few seconds and observed
that it indicated they had a couple of hours before the next EMS leap was
due, which suited him. He didn’t want to be here in 30 years’ time, and he
certainly didn’t want Antonia here either. Suddenly, while he was looking
down at the wristband he had an idea and immediately walked across to the
nearest desk, lifting up and scanning through a batch of printed data.
“I can help you,’’ he said, surprising himself. “I can help speed up the
process of analysing your datasheets.’’
Hadar looked down wondering how this diminutive figure could actually
improve upon the skills of his own specialist team, and Steve immediately
noticed Hadar’s mystified look.
“I think I can help speed things up…’’ he repeated, genuinely hoping he
could. He’d liked everything about Heaven since the team had arrived on
their first EMS leap and he wasn’t prepared to leave without at the very least
offering his knowledge and expertise at precisely the time his hosts
desperately needed help.
“In what way do you propose helping us?’’ asked Hadar.
“I’ll need to take a closer look at the infrastructure you have in place,’’
replied Steve.” I’ll also need to assess the data transfer capabilities within
your systems and test the ability and effectiveness of the two as they
communicate with each other…’’
“Infrastructure?’’ queried Hadar.
“Yes, everything. I want to see if I can improve the speed at which your
systems talk to each other. Then I’d like to learn of how the collected data is
input into the system and how the results are formulated. The reliability of
the power source for all of these systems is very important, as is the reliability
of the information your technicians are providing.’’
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“Well, er…’’ stumbled Hadar, recognising the depth of Steve’s technical
knowledge.
“Give it a go, Hadar. What have you to lose?’’ urged Professor Zenden.
“Maybe Steve will learn a thing or two…’’ he added with a smile.
“Yes, Simon,’’ replied Steve as he turned toward Hadar. “I’m sure I will,
and time is an enemy right now, isn’t it Hadar?’’
Hadar looked directly at Professor Zenden and considered Steve’s offer
for a little while before replying.
“Yes, it is,’’ he conceded. “Please feel free to consult with any of my team.
I’ll instruct them of the need to work closely with you. They’ll help with
anything you need.’’ He then turned to walk away, raising his hand in the
direction of one of his colleagues to attract her attention. “A word, please,’’
he shouted.
“Can you really help?’’ asked Grandpa once he was sure Hadar couldn’t
hear.
“I hope so, Joe. It’s going to be a weird situation working with these
people knowing they’re from the past.’’
“It’s a difficult situation Steve. Very, very difficult indeed,’’ agreed
Grandpa.
Steve glanced over to Hadar who was now talking to his colleague and
gesturing toward him at the same time. Steve acknowledged their attention
by raising his hand and smiling in their direction.
“I’ll need to reconcile the fact that I’ll probably be using technology that
they themselves created,’’ he whispered to Professor Zenden.
“In what way?’’ asked Antonia, wearing a puzzled frown.
“Think how we arrived here, Antonia. What technology did we use?’’
“The Event Management System and these wristbands,’’ she replied,
curling the loose-fitting band around her wrist. “Oh yes! It’s their system!’’
she exclaimed, recognising the point Steve was making.
“Exactly,’’ said Professor Zenden. “Steve will be returning from the future
and using technology from within the EMS wristbands. Is this what you
intend doing, Steve?’’
“Yes, although I’m not sure if it will work. From what I can see here the
technology Hadar and his team are using is some way behind that which is
contained within the EMS system. At some point in the next 30 years the
people of Heaven must have had a huge change in their technological
advancement because there’s no way this software is up to it,’’ he said as
he pointed at the equipment surrounding them. “Not a chance,’’ he added
reluctantly.
Something then startled Professor Zenden. He suddenly grasped his
wrist and manoeuvred the band so he could view the small screen. He’d
almost forgotten the EMS wristband countdown.
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“Everybody, tell me the latest EMS countdown figure on your wristband.’’
He looked first at Antonia. “I make it 2 hours, 25 minutes and 10 seconds…’’
“Yes,’’ concurred Antonia.
“Me too,’’ added Steve.
Grandpa, Tim and Major Rutherford nodded their agreement.
“Ok,’’ said the professor. “We don’t have too much longer so I suggest
we leave Steve here while we see what else we can learn about Heaven
before it’s time to link up for our next EMS leap.’’
“Yeah,’’ agreed Steve. “I’ll catch up with you when I’m done here.’’
As Steve was speaking, Professor Zenden began walking toward Hadar.
“Do you mind if we take a walk outside?’’ he asked.
“Not at all; please take a good look around, but I’ll need to stay here and
see that Steve has everything he needs.’’ Over the professor’s shoulder he
could see appreciative smiles on the faces of the rest of the team. “Enjoy
yourselves!’’ he added with a smile.
Professor Zenden urged his colleagues in the direction of the door.
“Thanks, Hadar and good luck Steve,’’ he said as he left the room in
search of further information about the amazing planet that had enchanted
them so much.
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Chapter 31
Deep inside the Vatican, and clearly out of sync with their surroundings
two dark-suited figures waited impatiently. Their crisp, modern and
business-like appearance diametrically contrasted the narrative that was
seeping out of the oil paintings which surrounded them.
Collectively, the oils depicted centuries of papal history. Below the
paintings rows of bookshelves bent under the weight of many volumes of
leather-bound books. On the large fireplace the subdued glow from the
remnants of five well-used candles added to the antiquated atmosphere of
the room. The absence of any windows created a claustrophobic, oxygendeprived atmosphere.
To the two secretive visitors the air tasted unpalatable, dry …and old.
They had been left waiting much longer than they’d anticipated and were
becoming edgy. In a darkened corner of the room a clock from distant
antiquity ticked away relentlessly, echoing each second louder than the last.
Both visitors knew they needed to get an answer and get out of there fast; if
their presence at the Vatican was revealed to the outside world then all
would be lost.
As the seconds turned into minutes, and perspiring with nervous anxiety
one of the mysterious individuals remained standing. “They should be here
by now,’’ he complained, wiping his forehead. His colleague didn’t reply.
Their association was purely professional, and despite the time that had
passed since they were allocated the responsibility to deal with the situation
neither had attempted any form of social communication. It was purely a
business relationship, and both were expecting to receive significant
financial reward once they had succeeded. “This place sure has some
history,’’ he added with a strong south-American drawl, studying the
paintings with little interest.
Again, his colleague remained silent, pensive.
“I wonder how long ago this was painted?’’ the first muttered, not
expecting an answer as he tapped the dusty portrait of Pope Celestine V.
Suddenly, and interrupting the spoken thoughts of the first visitor the only
access into the room - an intricately carved oak door depicting the Crucifixion
- opened and two papal representatives entered the room.
“Ah, Celestine. That would be 1294.’’ It was Monsignor Dante Muraro,
Secretariat for Communications at the Vatican. “Celestine was Pope for just
six months,’’ he added in broken English as he placed a large leather folder
onto the table. “Please be seated. We haven’t much time.’’
The two Americans repositioned and joined them at the antique oval table
which dominated the centre of the room.
“This issue needs addressing as soon as possible,’’ suggested
Monsignor Rocco Pecora, who was accompanying Monsignor Muraro on
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this delicate matter. He was an old man whose physique portrayed his age.
His face was gaunt and sallow. His skinny, fragile fingers protruded from
beneath his robe like barbs. The dark blue veins on the back of his hands
resembled the roots of a mysterious organism, the source of which lay
hidden beneath the voluminous hessian of his robe. He was decades older
than Monsignor Pecora and far more experienced in dealing with matters of
papal sensitivity. It was because of this experience he’d been selected to
oversee the work of Monsignor Pecora to ensure the problem was eliminated
effectively.
“We’re on the same page,’’ announced the second American, carefully
choosing his words. “We’ll see to it that the problem goes away. Under which
authority do you act?’’
“The very top,’’ replied Monsignor Muraro. “And you? Are you under
instruction from the highest office?’’
“We have our orders.’’
“From the president?’’ enquired Monsignor Pecora further.
“Not quite,’’ replied the second American. “Our superiors have decided
that the president will be informed of our work on a need-to-know basis. He’ll
be informed when it’s felt necessary to do so.’’
Monsignor Muraro opened the leather folder and lifted out a document.
“We’ve discussed your proposed solution,’’ he said as he held it up. “I’ve
been requested to inform you that we are in agreement with your plan.’’
“They’re the words we were hoping to hear,’’ replied the first American,
rising from his seat.
His colleague joined him. They shook hands with Monsignor’s Murano
and Pecora and left the room without uttering another word.
The secretive meeting had lasted less than two minutes, but its outcome
promised grave consequences for Professor Zenden and his team.
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Chapter 32
The expertise Steve had provided in the final moments of their stay had
proved priceless. Without realising it he’d unwittingly provided the
technological ‘step-change’ he’d referred to before he began working with
Hadar and his colleagues. He’d used his own knowledge and incorporated
elements of Shor’s Algorithms contained within the wristband software to
provide the basis upon which the communication speed between Hadar’s
existing systems could increase exponentially. Steve was thrilled because
he could see immediate improvements before he and the rest of the team
had prepared to depart on their next EMS leap. As they did the leader of the
Council of Heaven, Zeus joined Hadar.
Professor Zenden congratulated Steve. “You did good,’’ he said as the
team begun clasping their wristbands together.
“Yes. Wonderful work!’’ added Antonia as she linked to Grandpa’s
wristband. “We’re so proud of you!’’
Tim was eagerly awaiting the next exciting chapter in his amazing journey
and as Major Rutherford positioned himself alongside his colleagues he had
already linked his wristband to Grandpa’s. “I’m ready,’’ he said excitedly,
hoping to influence Professor Zenden into commencing the next EMS Leap
quickly.
“I have five minutes and thirty seconds left on my countdown,’’ said
Steve, looking down at his wrist.
“Check,’’ agreed Professor Zenden. “Is everybody ready?’’
His colleagues all nodded as the professor stood poised to make the final
link to initiate the next EMS Leap, but before he could do so a thought
suddenly entered Tim’s mind, and realising he had little time left he acted
upon it immediately. He looked up at Zeus and Hadar and surprised the rest
of the team by asking a question reminiscent of the one he’d asked his
teacher, Mr. Grossman all those years ago.
“Much of our civilisation on Earth practices religion and in many cases
millions of citizens follow different ‘gods’. This has happened throughout the
centuries…’’
Steve looked at Antonia with raised eyebrows. The expression on
Grandpa’s face confirmed he too was surprised by his grandson’s
intervention, but Tim continued despite their confused expressions.
“Even though no definitive proof exists that any god exists or existed you see, all religions on Earth are based on faith - these differences have
caused thousands of years of countless disturbances, wars and millions of
deaths.’’
He looked up at his two hosts once again and asked the question that
was on his mind.
“Does religion exist on Heaven?’’
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Zeus was the first to react.
“In a sense, yes,’’ he replied. “The creation of our civilisation depended
on what your civilisation might refer to as a ‘god’, although in our case there’s
absolutely no ambiguity about what who our ‘god’ was.’’
“Did you just say you know who created your civilisation?’’ asked Antonia,
open mouthed in astonishment yet again.
“Yes – but it wasn’t a single entity. It was a civilisation from another
galaxy, the Atumites.’’
Upon hearing the word ‘Atumites’ Grandpa smiled broadly and glanced
at Professor Zenden, who acknowledged by gesturing a small nod in return.
“Joe’s correct again,’’ he thought.
“Long ago,’’ Zeus continued, “they too realised that because of the
increasing Atumite population and the diminishing resources required to
sustain their people they needed to begin searching for another planet to
populate. However, after years of searching the only uninhabited planet they
found which could potentially support future generations of their civilisation
was …Heaven.’’
Professor Zenden glanced at Antonia with a look of bemusement, this
time shaking his head slightly.
“But they had a problem,’’ added Hadar. “They discovered that despite
the almost perfect conditions here on Heaven the physical make-up of
Atumites meant that the long-term survival of their species would be severely
limited, due to the atmospheric differences between their home planet and
Heaven.’’
“How so?’’ asked Steve, who was as astounded as his colleagues at what
he was hearing.
“The atmosphere on Atum was almost ninety percent Nitrogen content,’’
explained Hadar. “Here on Heaven the atmosphere is only seventy six
percent Nitrogen. This would mean any Atumites arriving here would be
quickly asphyxiated by the lack of Nitrogen.’’
“They’d be like fish out of water?’’ suggested Steve.
“It would appear so,’’ replied Professor Zenden, looking at Hadar once
again. “Yet your people are here and they’re clearly thriving. How did the
Atumites overcome the problem?’’
“It took them a long time,’’ replied Hadar. “Over many years they
discovered the building blocks of life and began the process of genetic
manipulation. At first, they experimented by controlling the eye colour of
newborn Atumites. Then, they successfully altered embryos in order to
create male or female Atumites. It took decades before they had achieved
their ultimate goal….’’
“Which was?’’ interrupted Steve.
“To create Atumites capable of surviving in an atmosphere consisting of
around seventy six percent Nitrogen,’’ Zeus replied.
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Grandpa’s excitement overtook him. “You’re saying the Atumites created
the Heavenite civilization!’’ he pronounced.
“Well, you could put it that way, yes.’’ Hadar replied nonchalantly.
“Don’t you see Simon?’’ said an increasingly animated Grandpa. “As they
manipulated the building blocks of the Atumite civilisation to create - I’d
rather say design – an alternative version of their species, they did it! They
did what it says in most ancient traditions on Earth. They recreated a new
species...’’
“In their own image…’’ whispered Antonia, correctly anticipating the end
of Grandpa’s sentence.
Grandpa instantly took over the conversation once again.
“Yes! But even more importantly,’’ he postulated, “once they’d reached
such an advanced stage of knowledge and following the colonisation of your
planet it may have been possible to insert within the genetic make-up of
these mutated being’s specific information which could be used to enhance
the survival chances of future generations. Would that be a fair assumption
to make, Hadar?’’
“Yes,’’ replied Hadar. “That would have been the intention all along.’’
Tim knew exactly what Grandpa was insinuating and surprised the rest
of his colleagues by uttering an apparently random comment.
“The Periodic Table!’’
“Yes!’’ laughed Grandpa. “That’s the missing link in my hypothesis!’’
“Missing link?’’ asked Professor Zenden. “I thought you’d covered it all in
your impact and exit hypothesis?’’
“No,’’ Grandpa replied as Zeus, Hadar and the rest of the team listened
intently. “Now that we know the Atumites inserted certain information into
the genetic code of their newly created civilisation on Heaven, we can
deduce from this that the information contained within the Periodic Table
does indeed refer to the God of Creation as Atum. Couple this with the
colonisation of Earth by the Heavenite civilisation and it now becomes clear
the population of Earth is indeed, through its relationship with the peoples of
Heaven descendants of the Atumite civilisation!’’ He then added an even
greater declaration. “This would demonstrate that those who are celebrating
major religions on Earth are absolutely correct in their beliefs, irrespective of
the religion concerned. All of us exist only because of the work of the one,
true ‘god’ of creation – the Atumites!’’
“Wow!’’ blurted Steve. “That would explain the similarities in the
narratives in the Bible and the Quran and other religious writings!’’
“At the time they successfully colonized Heaven,’’ explained Zeus, “the
Optimisation Cycle of the Atumite civilization was complete and the life cycle
of my civilization on Heaven began. This eventually led to our forced
adoption of Earth as our new home.’’
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“It would also explain why it was that the development of mankind
appeared to make sudden, huge strides over short periods of time,’’ added
Antonia excitedly.
“Like the Egyptians, with their unexplained and apparently rapid
knowledge of astronomy?’’ suggested Steve.
“Yes,’’ replied Antonia. “Think about it. Throughout history mankind has
benefited from the intervention of what we call genius.’’
“I don’t understand…’’ said Tim, looking perplexed. “Weren’t they just
very clever people?’’
“Not always,’’ replied Antonia. “Many of our greatest thinkers and
inventors had what can only be described as mundane backgrounds. Some
had little in the way of education. The manipulation of DNA to include specific
information to be released within later generations would absolutely explain
their sudden, timely and influential contribution to the development of
mankind. People like Confucius, Avicenna, Nikola Tesla, Einstein, Isaac
Newton, Da Vinci, Aristotle, Archimedes and many more – the timing of their
contribution does seem to have been predetermined when you take into
account what Hadar has just said.’’
In an almost seamless fashion Grandpa continued Antonia’s comments.
“And to add a little more certainty,’’ he said, “are any of you aware of the
source of the Periodic Table?’’
Professor Zenden was the first to react. “It must be the case that many
scientists built up the content of the Periodic Table over many decades?’’
“You’d have thought so, Simon but the truth of how and why the Periodic
Table came into existence is astonishing!’’ smiled Grandpa. “And
astonishing as it is, the emergence of the Periodic Table as a significant
reference within science today actually fits with my hypothesis.’’ He decided
he’d been cryptic long enough. “Have you ever heard of Dmitri Mendeleev?’’
As he’d expected, nobody replied and after a few short seconds he
provided the answer.
“Mendeleev was a Russian scientist. It was he who created the Periodic
Table, and he did so in very unusual circumstances.’’ He then looked at
Professor Zenden. “The really interesting thing is that he said the Periodic
Table came to him in a dream!’’
Steve quickly filled the silent void Grandpa’s latest statement had
caused. “Joe,” he suggested, “don’t overdo it. Your hypothesis has enough
integrity without adding unnecessary sensationalism.’’
“It’s true!’’ Grandpa exclaimed confidently. “In the very same way we’ve
been discussing the genetic manipulation of future generations through the
artificial implantation of key information, Dmitri Mendeleev duly delivered an
unexpected, significant step forward in science. How else could we explain
the appearance of the concept of a Periodic Table within his dream? I
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believe this information had been planted within the DNA of his forefathers
a long, long time ago!’’
“It’s an outrageous idea,’’ declared Antonia. “But could it be true?’’
“Evidently,’’ answered Hadar. “As I’ve already said the process has been
used to develop our civilisation here on Heaven.’’
“But what happened to this amazing technology?’’ asked Tim. “What
happened to it?’’
“The Great War,’’ replied Zeus. “It took more than the lives of millions of
our citizens. It also destroyed all aspects of our technological progress. We
had to start again,’’ he added sullenly.
Suddenly, amongst all the excitement Professor Zenden felt a buzz from
the EMS wristband he was wearing. He glanced down to see the screen was
now displaying the commencement of a sixty second countdown,
intermittently flashing red as it did.
58 - 57 - 56 - 55…
“We must go!’’ he exclaimed. “Now!’’
He held the clip of his wristband close to Grandpa’s before looking toward
Hadar and Zeus.
“Thanks for everything, and thanks to everybody here for being so
welcoming,’’ he added quickly.
49 - 48 - 47…
Their short stay on Heaven had been such a life-changing event that he
couldn’t even begin to put his feelings into words, especially after what he’d
just heard. He simply uttered a short, weak statement:
“On behalf of everyone in my team I wish you every success in your plans
for relocating to Earth. Good luck to you all.’’
41 - 40 - 39…
Hadar smiled. “Good luck to you, too - wherever you next find yourself!’’
he laughed, acknowledging the unpredictable nature of the EMS Leaps.
“Peace be with you forever,’’ said Zeus as he placed the palms of his
hand together in front of his face before bowing his head. He then
unexpectedly bent and placed his hands on Tim’s shoulders, with his long
white hair falling forward to create a shroud around his face.
28 - 27 - 26…
“And you, young man are the future,’’ he said. “Always seek the truth for
it is the only source of everlasting enlightenment. Teach your children to do
the same. Truth will sustain your spirit, power your soul and guide you along
the path of life, which is but a small part of your existence.’’
Tim felt Zeus tightening his grip on his shoulders.
“Remember, Tim. You are the future and you have the power to build a
future of which you can be proud. In all you and others do, be sure to seek
peace at every opportunity.’’
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He released his grip on Tim’s shoulders and stepped back, smiling as he
did. After a few seconds he once again closed the palms of his hands in front
of his face and looked down at Tim.
12 - 11 - 10…
“Goodbye, Tim. Be good, be kind, and teach others to improve their
mind.’’
Tim suddenly felt a rush inside his head. It wasn’t pain he felt, just a
powerful surge which emanated down across his shoulders; down the width
of his back, culminating in an overwhelming sensation of peace throughout
his entire body, and as he struggled to comprehend what had just happened
a voice startled him out of the aura of peace within which he had found
himself. It was Professor Zenden.
5 - 4 - 3…
“Ready?’’ he called out as the countdown reached its end. Everybody
nodded once again and watched as he completed the EMS wristband
connections. In an instant the figures which represented Zeus and Hadar
disappeared amongst the familiar hazy mist of an EMS leap.
They had had begun another phase of their amazing journey!
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Chapter 33
At one time, all citizens on Heaven viewed Mars as a very special light in
the night sky, one which was much larger than the rest. It was infinitely more
popular than all other night-time objects and, as it had always done Mars
would appear much larger than normal every ten years for a brief period of
six weeks. This eternal, orbital anomaly was extremely popular amongst the
population of Heaven and it provided significantly increased levels of
reflected light from the sun throughout the night. This, of course delighted
the younger children of Heaven as they were allowed out late to experience
the unusual occurrence of ‘Daylight Nights’. To add to the enjoyment each
period of Daylight Nights always occurred during the time of year when
Heaven itself generated continuously warm weather across the entire
planet. The ten-year timespan which passed between each six-week period
also meant that for many older children the onset of Daylight Nights became
a rite of passage into adulthood. As a consequence, the experience was
often enhanced as parents and families came together for short holidays,
house parties and other festive events. Daylight Nights were seen as a time
to celebrate the coming of age of these youngsters, with each event filled
with joy and togetherness. It truly was a time of happiness for the people of
Heaven.
Until the news came through that changed everything.
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Chapter 34
It was another perfect Daylight Night on Heaven and Mars once again
looked wonderful in its close proximity. Underneath its smooth, hazy blue
appearance many families were enjoying camping holidays, barbeques and
outdoor parties. The scene was one of total peace and serenity which made
the evenings’ unfolding events so incredibly unjust. Citizens had observed
the unusual message on their TV screens throughout the day and were
slowly becoming mindful that something unusual was about to happen; an
unexpected announcement was about to be broadcast. Tragically, they had
no idea that they were soon to be informed of news that would forever
change their lives.
A still image of the Golden Symbol of Peace logo had been displayed on
TV and computer screens since daybreak. Underneath was a short
preparatory message:
Citizens of Heaven.
An important news announcement will be
broadcast at 22.00hrs this evening.
Viewing is mandatory.
The announcement was so unusual many joked about it. Living in a
society which had taken so long to fulfil its potential had impaired their
understanding of the gravity of the situation of which they were about to be
informed. Thiers had become a society which fused the principles of caring,
sharing and understanding with philanthropic and entrepreneurial creativity
to deliver a fair, just and peaceful world. Consequentially, nobody who had
glanced at the screen since the message appeared could have possibly
anticipated what was to come.
As the announcement deadline approached many unsuspecting
communities were still wandering into their homes as the familiar, friendly
face of Ariadne Leventis appeared onscreen.
“Good evening and welcome to this special announcement,’’ said the
popular reporter for the Global Council. She spoke in a surprisingly sullen,
cold voice which wasn’t anything close to her usual welcoming style. Her
tone instantly made many viewers uncomfortable. “I have some very bad
news to announce,’’ she warned; she’d been instructed not to delay the
severity of the announcement. “Some very bad news indeed,’’ she added
despondently.
Mothers, fathers and other older relatives looked at each other,
wondering what was coming next. There was a growing silence within all
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households across Heaven, but outside the children continued to play in an
atmosphere of starlit tranquillity. Thankfully they were oblivious to the
sudden introduction of tension amongst their elder relatives indoors.
“Today, scientists have finally confirmed what has been suspected for
some time,’’ Ariadne said as she began a detailed presentation of Hadar’s
original findings. Graphics appeared on the screen to clarify the ominous
message she was sending to the inhabitants of Heaven.
“The orbits of Venus and Heaven have been gradually merging. You can
see from these images that, following a period of rapid global warming and
subsequent melting of its polar ice caps, Venus had some time ago begun
to wobble on its axis.’’
Additional on-screen graphics displayed the event.
“As the ice melted the displacement of huge amounts of water led to a
significant redistribution of weight across the planet. Once the process was
underway it severely affected the inertia of Venus.’’ Yet another graphic
displayed Venus without any ice in the polar regions. “Because of this Venus
eventually drifted out of its once-stable orbit.’’ The images accurately
portrayed the shifting of Venus from a stable spinning motion to an
increasingly erratic rotation, and the next series of images left no room for
doubt. “This was the point at which Venus began drifting on an orbit of the
Sun that would eventually bring it perilously close to Heaven.’’
The on-screen images were now showing a repeat of Hadar’s prediction.
They had changed to a sequence of videos that graphically portrayed a timelapse representation of the predicted collision event. However, the final
video culminated in what appeared to be the gradual separation of the two
planets and what also appeared to be a happy ending to the potentially
devastating encounter.
However, as Hadar had done when revealing his projections to Professor
Zenden and his team, Ariadne continued the announcement in a downbeat
manner. Looking awkward she picked up her papers, gathered them up and
pulled them neatly together by tapping them against her desk. It was clear
she was uncomfortable and that she was playing for time before revealing
the next shocking episode.
“Sadly, this is not the entire scenario. Notwithstanding the apparently
lucky escape shown here,’’ she said, gesturing towards the screen,
“scientists have produced another set of videos in order to prepare our
civilisation for a forthcoming, devastating catastrophe.’’
As she spoke another video commenced.
“I’m sorry to have to inform you that, following its close encounter with
Venus the orbit of Heaven will also be altered drastically. This will begin a
very tragic period for our planet and its people.’’
Although she’d spent several hours preparing to deliver this broadcast in
a slow, measured manner she simply could not physically control herself any
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longer. Her speech had increased in speed with each devastating statement;
her breathing had become shallower and, to her dismay her hands had now
begun to shake.
“Many years from now this will deliver grave consequences for each and
every one of us,’’ she said as she turned and faced the screen beside her.
“The videos you are watching have also been developed using time-lapse
techniques to speed up the next phase of events. As you will see, this video
covers a twenty-five-year period, throughout which our planet traverses the
solar system in a sequence of erratic orbits, at the end of which a planetary
collision is predicted to occur.’’
“Here we go,’’ she thought. She wanted to finish right there because the
announcement she was about to make was the worst. Her mouth suddenly
became very dry as she looked directly into the camera. Her ashen face now
looked very stern. “The altered trajectory of Heaven means that in twentyfive years our home planet will collide with our closest companion in the solar
system, Mars. This is not mere speculation. Until recently, scientists and
astronomers working on the vast expanse of printed data could not be
certain. The advent of software that could be integrated with our systems
has now produced an accurate portrayal of the future orbital motion of
Heaven, Venus and Mars …and the dreadful consequences which follow.’’
The time-lapsed animation on the screen revealed the orbits of the three
planets as they were projected forward twenty-five years.
“As you can see, as each year passes the erratic nature of the orbit of
Heaven results in an unmistakeable trajectory towards Mars. The distance
between Heaven and Mars is perilously close and the orbital speed of our
home planet increases significantly. This is because with each pass both
planets are drawn closer together by gravitational forces, and following a
brief period of separation, in the twenty-fifth year from now…’’
Suddenly her mouth froze. Ariadne was now about to utter the worst
words she’d ever had to deliver. Her heart was racing and she involuntarily
summoned a nervous cough. Then, fighting against all her natural instincts
to protect the Heavenite population she forced the terrible words past her
lips:
“Heaven will collide with Mars.’’
After making the announcement Adriane paused for a few seconds and
stared blankly into the camera that had so generously helped her become a
favourite across Heaven. During the pre-announcement briefing she thought
she’d prepared herself sufficiently for this moment. She thought her
professionalism would see her through, but as she uttered the words she
suddenly thought of her children and the rest of her family, and as she
attempted to speak she paused involuntarily yet again. When she did the
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voice of the news director crackled in her ear, demanding that she composed
herself.
“Ariadne! Keep it together!’’
The sudden instruction worked.
“Stay composed, Ariadne,’’ her subconscious voice insisted as she
continued with the distressing announcement. Thankfully she was now once
again in control of her emotions and, following another short pause she
delivered the shocking news that many who were watching had begun to
dread:
“This will be a catastrophic event that will end all life on Heaven.’’
The news hit the population of Heaven like a lightning bolt. People cried
out their shock. Others ran outside and grasped their children tightly for in
that terrible instant they knew their fate was sealed.
Meanwhile, under the instruction of the voice in her earpiece Ariadne
pushed ahead with her announcement.
“There’s no doubt. We cannot hope for a miracle because hoping for a
miracle isn’t something we can consider. Our planet is destined to be
destroyed along with any life-forms living here at the time of the collision.
I’ve been directed to inform you of the absolute certainty of no hope. All we
can do is attempt to save as many of our people as possible.’’ Ariadne
suddenly felt a little less awkward because she knew the next statement she
was to make was more positive. “We are very honoured that our science
editor, Stavros Theodorou is accompanied by the Leader of the Global
Council of Heaven. Over to you, Stavros.’’
A bespectacled figure appeared who was accompanied by a gentleman
dressed in an elegant, full length white robe. The colour of his robe matched
his shoulder length white hair and beard. His overall appearance gave him
an aura of wisdom and stature. It was Zeus.
“Thank you, Ariadne,’’ acknowledged Stavros as he turned toward Zeus.
Evidently awestruck, he bowed his head in veneration. “And welcome to you,
Zeus of Olympus.’’
The elderly man reached over and placed his hand under Stavros’s chin,
gently lifting his head. Stavros was now looking directly at Zeus.
“Please do not lower your head to me,’’ said Zeus in a soft voice. “I am
as you are. We are one people and we are all equal on Heaven. Please
continue.’’
A broad smile stretched across Stavros’s face as he automatically bowed
his head once again before looking toward the camera. He too needed to
compose himself so he looked toward the large screen to his left. It had
begun to show archive video of the launch of a space rocket. At one point
the video closed in on the side of the spaceship as it pulled away from the
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launch pad. As it rose skyward the initials ‘MCP’ were followed by an insignia
consisting of two planets encircled by a silver arrow.
Looking into the camera Stavros lifted his hand toward the screen.
“Since the cancellation of the Mars Colonisation Program many of you
will be aware of the ground-breaking work of our close friends from the
Anunnaki region of our planet. Their amazing efforts generated excitement
across Heaven when they successfully completed their mission to land on
Earth. Since then we have all marvelled at their professionalism as they
established a base on Earth and began developing communications with the
incumbents of that planet, who we now know refer to themselves as
Humans.’’
Another video revealed the same rocket at its landing site on Earth.
Groups of humans could be seen holding on to each other as they hid behind
boulders for protection. Other humans could be seen pointing at the huge
craft from a distance.
“However,’’ continued Stavros, “the original reasoning behind the
cancellation of the Mars Colonisation Program and the subsequent attempts
by the Anunnaki task force to meet with the people on Earth was not
revealed to you at the time. You, the people of Heaven were misled. You
were told that the Mars Colonisation Program had revealed that Mars was
not suitable for habitation because of the discovery of intermittent and
unpredictable leakage of methane from huge underground reservoirs. You
were also informed that the Earth visits consisted of Anunnaki scientists
whose sole purpose was to land on Earth, make contact with its inhabitants
and develop friendships with the humans. We are about to reveal to you that
with good intent, and for reasons of global security the truth was kept from
you. Meeting the inhabitants of Earth was not the sole purpose of the
mission. It was not intended as a purely fact-finding project. The entire
mission was and continues to be a precursor to the announcement we are
making today.’’
Stavros then looked towards Zeus before continuing. “Zeus of Olympus
I would be honoured if you would continue.’’
As Stavros once again glanced at the screen Zeus addressed the camera
directly. This time, smaller flying vehicles bearing the initials ECP could be
seen passing over areas of differing geology. Clearly, the pilots were
exploring a number of areas across the surface of Earth.
“Once we were made aware of the forthcoming planetary collision,’’ Zeus
explained, “the Global Council of Heaven demanded a strategy for survival.
As Mars was also destined to be rendered lifeless during the catastrophe,
Earth was identified as the only viable option for our planned evacuation
project. At first, we weren’t sure if meeting the humans would put our
scientists at risk through contamination – or if our people would contaminate
the humans. Because of this our officials wore protective suits designed to
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reduce these risks and used Vimana’s to explore various regions of the
planet.’’
The videos now displayed Vimana’s as they approached and then landed
on the ground. Anunnaki officials wearing space suits with large, clear, round
headsets were then shown gesturing for humans to approach. The physical
attributes of the humans were identical to that of the ambassadors from
Heaven, but with one significant difference; height. The members of the task
force were so much larger in stature that the humans had to tilt their heads
back to make eye contact with the tall strangers who were beckoning them
to approach. The size difference clearly worried the humans, who appeared
nervous to approach.
Unexpectedly, the video then revealed what appeared to be a battlefield
containing many slain combatants.
“Once our ambassadors had gained the confidence of the humans,’’
continued Zeus, “a very familiar story emerged. This story resembled our
own ancient history as the humans informed us that they had, for some time
been attacked by the Gigantes of Pallene of the Nephilim civilisation of
Venus. Once they had realised their own planet was doomed, the Nephilim
had developed the ability to send a number of their race to take control of
Earth, and in doing so terrorised the entire human race. They arrived on
Earth years before any of our representatives, and human settlements had
constantly been devastated by the much larger and much more aggressive
Nephilim. Having shared their information with us it became clear that this
was the reason the humans were so afraid to engage with our own Anunnaki
ambassadors when they arrived, even though we came in peace.’’
Zeus lowered his head, seemingly ashamed at what he was about to say.
The video revealed scenes of death and destruction spread widely across a
battlefield.
“I, Zeus of Olympus now humbly beg your forgiveness for the sin I
delivered upon the Nephilim. Because of the disgraceful way in which the
Nephilim had visited violence and intimidation onto the human race, I, Zeus
personally took the decision to break our most fundamental law. I decided
to make war with the Nephilim.’’ He lifted his head and looked toward the
screen which was now showing the victors amongst the defeated corpses.
“We tried diplomacy, but they would not talk. They met each approach from
us with violence and stated that it would be the peoples of Venus that would
colonise Earth and rule its people with the force they had become
accustomed to using on their own planet. In the face of such hostility I
instructed the elite amongst us, those our society holds up as the best
examples of Heavenite civilisation; the Olympians to go to Earth and protect
the humans from this tyranny and help establish a stable, contented society.
Once they had defeated the Nephilim the Olympians then assisted the
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Anunnaki in their quest to help the humans to further develop their
civilization.’’
The video slowly scanned the battlefield and when an Olympian came
into view it paused for a few seconds, at which point Zeus took the
opportunity to explain why these particular Olympians had been chosen. A
blood-soaked gladiator was shown standing over a slain combatant and
Zeus began to speak as four additional Olympians appeared on screen, all
of whom looked completely exhausted following the battle. Their attire was
badly torn and two of them were on their knees, too weary to stand.
“Apollo, Poseidon, Demeter, Athena and Artemis have represented the
people of Heaven with valour and are now looked upon as heroes by the
humans. They each led a division of our forces into battle and, acting with
my complete authority they used whatever force was necessary to bring an
end to the days of the Nephilim on Earth. The humans are particularly
reverent to Apollo who fought a tremendous battle and killed many of the
Nephilim with his bare hands.’’
Another victorious fighter appeared.
“Poseidon has been hailed for the way in which he out-thought, outmanoeuvred and then out-fought the Nephilim at sea and on the islands they
had claimed after attacking and displacing the original human inhabitants.’’
Zeus then turned his attention to another of the Olympians, this time a
powerfully built female.
“Following her courageous contribution to the victory Demeter and her
Heavenite army provided the humans with knowledge of how to harvest the
many great natural resources on Earth, and how to use them to produce
food on a larger scale. This has been a tremendous success as the humans
are now producing enough food for their needs.’’
The images on the screen changed and Zeus was now looking at
Artemis, who was hunched over the body of a dead Nephilim. She was
clearly exhausted and unable to stand upright.
“Since the battle Artemis has been helping the humans to benefit from
the use of the abundant wildlife on Earth. She has taught the humans that
many animals have uses other than for nourishment. For example, she has
shown them how to use the larger animals to help transport their food and
other belongings, and how they can use animals as they prepare the land
for cultivation.’’
Athena, the final Olympian leader has the most important role on Earth.
Now that she has helped to defeat the Nephilim, Athena is guiding the
humans through their long journey toward a just society. Using her unrivalled
wisdom and her gift of inspiration, Athena is leading the humans as they
work towards building a society that has at its core fair law and justice;
knowledge of mathematics and an awareness of the importance of strategic
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alliances. She has also helped teach the philosophy of the use of just
warfare, but only as a last resort.’’
Zeus returned his gaze to the TV camera. “It is the final one, the
philosophy of just warfare that I now come.’’
Again, his tone became sombre.
“As you are aware, the ancient history of the peoples of Heaven was one
of confrontation, aggression and oppression. Our ancestors lived through
and quite often died during futile wars. Thankfully we realised that this was
not the way our civilisation should or could continue. It took the devastating
outcome of the Great War to make us see that.’’
He reached into the open neck of his robe and pulled out a large pendant.
“As the appointed leader of the Global Council of Heaven I took an oath
to maintain the values and traditions of our forefathers which have brought
peace and happiness to our planet for so long.’’
He held aloft the gold medallion and turned it to face toward the camera.
On it was the simple linear depiction of a bomb which was partially covered
by a hand. The meaning behind the depiction was very clear; never again
should there be war.
“Since the Great War every leader of the Council has met their obligation
to deliver peace for all who live on Heaven.’’ He then made deliberate
reference to himself as he placed the pendant inside his robe once again.
“All of them except Zeus, Principal of Olympus. Like my predecessors I have
worn the Golden Symbol of Peace since the day I was inaugurated as the
Leader of the Global Council of Heaven. I have worn it with pride, and
despite my instruction for the days of the Nephilim to be brought to an end,
I continue to wear it with pride. To rid humanity of such violence was a just
act; they were suffering without having intimidated their attackers. The
humans were hurting terribly, with no way of ending the devastation being
visited upon them by their adversaries. I believe the decision I made was the
correct one – a just one. We have now returned all surviving humans to their
homelands, and with the Nephilim eradicated they can once again begin to
rebuild their civilisation, but this time with our help.’’
Zeus then turned his attention to the crisis now facing his own people.
“There was another factor of greater importance which influenced my
decision to send our great Olympians and their divisions into war. The plight
of our own civilisation needed to be considered and I believed that for many
of our people to evacuate to Earth successfully, they needed to arrive at an
environment which offered the best possible chance for their survival. I hope
you will all agree that the presence of the aggressive and violent Nephilim
would jeopardise the survival of future generations of our own citizens, not
just the human race.’’ He paused for a few seconds before changing the
focus of his speech. “Now that I have explained why the Olympians were
sent to war on Earth I’d like to return to the reasons for this announcement.
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The work of the Anunnaki and the Olympians has returned very positive
results, and the aim over the next couple of decades will be to construct a
fleet of shuttles capable of transferring to Earth as many representatives of
our civilization as we possibly can. Throughout that time, we also plan to
transfer as much machinery as possible to enable us to work with the
humans to construct buildings to house those of us who successfully
relocate.’’ Another video revealed specialised equipment being used to cut
and transport blocks of stone into place. “In fact, we have already started
this process in a number of different locations on Earth to create
accommodation, laboratories and workshops for our ambassadors and
scientists.’’
The video revealed one of these structures as it approached completion.
It was almost circular in design with a flat roof. Openings were visible on two
of its sides.
“I’ve been informed that this was the first of our buildings to be
constructed on Earth. It is currently being used as a communications centre
by our officials as they carry out their work on Earth. I would like, on behalf
of myself and the rest of the Global Council of Heaven to offer you our
deepest apologies for keeping this information from you. Once the
forthcoming collision was confirmed the Council unanimously agreed it
would not benefit the people of Heaven to learn of the demise of our beautiful
planet until it became absolutely necessary. Now, that time is upon us. It is
time for you to be told the truth, because it is also time for us all to work
together to make the future secure for our children, for their children and for
generations to come.’’
The video on-screen concluded with a still-depiction of the emblem of
Heaven, which showed clasped hands encircling a representation of their
planet. The director purposefully framed Zeus alongside the emblem as he
began ending his announcement at a deliberately slow pace.
“People of Heaven, this is an enormous challenge. We have survived up
until now by working together for the good of all, and never before has this
philosophy been needed in this way. We’ll need to be strong. We will need
to have fortitude.’’ He was now talking with a steely, determined voice. “We
will rise to the challenge and we will succeed. We will succeed because you,
the people of Heaven are the spirit of Heaven. You too are the power that
drives Heaven and you will bring glory to Heaven. Because of this we will
ensure your sacrifices remain in the memory of our descendants forever.’’
He clasped his palms together and, with fingers pointing upwards
touched the tip of his chin with his thumbs. He then bowed graciously toward
the camera and held this position for a few seconds until Stavros interrupted
the silence.
“I hope I speak for the entire population of Heaven,’’ he suggested, “when
I thank you and the Global Council of Heaven for your wisdom in keeping
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from us the information about the war with the Nephilim and of our planet’s
collision with Mars. On a personal level I can understand why you didn’t
reveal the truth to us. It’s clear we would have all suffered years of anguish
without any hope to cling to. At least now we have something to work
towards.’’
This time it was Stavros who looked directly at the camera.
“Let us all respond with vigour and faith to the call of Zeus. Let us all
follow his lead and work with the humans toward creating a new Heaven on
Earth.’’
Ariadne Leventis immediately reappeared on-screen.
“Thank you, Stavros,’’ she said. “I’m sure the people of Heaven will react
exactly as Zeus of Olympus has requested.’’
Free of the tension that had gripped her during her earlier broadcast her
voice had returned to the familiar tone her viewers usually experienced.
“Well, there it is. We have no future here on Heaven. We now know
there’s no hope for our beloved planet, but unlike the people of Venus we
do have hope for the future; a new future. We can deliver the vision of Zeus
of Olympus and safeguard the future for generations to come.’’
The video of the Earth Colonisation Program rocket launch appeared
once again as Ariadne began to close the announcement.
“The Global Council of Heaven has wisely put in place the foundation we
need to build a new Heaven on Earth. We will share our technologies with
the human race. We will also share our knowledge so both peoples can live
in peace and harmony.’’
A close-up of her face filled the screen.
“To quote Zeus of Olympus; we are the spirit of Heaven. We are the
power, and because of what we are about to do we will be remembered in
glory by our descendants, forever.’’
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Chapter 35
Using the new technology Steve had introduced many years earlier,
Hadar and his colleagues had been able to produce far more accurate
forecasts. This enabled Hadar to be better prepared for any criticism of his
projections, and because of the newly acquired level of detail offered by
Steve’s software updates he’d quickly won his argument. It was solely due
to Steve’s input that Hadar had been successful in winning support from the
most ardent of his critics and despite much incredulity when he’d first
presented his findings, the Global Council of Heaven subsequently accepted
the terrifying predictions.
Following the official announcement of the crisis to the citizens of Heaven
the response was one of quiet determination; the mood across the planet
became one of total collaboration. Wherever they were and whatever their
situation the Heavenite population set about working together to save their
civilisation from oblivion, and huge strides were made throughout the
subsequent decades as they worked tirelessly to ensure the survival of their
civilisation. Throughout this time, and with the destabilising threat from the
aggressors removed, the Olympians and the Anunnaki continued their work
on Earth.
As the sparse and fragmented human population was clearly behind
Heaven in terms of intellectual, physical and emotional development the
civilization of Heaven had offered its accumulated knowledge in the sciences
and social development to the extent that representatives from Heaven had
successfully forged the closest possible links with numerous cultures around
the planet. This was repaid graciously by the peoples of Earth who, for the
most part offered friendship, foodstuffs and a willingness to help the giant
newcomers to their world. Every effort was put into ensuring the human race
became accustomed to the future arrival of the incoming evacuees, and
much was made of the benefits they would bring in terms of knowledge,
experience and wisdom. Time after time the emergence of a mutually
beneficial arrangement only served to strengthen ties between the two
civilisations. The planned fleet of shuttles dedicated to the evacuation of
citizens of Heaven was constructed and additional, smaller Vimana’s were
dispatched to Earth. Countless cargos of machinery and other supplies
accompanied evacuees as they transferred to Earth.
As the Heaven and Mars planetary collision had been predicted long
before the arrival of the first fleet of evacuation shuttles, almost all
eventualities had been anticipated well in advance. The entire fleet had
taken many years to construct and evacuation activities had begun as soon
as the first of the shuttles had been completed.
On Earth, the arrival of the evacuees had been preceded years earlier by
the arrival of the leading scientists from Heaven. Their task was to put in
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place the necessary infrastructure that would pave the way for the expansion
of what was originally a small-scale facility into a fully functional society.
They were also accompanied by the most successful of Heaven’s diplomats
who were charged with the responsibility of easing the amalgamation of their
soon-to-arrive civilisation with the existing inhabitants of Earth. From the
moment the first of the evacuation shuttles arrived the occupants had quickly
integrated with existing colonies of ambassadors, diplomats and other
Heavenites that had already made Earth their home. Oftentimes, the
incoming settlers from Heaven were amused by the reaction of those on
Earth to their size, which was on average twofold higher than the tallest of
mankind.
Working closely together the inhabitants of both planets gained
tremendous benefits and much was learnt on both sides. Heaven-based
diplomats and scientists co-inhabited with mankind in a harmonious,
peaceful manner. The diplomatic missions continued, and relationships with
the inhabitants of Earth were carefully nurtured. Because of their
involvement in liberating Earth from the Nephilim the families of the
Olympians and their legions were granted early settlement on Earth, many
of whom cohabited with humans. This eventually produced a new crossbreed civilization which was to form the basis of all future generations on
Earth. Relationships flourished even as the first wave of evacuation shuttles
arrived, and evacuees were warmly welcomed and cared for by a rapidly
learning humankind. Some evacuees were offered new lives away from
emerging Heavenite population centres, while many chose to integrate
within existing human settlements. Other evacuees helped strengthen
societies in less populated regions of Earth.
Although relieved that the Nephilim were now nothing but a distant, dark
memory the humans discovered that the development of their civilisation
was many thousands of years behind that of the inhabitants of Heaven.
Because of this the social structure on Earth remained fragmented; whilst
most supported the work of the visitors from Heaven a small number were
vehemently against what they perceived as an invasion of their home planet.
As a result, there had been skirmishes amongst groups of humans which
had resulted in casualties and deaths.
Having long-since learnt the ineffectiveness of war, attempts had been
made by Heavenite diplomats to reconcile the different factions by passing
on the Ten Laws of Society which had kept Heaven such a peaceful place
for so long. Many humans embraced the Ten Laws, but others remained
suspicious of the intentions of the visitors and refused to become allies.
Given their understandably cautious approach to the ambassadors from
Heaven, one of Zeus’ greatest pleasures as Leader of the Council of Heaven
was to visit Earth and meet its people. He worked closely with the senior
diplomat from Heaven, Moses of Pictor to ensure that he was successful in
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the most important of his duties, which was to simplify and then distribute
amongst the human race the Ten Laws. The humans who appreciated his
efforts became close allies of Moses and his entourage, despite their own
trepidation at the use of a powerful, roaring Vimana to traverse Earth to
disseminate the Ten Laws.
Although a huge amount of work had been undertaken a small proportion
of the human civilisation remained to be contacted by Heavenite diplomats.
Many humans had only been observed from above as the Vimana’s buzzed
around Earth’s atmosphere searching for appropriate areas for evacuees to
settle. Sometimes, as Vimana’s approached to land human’s scattered in
fear at the incredible noise generated by the downward thrust of the huge
craft. The blast also disturbed huge amounts of surface dust, scattering it
violently in every direction causing further mayhem. Having never witnessed
such an event many humans fell to the ground terrified and helpless to
defend themselves. Many recorded their terrifying experiences by producing
paintings in caves or carvings on rocks. Even when communication was
successful it took many months of patient encounters before genuine trust
could be engendered toward the lofty visitors from Heaven. It was during
one of these sorties that the Babylonian King Hamurabi was approached by
a senior ambassador from Heaven - Shamar - and presented with the Ten
Laws that helped him establish the first recorded civil order principles on
Earth.
Notwithstanding these difficulties they encountered every individual who
had arrived on Earth knew their efforts to engage with, and then gain the
support of the humans must continue patiently …because they knew their
own civilization had no other option.
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Chapter 36
As their next EMS leap began, and as Zeus and Hadar disappeared from
view the team felt a familiar feeling wash over them. They also began to feel
a stronger sense of weightlessness. Surprised at how relaxed she felt,
Antonia quickly recognised similarities of her experience of the first EMS
leap.
“It’s the same process…’’ she thought. She could see each of her
colleagues but could not communicate with them. She couldn’t move but
didn’t feel fearful because of it. The space behind, in front, above and below
appeared empty; they had once again entered some kind of void. The
serenity they had experienced in the first EMS Leap returned …until a
blinding flash of light once again heralded their transferral through time and
space. Seconds later they were being transported through a vast and
beautiful array of brightly flickering colours. They were then encompassed
by what appeared to be a curtain of colours, each of which were swirling into
each other to produce a myriad of differing effects. Then, as had happened
during the first EMS leap dark areas appeared within the colours, swirling
closer and closer together, gaining faster and faster momentum.
“Were nearly there,’’ thought Steve as he too recalled his experience of
the previous EMS leap.
Once the darkened areas had merged together a familiar rushing sound
ensued before ceasing abruptly. In the silence each of the team looked at
each other and waited.
As they hung in the darkness Steve tried to communicate with his
colleagues again. “Is anybody seeing anything? Does anyone know where
we are?’’ he asked.
The rest of the team remained silent for a moment. Then came an
outburst of excitement from Tim.
“Wow – what a ride!’’ he exclaimed. “That was better than anything in any
fairground I’ve ever been in! Can we have another go, ple-e-e-a-s-e?’’ he
pleaded, laughing as he did.
“Later, Tim,’’ said the professor, smiling. The similarity with the earlier
EMS leap process had lifted his spirit and boosted his confidence.
“It was a beautiful experience,’’ agreed Antonia who was still overawed
by the whole experience. “Just beautiful.’’
“Shhh!’’ said Steve. “Can you hear something?’’
The team became silent, still only able to see each other, but nothing
else.
Steve frowned and closed his eyes, concentrating.
“I thought I heard voices!’’ he whispered.
Again, the rest of the team remained silent and after a few seconds there
did appear to be the sound of voices – but they sounded distant; too distant
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to be audible. They listened for a few seconds more before Tim noticed a
change.
“They’re getting louder!’’ he said in a raised voice.
He was correct. The muted voices were slowly becoming clearer, but
another sound had emerged.
“Can you hear a banging sound? Like a bass drum?’’ said Steve,
concentrating on what he might hear next.
“Yes – but I don’t think it’s a drum; it’s too inconsistent,’’ replied Professor
Zenden.
The sound of the voices became clearer and the team suddenly became
anxious.
“That’s not people talking,’’ said Grandpa. “They’re shouting!’’
“No, they’re not,’’ said Professor Zenden as the sound of banging
became louder than the voices. The sound had increased to such an extent
that he had to raise his voice markedly. “They sound like they’re screaming!’’
he shouted as the noise became ever louder, and as he did a thick mist
appeared from nowhere to begin enveloping his team.
“Stay calm, everyone,’’ ordered Major Rutherford above the crescendo
of screams and incessant banging. “Stay calm!’’ he yelled once again as the
entire team disappeared amongst the mist.
The screams became louder and the team could clearly hear voices
shouting for help. “Save me! Please!’’ shouted one panic-ridden voice as the
banging sound reached a crescendo. “Help me!’’ another voice pleaded.
Each of the team felt an increasing sensation of solid ground underneath
their feet and immediately felt the soles of their feet move in tandem with the
unexplained banging sound. Then they became aware that the mist was
slowly dissipating.
“Get ready to run!’’ ordered Major Rutherford, who had realised the team
might be in immediate danger once the EMS Leap had completed. The mist
continued to clear and before long the source of the screams and banging
became obvious. They were still on Heaven but they had been taken forward
in time to the period immediately preceding its collision with Mars.
The familiar beep sounded and their wristbands separated. The screens
revealed another countdown had commenced. This time, the countdown
revealed that this EMS leap had twelve hours remaining.
“Don’t remove your wristbands!’’ ordered Major Rutherford. ‘’We may
have to leave immediately!’’
The team instinctively huddled together as the last of the mist cleared.
Terrified people were running in all directions whilst covering their heads
with their arms. Large boulders were crashing down around them as molten
lava also cascaded onto the ground, sending boiling globules of rock in all
directions. Suddenly, the incredibly violent lightning storms and high winds
that had engulfed the planet as it approached Mars ceased abruptly. The
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severe weather hadn’t gradually faded away as if passing into the distance,
it had simply stopped, which only served to increase further - if that were
possible - the high state of anxiety amongst the panicking hordes.
Mars was sending a deadly notice that the final confrontation had begun.
It appeared the aggrieved planet was responding to the deluge of rocks and
lava which, not long beforehand had slammed into it after being pulled from
the surface of Heaven. To those on Heaven who were witnessing the
gravitational conflict between the planets the sight of large areas of their own
planet bulging, cracking and finally lifting effortlessly toward the skies was
surreal. How could such a thing happen? How could huge sections of the
surface of Heaven simply float up into the sky? This was impossible! Yet
there it was, a phenomenon that none could deny. The thousands upon
thousands of rising rock fragments and buildings seemed to mimic the flight
of gigantic flocks of birds, heading with increasing speed toward Mars and
breaking into smaller fragments as they did. Heartbreakingly, many people
were trapped in the buildings that had, in a haphazard manner been drawn
towards Mars. Some buildings on the surface of Heaven were left unharmed
whilst others in close proximity were taken. Life and death had become a
lottery.
When the team arrived the battle for gravitational superiority between the
planets had reversed in favour of Heaven. Enormous lava eruptions were
once again rising from within gaping fissures on Mars as parts of its surface
disintegrated. To confound the apocalypse the fragmented rock and
buildings from Heaven that had been drifting up towards Mars began falling
back, merging with the lava eruptions from Mars as they fell. The entire
matrix of terror continued falling onto Heaven and orange strips of molten
rock from Mars engulfed the remnants of the buildings that had been so
ruthlessly stolen moments earlier. It was a truly terrifying scenario. The air
had become thick with acrid smoke and choking sulphur fumes. The horror
experienced by the population of Heaven throughout the conflagration was
indescribable, and as Heaven approached even closer it became
increasingly clear that Mars’ gravity was now winning the battle. The
gravitational forces switched again and Heaven was now being torn apart
from the inside out. Sections of Heaven’s surface began rising once again
into the skies as far as the eye could see, followed by innumerable lava
javelins as they too soared upwards seeking the surface of Mars.
“Quick – in there!’’ shouted Major Rutherford, pointing to a large building.
He could see it was already full of terrified and desperate people, but it was
the only building which looked anything like capable of protecting them from
the chaos that was now enveloping the planet. “Run!’’ he shrieked.
The group ran to the building and although they were forced to stand in
the doorway they were at least in some kind of shelter. From nowhere a
violent wind roared and everybody clung on tightly to each other to prevent
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being sucked out and into the storm. A few of the Heavenites taking shelter
behind them reached down and held them back from the forces that were
trying to pull them to certain death. Moments later they all looked on as Mars
passed directly overhead and then rapidly moved out of sight over the
horizon. Smaller buildings were crumbling under the barrage, and around
the immediate area people lay injured – or worse.
Within a few seconds the distance between Heaven and Mars increased
and the immense gravitational battle temporarily ceased. In the absence of
the deafening sounds from the storms and electrical discharges another
dreadful sound now filled the air; it was the screams of thousands of terrified,
panicking citizens. Professor Zenden’s team had been lucky – they’d arrived
just as the deadly effects of a close approach between the two planets had
drawn to a close.
Checking the sky for any evidence of impending mayhem, Major
Rutherford stepped out into the open once again, cautiously followed by
Professor Zenden and the rest of the team. Those who had also sought
shelter in the building began venturing outside nervously, and all but Tim
and Grandpa rushed forward to tend as best they could to the injured and
dying. Grandpa ordered Tim to stay by his side; he didn’t want him to get too
close to the tragic scene.
“I’ll take Tim back inside,’’ he shouted to Professor Zenden. “This is no
place for him.’’
The professor glanced up and nodded before returning to the task at
hand. He’d been comforting a huge beast of a man whose leg had been
struck by a falling rock.
“Where are all the officials?’’ Professor Zenden asked as he felt for any
bone fractures.
“Aaargh!’’ the giant screamed in agony as the professor gently rubbed a
raised area of muscle.
“You’re going to be fine,’’ the professor said. He then located a large
piece of wood from amongst the rubble. “Here, this should ease the pain,’’
he added as he used a remnant of storm damaged material to strap the
wood to the injured leg. “Try not to bend it.’’
“Thank you,’’ winced the casualty gratefully as he held the wood in place
for Professor Zenden to complete the temporary repair.
“I’ll see if I can get someone to help,’’ said the professor as he rose up
and surveyed the area. “Where are all the officials?’’ he asked once again.
“They’ve all gone, apart from Zeus and a few others,” replied the
casualty. “They were due to leave this morning but their shuttle
malfunctioned,’’ he grimaced. “Once it has been repaired that’ll be it. No
more evacuation flights.’’
Professor Zenden continued to scan the area for someone to help the
injured man. Realising he had no chance of lifting the huge patient he
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shouted to a young Heavenite who, in a dazed state had been stumbling
through the debris.
“Hey! Help me get this man to his feet!’’ he shouted. “You’ll need to find
shelter for him!’’
Startled out of his trauma the distressed seven-foot-tall youngster
obliged. As he did Professor Zenden looked towards Antonia, who had
called Steve over to assist her lift a large rock off the torso of another
casualty who was unconscious, but alive. Realising there was little chance
of the young man to be able to move the stricken giant the professor then
tried to ensure he understood his instructions.
“Stay here until someone can take care of him. Don’t leave him on his
own!’’ he bellowed across the chaotic scene.
Still in a state of shock the young giant sat down on the rubble. “I won’t
leave him,’’ he replied sullenly as he wiped dust out of his eyes.
“How long has this been going on?’’ asked the professor.
“Where have you been for the past ten days?’’ replied the youngster.
“Heaven began closing in on Mars over a week ago and the storms have
hardly stopped. Our planet is falling to pieces right in front of our eyes and
we can’t do anything to stop it!’’
The professor immediately realised another storm was possible at any
moment. He turned and faced the area where Antonia, Steve and Major
Rutherford were tending to the injured.
“Everybody – get back together over here!’’ he ordered, but none of his
team responded; they were too busy attending to the injured or dying. He
glanced over at the building where Grandpa and Tim were sheltering and
waved them over. “Come on!’’ he shouted.
Neither Tim nor Grandpa wasted a moment. They both set off in the
direction of the professor.
“You go on ahead, Tim. I’ll be right behind you…’’ insisted Grandpa.
“But…’’
“GO!’’ roared Grandpa.
Meanwhile, Antonia and Steve were frantically trying to lift the fallen
boulder off the injured woman.
“Get ready to lift!’’ Steve said, tensing up. “After three. One, two …three!’’
Both grunted loudly as they used all of their strength to lift the rock and
although they only managed to raise it a couple of inches that was enough.
They hurriedly dragged the rock clear just as their strength gave out and the
rock crashed onto the ground, narrowly missing the injured woman.
Antonia quickly checked the woman’s broad wrist. “She’s got a strong
pulse,’’ she declared. ‘‘Is there anything we can use to cover her?’’
They spent the next few minutes tending to the woman’s injuries as best
they could but realised they needed to find the shuttle quickly.
“What do we do now?’’ pleaded Antonia. “It’s hopeless!’’ she cried.
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“We need to find the shuttle!’’ interrupted Professor Zenden as he
approached. “Zeus is on board!’’
“But we can’t leave these people like this!’’ demanded Antonia.
“We should stay a little longer, Simon,’’ added Steve. “It wouldn’t be right
leaving them like this.’’
Professor Zenden was now in an almost impossible situation. He knew
they must help the injured but also realised that if they stayed too long they
might miss the only opportunity they had to see Zeus once again.
“Simon?’’ pressed Major Rutherford, clearly indicating they should start
off without any further delay.
“Ok,’’ he replied, looking at Steve and Antonia. “We’ll do what we can,
but we must be quick!’’
Because of the serious nature of some of the injuries it was some time
before they all congregated back alongside Grandpa and Tim.
“What do we do now?’’ asked Tim.
“We keep as close together as possible,’’ Major Rutherford insisted. “If
another storm threatens we’ll need to connect the wristbands and leave
immediately.’’
Having survived the devastation surrounding them the team were
struggling to cope. They knew they needed to find Zeus, and fast.
In his desperation Professor Zenden returned to the fallen giant and his
young helper. “Where’s the shuttle?’’ he asked, but the injured giant just
grimaced and stared straight ahead without answering. He was clearly in too
much pain. The professor then turned to the youngster. “Have you any idea
where it is?’’
“They’ve all gone,’’ he replied as he looked forlornly to the sky. “We’re all
going to die.’’
“We need to find the shuttle!’’ demanded Professor Zenden.
“You’re wasting your time. There’ll be no more evacuees,’’ muttered the
casualty, who was now in a state of semi-consciousness. “No more,’’ he
repeated dejectedly before closing his eyes.
“I’ve an idea,’’ said Major Rutherford, pointing upwards. “Shall we see if
we can get onto the roof of that building? It should give us a good vantage
point to look for the shuttle and assess what to do next.’’
“Go!’’ barked Professor Zenden as he looked around for any way up to
the top of the building that had just offered them protection from the chaos.
“Look over there!’’ Tim shouted as he pointed to the far corner of the
building. “Is that access to the stairway?’’
“Yes, I think it is!’’ shrieked Antonia, “Hurry!’’
After what seemed an eternity awkwardly clambering up the large steps
the group exited the stairwell and scaled the final short corridor which led to
a large door that opened onto the flat roof of the building. The daylight was
a stark contrast to the dark interior of the stairwell and the sudden brightness
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temporarily blinded them as they made their way out onto the roof. Once
there, the scene below them was truly terrifying. In the time it had taken them
to reach the rooftop much of the choking clouds and gases generated by the
latest storms had dissipated, and they were devastated at what had become
visible. The town they’d arrived at had been almost destroyed and the
instinct of Major Rutherford had been the right one. The building they were
standing on was the only structure which remained intact. Buildings all
around had been crumpled by falling rocks and magma, and fires raged in
several areas of the town. Hundreds of people were staggering around
aimlessly, and in many areas huge chasms had opened up, revealing the
molten interior of Heaven.
“This looks like hell…’’ cried Antonia solemnly. Tears welled up in her
eyes as she recalled the beauty of Heaven and its people before they had
embarked on this EMS Leap. “I wonder what happened to Hadar and
everyone we met?’’ she mumbled as she choked back her tears. “They were
such wonderful people.’’
“Look over there!’’ interrupted Steve, who had continued to survey the
surrounding landscape. “Over there beyond that fire!’’
In the direction he was pointing there was indeed a large fire billowing
out huge clouds of smoke.
“There – can you see?’’ he repeated. “It looks like the top of the shuttle!’’
One by one the group zoned in on what it was Steve had spotted. All that
was visible through the smoke was a domed metallic structure unique
amongst the tangled and broken buildings which surrounded it.
“Yes, I think it is,’’ agreed Professor Zenden. “We need to get over there
as soon as we can. According to my wristband we don’t have too much
longer to get there!’’
The other members of the team checked their wristbands and agreed.
“But don’t forget,’’ ordered Major Rutherford as they turned to walk back
to the door leading off the roof. “Stay close together. We might need to leave
sooner than that.’’
“Wait!’’ yelled Steve. “When we get back down to ground level we won’t
be able to see the shuttle. We’ll need to choose a couple of landmarks to
help us find it.’’
“Good point,’’ said Grandpa as they all looked in the direction of the craft
once again.
“What about that tower over there?’’ suggested Tim, pointing at a heavily
damaged building. “What’s left of it looks quite high…’’
Unfortunately, the extent of the damage to the town meant there were no
other options available. Almost every other structure had been damaged,
and any other building left standing simply wasn’t tall enough to provide a
landmark which could be identified from ground level.
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“That’ll do,’’ agreed Major Rutherford. “We’ll make that work for us,’’ he
added. “We just need to keep heading towards that tower. We need to get
moving!’’
“Ready everyone?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
Moments later the team were leaving the building that had been their
sanctuary and were heading in the direction of the tower. Everybody knew
they were leaving the only real prospect of shelter. They also knew that if
Heaven travelled any closer to Mars in the next few hours they would be in
grave danger, and would need to link up and leave immediately. Because of
this they were never more than a few feet apart as they headed toward the
tower …and Zeus.
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Chapter 37
The night before, underneath the vast, chaotic skyscape the last of those
poor souls who remained in Maya to the West, Rigel and Vega to the East
and the Southern City of Ormis were desperately trying to abandon their
towns and cities in the pitiful optimism that they would somehow escape the
unfolding catastrophe. They were hurting badly. They hadn’t been chosen
during the evacuee identification procedure and their fate had been sealed
from the moment the final selection process had ended. Yes, promises had
been made to return for survivors following the collision, but survival itself
didn’t appear to be an option. Since the results of the final selection process
had been announced the psychological burden upon each and every one of
them had been a living nightmare. They knew their demise was imminent
but even now they refused to give up their lives without a fight. In desperation
they would try to escape the coming cataclysm and, taking advantage of a
lull in the storms, citizens fraught with fear and trepidation clumsily left their
homes for the last time, carrying with them whatever items they could.
They never made it far.
As if by some pre-ordained celestial order, thousands of super-heated
particles slowly began falling from the sky over Vega. Heaven was fighting
back; its own gravitational pull exceeded that of Mars - for now - and their
own planet had begun destabilising the surface and interior of Mars.
Tiny, grain sized at first, the deadly downpour would have made a
beautiful sight if it had happened under different circumstances. For a short
time, the eerie veil shimmered across the night sky in the silence created by
the disappearance of the storms, brightly illuminating the terrified multitude
below. Most thought the spectacle posed no immediate threat and they
continued the hurried migration away from their homes, casting only a
cursory glance upward. It was difficult enough keeping upright in all the mud
and water left by the earlier storms.
Glowing as if illuminated by some hidden golden light, the celestial
display suddenly intensified. Looking down as they struggled to maintain
balance, the muddy pools under their feet suddenly glistened in an uncanny
shade of amber. Above them, the falling particles became hot stones; hot
stones turned into soft rocks, which then became molten boulders that
reformed their shape as they fell downwards. Immense amounts of lava then
appeared, flowing incessantly down from the skies. Those who could do so
ran in blind hope of survival as many others instantly succumbed to the
sudden, superheated downpour of death. Tragically, the terrified individuals
who held brief thoughts of survival perished just seconds later.
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Chapter 38
Like many others from his own home city, Shoumur had taken his entire
family away from the chaos which had descended on their home town.
They’d headed up into the Hawaren Hills, which overlooked Yildun.
Shoumur’s home was now about five miles distant amidst the sprawling
neighbourhoods below. He was at the front of a procession of desperate
souls which was wearily snaking its way up the hillside.
Suddenly, a young girl’s voice shrieked out. “Look momma!’’ she yelled
as she pointed upwards.
Everybody who saw her gesture let out a collective gasp as they
witnessed a vast shimmering glow appear in the night sky. The sight that
had mesmerised them was over to the west, directly above Vega. Everyone
was in awe of the astonishing sight, but reality very quickly returned as they
realised they now had a view that their friends in Vega did not. Behind the
suspended shimmering veil was a dreadful sight; the surface of Mars was
falling away as if it were part of a cunningly misleading performance of
beauty. Death and destruction was about to fall from the sky.
“It’s going to destroy Vega!’’ cried a woman walking behind Shoumur’s
family.
Within seconds Vega disappeared under millions of tons of magma. The
city didn’t even have time to burn before it was completely smothered. Those
watching were then subjected to another terrifying spectacle. This time a
huge, molten shroud was pulled up and away from the interior of Heaven
towards Mars. It was as though their beautiful planet was trying to speed up
its own demise. Then, shockwaves from the destruction of Vega reached the
despairing group. As it did they were thrown to the ground and forced to cling
desperately to whatever they could to prevent themselves from being flung
around. Others had no option as they were buffeted uncontrollably until the
shockwaves died down.
The time had arrived for the stranded citizens of Heaven to become
nothing more than collateral damage.
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Chapter 39
Clambering back to his feet following the devastating earthquakes that
followed the destruction of Vega, Shoumur knew he was just like the rest of
those around him – completely helpless in the face of this supercharged
interplanetary event, but he was the first to recognise they all needed to be
as far away from the widening expanse of falling debris and poisonous dust
as they possibly could.
“Listen!’’ he shouted to his forlorn ribbon of followers. “If we’re going to
have any chance of survival we must find shelter now - follow me!’’
This was an order everyone followed without question. Amongst those
listening was his aging mother, father and two of his uncles. Recognising
they were unable to take the lead he was determined to do something to
ease the atmosphere of despair. They were old and needed help. Glancing
nervously beyond his relatives he could see a wave of flame-encapsulated
dust spreading away from the destruction of Vega at very high speed,
heading in their direction.
In controlled panic the despairing evacuees struggled to follow Shoumur
along the muddy trails and deeper into the hills. A short time later he
revealed an old playground of his childhood – hidden caves! Shrieks of
delight and instant applause greeted the sight of shelter, and when they
entered one of the caves Shoumur was not surprised to see that many
others had congregated there. In those carefree times back when he and his
friends had enjoyed Daylight Night adventures he’d never had sole
ownership of these caves. A few others had also discovered them and they
too had kept their secret - until now.
Together, everyone hid as far inside the caves as they could and waited
anxiously for the impact of the searing, tsunami-like terror that was heading
their way. They all knew the caves gave them their only shelter from the
falling molten rocks and boulders that were now raining down from above in
ever increasing numbers burning, twisting and smoking as they did – but
what about the super-heated dust wave?
Shoumur had guided those who had travelled with him deeper into the
cave and returned to see if anyone else was outside who may need help.
Ahead of him he saw a young woman attempting to carry her two young
children up the slippery path. She had struggled on the muddy surface and
had lagged behind the main group when Shoumur had led them into the
caves.
“Hurry!’’ he shouted as he looked past her. A cloud of fire was racing up
the hillside towards them and molten rocks had begun raining down with
increasing intensity. “Hurry - in here!’’ he shouted again, this time with
greater urgency. He ran toward her and picked up the children, lifting them
under his arms before turning and running back inside the cave. Relieved of
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her burden their mother immediately ran after him and just as they fell into
the cave a violent, heated wind entered and drove the four of them even
further inside. Panicking, the woman tried to grasp hold of her children and
in an attempt to protect them from the heat Shoumur threw himself top of
the three of them, pulling them close together and pinning them down under
the weight of his body.
The air inside the cave was now almost too thick to breathe and the dust
cloud continued to get thicker and thicker. The sound of the impact of
millions of molten rocks and falling boulders cascading down onto the hillside
was deafening, and the entire cave system became unbearably hot within
seconds.
Further into the cave, through the flame-illuminated darkness Shoumur
could make out the shapes of his family. They were lying on the ground and
appeared unconscious but he was in no position to help. He was being
buffeted around the floor of the cave by the shockwaves created by the
conflagration outside and was struggling to keep hold of the young family.
Suddenly, an almighty roar was accompanied by a thick wall of dust which
forced its way back out of the cave. At first it was all Shoumur could do to try
to breathe; to stay alive. He could hear choking sounds coming from the
woman and children he had just helped into the cave, but none from further
inside. Even though he lay there choking and barely conscious, Shoumur’s
brain quickly worked out that the huge amount of dust which had come
surging out of the cave against the inrushing firestorm had saved his life. It
had halted the firestorm and forced it back out of the cave leaving the air he
was breathing thick with dust, but a lot cooler. He lay motionless, gripped by
fear and unable to move, and as the inferno continued outside he felt himself
drifting toward unconsciousness.
“I’m dying…’’ was his final thought as his senses diminished completely.
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Chapter 40
The thick, hot layer of dust and ash that had settled on his body prevented
Shoumur from opening his eyes. He’d been unconscious but had no idea for
how long. Was it seconds, minutes or longer? Mercifully, the ground beneath
him had stopped moving and the sound outside had begun to fade. As the
danger seemed to be receding he wearily lifted himself to his feet and
nervously ventured towards the entrance to the cave. After a short while the
young woman he’d saved from certain death appeared through the dust
cloud behind him. She too was covered in ash and dust. She stumbled
blindly towards him with her terrified children clinging tightly to her, sobbing.
She stood alongside him and together they began wiping the dirt off the
children’s faces. Ahead, they could see that the red-hot downpour from
above was moving off to the south toward Orimis. The dust storm that
threatened to engulf them had lost its forward momentum as it travelled
across the miles of undulating landscape between Vega and the Hawaren
Hills. They were safe …for now.
The receding threat from the intense rock storm and their survival of the
superheated onslaught brought an unbelievable sense of relief and, seeing
the fear on the faces of the children Shoumur knelt before them, gently
clearing the remaining dust from their faces.
“Don’t be afraid. It’s gone now,’’ he said in an attempt to comfort them.
He focussed on the youngest child, a girl of about seven. “What’s your
name?’’
The little girl hugged her mothers’ leg tightly and looked away, rubbing
her eyes. Shoumur looked up and repeated the question to her mother.
“Ambrosine,’’ she replied as she ran her fingers through Shoumur’s hair.
“Thank you,’’ she added, looking down and leaving a pause to learn the
name of the person who had just saved their lives.
“Shoumur of Yildun.’’
“Thank you, Shoumur. We owe our lives to you. I am Ealasaid of Maya,
daughter of…’’ but before she could continue Shoumur remembered his own
family and realised that nobody else had emerged from within the cave
system. He jumped to his feet and ran toward the entrance which had
continued to emit thick clouds of dust. Covering his mouth with the cleft of
his arm he ran inside. Ealasaid stood silently and waited, listening to the
sound of choking from within the cave.
“Mother!’’ Shoumur shouted with desperation in his voice. “Father! Where
are you?’’
“Shh!’’ Ealasaid whispered as the frightened cries from her youngest
child became louder. She dropped onto her knees and comforted both
children, pulling them close. “Shoumur is worried about his mummy and
daddy.’’
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Minutes passed by and eventually Shoumur stopped shouting. The
thunderous sound of falling rocks and magma disappeared into the distance
and in the increasing silence Ealasaid was bereft of any idea of what to do
next. She knelt alongside her children, forlornly surveyed the horizon for any
indication of her home town of Maya and waited for Shoumur to reappear.
The waiting didn’t last long.
“No!’’ choked Shoumur from within the cave. “No!’’
His cries quickly turned into wailing and Ealasaid knew something terrible
had happened.
“Shoumur, are you alright?’’ she shouted, afraid to go any closer to the
cave.
Shoumur did not reply, and as she waited dust continued to billow out of
the mouth of the cave. All she could hear was a combination of sobbing and
choking, with Shoumur occasionally crying out “No!’’ with decreasing
intensity as his sobs became louder.
Finally, after what seemed an age Shoumur appeared from amongst the
dust. He looked dreadful. He slowly shuffled out of the cave and stood
motionless with his arms hanging limply by his side. He was completely
covered in dust once again and hardly recognisable. His mouth, nose and
eyes were blackened by the moist dirt and as he struggled to breathe he
showed no emotion. He just stared down at the ground, swaying back and
forth.
“They’re all dead…’’ he said, eventually. “All of them.’’
Ealasaid release her grip on her children and ran over to him.
“Oh, Shoumur! I’m so sorry!’’ she cried. “What happened?’’
Shoumur remained silent once again, still staring at the ground.
“How did they…?’’ Ealasaid asked, hoping Shoumur would react in some
way, but it was some time before Shoumur summoned up the strength to
reply.
“The cave,’’ he said before dropping to his knees. “The cave collapsed
onto them. They didn’t have a chance.’’ Then he bent his head, cradled his
face with both hands and again began sobbing uncontrollably. “And I took
them in there!’’ he wept.
Ealasaid stood close to him and placed her hand on his head, stroking
his hair, gently pulling him onto her thigh. She just didn’t have the words to
comfort him as he allowed his full bodyweight to slump against her. Ealasaid
then felt his hands wrap around her ankle as his sobs of despair grew louder.
Holding back the tears as best she could she turned to her children and
beckoned them toward her. They immediately ran over and clung to her once
again.
“Mummy! Are we going to be alright?’’ her little daughter cried as she
held on even tighter.
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In an effort to prevent her tears from running down her cheeks Ealasaid
lifted her face upward. As she did the menacing presence of Mars dominated
the distant sky, reminding her of their desperate plight and filling her heart
with an overwhelming sense of helplessness. She knew they were all
doomed to die.
“Yes, honey. We’re all going to be fine,’’ she lied.
Even in such terrible circumstances the sun shone majestically between
the horizon of Heaven and the surface of Mars. In contrast to their grey, dust
covered surroundings the golden shaft of light illuminated all four souls as
they desperately clung on to one another.
“We’ll be fine my little ones,’’ Ealasaid lied once again as tears began
rolling down her cheeks. It was then that she realised Mars had just delivered
an ominous indicator of the dreadful events that lay ahead.
Over to the west she could see that her home town of Maya had
disappeared completely under another colossal shroud of fallen magma.
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Chapter 41
The journey to the tower was traumatic. In order to reach their destination
Professor Zenden and his team needed to pass through many roads
containing casualties of all kinds; some had minor scratches whilst others
suffered fractured limbs. Sadly, many had died during the storm and
remained where they had fallen.
“This is awful,’’ cried Antonia, barely able to look at the horror which
surrounded her.
“Keep walking,’’ insisted Professor Zenden reluctantly. “We need to get
to the shuttle.’’ It was heart-wrenching to leave the injured untended but he
knew they’d been brought here for a reason, and it was he who had agreed
with Major Rutherford that it was time to press on, regardless of the dreadful
scenes they were now encountering.
“Look ahead and keep walking…’’ Major Rutherford repeated over and
over again.
They couldn’t see anything of the shuttle, yet they knew it was
somewhere close because the top of the tower was in sight. The ruins
surrounding them had prevented them from locating the craft and it was now
down to Steve’s plan.
“Somewhere to the right of the tower…’’ he mumbled as he pointed up
and began walking again. “Shall we split up? That way we’ll have a better
chance to…’’
“No!’’ insisted Major Rutherford. “We must keep together. We cannot
afford to split up! What if the storm returns?’’
Steve immediately realised his error.
“Sorry. I forgot,’’ he said apologetically. “Yes, everybody keep close
together.” He glanced around a corner at yet another scene of disaster.
“Let’s try down here.’’
He led the team along several roads without success and, after turning
yet another corner he realised he was now completely disorientated. Even
worse he discovered he could no longer see the tower.
“We’re lost,’’ he admitted. “Now what are we going to do?’’
“Keep walking, I suppose,’’ said Tim dejectedly.
“That’s all we can do,’’ agreed Major Rutherford, glancing at his
wristband. “Let’s go, we don’t have much time left.’’
Increasingly desperate, it was only by chance that the team located the
shuttle. As they walked along yet another roadway strewn with rubble,
bodies and dazed survivors a group of giants ran past. They were followed
soon after by others who were injured and struggling to keep up.
“What are you running from?’’ asked Steve as the final runner limped
passed.
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“We’re trying to get onto the last shuttle!’’ gasped the enormous passerby as he disappeared around a corner.
“Quick – follow them!’’ shouted Professor Zenden instinctively.
Antonia, Steve and Major Rutherford joined him as he began sprinting
after the giants.
“Simon!’’ Tim shouted. “What about Grandpa?’’
In his haste to follow the runners the professor had completely forgotten
about Grandpa. “Steve, Antonia – you follow them to the shuttle!’’ he barked
whilst also forgetting his order for the group to stay together. “Don’t lose sight
of them!’’
Major Rutherford interrupted him. “You go too. I’ll take care of Grandpa!’’
“But…’’ replied the professor, quickly realising Dan was correct. He knew
he needed to get to Zeus. “Okay! I’ll be back as soon as I can…’’ he yelled
as he turned and began heading after his other colleagues. “Tim! Follow
me!’’ he shouted before he disappeared around the corner.
Tim hesitated but Major Rutherford shouted out another order. “Go!’’ he
yelled.
“But what about Grandpa?’’ cried Tim.
“I’ll be fine,’’ reassured Grandpa. “Dan will take care of me. Go, Tim
before you lose touch with Simon. He may need you to come back with
instructions for us!’’
Instantly following Grandpa’s orders Tim surged forward and quickly
disappeared out of sight. “I’ll make sure he does!’’ his voice echoed back
around the corner.
Luckily, the straggling runners led Steve, Antonia, Professor Zenden and
Tim just a few blocks away from where Major Rutherford and Grandpa were
waiting.
Steve spotted the top of the tower and instantly regained his bearings.
“It’s not far from here!’’ he shouted as he ran.
As he raced after Steve, Professor Zenden’s progress was suddenly
jarred to a halt as he saw the immense mass of Mars once again appeared
in the sky. The foreboding scene induced an incredible sense of
claustrophobia. The sight of Mars’ reappearing so soon after the last
conflagration ignited fear in the hearts of all who witnessed it. It was clear
nobody was safe from the next firestorm.
To make matters even more desperate the team had become separated
at the worst possible moment.
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Chapter 42
To the terrified citizens of Heaven, it appeared that Mars was
approaching their planet, but they were the victims of an untimely optical
illusion. The reverse was actually happening; the surface features of Mars
were becoming clearer because the approach of Heaven was gaining
momentum. As it did the sky began misting up with huge volumes of dust.
Sections of land and huge rocks once again began lifting away from Heaven
and rivers of magma began emerging between cracks in the ground.
High above, Heaven’s atmosphere seemed to reach out and merge with
that of Mars. A maelstrom of thunderbolts discharged between both planets,
and the sight, the noise and the feeling of extreme trepidation was terrifying.
A vast swirling electrical vortex had appeared on the surface of Mars and as
the debris from Heaven began to drift upwards towards the now-red planet
a fearsome electrical discharge occurred. This produced an astonishing
series of earthquakes on Heaven, knocking many people off their feet
including Professor Zenden who knew action was needed immediately.
“Tim – you head back and bring Grandpa and Major Rutherford here!’’
He didn’t need to repeat his words because Tim had already set off.
Less than two minutes later he’d turned the last corner to see Grandpa
being helped to his feet by Major Rutherford. “Gramps! Are you hurt?’’ he
shouted as he approached.
“He’s ok. He’s a little shaken, but ok,’’ replied Major Rutherford.
“Were not far from the shuttle,’’ explained Tim. “Simon has sent me to
take you there,’’ he added as he too helped Grandpa to stand upright.
“I’m good,’’ Grandpa said. “Sop fussing!’’
Tragically the three of them they had no idea of the impending
consequences the latest confrontation between Heaven and Mars was to
have on them. They hurriedly began the short journey to join the rest of the
team, but as they turned the corner any sense of accomplishment was
quickly eradicated by the horrific scene that greeted them. Ahead, the
surface of Heaven was surging skyward.
Stunned at what was happening Tim and Grandpa froze, but Major
Rutherford instinctively ran across to the opposite side of the road to take
shelter within the doorway of an already heavily damaged building.
“Quick!’’ he shouted, “Over here!’’
Tim and Grandpa couldn’t move. Fear had rooted them to the ground.
“Hold on to me and don’t let go!’’ Grandpa yelled as he grasped onto
Tim’s arm tightly.
As the three looked on in horror a narrow crack appeared along the
centre of the road, separating Major Rutherford from Grandpa and Tim. The
land on both sides of the fissure lifted slightly then fell back down. Any
chance of joining Major Rutherford was now out of the question because the
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widening fracture had now created an impossible opening for Grandpa to
cross.
Realising their predicament, Major Rutherford attempted to make his way
toward them but another sudden upthrust on his side sent him sprawling
onto his knees. It was at that precise moment; the one fleeting moment that
Major Rutherford could have made the leap onto the lower section of ground
to rejoin Grandpa and Tim, but he hesitated and now the chance had gone.
“What’s happening?’’ screamed Tim, wide eyed and terrified.
Before Grandpa could reply the ground shook once again – but this time
far more violently. They both fell to the ground and watched in horror as the
opposite side of the road in its entirety suddenly lurched upwards. Major
Rutherford couldn’t stand upright so he spread his hands on the ground. He
remained close to the edge of the severed land looking down as it rose
higher and higher. Unlike before, the huge section of uplifted land didn’t fall
backwards. It kept on rising, with Major Rutherford desperately clinging on.
“Jump!’’ screamed Tim, realising that the chunk of rock upon which Major
Rutherford was trapped was going to continue rising upwards.
“He’s too high!’’ shouted Grandpa, fearing the worst.
Major Rutherford looked down helplessly. Now rising high above the
remnants of the town he could see the smooth, glistening shape of the
grounded shuttle. He could also see Grandpa and Tim far below, and he
now knew of his fate. The jarring movement of the severed ground that had
become his prison had ceased and the upward motion was unerringly
smooth, with the gravitational force of Heaven almost non-existent. He stood
and looked up. He knew he was about to die but remained defiant.
“If I’m gonna go now, it’ll be on my terms,’’ he muttered and raised his
right hand. He glanced down towards Grandpa and Tim. As he did he stood
to attention and saluted.
From below, Grandpa and Tim could see that their trusted friend who had
protected them so effectively had risen to his feet, defying the crosswinds
and debris which now swirled around him.
“Look!’’ cried Tim, but Grandpa was already returning the Major’s salute.
A few seconds later the rock that supported Major Rutherford began
breaking up into smaller fragments, increasing in upward momentum as they
headed towards the surface of Mars.
Tim and Grandpa saw Major Rutherford was now rising upward
independent of any supporting rock. Unsure if he was still alive they watched
in hopeless despair as his body hurtled upwards at an increasing rate of
speed. Grandpa continued his salute until the tiny shape that was Major
Rutherford finally became part of the chaotic mass that was destined to
hurtle ever faster towards the surface of Mars.
Feeling extremely protective, Tim raised his hand and gently lowered
Grandpa’s salute.
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“He’s gone, Gramps.’’
Grandpa lowered his head. “I know, son. I know...’’ he replied with tears
in his eyes.
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Chapter 43
Fortunately, a short while after Major Rutherford had been taken Tim and
Grandpa found their colleagues, and once informed of his fate the team had
forlornly and aimlessly wandered around without any rhyme or reason to
their search. They stumbled upon the craft by chance when Tim had walked
through a heavily burnt area of foliage. Briefly forgetting the tragic loss of
Major Rutherford, he turned and shouted back through the smouldering
plant life.
“Here it is!’’ he exclaimed. “Through here!’’
The spirit within the rest of the team lifted immediately and they ran
across the hot soils. Despite their sense of loss they were thrilled to see the
craft they’d been searching for positioned in the centre of a large open area.
It was surrounded by hundreds of agitated citizens who were shouting and
gesturing towards the shuttle.
“Hurry!’’ exclaimed Professor Zenden. “But keep close together!’’
As they approached the craft they could see many small areas of damage
to the fuselage had been caused by the earlier rock storm.
“I can’t see anything serious,’’ noted Grandpa. “Only a couple of dents to
the shuttle along the top.’’
“And there on the wing,’’ said Tim as he pointed to an area of damage.
It was then that Grandpa realised that all access doors were closed and
that this was the reason for the cries from the crowd. They were pleading to
be allowed on board.
“This is impossible,’’ said Steve, looking at the agitated crowd. “If none
of the giants have been able to get inside, how are we supposed to get on
board?’’
“I’ve no idea,’’ said Professor Zenden as they walked to the front of the
craft. “Has anyone got any suggestions?’’
Disappointed, the team watched as many of the giants unsuccessfully
attempted to climb onto the wings of the enormous craft. Some were
throwing branches and stones at the windows in an attempt to attract the
attention of those inside, and as the team walked around the craft they
noticed the occasional appearance of concerned faces looking out from the
interior of the shuttle. Still, the group walked on trying to respond to
Professor Zenden’s request for ideas on how to gain access.
Suddenly, the craft surged into life as a loud humming noise forced the
crowd to retreat.
“It’s taking off!’’ shrieked a woman who was standing a few feet away.
“Please take me!’’ she shouted despairingly at the shuttle.
The noise grew increasingly louder and the shuttle began lifting into the
air. It had risen only a few feet but, with Professor Zenden losing hope of
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contacting Zeus the noise suddenly receded and the shuttle dropped to the
ground once again.
“It can’t take off!’’ exclaimed Tim.
Looking up they could see several people peering down from the cockpit
windows of the craft.
“I wonder what the problem is?’’ asked Steve.
At that moment a familiar figure came into view.
“Zeus!’’ shouted Tim, along with hundreds of other desperate voices.
His long white hair had made Zeus instantly recognisable, but their calls
went unanswered.
“He can’t hear you,’’ warned Grandpa. “And he’s preoccupied with the
problems they’re having.’’
As he spoke Zeus turned away and disappeared into the interior of the
craft once again.
“It’s hopeless,’’ said Tim. “What do we do now?’’
“Keep thinking,’’ demanded Professor Zenden. “While that craft remains
on the surface of Heaven we still have a chance of getting to Zeus.’’
Suddenly, the tall woman who had been standing next to them picked up
a large rock and ran toward the shuttle. As she approached she threw the
rock and fell to the ground. Her aim was true; the rock crashed onto the
frame of the cockpit window before falling back to the ground next to where
she lay.
Clearly concerned damage may have occurred a few people inside the
craft appeared at the window. One of them was Zeus, who glanced down to
see who threw the rock. Seizing the moment Steve ran and stood alongside
the woman, who was now getting to her feet and, towering over Steve she
began waving her arms frantically.
Steve joined her.
“Zeus!’’ he shouted as the rest of the team ran over and repeated his
actions. “Zeus!’’ they all shouted.
“Where is he?’’ asked Tim. “I can’t see him anymore.’’
“Do you think he recognised us?’’ asked Antonia.
“Well, we’re very close to the moment of collision so it will have been
almost thirty years since we last met,’’ explained Professor Zenden. “If he
didn’t recognise us we’ll need to think of something else, fast.’’
The crowd gasped as a door at the side of the shuttle unexpectedly
sprung open. Almost immediately an enormous armed figure appeared.
“Step back away from the craft!’’ he shouted as he placed a powerful
looking weapon against his chest. “Please don’t force me to use this, but if I
need to - I will!’’
Realising he was serious the crowd reluctantly retreated to the perimeter
of the field.
“Wait here!’’ ordered Professor Zenden.
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A few seconds later Zeus appeared at the doorway and looked in their
direction. He then gestured to them to approach the craft.
“How are we going to get up there?’’ queried Antonia.
As she spoke the area beneath the doorway slid to one side and a series
of steps appeared. Again, the guard appeared at the doorway, looking
directly toward Professor Zenden and his team.
“You’ll have to be quick!’’ he shouted.
Seeing that the stairway was descending to the ground large sections of
the crowd once again began encroaching toward the shuttle. Even before
the large stairway had touched the ground Tim, Steve and Antonia had
jumped up and were climbing the steps toward the entrance to the craft.
“Hurry, Gramps!’’ shouted Tim as the stairway hit the floor.
Grandpa awkwardly began climbing up to the entrance as fast as he
could. He was followed by Professor Zenden and as they entered the shuttle
the guard raised his weapon to his shoulder.
“Keep back!’’ he shouted at the crowd once again.
“Keep back!’’ he repeated before firing his weapon into the air.
The crowd ignored him. They knew that this was their last hope of leaving
Heaven and in sheer desperation they were willing to risk serious harm if it
meant survival.
“Ready!’’ shouted the guard as Professor Zenden passed him and
entered the shuttle. “Recall the access steps!’’
The first person to reach the shuttle jumped and clung to the steps as
they automatically receded into the base of the shuttle, but his efforts were
in vain. As the final steps disappeared into the shuttle he was forced to
release his grip and fell to the ground. He looked up and saw the opening
once again covered. The shuttle was now as it was before – impenetrable
from outside.
Inside the vehicle the team was greeted by a stern-faced Zeus. His hair
remained as white as they had remembered, but he now had many
additional wrinkles across his face. He grimaced as he looked out at the
crowd.
“It’s good to see you again, Simon. The years have clearly been good to
you and your colleagues.’’
Although he knew of their time and space leaps, Zeus was still taken
aback at the lack of aging amongst the group since he’d last met them on
their EMS leap decades ago, but to Professor Zenden and the team the
lengthy time period didn’t exist because they’d been transported forward in
time in only a matter of seconds.
“As they have to you, sir,’’ replied Professor Zenden. As he spoke the
craft began vibrating and a shrill sound emanated from the rear of the
shuttle.
“They’re trying again,’’ explained Zeus.
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They then heard a voice from one of the female passengers.
“Please,’’ she begged, covering her mouth with her hands. “This time
…please.’’
The shrill noise reached a crescendo and the craft lurched. Outside, the
crowd once again ran for cover as the shuttle left the ground. This time it
continued skyward and pulled away from the devastated landscape below.
It headed up and over the crowd, continuing its ascent as desperate shouts
pursued it from below.
Although the craft had escaped serious damage during take-off the hope
and optimism of all on board evaporated as another malfunction occurred,
and the shuttle was once again forced to land minutes after it had left the
ground. Thankfully for those on the craft the landing site was up in the
Hawaren Hills, far away from the desperate hordes down in the valley.
“We have a problem maintaining direction,’’ announced Zeus. “The crew
have informed me the external intake vents are partially blocked,’’ he added.
“Some of the dust and ash we flew through on take-off has entered the
system. The crew need to take a look.’’
Steve walked to stand next to Zeus, who was observing the crew as they
exited the craft. “How long do you think it will take to repair the craft?’’ he
asked, nervously looking up. “Another storm like the last one and we’re done
for…’’
Time seemed to pass excruciatingly slowly as the crew worked on the
vents, but they’d been lucky so far. The menacing form of Mars had
appeared in the distance, but Heaven hadn’t approached close enough to
cause further mayhem. Steve knew that wouldn’t last, and as he pondered
their predicament a member of Zeus’ entourage suddenly became anxious.
“Oh, no - look at those poor children!’’ she exclaimed.
Ahead of his gaze two youngsters had appeared from within the forest
adjacent to where the shuttle had landed. Although everyone on board had
been forced to leave many citizens behind, it was terrible for them to see two
young children looking so desperate and apparently alone in such a hostile
environment.
Zeus looked towards the source of his colleagues’ anguish. “Follow me,’’
he said to Steve as he left the craft and headed toward the children.
Moments later they were approaching the frightened youngsters and
were surprised to discover that two adults, dishevelled and clearly
exhausted had also appeared alongside them. It was Shoumur and
Ealasaid.
As Zeus approached closer Shoumur recognised him and immediately
fell to his knees.
“Zeus of Olympus, I am humbled to be in your presence.’’
“Please stand,’’ replied Zeus, before adding his usual response
whenever anybody demonstrated such reverence. He knew he was merely
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a custodian of his position, and always did his utmost to respect his good
fortune.
“I am no more than you, and today more than ever we are one and the
same.’’ He leant forward and gently helped Shoumur onto his feet again.
“Are these your children?’’ he asked, smiling at Ealasaid.
“Yes, sir.’’
“But not mine…’’ added Shoumur.
“Shoumur saved our lives,’’ said Ealasaid, her voice trembling with
emotion. She glanced back at the path from which they had just emerged.
“He risked his own life to save us and without him we would not have
survived. He lost his entire family back there and still he looks after us. We
owe him everything.’’
“Your whole family?’’ asked Steve, aghast at the thought of such horror.
“Today?’’
Shoumur looked at the ground and nodded.
Realising the pain Shoumur must be going through Steve turned to
Ealasaid.
“How?’’
“The cave fell in…’’ said little Ambrosine, innocently unaware of the hurt
Shoumur was feeling. “They all died.’’
Shoumur was clearly uncomfortable so Zeus guided the conversation
away from the tragic events.
“l cannot express in words my sadness at your grief, Shoumur but I can
express my admiration for the selflessness you have shown during the
darkest moments of your life. You have demonstrated in spirit and in deed
that you are a true son of Heaven. You are a perfect example of what
Heaven represents. Because of this I will see how we can help you.’’
Steve looked at Zeus and gestured him to walk with him. “Please excuse
us for a moment,’’ he asked as he led Zeus towards the shuttle. “I’ve an
idea,’’ he whispered.
“Can we accommodate them on board?’’ Zeus asked, guessing at the
solution.
“Not unless we leave someone else behind,’’ replied Steve. “There simply
isn’t enough room.’’
From a short distance Shoumur and Ealasaid watched as Steve quietly
explained his idea to Zeus, and within minutes the secretive pair approached
the waiting group once again.
“If you’re sure, Steve, then that’s exactly what we’ll do,’’ agreed Zeus. He
then looked toward Shoumur and Ealasaid. “We’re having some problems
with the craft but I’ve been assured that they’ll be overcome very shortly. We
have a plan for when it’s ready to leave.’’ He then addressed the team and
several of the shuttle evacuees who had ventured out to see what was
happening. “To ignore the plight of these people after what they have
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already been through is not an option. Shoumur has shown incredible
selflessness today, and in doing so represented everything which is beautiful
about Heaven. To abandon him,’’ he waved toward Ealasaid and her
children, “and this family would be an unacceptable act, especially from
those entrusted with maintaining a society built on such selflessness.’’
What Zeus had said was true and Shoumur, Ealasaid and the children
gratefully nodded their appreciation.
“But what are you going to do?’’ enquired Professor Zenden. “There’s no
room on board?’’
“Steve and I will stay with Shoumur to see if we can repair the prototype
Vimana. Ealasaid and the children will take our place on the shuttle.’’
“But what about the evacuees waiting for you on Earth? They need you!’’
argued Chilon of Sparta, one of the three learned members of the Global
Council of Heaven who, because of their philosophic, academic and cultured
background had been chosen to accompany Zeus on this final journey from
Heaven.
“They need your leadership and our knowledge,’’ added another
colleague, Bias of Priene. “You know they’ll be expecting us to use our
combined wisdom throughout the next period of settlement on Earth.’’
The other members of Zeus’ entourage nodded their agreement as Solon
of Athens further argued the point. “What Chilon and Bias are saying is true,
Zeus. Our people will need you as they build a new future for our people on
Earth.’’
“That may be so,’’ replied Zeus. “But my decision is final. We stay. Steve
has offered a possible solution and when such hope exists we should do all
we can to make it happen,’’ he added as he turned to Bias. “Please approach
the shuttle crew. If Steve is successful we’ll need a pilot. Explain the situation
and request them to consider helping me.’’
His reference to their support for him at this time was deliberate. Zeus
knew how loyal they were, and fully expected a positive response.
“Remember the prototype?’’ Steve asked his surprised colleagues.
“Prototype?’’ asked Chilon, “What prototype?’’
“Hadar said there was a prototype Vimana somewhere in these hills
which was used in early test flights. We could use that.’’
“We?’’ queried Antonia. “You’re not seriously suggesting...’’ but her
sentence immediately tailed off. She could see by the expression on Steve’s
face that what she suspected and feared was about to happen.
Steve saw the look of dread in Antonia’s eyes and attempted to ease her
worries. “If I can somehow get the prototype flying again we may be able to
get to Earth, and Zeus could then lead his people once again…’’
“Steve! No!’’ cried Antonia. “You can’t stay here – you won’t survive!’’
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Understanding Antonia’s anguish Zeus also tried to reassure her. “I do
recall an early version of the shuttle being used as a museum. It may still be
capable of flying.’’
Grandpa joined the conversation. “Steve, you do realise that to do this is
likely to result in you being stranded here?’’
Tears began falling from Antonia’s eyes. She knew she wouldn’t be able
to persuade Steve to leave with her.
“Yes, Joe,’’ replied Steve. “But if Shoumur can be an example of the best
of his civilisation I’d like an opportunity to prove how good the human race
can be too…’’
Grandpa smiled. “I admire your determination,’’ he said.
As the group were discussing Steve’s plan they were interrupted by a
shout from a crew member who’d been working underneath the wing of the
shuttle.
“Ready to try again!’’ he shouted.
“Come. You need to get on board,’’ Zeus urged to the passengers who
had exited the shuttle, and as they began boarding Shoumur once again fell
to his knees to express his thanks for the sacrifice Steve was about to make.
“Steve – you should leave on the shuttle with Antonia,’’ he said with his
head bowed. “Please save yourself.’’
When he finished talking Ealasaid added her thoughts. Her priority was
for her children and she too bowed her head before reaching out to grasp
Steve’s hand. She lifted it and gently kissed it.
“I’d given up hope for the survival of my family,’’ she said softly. “But now
you have given me back that hope. Please help us if you can.’’
Steve didn’t waste any time in responding. “Of course I will, Ealasaid. I’m
staying right here!’’ he promised.
After so long feeling desperately sad and fearful for the fate of her
children, her face lit up with delight. “Thank you, thank you Steve! On behalf
of my children, thank you!’’ She kissed Steve’s hand several more times in
quick succession.
“There’s no need for that!’’ laughed Steve as he finally released his hand
from the tight grasp of the grateful young mother, and after several emotional
farewells to Zeus and his colleagues Ealasaid ushered her children onto the
craft, crying her relief as she did.
Steve then turned to Antonia, who by now was sobbing uncontrollably.
“Why you? Why do you have to do this?’’ she cried.
“Because it’s me they need, Antonia.’’
“I need you,’’ Antonia replied, not wanting to hide the extent of her
feelings for him.
Steve pulled her close and held her to him. “Don’t worry. I’ll make it back,’’
he said confidently.
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Antonia pulled away from him slightly, looked up and pushed his hair
away from his eyes. “Promise me you will,’’ she sobbed.
Steve pulled her close to him again and gently kissed her. “I promise,’’
he replied. “And when I do get back we can go on that date!’’
Antonia smiled and put her head against his chest, hugging him even
tighter. “Yes, yes we will,’’ was all she could say, without much belief behind
her words.
Typically, Steve attempted to lighten the mood. “I always wanted to be a
little green man!’’ he joked.
Instantly understanding the meaning behind the joke, Tim laughed as
Ealasaid and her children disappeared into the shuttle.
“I don’t understand?’’ queried Antonia, mystified.
“Remember when the EMS showed us how the leaps worked?’’ teased
Tim, “and the way the stranded figure turned green?’’
“Oh, yes,’’ she replied, unable to laugh.
Realising the time had arrived for them to leave, Grandpa approached
Steve and reached out his hand. “You’re doing something to make everyone
on Earth proud.’’
“Thanks, Joe. I’ll do my best, sir.’’
Grandpa then gestured Tim toward the shuttle. “It’s time to go.’’
Tim raised his palm to invite a high five from Steve. “You? A little green
man? Far out!’’ he laughed.
“Take it easy Timmy,’’ replied Steve as Bias came down the steps and
approached Zeus. “I’ll see you on the other side…’’
Tim and Grandpa began to make their way up and into the shuttle,
passing the tall, uniformed figure following Bias.
“All members of the crew offered to join you,’’ Bias announced when they
reached Zeus. “Allow me to introduce Pakal.’’
“I expected nothing less,’’ replied Zeus, addressing Pakal with a smile.
“The people of Heaven understand and value the commitment of those who
serve them.’’
“I’m happy to serve your needs, Zeus of Olympus,’’ Pakal replied.
Zeus turned and raised his hand in the direction of Shoumur and Steve.
“It’s not my needs you’ll be serving, Pakal. These are the people you’ll
be helping, and whatever happens,’’ he added positively, “when we arrive
on Earth I’ll see to it that your brave contribution is never forgotten by our
people or the humans.’’
Professor Zenden then approached Steve and placed his arm around his
shoulder. “This is a fantastic thing you’re doing, Steve. Good luck. It’s been
a pleasure working with you,’’ he said before adding “Goodbye son,’’ just in
case things didn’t work out the way Steve had planned.
The professor now knew he needed to provide encouragement for his
young female colleague.
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“Antonia?’’ he urged as he stood to one side, gesturing Antonia toward
the shuttle, but Antonia seemed oblivious to his actions. She drew Steve
towards her once again and began crying.
“I’m going to miss you,’’ she sobbed again.
“Me too,’’ Steve replied softly. “Don’t worry. I’ll be back with you before
you know it.’’
“Antonia, it’s time,’’ interrupted Professor Zenden awkwardly. He put his
arm around her waist and gently guided her away from Steve’s embrace and
toward the shuttle.
“Take care, and be safe,’’ said Steve, releasing her hand for the final
time.
Professor Zenden bid a final farewell to Zeus, Steve, Shoumur and Pakal
before striding purposefully to join Antonia who was now standing
motionless, clearly not wanting to board the spacecraft. He gently led her up
the steps and as they entered the shuttle his colleagues waved to Steve one
last time before entering the craft. Antonia continued to focus upon Steve
and, as the door began closing she blew him a kiss. Steve smiled and
returned the gesture and confidently gave her the thumbs up as the door
finally whirred shut. It was then that many more of Antonia’s tears began to
fall.
Soon afterwards Zeus, Steve and Shoumur could hear the humming of
the engines as systems within the shuttle fired up. The engines roared into
life and the shuttle eased from the ground. Without a thought for the personal
risk he’d taken, Steve watched as the shuttle rose, turned and headed up
and over the craggy ridge of the Hawaren Hills.
“They’ll be fine I’m sure,’’ he said, hopefully.
“I’m sure they will,’’ agreed Zeus, watching as the craft disappeared out
of sight.
Inside the shuttle and within an emotionally charged environment the pilot
began manoeuvring the occupants away from their home planet, never to
return. For Zeus, Steve, Shoumur and Pakal all hope of survival now rested
with one ancient, broken craft.
“So how do we find the prototype?’’ asked Steve.
“Follow me,’’ replied Zeus as he headed toward a wooded pathway that
led further up into the hills. “It’s been quite a few years since I visited the
Vimana but I’m certain I can find it again.’’
As they began their journey Zeus reached down and place his hand on
Steve’s shoulder.
“While we walk,’’ he requested, “tell me of the progress of humankind
since our early ambassadors arrived …and of the ways of your people since
then.’’
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Chapter 44
Zeus led Steve, Shoumur and Pakal through the Hawaren Hills for
several hours, and during the journey he heard details from Steve of the
ways in which the human civilisation had developed. He wasn’t impressed.
“Is this what has transpired since I worked with my ambassadors to help
the human race thrive in so many different ways?’’ he asked.
“I’m afraid so,’’ replied Steve apologetically. “It hasn’t turned out too well,
has it?’’
“Evidently,’’ replied Zeus who, as they walked also spent a long time
deep in thought.
Eventually, the path they had followed led them down into a wooded area
of a remote valley. In the distance Shoumur saw an erratically flowing river
which had, incredibly in many places completely reversed direction to flow
uphill before once again assuming a natural route down the hillside. He
pointed to the phenomenon as Zeus, Steve and Pakal looked on. The scene
added to the many surreal senses the group had experienced during this,
the final phase of the planetary collision.
“These gravitational oscillations are something to behold!’’ remarked
Steve as he watched the river once again alter its course and meander up
and over an elevated part of the hillside.
“We’re nearly there!’’ announced Shoumur, who was the first to see the
old sign up ahead. After so many years left untouched an old wooden board
was hanging loosely from the trunk of a large tree. It was positioned at the
point where a fork in the trail appeared. Upon it, flaking paint, eroded by time
barely revealed the words ‘Vimana Museum’. Alongside these words an
arrow instructed visitors to take the path to the left.
“I can see the Vimana!’’ exclaimed Shoumur, suddenly. “It’s over there!’’
Energised by their discovery the group quickened their pace and soon
they were standing in front of the ancient craft. It appeared to be suffering
the consequences of its time spent out in the forest. Its wings and fuselage
were covered in years of accumulated dust and decomposed foliage. The
entire craft was covered in a web of vines which needed to be pulled away
to enable access to the interior and all four immediately set about the task.
Once most of the vines had been removed Steve wasted no time; he sprung
up the steps and through the access door that had remained open since it
had been used as the main entrance for visitors long, long ago.
Once inside, Zeus asked Pakal to check the Vimana for any missing
components. He also asked him to take a close look at the outside of the
vehicle to ascertain whether the Vimana was in good enough shape to fly.
“Before you begin your inspection,’’ he added, “check if the electrical
systems can be initiated successfully?’’
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Shortly afterward and to the surprise of everyone the systems powered
up correctly.
“Brilliant!’’ enthused Steve who, because of the success of the test
procedures undertaken by Pakal was now overflowing with confidence. “I
can now get on with my work!’’
As Pakal went about his other duties, Steve explored a variety of
solutions to the software failure that had initially downed the Vimana during
the prototype stage. He began disassembling his now redundant EMS
wristband code and cannibalised the internal wiring of the Vimana’s
emergency communications pack in the hope of creating an electronic
linkage between the wristband and the Vimana’s software. This was taking
some time to perfect and, to his surprise whilst he was doing this he was
presented with a moment of inspiration.
“If this works, we should…’’ he mumbled excitedly without finishing the
sentence.
“Did you say something?’’ enquired Zeus.
“Oh, nothing,’’ replied Steve. He’d deliberately allowed the sentence to
tail off because he didn’t want to raise expectations. “But if it works it’ll be
amazing…’’ he thought once again.
Hours later he was still working on coding the software when Pakal came
vaulting up the stairs and into the Vimana. “Come see!’’ he shouted, clearly
in a state of panic.
Everybody left the Vimana and followed as Pakal ran to the rear of the
craft. When they caught up with him he didn’t need to say a word. He simply
pointed toward the horizon. The cause of his alarm was now very, very clear.
Mars had reappeared and Heaven seemed to be heading straight for it.
“How long before we collide?’’ asked Shoumur.
“It’s difficult to know for sure, but from what I can see we have less than
an hour…’’ replied Zeus, solemnly.
Steve once again ran up the Vimana’s access steps. He knew he was
close to completing his task but wasn’t sure how close.
Fifty minutes later he was still hunched up underneath the console
desperately trying to update the Vimana’s software. The heat inside the
Vimana had become almost unbearable.
As several additional minutes passed by the pressure on him increased
and confined in such a cramped space his body was twisted uncomfortably.
He was perspiring profusely and his concentration wasn’t helped when he
heard the hurried footsteps of Pakal coming up the steps and into the craft
once again.
“We’re very close now!’’ Pakal shouted. “Come and see!’’ he urged again,
but Steve remained at his work whilst Shoumur and Zeus raced outside
again.
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Shortly afterwards Zeus reappeared at the opening on the console of the
Vimana. He bent down and peered in at Steve. “We only have a few minutes.
We’re close to impact!’’ he warned.
Even as Zeus was speaking Steve sensed the craft rising up as the
ground below began heaving under the gravitational pull of Mars from above.
He was determined to incorporate elements of the EMS code within the
Vimana software programming and he continued to input the required
information despite the increasingly desperate circumstances.
“I just need a few more minutes!’’ he shouted as several small rocks
began rising from the ground, striking the underside of the Vimana. “Ask
Pakal to try taking off now – I think I can finalise the coding while we’re in
the air!’’
Tragically, the vibration of the craft suddenly severed the fragile
connection between Steve’s wristband and the Vimana’s computer causing
the download to terminate. He immediately tried to rectify the situation but
found it difficult to grasp the wiring as it flailed around violently. At the same
time Pakal engaged the lift-off sequence. The access door slid shut and the
Vimana rocked as molten lava began seeping up through cracks in the
ground directly underneath the fuselage.
“Go!’’ shouted Steve. “It’s now or never!’’
Suddenly the Vimana roared into life and lifted off the ground. It continued
its ascent, passing precariously through the thickening wave of rocks and
magma that had begun ascending under the gravitational pull of Mars. The
vibration was intense as Steve’s hands struggled to hold on to the console
from beneath.
“I…just …need …a …few …more ...seconds!’’ he pleaded.
The craft vibrated even more violently and Shoumur held on frantically
as the Vimana began soaring skyward.
“Hurry Steve!’’ yelled Zeus, who’s calm demeanour had abandoned him.
“You can do it!’’ shouted Shoumur over the tumultuous roar of the
conflagration outside.
The Vimana continued to rise and when it had achieved the desired
elevation Pakal pushed forward the throttle to its maximum. The craft
instantly shot forward. Outside, the presence of Mars was omnipotent and
this time there wouldn’t be a fly-by event. Heaven was about to collide with
its stellar enemy and despite the maximum thrust being exerted by the
Vimana it was hopeless. The forces imparted by Mars’ triumphant gravity
had caught up with them. Their luck had run out.
“It’s pulling us up!’’ yelled Pakal, who was struggling to control the craft
as upsurging rocks impacted its wings and fuselage.
Luckily, Steve’s persistence paid off when, after several failed attempts
he successfully caught hold of the cable.
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“Come on …come on!’’ he shouted in desperation, finally managing to
connect his wristband to the computer once again. He then clung on terrified
as his body began lifting off the floor along with the equipment he’d been
using. Behind him, Shoumur and Zeus struggled to remain in their seats as
the gravitational force of Mars wrenched them upward.
In the cockpit, a helpless Pakal had now completely lost control of the
craft which had now succumbed to the immense, fatal attraction being
exerted by Mars. In one final, frantic effort Steve keyed in the last piece of
code before he was lifted up and away from the console. It was at this
moment that the craft almost began breaking apart as it was engulfed by the
rising swathe of molten lava, dust and rocks from Heaven.
The Vimana then began hurtling up towards Mars at a phenomenal rate,
accompanied by fractured sections of Heaven’s surface, and within seconds
the craft and its helpless occupants had disappeared into the cataclysmic,
swirling tempest above.
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Chapter 45
“I wonder how Steve’s doing?’’ asked Antonia, hoping someone would
give her good news.
“There’s no way of knowing,’’ replied Professor Zenden, not wanting to
build up Antonia’s hopes. He looked out of the window of the shuttle and
knew Steve was unlikely to survive. In any event he also knew that what was
left of his team would need to commence another EMS leap very soon.
There was less than ten minutes countdown remaining on his wristband and
when they had completed this leap he knew they would never know what
had happened to Steve. He turned to Grandpa and tapped his wristband.
“We’ll need to get ready soon,’’ he announced solemnly.
“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. He was still melancholy over the demise of Major
Rutherford and Steve’s predicament now added to his already heavy heart.
He knew that once they were on their next EMS leap all hope for Steve would
be gone. “Come on, Tim. It’s time to link up,’’ he urged, reluctantly.
Each member of the team connected their wristbands unenthusiastically,
leaving Professor Zenden to support Antonia as she struggled to make the
final connection. Once he’d done so the remaining passengers looked on in
total bewilderment as the team suddenly disappeared in a spectacular
display of tiny, multi-coloured flickering lights.
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Chapter 46
Live video feeds had been set up on each of the final evacuation flights
to both record the catastrophe and to relay it internally for those on board to
witness the dreadful event. Having to watch their planet collide with Mars
was almost too much to bear. It was with a strong a sense of duty and a
demonstration of loyalty to the citizens who were about to perish that they
forced themselves to watch. Every adult aboard recognised the importance
of what they were about to see; they knew they must watch the collision, and
why they must do so. They understood future generations on Earth would
need to be informed of this cataclysmic event, and as strongly as they felt
they couldn’t bear to watch every person on board shuttle 1701 could not
keep their eyes from looking at the various screens within the cabin. Some
stared at the large main screen at the front of the cabin which, on previous
journeys had optimistically displayed a variety of educational programmes
and documentaries about what lay ahead for the Heavenite evacuees when
they arrived on Earth, and of the arrival process which awaited. Others
viewed the scene on the small screens in front of their seats. It had been
decided long ago by the Global Council of Heaven that all aspects of the
collision should be recorded for future generations, so even the reactions of
the passengers on board were recorded as they witnessed the collision. The
onboard cameras had focussed on Heaven, and each clearly illustrated the
surface of their beloved planet as it drew ever closer to its final, fatal collision
with Mars.
Suddenly the morose atmosphere within the craft was broken by
someone seated near the front of the cabin.
“Look! It looks like the surface of the Sun!’’ cried the terrified voice.
Under tremendous pressure the stronger gravity of Mars had caused the
sudden breakdown of the surface of Heaven, pulling huge volumes of
magma towards the red planet. The effect was indeed like that of a huge
burst of energy from the surface of the sun. Whether or not the remaining
peoples of the desperate and hopeless civilisation on Heaven retained any
hope of survival was now inconsequential. If they hadn’t already done so
they were doomed to die very shortly, because any surviving life on Heaven
would perish in the briefest of moments after the collision.
As they began to come to terms with what they were witnessing, crying
then uncontrolled sobbing broke the silence in the cabin. A few passengers
vented their anger by repeatedly thumping their fists violently on the small
screens. Yet, still they retained hope. They wanted their families; their
friends; all who were on Heaven to survive. They looked toward the electric
super-storms that were now engulfing the entire surface of both planets and
attempted to deny the inevitable. Even worse, they didn’t realise that
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although they had thought had seen the end of their planet …this was just
the beginning of the end.
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Chapter 47
“Welcome to your new home,’’ the diminutive, but smartly dressed official
smiled. “Welcome to Earth!’’
The youngster to whom he was speaking turned to the security of his
towering father who replied on his behalf.
“Thank you, sir. We’re so lucky to have been given this opportunity.’’
The official smiled again as he led them from the shuttle toward the
floodlit evacuee reception area.
“I’m sure you’ll make the most of your new life. You and your family have
arrived on one of the last shuttles from Heaven so I’m sure you feel extra
lucky!’’
“Yes sir. We’d lost hope until we were told of the results of the final
evacuation selection process. The hardest thing we’ve ever done was to
have to leave our family and friends, but what could we do? We had no
choice. There are so many good people left up there…’’ he added as he
pointed up into the darkness of the night sky.
Suddenly, he startled everyone.
“Look! It’s happening!’’ he shouted out in shock.
All eyes looked up to the sky to see what had alarmed him so much.
When he’d expressed his sadness at leaving Heaven he’d done so at the
most poignant of times. He’d raised his hand to the sky at precisely the
moment Heaven slammed into Mars.
“Oh, no!’’ a voice cried out close by. This was followed by further cries of
disbelief from the dozens of other evacuees who were disembarking the
shuttle, all of whom rushed down to see the horrifying spectacle. Above, the
darkness was lit by a huge burst of light emanating from the source of the
collision.
“They’re all dying!’’ another person cried out. “Our poor people!’’
As they watched from the safety of Earth the horrified onlookers could
see the effect of the impact as debris continued hurtling in the direction from
which Heaven had approached Mars. The atmospheres of both planets
could now be seen as two huge clouds of gas, brightly lit by internal
explosions that were now heading out into space beyond the site of the
collision. As they did, electrical discharges sparked back and forth between
them and the red planet adding further drama to the event. As each firestorm
moved away from the scene of destruction they left in their wake huge trails
of gas and dust which also glowed from the intense heat being generated
by explosions and fires within.
The wailing of the crowd grew, and too young to understand what was
happening the young boy looked at the crowd, perplexed.
“Why are they crying?’’ he asked.
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His father tried to respond but couldn’t. The emotion was too much for
him to bear because he knew he was witnessing the final moments of his
family and friends. He tried to compose himself but did so only long enough
to utter a few words.
“I’ll tell you one day. One day when you’re older,’’ the giant said as he
bent down to pick up his son. “We’re so lucky…’’ he sighed, looking up at
the cataclysm unfolding in the skies above.
Now high enough to see over most of the people around him the young
boy looked up at the fireworks in the sky.
“What’s that big creature up there?’’ he asked.
His innocent description was accurate. From the vantage point of Earth
he saw that the two massive, luminous gas clouds which had escaped the
collision had generated glowing tails in their wake. Bristling internally with
the glow of a raging inferno they were thousands of miles long, and along
with the intense light emanating from the collision the whole scene really did
resemble the appearance of a huge, two-horned creature.
As the horrified crowd watched, the length of the cosmic entity continued
to stretch across two thirds of the sky. Millions of smaller, smouldering
fragments from the collision had also soared away from Mars and created
an additional horrific element to the conflagration, providing a terrifying
backdrop to the entire event.
Thankfully for everyone on Earth the momentum of the collision took the
debris from the devastation beyond Mars and away from Earth.
“What’s that?’’ shouted a man from within the now-panicking crowd. He
was pointing at the tail-end of the celestial creature, where the brightest
object to emerge from the collision could be seen. It was a relatively small,
glistening ball of light that was heading away from the collision in the
opposite direction to the rest of the impact debris. It sparkled in eerie
magnificence as it disappeared over the horizon, leaving behind a
shimmering trail.
Suddenly, everybody became silent, because they realised what they
were observing was the heart of their beloved planet - the metallic core of
Heaven - heading for its final resting place as a new, smaller planet orbiting
closest to the Sun.
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Chapter 48
Arriving at the destination of their next EMS leap, Tim recalled the words
of Zeus. He wondered why it was that as they were about to leave, and for
no apparent reason Zeus had focussed his attention upon him. He also
wondered why Zeus had emphasised the need for Tim to seek the truth in
all aspects of what he did in the future. He’d been unaware of the importance
of the message behind Zeus’ words, and it bothered him. He knew Zeus had
put a lot of feeling behind his message – the strength of his grasp on Tim’s
shoulder emphasised that, but the full meaning of his message had eluded
him.
“Why me?’’ he thought as the now familiar EMS process was finishing.
“Why did Zeus say that to me?’’ he asked himself once again as the sound
of rushing air heralded their arrival. Unfortunately, he would soon have other
issues to occupy his mind.
Hadar had omitted to include a timescale which revealed the devastating
after-effects the Heaven/Mars collision was to have on Earth. The outcome
of this omission was to undermine everything that both sets of peoples had
worked for, for so long. If he had continued with his projections Hadar would
have discovered that, as a direct consequence of the predicted cataclysm
Earth itself was destined to experience devastation on a global scale.
On the previous EMS leap, when Professor Zenden had seen Hadar’s
summary of the Solar System he’d noticed that Venus, Mars and Heaven
had all suffered catastrophically whilst Earth hadn’t been affected in any
way. At the time he’d thought this scenario too good to be true, and he was
about to discover his original suspicions were well-founded.
As the mist from their latest EMS leap began to clear the team felt a great
sense of weight pulling on their bodies. Any movement seemed so much
more difficult than it had been before they left Heaven.
“We’re home!’’ shrieked Antonia, who was the first to identify the reason
for the familiar sensations they were now experiencing. “This is Earth’s
gravity!’’ she yelled.
To everybody’s relief the latest EMS leap had indeed taken them back
home. They had arrived safely back inside the King’s Chamber of the
Diamond Pyramid and the EMS system had apparently begun to shut down.
One by one the multitude of coloured lights dimmed and disappeared.
Antonia was distraught. She’d lost Steve and she was absolutely
devastated. After a short beep the wristbands were disconnected for the final
time, and the professor immediately consoled her. “He was immensely
brave,’’ he said as he put his arm around her. “You should be incredibly
proud of him.’’
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Antonia drew little comfort from his words. She simply stared at the floor.
Her interest in the mission had evaporated. Nothing mattered to her
anymore.
Soon afterwards, and shortly after the Event Management System had
appeared to complete its shut-down process the team forlornly began to
walk toward the low corridor leading out of the King’s Chamber.
“We need to get back to Central Control and let everybody know of what
we’ve learnt,’’ said Professor Zenden. “Although I’m certain they’ll find it all
hard to believe…’’
The chamber was approaching total darkness, and as everyone entered
the low corridor to leave the professor strained his eyes and took one last
opportunity to survey the location of what was the most unforgettable
experience of his life. As he did, he felt a great sense of sadness. He knew
that once he’d provided his final report to the President he would be relieved
of any further involvement with the EMS. He anticipated it would then
become a purely military operation to deconstruct the machine to learn of
the technology it contained. It was with a heavy heart he bent to enter the
corridor when suddenly the EMS flickered back into life. The screen
intermittently flashed red as if to convey an important message.
“It hasn’t finished!’’ exclaimed Tim who, although he was half way along
the confined space of the low corridor was now attempting to turn around.
Seconds later Grandpa, Antonia and Tim joined Professor Zenden back
inside the chamber and, momentarily forgetting her grief Antonia wondered
what was happening.
“What next?’’ she asked, “Another leap?’’
“I don’t think so,’’ replied Professor Zenden as he looked into the
compartment containing the EMS wristbands. “The wristbands haven’t
powered up.’’ As he was talking the red light stopped flashing and the
atmosphere in the dimly lit chamber once again became one of heightened
anticipation.
In the semi-darkness Tim looked at Grandpa and shrugged his
shoulders. With a puzzled expression on his face Professor Zenden looked
up to the top of the chamber, not really knowing what to expect. Then,
whereas at the beginning of this fantastic journey the hologram had
displayed an amazing depiction of the four planets, the rectangular base
upon which the hologram had appeared began sliding into the body of the
EMS machine. Underneath, a shimmering blue surface appeared.
“What’s that?’’ asked Tim. “Is it water?’’
Professor Zenden walked over and gently slid his hand across the
surface fully expecting to feel moisture, but got a surprise. “It feels like
glass!’’ he exclaimed.
Then, the surface he’d just touched began sliding into the main body of
the EMS and everybody looked on in amazement at what was revealed.
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“Just when I thought it was all over!’’ uttered Tim excitedly.
Underneath where the shimmering, glazed cover had been was a
familiar sight; a recessed pad containing markings identical to that which
enabled them to access the interior of the Diamond Pyramid.
“Go on Simon - see what it does!’’ pleaded Tim, anticipating further
excitement. “Everything the EMS has done has led to a major discovery, so
why not this?’’
“We may also learn something of Steve,’’ added Antonia hopefully.
Professor Zenden knew they were both correct. They’d all had a fantastic
adventure and nothing suggested they would be put in danger by the EMS
at this point. He also knew if he had any opportunity to discover what had
happened to Steve he must take it, so without any further thought he gently
pressed on the markings. The lighting in the chamber immediately changed
to a dark blue, leaving the team barely able to see.
“Why is it so dark?’’ asked Tim.
Apart from the change in the lighting nothing else happened, so the team
stood and waited anxiously.
“This isn’t much of an adventure!’’ moaned Tim who’d been hoping for
another EMS leap.
Nobody else said anything and still, nothing happened. The group didn’t
realise that the frustrating delay they were experiencing was happening for
a reason; the EMS was allowing time for their eyesight to become
accustomed to the darkness, and after a few minutes the desired outcome
had been achieved. They could just about see the dark rectangular shape
of the EMS device …and each other. Not realising the purpose for the
darkness, or that they could now see so much better a genuine sense of
disappointment was setting in.
“I think it’s finally malfunctioned,’’ groaned Professor Zenden. “We’ll give
it another few minutes.’’
It was a good decision. A short while later the team were startled as a
humming noise began on the far side of the EMS device. As they strained
their eyes they were astounded to see the entire far wall of the chamber
shimmer and then dissipate to reveal a large, even darker void behind.
Blinking heavily, and feeling his way along the EMS device Professor
Zenden stepped forward to check what his diminished vision was showing.
“Wait here,’’ he said as he almost blindly navigated his way around the
Event Management System.
This time his team ignored him. They followed slowly, and as the
professor approached where the chamber wall had dissipated he realised
the void behind wasn’t actually empty. It was then that he realised it was
darker inside the void than it was in the main chamber, and as he looked
inside he thought he could see a faint, tiny white light appear.
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“Can you see that?’’ he whispered to Grandpa, who was now standing
directly behind him. “That light over there?’’
Grandpa struggled to see anything.
“Yes!’’ interrupted Tim. “There’s another one!’’ he added as he looked to
his left, “…and another one!’’
More and more tiny lights appeared in the darkness and eventually their
faces were lit by the glow of hundreds, and then thousands of tiny twinkling
lights.
“This reminds me of a planetarium,’’ observed Tim.
“You took the words right out of my mouth,’’ said Antonia. “It looks exactly
like a planetarium!’’
Allowing a few minutes for their eyes to become accustomed to what they
were experiencing the team then began recognising constellations.
“There’s Orion!’’ exclaimed Tim.
“Ursa Major,’’ added Grandpa, “and Perseus!’’
The EMS had purposely revealed a room containing a representation of
the night sky as seen from Earth, but its purpose remained unclear. As they
continued to pick out additional constellations Tim suddenly looked down
and saw something nobody had noticed.
“Is that a pathway?’’ he asked. “Just there by your foot, Simon?’’
Looking down, Professor Zenden was surprised to see there was indeed
the suggestion of something solid at his feet. By now there were hundreds
of thousands of stars displayed all around the room – except for an area
below them which seemed to be obscured by something solid. Instinctively,
he put his foot out and placed it on the darkened strip. Yet again they were
stunned by what happened; as he pressed his foot onto the dark surface two
lines of faint blue lights lit up a walkway, with the lights pulsating rhythmically
as if to direct the professor forward. He then adjusted his balance, placed
his other foot on the walkway and was amazed to see the definite shape of
a chair appear at the end of the illuminated pathway! Clearly, he was being
invited into the room.
“Far out!’’ said Tim. “Take a seat, sir!’’ he mocked.
Professor Zenden didn’t need a second invite. Slowly, he began walking
forward.
“Excuse me, Gramps,’’ said Tim. “I want to try something.’’
He stepped onto the walkway and, just as he’d suspected another chair
appeared.
“They’re floating in thin air!’’ said Professor Zenden as he arrived at the
futuristic-looking chair. He gently nudged it and watched in amazement as it
floated about five feet away before returning to its original position. “I don’t
believe it, they’re actually floating!’’ he reiterated.
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“Another fairground ride!’’ whooped a delighted Tim. “I’m off!’’ he laughed
as he followed the professor, inviting Grandpa to join him as he did. “C’mon,
Gramps - try it!’’
Holding on to Antonia’s arm Grandpa gently stepped onto the walkway
and, sure enough another chair floated alongside the other two.
“You’re invited too!’’ laughed Tim once again. “Cool!’’
Grandpa nervously sat down next to Professor Zenden and Tim. As he
did his torso was wrapped by an automated device which embraced his
entire body, securing him to the chair. “I’m not sure I like this…’’ he muttered
nervously as he felt the firm grip of what he’d quickly realised was a hightech safety harness.
“I do!’’ said a gleeful Tim who, like the professor had already been
secured into his chair. “If you get worried, close your eyes!’’
“Aren’t you joining us, Antonia?’’ beckoned Professor Zenden. “Come on
in, it’s perfectly safe!’’
Antonia stepped gingerly onto the walkway and another floating chair
appeared. She nervously made her way toward it, sat down and was
immediately secured in position by the unusual safety device. They then sat
and waited, amazed at the up and down floating sensation the chairs were
creating. Whilst they did, Tim used his feet to push his chair backwards and
hooted with delight as it floated away before returning back alongside
Grandpa. The feeling of weightlessness they were experiencing was equally
amazing, and after just a few seconds the wall that had dissipated to allow
them to enter the room unexpectedly reappeared. As it did thousands more
stars appeared, creating a complete astronomic skyscape around the
stunned group. The walkway then receded out of sight to reveal thousands
more stars and any sense amongst them that they were in an anti-chamber
vanished completely. Quite the opposite had occurred; their senses now
informed them that they were floating in outer space.
“Look down…’’ said Professor Zenden.
As they did it became clear they were sitting in a simulator far more
technologically advanced than anything they’d experienced before. All
around, stars and galaxies seemed to go on to infinity and the floating
sensation of the chairs introduced amazing realism. Everywhere they looked
millions of stars and galaxies continued to appear. They were looking at the
majesty that is the cosmos.
After a short period, Professor Zenden broke the silence. “I could look at
this for hours,’’ he said. “It’s simply beautiful.’’
“Yes,’’ agreed Grandpa. “I think the silence, the sense of wonder and a
realisation of just how insignificant our planet is amongst this vast ocean of
stars adds to the beauty.’’
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Whilst they’d been transfixed with the majestic sight of the universe none
of the group had noticed what the simulator was now doing. Two small
circular features had appeared and were slowly increasing in size.
Tim noticed them first.
“Grandpa?’’ he queried as he pointed toward them. “What are they?’’
Antonia, Grandpa and Professor Zenden followed Tim’s stare and
Antonia was the first to speculate.
“Is it a binary star system?’’ she suggested.
“I don’t think so,’’ replied Grandpa, who had quickly realised what the
discs actually were.
The two circular features increased in size and before long Grandpa’s
suspicions were confirmed. He then revealed his thoughts to his colleagues.
“They’re planets,’’ he announced before naming them. “It’s Heaven and
Mars!’’
How do you know?’’ asked Antonia.
“Because this is the other main event.’’
“Event?’’ asked Tim.
“The interplanetary collision that resulted in The Impact and Exit Event,’’
replied Grandpa.
The two features continued to increase in size and it became clear he
was correct.
“They’re revolving around each other!’’ observed Antonia.
“Just as Hadar predicted,’’ continued Professor Zenden. “Once again you
called it right, Joe. They’re about to collide!’’
They then looked on in horror as the cataclysmic event unfolded.
The two planets approached and circled one another. As they did the
hologram graphically revealed that almost all areas of previously forestcovered landmasses had been eliminated. The surfaces of both planets
were being scorched into reddish wastelands. The close proximity of
Heaven inflicted enormous swathes of darkened, burnt areas as it almost
touched the surface of Mars. The impact was about to occur and the planet
that was once Heaven began shattering into billions of molten rocks of all
sizes. Rocks which didn’t rain down onto the surface of Mars bypassed it
and headed out into space, passing either side of the convulsing, scorchedred planet.
“Schiaparelli,’’ muttered Professor Zenden under his breath.
“Who?’’ asked Tim.
“Giovanni Schiaparelli. He was an Italian astronomer who thought he’d
discovered canals, or channels on Mars in 1877. These so-called canals
were later found to be an illusion. They turned out to be darkened areas of
the surface. We can see here how the darkened areas were created. They
were baked onto the surface of Mars during the collision.’’
“This is absolutely terrifying!’’ shrieked Antonia.
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The hologram then revealed further destruction as the planets circled
each other once again, with huge surface areas of Heaven being torn away
violently. Suddenly and dramatically the entire surface of Heaven
disintegrated completely with more and more huge sections of its crust
hurtling either side of Mars, disintegrating further as they did. In that instant,
Tim felt a deep sense of sadness because he realised that they were viewing
a representation of the collision which claimed the life of Major Rutherford.
Sections of the internal structure of Heaven were now visible and these
began disintegrating under the gravitational force exerted by Mars. As a
consequence, billions of rocks of rained down onto the surface of Mars.
“I’ve seen these,” exclaimed Grandpa. “NASA’s rovers have sent images
of them on Mars! Scientists couldn’t explain where they came from – one
theory was that they were erupted from a volcano but there aren’t any in the
vicinity!”
“Now we know how they got there!” added Antonia. “They literally fell
from the sky!”
Tim immediately pointed at a huge section of Heaven’s detached crust
that had drifted perilously close to Mars. “If that hits Mars it’ll be all over!’’ he
yelled. “Mars will be destroyed too!’’
The detail of what they were observing was staggering. The enormous
floating mass he’d identified grazed against the surface of Mars and began
gouging out a huge depression. At precisely the same time, and generating
an enormous explosion what remained of Heaven - its solid core - slammed
into the opposite side of Mars. With tremendous force the core then
deflected away before returning to collide with Mars once again almost
immediately. The second impact reinforced the momentum of the first,
altering the rotational direction of Mars. Both collisions were accompanied
by blinding flashes of light so bright that everyone watching the turmoil was
forced to shield their eyes.
As the light from the collision dimmed, the rest of the cataclysm then
unfolded. So much was happening it was difficult for everyone to take it all
in. The shock of the collisions thundered through Mars and created
enormous bulges on the opposite side of the planet. Also, a huge fracture
appeared along the entire length of Mars, north to south as it shuddered
under the force of the impacts.
“Mars is going to break up!’’ cried Tim before he was once again forced
to stare, covering his open mouth with his hand.
“That’s how the Hellas Basin and Argyre Planitia were formed!’’ retorted
Grandpa. “They were both created by the same impactor! I realised that was
the case when I followed the linear correlation between them and the huge
scar across Mars that is the Valles Marineris canyon system. This quite
clearly revealed that there was a relationship between the Hellas Basin and
Valles Marineris. That enabled me to work out the trajectory of the
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approaching core of Heaven at the precise moment it collided with Mars. It
was then that the canyon systems and mountains surrounding the Solis
Planum region were created.’’
Unbelievably, even more spectacular events occurred which served to
underline Grandpa’s hypothesis. The final approach of Heaven’s core had
meant that the angle of collision induced by the two glancing blows to Mars
had indeed created the Hellas Basin and Argyre Planitia.
The combined force of the dual impacts had sent Mars on an instant cycle
of rotation. Transfixed with wonder the team watched as Mars began to
rotate on its axis, and with eyes darting all over the display they could see
yet another simultaneous cataclysm occurring. The huge section of
Heaven’s surface which had begun gouging massive chasms into the
surface of Mars had continued to do so, but because of the planetary rotation
now taking place a huge circular depression of hundreds of canyons was
being created on the surface of Mars.
“See how Mars has been seared since the collision?’’ asked Grandpa.
“That’s why it appears so red when we observe it from Earth!’’
“Look at that!’’ interrupted a startled Professor Zenden, pointing at Mars,
as it continued to roll from the two immense blows inflicted upon it just
moments earlier. “Look!’’ he repeated, “that massive rock has created Valles
Marineris!’’
As Mars rolled following the collision the huge, rolling remnant of Heaven
that had gouged into the surface of Mars had slowly continued forward along
its natural course. The effect was to create a deep gash on the surface of
Mars which created a long arc of immense ravines and canyons. It continued
along its straight path as Mars rotated relentlessly underneath. With
unforeseen consequences this huge, gouging mass of rock then gradually
drifted away from the surface of Mars and headed out into the void of space,
leaving behind a huge scar across the surface of Mars and the massive
formations of canyons and mountains which encircle the Solis Planum
region of the planet.
“This is unbelievable!’’ Tim blurted excitedly. “There it is, just as you
explained it Gramps. It’s Valles Marineris! Just look at how obvious it is when
its true origin is revealed!’’
The vision before them was truly terrifying. The circumstances
surrounding the creation of the Valles Marineris canyon system had almost
simultaneously cost the lives of hundreds of millions of citizens on Heaven,
and fortunately for Professor Zenden and his team they had been spared
any further detail of the horror the desperate souls on Heaven had endured.
His team had been so preoccupied with the spectacular nature of what they
had been witnessing that it was only when Tim spoke that their attention was
drawn towards the civilisation that had perished.
“Those poor, poor people,’’ he muttered glumly.
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“Yes,’’ replied Grandpa. “And don’t forget the fantastic environment and
quality of life they created,’’ he added. “That’s gone too.’’
However, as solemn they all felt the sight before them once again
captured their attention.
“What happened to Heaven is dreadful,’’ sighed Antonia as she looked
at the barren visualisation of Mars that had now appeared before them.

As she was speaking the simulator altered the view of Mars to show a
dramatic, topographic version of the Valles Marineris trough system and the
huge arrangement of canyons encircling the Solis Planum region.
“The key to unlocking the origin of Valles Marineris,’’ explained Grandpa,
“was to recognise that Heaven’s core had collided on the far side of Mars at
the same time the huge remnant of Heaven had finished gouging out the
enormous Valles Marineris canyon system. Once I’d realised this, the
unusual circular formation you see here at the extreme western end of Valles
Marineris provided the critical piece of evidence I needed to confirm my initial
thoughts.
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Crucially, I realised that the force of the collision rotated Mars. There can
be no other explanation for the way in which this terrain was created. None
at all. Because of this the actual cause of the appearance of the Noctis
Labyrinthus formation also became clear in an instant. The huge piece of
Heaven which had been scouring against the surface of Mars had continued
on its natural course - in other words straight ahead - grinding into Mars as
the red planet rotated underneath. The outcome of the rotation was to create
the immense oval shaped feature being displayed here. In fact, the double
collision which created the Hellas Basin and Argyre Planitia is reflected
along Valles Marineris by the presence of Melas and Noctis Labyrinthus.’’
He pointed at the display. “This is undoubtedly why Mars’ surface looks the
way it does today and why the unusual circular formation of Noctis
Labyrinthus could only have been situated at this precise location. It just
needed a little lateral thinking, that’s all.’’
“That’s all???’’ exclaimed a bewildered Professor Zenden. “That’s ALL?’’
Suddenly, he was interrupted as the hologram reverted to a
representation of Mars approaching the final moments of its dramatic
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planetary revolution. The speed of inertia created by the collision was
subsiding.
“I don’t believe what I’m seeing,’’ yelled Tim.
“This is fantastic!’’ shrieked Antonia. “We’re seeing how the geologic
features of Mars were created in a matter of minutes!’’ and as she voiced
her wonder the rolling motion which had assisted in the creation of Valles
Marineris slowed further and then halted. “Look,’’ she cried. “It’s stopped!’’
Unaware of his own actions Professor Zenden pointed at Mars and
waited momentarily for the planet to begin rotating on its new axis. He wasn’t
disappointed. Just as he’d anticipated the internal inertia that had kept Mars
spinning on its original, perpendicular axis took over once again and Mars
began to rotate on its newly-formed, skewed axis.
Then, as the burnt, reddened and lifeless planet slowly rotated three
large oddities appeared from beyond the horizon.
“Look!’’ Antonia shrieked again. “Look! The shockwave from the collision
has passed through Mars and created the Tharsis Bulge! Can you see
Olympus Mons and the other volcanoes?’’
“Your observation is almost accurate,’’ interrupted Professor Zenden,
delighted at last to be able to correct Antonia. “…With one exception. It’s
now blatantly obvious that our current belief that Olympus Mons, Arsia Mons,
Pavonis Mons and Ascraeus Mons are shield volcanoes is incorrect. These
edifices are clearly what remains of huge domes that had been forced
upward by the internal energy pulse that was generated by the collisions of
the core of Heaven with Mars. This is known scientifically as the antipodal
effect. An immense release of energy rushed through Mars from the
opposite side of the planet and this is the result. They look like volcanoes
because they’ve collapsed in on themselves.’’
“Now that you’ve explained it,’’ said Tim, “the antipodal effect is clearly
what created them. It’s so …obvious!’’
“And just to add further evidence,’’ added Grandpa, “note the absence of
any erupted magma you’d expect to surround such huge volcanoes. This is
another of those ugly facts the scientific community has chosen to ignore,
but they won’t any longer…’’ his comments tailed off as he saw excitement
building in Professor Zenden eyes.
“So many questions are being answered!’’ retorted the professor. “This
is quite extraordinary. I cannot dispute any of this. What’s fascinating though,
is the complete absence of any of this in the various scientific discoveries
over the past two hundred and fifty years.’’
Grandpa smiled and said nothing as he watched Professor Zenden
explore the surface of Mars closely.
After a short while the professor offered another opinion. “Look at this!’’
he demanded excitedly without realising that Grandpa had studied the
surface of Mars in far greater detail than he could ever imagine. “Mars is
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what we see today. You can see where the close approach of Heaven had
scorched the surface of Mars before the Valles Marineris trench was
created!’’ He pointed at the dark swathe which began south of Valles
Marineris and then headed north across it, and excitement took over again.
“Look! I can see where Valles Marineris cuts through the burnt crust! This
proves that the surface of Mars was gouged out! Wait until I tell them about
this!’’
“There’ll be plenty of time for that later,’’ laughed Antonia, who was as
excited as the professor. “Let’s see what happens next!’’
As it had been deflected away following its collision with Mars, Heaven’s
metallic core was now heading toward the Sun. The simulator focussed on
it and followed as it journeyed toward the centre of the Solar System.
“Mercury,’’ predicted Professor Zenden. “It’s becoming Mercury!’’
As they watched, the core of the planet that used to deliver the conditions
for a perfect society settled into a stable orbit. It had now become the closest
planet to the Sun and, as Professor Zenden had suggested it was going to
remain there, devoid of life.
“This explains the anomaly of the Mercury we know of today,’’ suggested
Grandpa. “And why it has such a large iron core.’’
“Really?’’ asked Tim as the hologram remained focussed on the silver
planetoid as it rotated slowly. “What’s the anomaly?’’
“The density of Mercury can be used to deduce details of its internal
structure,’’ explained Grandpa. “As it has a high density its core must be
large and rich in iron. Also, Mercury’s core has higher iron content than that
of any other major planet in the Solar System, consisting of approximately
70% metallic and 30% silicate material. Geologists estimate that Mercury’s
core occupies over half of its total volume. In comparison, Mercury is smaller
but has greater mass than the largest so-called natural satellites in the Solar
System, Ganymede and Titan. This is a significant point to remember
because this is another anticipated outcome of my hypothesis. If the four
terrestrial planets that existed prior to the catastrophe; Venus, Earth,
Heaven and Mars were originally similar in size wouldn’t it be logical to
assume the core of each planet would be similar in size too?’’
“Probably,’’ agreed Antonia.
“Well, that’s exactly what we find!’’ retorted Grandpa. “And if I haven’t
totally convinced you there’s another couple of quite telling pieces of
evidence you should know about.’’
“There’s more?’’ enquired Antonia.
“Yes. Are you aware of the connection between the Hellas Basin and
Argyre Planitia region on Mars and the so-called Caloris and Rembrandt
impact craters on Mercury?’’
“No,’’ admitted Antonia.
Professor Zenden concurred. “I’ve no idea either, I’m afraid.’’
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“That was a trick question,’’ laughed Grandpa, ‘’because apart from me
nobody has ever made the association!’’ He chortled again. “If my
suggestion that Mars was impacted twice in quick succession by the core of
Heaven, and that this core then deflected toward the Sun to become Mercury
…it follows that there should be corresponding evidence to support this on
the surface of Mercury. Correct?’’
“Of course,’’ replied the professor. “Impacts on the scale you’re proposing
must leave behind evidence in the form of stressed geology on the impactor
and the planet with which it collided.’’
This was precisely the response Grandpa had anticipated.
“Yet again this is exactly what we find!’’ he announced triumphantly.
“Similar to that which exists on Mars here are two very unusual impact
craters on Mercury, both of which have comparable dimensions to the Hellas
Basin and Argyre Planitia. This suggests a potential relationship between
them all. One of the craters on Mercury is unusual because of its size;
Caloris is one of the largest impact basins in the Solar System. The second,
Rembrandt is the second largest impact basin on Mercury after Caloris, and
is unusual because of its unique ‘wheel-spoke’ profile, which is apparently
without equal anywhere in the Solar System.’’
Grandpa looked at Professor Zenden and as he did the professor
recognised a familiar expression.
“He’s going to make another announcement,’’ he thought.
“Well,’’ continued Grandpa. “It won’t surprise you to hear that I disagree.’’
Tim chuckled inwardly as another revelation tumbled from Grandpa’s
mouth.
“Listen carefully,’’ Grandpa continued. “It’s obvious to me that the
existence of two impact basins with unique characteristics on Mercury
coupled with the existence of dual impact basins on Mars possessing equally
unique characteristic shouldn’t come as a surprise. In fact, I’d go even
further. I believe the ‘wheel-spoke’ profile of Rembrandt isn’t unique at all,
because I believe there’s strong evidence in support of what I’m saying.
There are two huge anomalies along the Valles Marineris trough. The first is
located roughly half way along the trench. It’s Melas Chasma and it’s huge.
I believe Melas Chasma was created as the first impact of Heaven’s core
occurred to form the Hellas Basin, which incidentally is the lowest point on
the surface of Mars. Is this a coincidence? The second anomaly is at the
very end of Valles Marineris and I believe this is the result of the second
impact of Heaven’s core. The creation of Argyre Planitia on the opposite side
of Mars to Valles Marineris was the point at which Mars’ rotation was
intensified. It’s this factor which I believe lends significant weight to my
argument. When viewing the circular ‘wheel-spoke’ appearance of
Rembrandt on Mercury, compare it to Noctis Labyrinthus at the westernmost
end of Valles Marineris. Noctis Labyrinthus is a huge region of mountainous
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terrain, the entirety of which also has very unusual circular characteristics.
Perhaps both were caused by the gyrating motion of Mars? That would
explain firstly the unusual formation of Rembrandt as an impact basin and
secondly the appearance of Noctis Labyrinthus which, I’m proposing was
formed by the huge gouging rock as it too was caught up in the gyrating
motion of Mars.
So, in summary we have craters on Mercury which have characteristics
apparently unique across the Solar System, but corresponding impact
craters on Mars of similar uniqueness, all of which have comparable
dimensions.’’
At that moment and with delightful coincidence the hologram showed
both Caloris and Rembrandt coming into view over the horizon.
“And there they are!’’ announced Grandpa gleefully.
Suddenly, the seemingly unending disaster continued as the hologram
relocated to show the other remnants of Heaven that had been ejected past
Mars away from the Sun and out into space. Trillions of shattered planetary
remnants were hurled outwards, most of which settled into an orbit of the
Sun between Mars and Saturn.
“The asteroid belt!’’ exclaimed Antonia. “Look!’’
Equally significantly, throughout the early phases of the collision the
atmospheres of Heaven and Mars had sheared away from their respective
planets toward the beckoning cosmos to become immense clouds of spaceborne gases. As they drifted off they merged together on an immense scale
and then separated once more to create four huge, hazy gaseous nebulae.
In addition to the huge mass of rock that created Valles Marineris the
collision had also ferociously cast out from the collision millions of smaller
rocks. These began hurtling out across the void of space. Other debris also
headed towards the outer reaches of the Solar System as billions of tiny rock
and dust particles, some of which drifted toward the swirling nebulous
masses. The immeasurable amount of materials that were once continents,
beautiful blue oceans and clear, sunlit skies on Mars and Heaven then
proceeded to merge with the gaseous clouds to create a variety of brown,
red and white dust clouds.
The simulator singled out a small cluster of rocks and zoomed in.
“What’s happening now?’’ Tim asked once again.
Nobody had an answer so they waited, and as they watched they could
see that the largest of the rocks had retained some level of gravity because
several smaller rocks had been drawn toward and were now loosely
attached to it. The hologram then revealed the misshapen sphere of
bubbling magma as it was beginning to merge and the team then watched
closely as the molten structure began cooling.
“I don’t get it,’’ said a frustrated Antonia. “Why are we being shown this?’’
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“I think we’re seeing the formation of another planet,’’ suggested
Grandpa.
“Maybe, Joe but these aren’t like Venus, Earth, Heaven and Mars…’’
“No, they’re not,’’ replied Grandpa confidently. “These are destined to
become something completely different; planets with small rock and ice
cores surrounded by gas and dust…’’
“Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune?’’ Antonia guessed, introducing
yet another dynamic to the astonishing events.
“Excuse me?’’ queried Professor Zenden. “Are you saying this is the
beginning of the creation of each of the gas giants?’’
“Yes!’’ Antonia replied, emphatically endorsing Grandpa’s hypothesis.
Grandpa was smiling broadly. He drew their attention to the clouds of
debris which had continued to drift away from the site of the collision, and
pointed specifically to the newly formed mini-planet which consisted of the
small fragments of rock that were now merging together. As he had
predicted, the mini-planet began revolving on a severely skewed axis.
Suddenly, it retreated from view although it could still be seen as a small orb
in the distance. They then looked on in disbelief as one of the huge dust
clouds passed close by and was attracted to the weak gravitational pull of
the mini-planet. The nebulous giant gradually shrouded it to produce a
gaseous envelope which, even as they looked on increased in size.
“The rest of the shattered remnants of Heaven,’’ Grandpa announced
triumphantly, “are to become the Gas Giants, the Asteroid Belt, the Kuiper
Belt and the Oort Cloud!’’
“And look at that!’’ added Professor Zenden enthusiastically. “See how
the Trojans are heading into position! Wow, this really is something else!’’
“Do you really think the Trojans were created this way?’’ asked Antonia,
taken aback by the simple logic of it all.
“Yep,’’ replied Grandpa, confidently. “The simulator is showing exactly
how they were created. They’re travelling on a trajectory which took them
either side of Jupiter as it too was being created. See how they’re
positioned? You can now see the relationship with Jupiter!’’
“Truly amazing,’’ uttered Professor Zenden under his breath as the huge
cloud of dust, ice and gas began enveloping another merging cluster of
rocks, the orientation of which meant that drifting streams of gas, dust and
ice were gathered separately in a swirling motion. It quickly became
apparent that it was indeed Jupiter that was being created. “I can see the
red and white bands appearing already!’’ he added.
Suddenly, the familiar sight of the brown and white bands encircling
Jupiter was unsettled dramatically when another huge, reddened section of
Heaven’s surface was also drawn towards and then into the gaseous planet
without any seemingly destructive act; it simply disappeared into the central
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zone of the swirling atmosphere, and the outcome of this one single event
provided the answer to yet another longstanding scientific question.
“Look!’’ gesticulated Antonia. “The Great Red Spot has been created!’’
Her colleagues were too overawed to respond. It really was an incredible
sight to see, with the collision creating a huge, swirling cloud of red and
brown debris which was now traversing the equatorial region of the planet.
The devastation which had transpired since the melting of the ice caps
on Venus had been so brutal, yet the majestic way in which the gas giants
were forming took their breath away.
“It’s almost a work of art,’’ added a wide-eyed Antonia. “The colours and
graceful movement - even the scale of what’s happening. It’s just
magnificent!’’
As she was speaking the simulator began the final element of the
message created so many thousands of years ago. It revealed the entire
Solar System, with the Sun located centrally. Each of the planets began
rotating on its axis and all began orbiting around the Sun.
“Is it finished?’’ she asked with disappointment in her voice.
“Not quite,’’ replied Professor Zenden, who had noticed that their floating
chairs had begun centring behind Saturn as it orbited around the Sun.
“There aren’t any rings!’’ exclaimed Tim. “Saturn hasn’t any rings!’’
Even before anyone else could add their agreement the simulator
revealed to them how the ring systems of the gas giants were created.
Accompanying Saturn on its orbit the team watched as, on its first
circumnavigation of the Sun, Saturn passed through a cloud of ice particles
that were once part of an ocean on Heaven or Mars. As it did the gravitational
forces generated by Saturn acquired millions of ice crystals before moving
beyond the sparkling cloud. The display continued to follow Saturn as it
passed through another cloud of debris, this time consisting mostly of dust
and rocks. The outcome of the collection of the ice crystals, dust and rocks
in this manner was the creation of the first of Saturn’s rings. Further orbits
created additional rings. Some orbits missed the space-borne clouds of ice
and collected fine dust producing the appearance of gaps between some
rings, whilst subsequent orbits traversed other ice and dust clouds to create
yet more rings.
“Another puzzle solved!’’ enthused Antonia who immediately grasped the
side of her floating chair.
There was a sudden sensation of movement as the position of the stars
in the simulator altered. It had begun to take them somewhere new and they
soon realised they were approaching Earth. Not long afterwards they were
taken closer and a lush and plentiful Earth was revealed.
Filled with pride at the achievements of his Grandfather, Tim leant toward
him to gesture a high-five in celebration, but the reflected light from the
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simulated Earth revealed a solitary tear rolling down Grandpa’s cheek.
Concerned, he leant forward.
“Are you ok, Gramps?’’ he asked.
Hearing Tim’s concern the others turned to Grandpa.
“For all these years I could only imagine it,’’ whispered Grandpa, his eyes
widening. “And there it is. I can’t quite believe it,’’ he added, wiping away the
tear. “After all these years buried inside my mind you can all see what I could
see – at last.’’
“You should be proud of yourself,’’ smiled Antonia. “I think I speak for us
all when I say that.’’
Grandpa smiled and nodded, still staring at the mesmerising display.
Thankful that nothing serious had happened to Grandpa the group then
returned their attention to the hologram, not realising that the drama
associated with whatever had gone before was about to be eclipsed.
It was now time for the main event.
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Chapter 49
Relieved his imagination hadn’t let him down throughout his many years
of research Grandpa now sensed what the next element of the simulator
display would be.
“I think I know what’s coming,’’ he said. “And if I’m correct it won’t be
pretty viewing, so get ready to be shocked!’’
After a short while the four floating chairs moved closer together as the
simulator manoeuvred them to face the opposite direction. Looking over his
shoulder at Earth, Tim couldn’t see the point. “Why are we facing this way?’’
he asked. “There’s nothing here we haven’t seen already?’’
Nobody replied, and the hologram maintained its position as they sat in
perplexed silence. A few minutes later Antonia noticed a dark shadow
crossing the path of one of the galaxies within the glittering vista.
“Did you see that?’’ she asked, sensing danger. “That darkness over
there?’’
Her colleagues followed her gaze and sure enough there was some kind
of object traversing the cosmos.
“Is it a black hole?’’ asked Tim.
“Whatever it is, it’s getting bigger,’’ replied Professor Zenden.
“No, Simon. It isn’t getting bigger, it’s getting closer!’’ warned Grandpa.
Moments later they were shocked to see that the mysterious object was
almost upon them. The simulator moved their chairs to allow the huge edifice
to pass underneath.
“Wow – that was close!’’ yelled Tim. “Too close!’’
Taking them by surprise the simulator then appeared to follow the huge
object as it passed through the Solar System, and almost immediately
Grandpa offered an opinion. “I think I know what this is!’’ he stated excitedly.
“How is that possible, Joe?’’ Professor Zenden responded. “Look at the
size of the Universe - how can you possibly know? There are so many things
out there it could possibly be!’’
“It’s the impactor!’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “Why else would we be shown a
large chunk of rock? It’s the section of Heaven’s crust that created Valles
Marineris on Mars!’’ he added.
“We’re getting closer to it,’’ yelled Antonia. “I think we’re going to hit it!’’
The four chairs moved closer to each other and, apparently via
magnetism they eventually locked together. Everybody then braced
themselves for impact as the simulator directed the team toward the
massive, rotating rock.
Suddenly, the rock seemed to stop spinning.
“How did that happen?’’ asked Tim. “It’s stopped turning!’’
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“No, it hasn’t,’’ replied Professor Zenden as they were taken even closer.
“The hologram has synchronised our movement to match the rotation of the
rock. Look!’’
He pointed beyond the rotating rock. Bizarrely, the stars and galaxies
were moving around wildly. At that moment they were shocked as they felt
a heavy thump as their chairs had made contact with the rock.
“We’re on it!’’ yelled Tim. “We’ve landed on it!’’
“Here we go!’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “We’re on the impactor!’’ he hollered.
“We’re on a meteor?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
“No, not a meteor,’’ corrected Grandpa excitedly. “We’re now travelling
toward Earth on a remnant of Heaven!’’
Not for the first time, Antonia was in a state of shock but she didn’t have
time to recover because events were happening so fast. All she could do
was to think of the bizarre fact that that they had once again come into
contact with Heaven.
“This is the main element of my Impact and Exit Event hypothesis,’’
chortled Grandpa. “This is the impactor,’’ he repeated gleefully. “And it’s
going to collide with Earth!’’
Antonia was horrified at the situation in which they’d found themselves,
and Professor Zenden was speechless. It was left to Tim to calm their
nerves.
“Thank goodness it’s only a simulator!’’ he yelled out, laughing as he did.
Antonia let out a huge sigh of relief. She’d been so taken in by the
realistic effects they’d experienced that she’d completely forgot they were in
a simulator.
“My nerves are shot to pieces!’’ she laughed, overcome with relief.
Although they’d been reminded they were witnessing events via a
simulator, Antonia and the professor continued to feel anxious as they
participated in the impact event as it unfolded. Earth appeared straight
ahead and Professor Zenden and Antonia could barely watch as it loomed
larger and larger. It was now clear they were hurtling towards Earth at great
speed, and as the impactor approached and then entered Earth’s
atmosphere Antonia and the professor closed their eyes tight. For Grandpa
and Tim mountains suddenly came into view, then rivers and, for the briefest
of moment’s tree tops before the entire display exploded into bright light.
Even then the amazing demonstration did not cease. The unbearable
brightness was instantaneously replaced by absolute darkness before a
whole range of colours depicting fire, rock and a mixture of both seemed to
pass them by at incredible speed.
“I knew it! I knew it! I knew it!’’ Grandpa kept shouting. “It’s passing under
the surface of Earth!’’
Within seconds of each other Antonia and Professor Zenden found the
courage to open their eyes. The display continued and moments later
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everyone was left open mouthed as they witnessed details of the impact
event …and its incredible aftermath.
To the relief of both Antonia and the professor they were once again
taken by the simulator out into near-space and afforded a view of the
devastation the impactor was now creating.
Suddenly, they were surprised to see the speed of events had slowed
down considerably. The display now revealed an alternative view of the
impact event, illustrating how the impactor entered Earth at a shallow angle.
As the huge mass disappeared under the surface of Earth, the entire
planet convulsed as its crust was pushed and stretched upwards by the
impactor as it burrowed violently underneath. Cracks appeared and parts of
the surface burst upwards, leaving a series of rocky, jagged mountain
regions in its wake.
“The Rockies!’’ exclaimed Tim.
“Oh, my God,’’ mouthed Professor Zenden. “The Rockies have been
blasted up from below!’’
At the site of entry, the display now revealed a huge column of lava as it
erupted and surged skywards. The dramatic splash of colours from the
display reflected on their shocked faces as they stared in awe of the scale
of what they were witnessing.
“Look! The Andes have been formed just as you said!’’ shouted Tim as
the rising lava column stalled and then fell back down to Earth, causing huge
fractures to open up along the entire length of the planet.
The display then slowed even further as it revealed the next stage of the
amazing event. The crust either side of the huge fractures began separating,
and the way in which Earth was expanding very soon became apparent. The
molten interior of Earth was being revealed allowing superheated magma to
surge out. This enabled the fractured sections of Earth’s lithosphere to drift
even further apart, and as they did displaced oceans began rushing in to
create an ever-widening, boiling maelstrom. As they watched, the waters
that were draining into the widening void were rapidly becoming the Atlantic
Ocean. Additional amounts of highly pressurised magma were being
released along stress fractures that were now opening up in several other
places across the globe.
“The Atlantic Ocean is appearing!’’ shrieked Antonia. “And look over
there – the Great Rift Valley has been created!’’ she cried out.
“The amount of water entering the Atlantic is enormous!’’ added Tim.
“And look how the coastlines of Europe, Africa and the America’s are
appearing as the Atlantic Ocean is opening up!’’
The huge column of magma that had erupted upwards before falling back
to Earth had now created a massive fissure along what was to become the
west coast of South America. This event split Earth’s crust and a further
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release of magma from the interior enabled another piece of the crust to
rapidly drift westward, expanding Earth’s surface further as it did.
“That’s the Pacific Ocean opening up!’’ yelled the professor in disbelief.
The fissures either side of the newly created South America continent
continued to extend up toward and then into the northern Hemisphere as
Earth’s crust tore apart.
Meanwhile, the furthermost end of the fallen Andes magma column had
crashed back to Earth and split the lithosphere into two more huge sections.
These separated and drifted apart to create Antarctica and Australia, a
process which expanded the planet further.
“This isn’t happening,’’ whispered the professor, now in a state of total
shock. “It can’t be!’’
As he looked on he realised that the information he had acquired
throughout his career was now being overwritten. He knew his brain was
being reformatted and that he couldn’t, and indeed wouldn’t want to do
anything about it.
“It is,’’ replied Grandpa who, because of his years of prior preparation
found it incredibly easy to remain calm. Having witnessed the devastation
being wrought on Earth and realising the enormity of what the people of the
time had suffered he immediately corrected his previous statement. “Or
rather, it has. We’re being shown details of what happened to Earth in the
past. As you can see this blows apart over two hundred years of science!’’
“Yes,’’ admitted Professor Zenden without any hint of his previous
objections. “It certainly has.’’
Even more excitement was to come. As they watched, the hologram
continued to show another slow-motion sequence of events on the opposite
side of Earth from the impact event.
“Look, nothing’s happening…’’ said Tim, pointing at the unaffected side
of Earth as the maelstrom around the impact event manifested and
intensified. Despite the chaotic events unfolding on the far side of the planet
this was a scene of calm.
“The simulator has slowed everything down even further so we can see
the entire impact and exit event unfold,’’ observed Grandpa.
Within seconds, a large section of the undisturbed side of Earth began
bulging. Then hundreds of small eruptions appeared from east to west as
the bulge increased in size, with fissures emanating from the centre.
“It’s going to explode!’’ shrieked Antonia.
“This is a very slow representation,’’ enthused Grandpa. “We’ll see
everything!’’
Under the tremendous upward pressures being created from within Earth
a large section of the crust suddenly exploded outwards. Trillions of tons of
debris and internal magma burst out. It was so realistic that without
exception each member of the team gripped the side of their floating chairs
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as they rocked under the sudden blast of energy. Even Grandpa was
shocked at the enormity of the eruption. Cries of disbelief followed as they
all automatically readjusted their balance in an unnecessary attempt to make
their floating chairs regain stability. They were then taken further away from
Earth and from this vantage point they could see three huge eruptions
heading up and away from the site of the exit event.
“That one’s the Indian Magma Column!’’ shouted Tim, unable to contain
himself.
He was correct. The simulator was revealing the event exactly as
Grandpa had predicted, and as they watched the hologram introduced an
amazing new feature as the rising motion of all but the centre magma column
halted. These remained motionless whilst the simulator followed the centre
column as it continued on its way up. This enabled the team to observe what
subsequently occurred to this particular element of the exit event.
The display moved further away from the scene to allow them to see a
broader depiction of what was happening. As the other erupting magma
columns hung motionless, the remaining magma column continued to
extend higher and higher until it seemed it too was about to collapse under
the gravitational forces exerted by Earth. As it rose the simulator followed it
until it stretched up and out of Earth’s atmosphere. Then, suddenly and
unexpectedly the simulator slowed even further and then zoomed in to focus
on the top section. It was at this point that the uppermost tip of the magma
column separated and continued upwards and away from Earth. Once
separated, the main body of the column then fell back upon itself, creating
layers of mountainous regions as it crumbled and settled.
“The Deccan Traps!” yelled Professor Zenden. “So that’s why there aren’t
any volcanoes!”
“And therein lies the answer to why the Moon has elements of
magnetism, which is another anomaly scientists are struggling to explain,”
added Antonia. “The Moon was born of the same substance as the Deccan
Traps and the magnetism contained within the rocks was naturally
transferred and then maintained as the Moon broke free!”
“Here we go!’’ exclaimed Grandpa who, like Tim couldn’t contain himself
any longer. “This is going to be spectacular!’’
Once released from the main body of the erupted column the uppermost
section headed out into space. Hissing, bubbling and boiling the huge molten
sphere was becoming the only thing on view. All other aspects of the impact
and exit event disappeared from view. The force holding the teams’ hightech chairs together ceased abruptly and the gap between the floating chairs
became larger. The group then glanced across at each other as their chairs
began systematically orbiting around Earth’s new companion.
Wahey!’’ shouted Tim. “This is freakin’ far out!’’
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Grandpa considered whether to release his grip on his chair but as he
pondered his predicament the simulator presented another view which
showed the glowing spherical mass as the distance between it and Earth
increased.
Racing them forward and ahead of it, the team were quickly repositioned
by the simulator to see the side of the superheated globe now furthermost
from Earth. As the molten globe did not have any rotational characteristics
the outward surface was shown being rapidly cooled by its introduction to
the freezing environment of space, and everybody watched as the hastily
cooling magma produced thousands of exploding, hissing domes which
were being simultaneously hardened into a rigid crust. This cooling activity
ensured that many domes solidified instantaneously as they burst, with
others remaining as raised domes on the surface.
Then, as if to demonstrate the different characteristics of what they were
witnessing the simulator quickly traversed around to the near-Earth side of
the rapidly cooling mass, and upon their repositioning the view became one
of a bubbling globe consisting of a surface caught within a trailing slipstream
of searing heat. The intensely hot environment within and between the fluxlike near-surface of the huge round mass, Earth’s atmosphere and the
resulting superheated slipstream maintained the fluidity of the surface
features of the space-bound edifice. The magma here was cooling at a much
slower rate. Huge domes appeared, burst and waned to form smooth, round
craters. Other smaller domes appeared and burst with much less force.
Large areas of the surface area were still superheated but had now cooled
sufficiently to prevent the up-surging pockets of gas rising from within to
display smoother, flatter characteristics.
“Look,’’ yelled Professor Zenden. “Those smooth areas are the
beginnings of the lunar maria!’’
Their floating chairs continued to hang in the air as the stunned group
circled the newly created planetoid, which now had a far-side surface
consisting of tens of thousands of rapidly cooled and hardened craters of
varying sizes, and a near side covered by a mixture of flattened regions,
swollen gas-filled domes and smaller, hardened craters, far fewer in number
than the side furthest away from Earth.
Finally, the team were taken much farther out into space and shown a
view revealing Earth and its new companion in one scene.
Then, in what appeared to be a spectacular end to the extravaganza
huge bolts of electrical energy burst between Earth and the closest surface
area of its rapidly cooling partner.
“Tycho!’’ shouted Grandpa, instantly realising that what had previously
been perceived as the Moon’s largest impact crater was now being proven.
“Just as I thought,’’ he continued. “It was created by a massive electrical
discharge between Earth and the new Moon!’’
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“It’s free!’’ interrupted Tim. “The Moon’s been born! I’ve just witnessed
Earth giving birth to the Moon!’’ he gasped, half joking.
“We all have,’’ replied Professor Zenden, more seriously. “We all have,’’
he repeated in a dazed state.
“See how the Moon isn’t revolving and how it’s slowly continuing to move
away from Earth?’’ asked a triumphant Grandpa. “I believe this is because
of two reasons. Firstly, as it left Earth’s atmosphere the Moon headed
straight up without possessing any internal forces of inertia. Secondly, I
suspect that the main mass of the Moon is concentrated not at its central
core but closer to the side of the Moon which faces Earth. This would impact
on the rotational abilities of the Moon and the gravitational forces of Earth
could potentially prevent anything other than one side – the weightiest side
– being held facing Earth.’’
Reeling from these ongoing revelations, and just as they thought they
had reached the end of the amazing simulation the rest of the group watched
as the hologram display suddenly zoomed out and far away from the
incredible scenes, revealing even more startling outcomes as it did. This
time it didn’t stop. It continued until the devastated Earth was once again a
distant, shining sphere – but this time much, much larger than before due to
the creation of its new oceanic crust and with a new, much smaller
companion; the Moon.
The splitting and expansion of Earth caused by The Impact and Exit
Event had resulted in the separation of the surface crust into several huge
landmasses that were now surrounded by immense amounts of water. The
transformation of a planet which had been similar in size to Heaven, Mars
and Venus into a much, much larger entity was now complete. The
Earth/Moon system had been born, with Earth having been rocked off its
natural, perpendicular axis to an angle of twenty-three degrees. Its
northernmost regions were already showing signs of the rapid freezing
Grandpa had suspected. This freezing process had already begun encasing
millions of animal carcasses.
The chairs upon which they were floating maintained this viewpoint of
Earth and its Moon for some time during which neither Grandpa, Professor
Zenden, Tim nor Antonia said a word. After what they had just witnessed
this was understandable. They were physically and mentally exhausted, yet
the wonder of what they had witnessed had left them completely at peace
within.
They admired the view of Earth being circumnavigated by the Moon for
some time until the simulator suddenly turned away from Earth to reveal the
Cosmos in all its beauty once again, drawing gasps of amazement from each
member of the team.
The simulator then reversed away from Earth and something very
strange appeared to be happening. The clarity of image which had amazed
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the team up until now seemed to be failing because as they watched, the
surface features on Earth gradually faded into an opaque, grey blandness.
“I can’t make anything out?’’ said Antonia. “Is the simulator broken?’’
Grandpa responded immediately. “No, Antonia. It’s condensation, just
plain old condensation. The larger, hotter surface area of Earth is now
interacting with the water vapour and ice crystals known to be universally
present in the void of space. This is the condensation effect Tim and I have
already discussed, and it will deliver untold amounts of water into Earth’s
atmosphere until the relationship between the two stabilises.’’
“It rained for forty days and forty nights…’’ muttered Professor Zenden,
thinking of the ancient worldwide stories of a Great Flood.
“Probably much, much longer than that,’’ added Antonia.
“Noctilucent clouds!’’ blurted Tim. “We’ve been studying the impacts of
the rain cycle around the world and scientists cannot explain why it is that
Noctilucent clouds can form so high up in the atmosphere. They just can’t
explain it. Could the existence of these clouds be due to the condensation
generated between the highest point of Earth’s atmosphere and the colder
environment of near space?’’
“Yes, Tim.’’ Grandpa replied. “That’s it exactly, and it’s still happening,
but at a much slower pace, just as it is with earthquakes all around the Ring
of Fire and down the length of the entire Mid-Atlantic Ridge. You see The
Impact and Exit Event hasn’t quite finished yet,’’ he added, once again
halting before revealing his innermost fears. Fortunately for him the focus of
the simulator suddenly altered significantly, instantly distracting his
colleagues. Everything they’d witnessed up to this point disappeared from
view as the entire cosmos came into view yet again.
“Oh …my …god,’’ uttered Grandpa, as the simulator began surging
toward a specific area of the stunning skyscape. Unlike the rest of the team
he again suspected what was happening.
The nearby stars began travelling faster and faster towards, and then
past the group at amazing speed. Onward the simulator continued, rapidly
increasing in velocity. The stars became blurred white lines and entire
galaxies sped past the team as they were taken further, faster and deeper
into space.
“Oh …my …god,’’ mumbled Antonia. For some inexplicable reason these
seemed to be the only words capable of expressing the sense of awe and
wonder amongst the entire team.
Suddenly, in the distance a familiar array of stars appeared.
“Lyra!’’ gasped Professor Zenden.
The simulator approached and then entered the constellation of Lyra. It
travelled past several of the star systems before realigning its approach,
focussing on one single, bright star.
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“What the…?’’ whispered Tim as the star directly in front of them
increased in size as they approached.
The group was once again overcome at the beauty and serenity of it all,
but after a few brief minutes a complete darkness fell upon them and fearing
the simulator had completed its work Professor Zenden was about to call an
end to proceedings when Grandpa interrupted him.
“Not yet,’’ he suggested. “I think there’s more to come,’’ and as he was
speaking a small, bluish disc appeared. “I thought so,” he added, knowingly.
“This is truly amazing…’’
“Where are we?’’ asked Tim. He was as confused as the rest of the team
except, of course for Grandpa.
The display began approaching the hazy blue disc until it became clear
it was a planet. The simulator ventured closer, then closer still until all that
was visible was a planet covered in a variety of colours. Into view came
familiar sights; huge swirling weather systems covering vast continents,
which in turn were covered in mountains and valleys. Clear blue oceans
dotted with islands of differing scale surrounded the continents. For a few
minutes the simulator remained where it was, enabling the team to enjoy the
spectacular sight.
“This is a planet in the Lyra star system!’’ exclaimed Tim.
“No,’’ interrupted Grandpa calmly. “This is something far more important
than that.’’
Professor Zenden looked perplexed. “What can be more important than
seeing a planet in a far-off part of the universe?’’
“Because,’’ said Grandpa as he looked at the display. “This is the place
from where our civilisation came. This is the home of our distant ancestors.
This is Atum!’’
At that precise moment, and to seemingly underline what Grandpa had
said the display began fading. Over a period of thirty seconds Atum gradually
disappeared, to be replaced by increasing darkness all around.
“Oh, no!’’ cried Antonia. “It’s finished!’’
She was correct.
Their EMS adventure was over.
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Chapter 50
During the briefing session later that day, and after informing everyone
on the results of their mission Professor Zenden, Antonia, Tim and Grandpa
had been assured of the full support of the politicians and religious leaders
who were present. All who attended had requested copies of the amazing
information Professor Zenden had disclosed during his presentation.
However, following the briefing and to the surprise and consternation of the
professor he was immediately relieved of all of his writings, supporting
documentation and his laptop. Unbelievably the very same dignitaries who
had entrusted them with the responsibility of discovering the secrets of the
Diamond Pyramid had now ordered the appropriation of all mission-related
property from each member of the team.
“Don’t they trust us?’’ asked a tearful Antonia as the last of her equipment
was removed.
“It appears not,’’ replied Professor Zenden angrily.
Turning to the President, a furious Grandpa discarded diplomacy. “Why
are you doing this, Mr. President? You could stop this immediately, so why
aren’t you?’’ he demanded.
The President grasped Grandpa’s elbow firmly and walked him nearer to
Professor Zenden. Standing alongside him, Antonia listened closely to the
answer.
“I warned you,’’ replied the President, looking at the professor as he
gestured backwards over his shoulder. “They’re not happy. They’re not
happy at all.’’
Tim had followed Grandpa, wondering why it was the President had
marched Grandpa towards Professor Zenden so forcefully. “Why not?’’ he
asked. “Grandpa has produced amazing stuff!’’ he added.
The President ignored Tim’s intervention, turned and headed back
toward the main group of dignitaries. As he did, two tall official looking men
approached the team. It was the men who had briefly met with Monsignor’s
Murano and Pecora in the Vatican, and without any introduction one moved
threateningly close to Professor Zenden, who stepped back startled. As he
did the dark suited man leant even closer.
-“You and your team saw nothing and found nothing,” he retorted in a
deliberately menacing tone. “You never left the secure area. The EMS leaps
didn’t happen. You failed. Do you understand?’’
“Now hold on a minute,’’ said an increasingly angry Grandpa. “We saw
everything!’’
The other menacing stranger quickly moved in on Grandpa.
“You were a failure, sir. Just to make sure you understand that,’’ he
growled as he purposely moved to within inches of Grandpa’s face. “I’ll
repeat it, just in case you don’t understand. You were a failure.’’
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Grandpa was also taken aback by the severity and tone of the two men.
“Who do you think you…’’ he began, but there wasn’t any point in
Grandpa continuing. Both men had turned and were walking away.
Almost immediately, and still in a state of shock Professor Zenden and
his team were led onto the stage in front of the world’s media. The reason
for the seizure of the entire block of work they’d produced since they began
the mission would become very clear, very soon.
“Tell them, Simon. Don’t let them win,’’ pleaded Grandpa as they were
led to their seats. “They need to know the truth!’’
As they sat down, Professor Zenden looked across at Antonia, Tim and
Grandpa. He couldn’t believe what had just happened because it was so
unexpected. He leant toward Grandpa and extended his hand. Grandpa
smiled back as they shook hands but as he held the professors hand he felt
something solid. Slightly releasing his grasp, he looked down to see a small
PC memory stick.
“They didn’t find this!’’ whispered Professor Zenden.
Grandpa’s smile broadened as he released the professor’s hand. He now
knew exactly what the professor intended to do.
Moments later the professor felt a tap on his shoulder from the serious
looking official who was to introduce him to the media a few seconds later.
At that moment Professor Zenden took a chance.
“Do you have a laptop I can use?’’ he asked.
“Certainly sir,’’ came the reply.
Sensing the official was unaware of the conspiracy to hide the truth
Professor Zenden asked another favour. “Can you hook it up to the big
screen, please?’’
“Yes, sir. No problem.’’
Antonia smiled and raised both of her thumbs in support of her mentor.
“Go for it Simon!’’ she mouthed.
A few minutes later, the requested laptop had been placed on the table
at the centre of the stage and a connection to the presentation screen was
successfully established. Professor Zenden quickly scanned the audience
as he prepared to begin his address to the world.
Then, over the audio system came an announcement.
“Ladies and gentlemen, please be seated.’’
Moments later the room descended into silence with all seats occupied
as the professor was invited to speak.
“Professor Zenden?’’ a voice crackled from the loudspeaker.
As the professor rose to address the cameras the two men who had
approached and threatened the team were now standing at the rear of the
marquee, seeking advice from the President.
“Who are you?’’ he asked.
The two men remained silent.
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“Which department do you represent?’’ the President demanded. He was
growing increasingly annoyed at their lack of response. “If I don’t get an
answer within the next couple of seconds,’’ he barked and raised his hand
in the direction of his security personnel, “I’ll have you both escorted out of
here!’’
“The plan worked perfectly, Mr. President,’’ said one of the men.
“Plan? What plan?’’
Ignoring the President’s request for further details one of the mysterious
men requested authorisation.
“Shall we follow the normal social, professional and economic
discrediting protocols sir?’’
The President couldn’t bring himself to look either of them in the eye. He
realised the two men were CIA agents. He also knew what they were
implying; they were seeking permission to destroy the careers of Professor
Zenden and Antonia. He also knew that Grandpa and Tim would receive socalled ‘special’ levels of interest from the two morally corrupt agents awaiting
his reply.
He looked toward the front of the marquee and as Professor Zenden
began to speak he felt a deep sense of betrayal.
“I can’t do it,’’ he thought regretfully. “What the agents are suggesting is
so unfair…’’
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Chapter 51
And so it was that Professor Zenden found himself in front of a global
audience of billions in the hastily modified café marquee.
Antonia, Grandpa and Tim were alongside him as he recounted to his
audience their amazing adventure, and of the technological masterpiece that
was the Event Management System. Despite the threatening behaviour of
the two agents he’d been determined to tell those watching exactly what had
happened, and now he’d successfully done so he felt good. He turned to
Antonia, Grandpa and Tim, sat down and relaxed.
“Now they know the truth,’’ he thought, genuinely expecting the audience
to break out in thunderous applause at what he and his team had achieved.
For a few seconds nothing happened. Then, unbelievably a dissonant voice
shouted from the rear of the marquee.
“All we have are a few images and your word! Where’s your proof?’’
Immediately after, another comment seared toward him.
“Yeah! Do you have anything other than those clearly doctored
photographs and your crazy story?’’
The voices sounded familiar and Professor Zenden quickly realised his
statements were being undermined by the men who had approached the
team seconds before they were led out into the glare of world attention.
Realising the information he’d relayed to the world was beyond controversial
he remembered the removal of all documentary evidence from his
possession.
“Come on, man!’’ sneered yet another voice. “We’ll be here all day! Do
you have any evidence or not?’’
The question was followed by ripples of laughter which rapidly spread
across the marquee, and to make matters worse Professor Zenden didn’t
recognise the last voice to criticise him as that of one of the two menacing
agents. “How many of them are out there?’’ he thought.
“Er, I’m afraid not,’’ he then admitted uncomfortably.
The marquee then exploded with laughter and although he hoped the
ridicule would recede, it didn’t. He’d also hoped to add further detail to his
statement about the EMS mission but it was clear nobody was prepared to
listen any longer. The laughter intensified and several screwed-up pieces of
paper began landing on the stage and to make matters worse began hitting
the professor. Realising the desperate nature of his predicament he leant
forward in his seat and grasped his face with both hands, dropping the
microphone as he did.
“They’ll be ridiculed,’’ thought the President as he observed Professor
Zenden struggling to cope. “And their lives will be ruined,’’ he admitted to
himself, but before he had any time to further consider the professor’s plight
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his thoughts were suddenly interrupted by one of his two mysterious
colleagues.
“Sir,” he said with an urgent tone in his voice. “This is an issue of global
importance. We need an answer.’’
Temporarily ignoring them the President looked on as the laughter and
jeering within the marquee reached a crescendo. News channels worldwide
quickly began receiving reports of an eccentric Englishman who had conned
leaders across the world purely to try and gain funding for future research.
Although the agents were seeking authorisation from the President the
discrediting activities had already begun.
Grandpa turned to Antonia and Tim, shaking his head. “We’re being hung
out to dry in front of the entire world,’’ he groaned. “Simon’s been set up to
fail!’’
“Please, no!’’ they heard Professor Zenden pleading. “Please make them
listen!’’
Grandpa, Tim and Antonia could see Professor Zenden’s demeanour
crumble. They knew he had nothing but them as proof of what they’d all been
through, but yet they knew that wasn’t going to be enough because all their
records had been confiscated.
“Simon needs our help,’’ cried Antonia as she looked on. It hurt her to
see Professor Zenden once again sitting forward, sobbing into his hands.
Then, her sadness lifted for a brief second as the professor became defiant.
“You must believe me!’’ he shouted between his fingers. “You must!’’
“I told you he was a crank!’’ shouted another voice, adding further insult.
This time Professor Zenden didn’t respond. His spirit was broken.
Recognising this, Antonia jumped out of her chair and ran to him, putting her
arm around his shoulders. “Don’t listen to them, Simon. They just don’t
understand,’’ she whispered.
“It’s hopeless,’’ he sobbed. “We have nothing, and they’ve stolen our
evidence. How can I make them believe us now?’’
At the rear of the marquee the two agents once again pressed the
President for an answer.
“Sir? We need to begin briefing against these people straight away. You
know why they mustn’t be believed!’’
The President stared at the team as they gathered together on the stage
looking fragile, vulnerable and defenceless. He couldn’t bring himself to
verbally approve the actions the agents were suggesting. Instead he just
nodded, lowering his head with a feeling of deep indignity. “I’m sorry,’’ he
thought. “I’m so, so sorry.’’
He didn’t want to witness the public humiliation of Professor Zenden any
longer and quickly turned to leave the marquee.
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Chapter 52
As they reached the exit doorway of the marquee the President and his
security staff were surprised to see an animated middle-aged man run into
the marquee via another entrance.
“Get down!’’ ordered a member of his security personnel, who then threw
himself at the President.
“Get down!’’ yelled more voices as the President’s body was flung to the
ground and smothered by protective security staff. It appeared an
assassination attempt was underway. Others’ ran in the direction of the
apparent assailant, but it quickly became clear he was more interested in
Professor Zenden than the President.
“Professor Zenden! Professor Zenden! Hurry! You must come and see
this!’’ he shrieked in broken English as he approached the stage.
The marquee went silent as the demented man ran onto the stage and
began tugging at the professor’s elbow.
“Come! Hurry!’’ he shouted once again.
Notwithstanding the apparently overexcited motives of the man, the
professor seized the opportunity to remove his team.
“Let’s go,’’ he ordered. “Let’s get away from this circus!’’
Collectively the team followed the man who, by now had turned to run
out of the marquee once again.
Taken aback at the sudden unexpected developments, representatives
of the world’s media hurriedly collected their equipment and followed
Professor Zenden and his team into the darkness outside. As they did they
could see thousands of men, women and children looking up into the night
sky. Following their stares, they saw a series of electrical discharges
emanating from behind a lone, brightly glowing cloud high up in the
atmosphere. The backdrop of billions of stars and constellations enhanced
the impact of what they were seeing. Everyone remained in complete
stupefaction of what it was they were witnessing. Something incredible was
happening, something beyond the realms of their imagination, yet here it
was, happening right in front of their eyes.
As the phenomenon descended, bursts of electricity passed between the
ground and the strange cloud. As they did they seemed to pass through the
cloud and dissipate in the atmosphere immediately surrounding the strange
anomaly. The sight of the cloud being engulfed by swathes of incoming and
outgoing lightning bolts was spectacular, and for many what they were
witnessing sent them scurrying for shelter.
“What is that?’’ asked Antonia as she too looked around for somewhere
to hide if needed.
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“What is it?’’ asked Tim as he watched the billowing cloud grow larger as
it descended. Nobody replied as the illuminated cloud slowed to a stop at an
altitude of about five hundred feet.
“What now?’’ asked Professor Zenden.
Again, nobody replied.
The lightning suddenly ceased and within seconds of the cloud coming
to a halt the mysterious crackling cloud dissipated. What then appeared in
the starlit Sahara Desert sky left those on the ground speechless and
spellbound. Hanging in the air above them was a blackened, burnt and
heavily damaged spacecraft.
It was Steve’s Vimana!
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Chapter 53
“We did it!’’ yelled Pakal as he began preparing to land the craft. “We
actually did it!’’
“Yes, you did, Pakal!’’ agreed Zeus as he bent and put his broad hand
on Steve’s shoulder. “Well done to you too, young man,’’ he added. “You did
a fabulous job!’’
“I’m not sure how I did it!’’ replied Steve, modestly. “I thought we were
finished back there…’’
Down below, having quickly realised what it was she was looking at
Antonia began shrieking her delight.
“Steve! Steve!’’ she shouted above the din from the Vimana. “Steve!’’ she
shouted again and again as she realised the craft was beginning to land.
“I don’t believe what I’m seeing!’’ roared Grandpa to Professor Zenden.
A broad smile stretched across his face as he gestured toward the
astounded crowd, dignitaries, TV and press reporters who were now
descending into a state of semi-panic. “And neither do they!’’ he added.
The TV cameras quickly focussed on the descending craft as TV
presenters relayed to viewers around the world what was happening.
“We’ve been vindicated spectacularly!’’ exclaimed Grandpa. “Now they
must believe us!’’
Professor Zenden, his team and the rest of the world watched as the
Vimana clumsily bounced onto the ground. At the rear of the crowd the two
agents who had been preparing to discredit Professor Zenden and his team
quietly melted away into the darkness of the desert.
Back at the Vimana landing site Steve looked out of the cockpit window
and was delighted to see Antonia frantically waving up toward the craft. He
immediately activated the access door and as the steps began gliding
downward he stood on the first step eagerly awaiting the earliest opportunity
to jump off. As he prepared to do so he glanced down and racing towards
him was Antonia! Moments later he jumped the last few feet from the
descending stairway at precisely the same time Antonia arrived. She jumped
onto him, flinging her arms around his neck, wrapping her legs around his
waist as she did.
“Whoaa!!!’’ laughed Steve as he began kissing her.
“I love you! Antonia whispered in his ear. “I thought I’d lost you!’’ she
added as she suddenly remembered their predicament. “They don’t believe
us,’’ she whispered into Steve’s ear. “We’ve been set up to look like idiots!’’
Before Steve could respond he was mobbed by his colleagues.
“Well done, Steve,’’ came a greeting from behind Antonia. It was
Professor Zenden. “You’ve made us all proud!’’ he announced with a broad
smile.
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“And you’ve saved our careers!’’ giggled Antonia as the professor’s smile
turned into laughter.
“Here’s the little green man again!’’ laughed Tim as he greeted Steve with
another high five. “How did you do it?” he asked.
“I had a moment of inspiration when I was trying to connect the wristband
to the Vimana’s on-board computer,” replied Steve. “I thought that if I could
transfer the entire EMS program from within the wristband across to the code
of the Vimana I might have been able to fool the Event Management
software into thinking the entire craft was me. I then reverse-engineered the
coding within the EMS program to make it appear that I was linking up to
another wristband …and it worked – it brought us home!”
“I never doubted you,’’ added Grandpa who heard Steve’s amazing
explanation after joining his colleagues. “Not for a moment,’’ he grinned as
he shook Steve’s hand vigorously. “Not for one second!”
Shoumur and Pakal appeared from within the Vimana, looking perplexed.
They then struggled to cope with the discomfort Earth’s increased gravity
was inflicting upon them as they descended the steps, and once they had
reached ground level they were surprised at the small stature of the
multitude which had assembled to greet them.
Feverishly trying to cover all aspects of the remarkable developments,
TV cameras zoomed from the crowd to the top of the steps leading into the
Vimana. The area immediately surrounding the access door was in darkness
with the doorway illuminated by light from within the craft.
“Zeus will sort them out,’’ said Steve, looking across at the watching
crowd. “They need to listen to what he’s going to say…’’
Suddenly, the excited crowd became silent. They could see the
silhouetted shape of a tall figure emerging from within the Vimana. Then, as
the figure stepped out it was illuminated by the glare of dozens of media
spotlights. The appearance of the tall, hooded figure of Zeus shocked
everybody in the watching crowd. His aged features, his full length white
robe and his long white hair and beard presented them with a conundrum;
who was this that was standing before them?
Professor Zenden smiled. He looked across at the mass of people who
had gathered and become mesmerised by the powerful presence imparted
by Zeus, who had deliberately stepped forward to a position where he was
sure everybody had a clear view. He then spread out his arms with both
palms facing the crowd …and waited. As he did, a lone voice called out.
“It’s Him!’’
Mouths fell open as many people fell to their knees, whispering in prayer.
Steve saw an opportunity to use the strange period of silence to benefit the
team. “They don’t believe what Professor Zenden has told them!’’ he
shouted. “They’re trying to cover it up!’’
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The demeanour being exhibited by Zeus had become incredibly powerful
to the extent that some in the crowd were too afraid to lift their eyes to look
up at him. He observed these actions for a few moments before lowering his
arms. He then began talking in a loud, clear and authoritative voice:
“I am Zeus of Olympus, leader of the Global Council of Heaven.’’
An audible gasp accompanied this extraordinary revelation and without
exception those watching were left speechless as Zeus continued:
“Humankind. What has become of you? It is your sole
responsibility to tend, nurture and progress humanity yet you, as
guardians of Earth now act in a confused, aimless and angry
manner. You can see the damage you are doing to your planet and
your people, yet you refuse to confront the problems and
implement the actions required to save yourselves...’’
He shook his head slowly, deliberately emphasising the absurdity of his
previous statement.
“It appears to me that you are running from the reality of the grave
situation you have created. It is because of this that you must hear
some unpalatable truths from me; truths which will undoubtedly
hurt.’’
After what Steve had shared with him as they searched for the Vimana
Zeus wasn’t in any mood to hold back. He slowly lifted both hands and
lowered his hood, revealing his face clearly to the throng for the first time.
“The words I am about to share with you will be uncomfortable for
you to accept, because the extent of the problems facing you are
manifold. For the sake of future generations of humanity you must
listen very closely to what I have to say. Only then will you be in a
position to begin to face up to your mistakes …of which there have
been many.’’
The stunned crowd remained silent as Zeus began his introspective
assessment of mankind and its impaired development.
“Incredibly, you allow the continued pollution of the only
environments which can sustain your species. For example, you
fill the oceans with pollutants and plastics. Because of this you risk
losing the microbes which produce half of the oxygen you need to
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survive. Equally intolerable is your lack of willingness to halt the
destruction of another source of your oxygen; your rainforests.
This is an unsustainable series of actions and, if left unchallenged
will certainly result in the termination of your kind.”
Zeus remembered when he’d accompanied the early ambassadors from
Heaven to Earth. He also recalled the work of the Anunnaki and Olympians
as they helped the human civilisation to develop.
“We came to you many thousands of years ago and helped your
people to progress.’’
To Grandpa’s absoloute astonishment, Zeus then provided a dramatic
endorsement of his hypothesis.
“That was long before the catastrophe which almost destroyed
your planet. Together, prior to The Impact and Exit Event a
peaceful co-existence between my people and the people of Earth
was developing successfully. Life was good …and getting better.
That terrible catastrophe took from you most of your population
and wildlife, and almost eliminated those of the Heavenite
civilisation that had helped establish peace on Earth.’’
Zeus stopped for a moment and sighed heavily, and Grandpa knew why.
“This must be hurting him,’’ he whispered to his colleagues.
He was correct; recalling memories of the demise of his own people was
taking its toll on Zeus, who was evidently struggling to compose himself.
“It is with a heavy heart that I find you did not continue to follow the
path we set for you. We provided you with the wisdom gained from
the thousands of years of development of our own civilisation, the
most important of which was our eventual acceptance that
separation, confrontation and war is futile. Following The Impact
and Exit Event you disregarded all the knowledge we passed to
you. Since then you have created artificial boundaries that
separated people from people. Because of this, countless
individuals have fought and died in unnecessary wars. Collectively
this self-destructive attitude must change.’’
Back in the small town of Oroville, Tim’s parents held hands as they sat
and watched in amazement at their son’s involvement in the spectacular
events. Across town a shocked, retired schoolteacher was also watching the
incredible events unfold.
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“That’s what Tim was trying to tell me when he was just a kid!’’ Mr.
Grossman explained to his wife. “He knew all those years ago and I ignored
him...’’ he added, his voice tinged with sadness.
Meanwhile, up in the hills outside Oroville Mrs O’Hara stood in the
kitchen of her home. She too was watching her favourite student as his
achievements were broadcasts around the world and, using her teacloth she
wiped a tear from her cheek. “What an amazing young man,’’ she thought.
From their different locations in Oroville they then watched as Zeus
continued to address the population of Earth.
“You are very close to repeating the most devastating event in the
history of my civilisation; the Great War. Is it your destiny to destroy
yourselves? I believe not. You still have time, but you need new
leadership and a new vision for your civilisation. Fate has once
again brought me here and I do not intend allowing you to follow in
the footsteps of my ancestors.
Momentarily, Zeus looked up at the starry sky before addressing the
crowd once again.
“There is a better way, and that better way is the way of peace.’’
He paused once again before adding:
“Mine is a solemn promise to you, the people of Earth. Follow me,
and an everlasting peace will be yours.’’
Following his latest declaration, the crowd slowly encroached upon the
Vimana. People amongst the throng began looking at each other, nodding
their appreciation of the comments Zeus had made. Then, from within the
crowd another lone voice cried out.
“I’m sure we all agree with you, but why do we continue to fight with each
other? How do we stop? It’s impossible!’’
Initially, the statement was greeted with a muted round of applause but
this quickly intensified as it spread throughout the crowd. Clearly, the
sentiments expressed by the lone individual received total support amongst
those in attendance.
“Be silent, please!’’ pleaded Zeus but the applause was incessant, and
getting louder. In an effort to ensure he could address the crowd once again
he waited a few moments before raising the palms of his hands to an
elevated position and slowly stretched out his arms wide once again. Tilting
his head back he then closed his eyes and stood motionless. The dramatic
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sight of the wise, robed giant in white communicating such demeanour
produced the desired effect almost immediately. The fervour of the crowd
diminished rapidly and the area around the Vimana once again became
silent, with eager watchers anticipating more words of wisdom.
Upon hearing the wave of silence Zeus opened his eyes and slowly
lowered his arms. He then looked towards Steve and waved his hand in his
direction.
“Before arriving here today I spent much time with Steve. We
talked a lot about your civilisation, and I asked him many, many
questions. His answers saddened me to the extent that I realised
that you, the people of Earth have arrived at a perilous situation
and that you are in desperate need of assistance.”
He then broadened his comments to refer to Professor Zenden and the
rest of his colleagues.
“These are good people. You should be immensely proud of them.
Because of the tremendous risks they took they now know the truth
and they have tried passing it on to you, the custodians of Earth…’’
He looked at the group to which he was referring and saw Antonia gently
wiping away tears. He saw too that Steve was now standing behind her,
wrapping his arms around her waist and holding on to her tightly. His gaze
then returned to the crowd.
“…Yet you failed to listen. You ridiculed them in your ignorance!
These amazing people now have the knowledge of my civilisation.
They are aware of our violent history and of the ways in which we
overcame our failings. Together, we can demonstrate to you all
what needs to be done to make it on Earth as it was on Heaven.’’
Suddenly, Zeus altered his message.
“For too long, and at too high a cost many of you have fought and
died in the name of religion. In doing so you not only condemned
generations of your people to uncertainty; you also collectively
visited unnecessary fear, suffering and death on millions of your
own species.’’
He then calmly pointed his finger randomly throughout the awestruck
crowd.
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“This is madness, because you are all correct in your beliefs!’’
Gasps of incredulity once again emitted from within the crowd. People
everywhere glanced around their immediate area to observe what they had
previously missed; to their surprise, amongst them a proliferation of faiths
were present, represented in many ways. Many women in the crowd wore
Hijabs; Christian crosses were worn around the necks of many others; the
chequered Ghutra and Egal covered the heads of many who were present;
the vibrant orange tunics worn by Tibetan monks could be seen in groups
and countless turbans in a variety of colours could be seen everywhere.
Many of those gathered wore white thobes. The predominantly African
crowd was also populated by individuals wearing vibrantly coloured tunics.
It was also clear that many different cultures were represented due to the
presence of a broad variety of skin colours. The gathering before Zeus was
a truly international representation of civilisation Earth, and a spontaneous
tide of applause spread throughout the crowd as they realised the truly
diverse range of faiths and cultures they were standing amongst.
“You see? The truth somehow astonishes you. Instead of fulfilling
your potential you have allowed religion to become one of the most
powerfully divisive forces throughout your world, and it is your
perception of religion to which I now turn.”
His eyes again located Professor Zenden and his team and his smile
broadened before he addressed the crowd once again.
“Following the devastating events that almost destroyed your
planet and separated you from each other, you became misguided
and afraid. You also lost the desire to trust one another. This was
a devastating occurrence because it is this lack of trust which has
become one of the main contributors to the set of circumstances
you are now experiencing.
A manifestation of even greater significance occurred amongst the
survivors. Sadly, they did not maintain the force which powered the
success of the civilisation which existed on Earth before the
cataclysm. This was the same force which sustained the wonderful
quality of life of the people of Heaven before they too suffered a
similar fate.”
At this point many in the crowd looked at each other quizzically, with each
possessing similar thoughts. What force could be powerful enough to create
such a wonderful existence?
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A female voice offered what many had assumed to be the obvious
answer.
‘Love?’ she yelled.
Zeus looked in her direction, but instead of addressing her suggestion he
spoke to the entire population of Earth;
“As important as it is to the success of any civilisation, love was
not the force which provided us with the drive and energy to
succeed. Love couldn’t do this alone. It is evident to me that the
most ruinous outcome of the catastrophe that consumed your
planet was to remove the single most important characteristic from
the minds of a huge proportion of humankind. That attribute is…”
Completely mesmerised by what they were hearing, those present
and those watching around the world were now hanging on every word
Zeus was saying …and he knew it. He was also aware that they were
also aching to learn of what attribute it was that had been stolen from
humankind so long ago.
“And that characteristic is…”
He waited a few seconds longer before revealing the answer, using
one simple word:
“Faith.”
More gasps emitted from the crowd before yet another voice cried
out. “But I have faith!” he shouted as others began nodding in
agreement.
Zeus immediately interrupted him with an unexpected reply.
“That may be the case, and I believe you do, but I must inform you
that your Faith is misplaced.
Also, too many of you have lost Faith and too many of you do not
understand the meaning of it. You have attached Faith to your
religious beliefs when the true meaning of Faith has nothing to do
with religion. This has led to a fundamental misunderstanding of
how, when, why and with whom you must have Faith.”
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Confusion immediately consumed the crowd, and as Zeus provided
clarification the confusion was instantly replaced by astonishment.
“Hear this; it is not your ‘gods’ to whom you should direct your
Faith!”
“If we can’t put our faith in our gods where else can we place it?”
shouted a bewildered voice. “We have nothing else!”
Zeus again remained silent for a moment, allowing words of wisdom
to emerge from within his innermost consciousness.
“Faith is inherent within you; it is within you all and has been for
millennia. Look around you. Do you have Faith in the people
standing next to you? Do they have Faith in you? Do you have
Faith in each other? What about yourself? Do you have Faith in
what you can achieve? Do you have Faith in what others can
achieve? What about the future? Do you have Faith in what
transpires tomorrow, next week, next year, decades from now?
The lack of trust to which I have already referred undermines your
ability to have Faith in each other. If you do not have Faith in
yourself or each other then how can you possibly produce a society
similar to that which existed on Heaven?
Your Faith is misplaced. Change this. Have Faith in each other and
you will discover untold treasures your mind has never
experienced. Peace will emerge throughout the world.
Contentment will be commonplace and the fulfilment of the
potential of your people will be achieved. You will have achieved
the success you are yearning for and will enjoy the benefits this
will bring …forever.
It will then be on Earth as it was on Heaven.
As the development of your civilisation has progressed since my
visit long ago you should, at this point in your maturity be
approaching what we on Heaven learnt as our true destiny.
Humanity should now be embracing what my people eventually
did; the completion of ‘The Optimisation Cycle’. Our entire
existence then prospered from three overriding principles. These
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provided a strong foundation for delivering peace in our times.
These were ‘One People; One Vision; One World’.’’
His eyes located Professor Zenden and his team once again and his
smile broadened before he continued to address the crowd.
“The truth is, in terms of your beliefs all of you are correct. All of
you! Whatever your religion your prophets were real and the
messages they were given contained information intended to help
your civilisation to progress. You all have a god of creation, but
only for this tiny part of the universe. The god of creation which
created us is not alone in the cosmos. There are many, many
more!’’
At this time, to those watching around the world all that was visible
onscreen was the wise, all-knowing face of Zeus. The producers of news
channels around the globe recognised the importance of what was
happening and ensured all cameras were recording the events
appropriately. Just as importantly, many amongst the crowd had become
thoughtful of the most recent comments Zeus had made.
“He just said ‘created us!’’’ commented someone in the crowd.
“He did,’’ replied someone else close by. “He definitely said ‘Us.’’’
“What did he mean by that?’’ responded a third before their questions
were cut short.
“Life,’’ boomed Zeus from his lofty position, “is nothing new. You
think you are alone in the cosmos with your own gods of creation
but you are not. If you follow me, in times ahead you will discover
the beauty which awaits civilisations that successfully complete
The Optimisation Cycle. My people did, but our success was
thwarted by the actions of another civilisation which hadn’t. We’d
learnt of the existence of what you might call our ‘god’, but unlike
the people of Earth we were able to accept the identity of our
creators. For you to embark upon a new way, a peaceful way you
must acknowledge and embrace the belief and the faith that all
religions here on Earth originate from the same source.
Understand this; your ancestry is descended from Heaven. There
is no less surety in what I am presenting to you than the surety of
the existence of the Sun.’’
Zeus once again looked up into the blackness of the night sky and
paused deliberately, seemingly deep in thought. Nobody watching had
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any idea he was thinking of the devastation which had been wrought on
his beloved home planet.
A few seconds later, and despite the heavy loss he was feeling Zeus
began shaking his head. He was suppressing his growing anger at the
wasteful behaviour of the humans. He then delivered a chilling
prediction.
“Accept this as the truth, or the days of humanity on Earth will soon
be over, never to return and The Optimisation Cycle will begin once
again with a new species; a new, and hopefully more deserving
custodian of Earth. It is this, the natural order of life which occurs
throughout the cosmos. Embrace it or perish.’’
“This must bring back some terrible memories of what his people went
through,’’ muttered Steve.
“It’s so unnecessary too,’’ added Antonia, still weeping at the strength
and morality of the comments Zeus was making.
“He’s determined to make them understand,’’ Steve added as he held on
to Antonia. “And he will.’’
Tim was just about to add his agreement when something stirred
amongst the people surrounding the team.
“Peace!’’ shouted the voice of a youngster among the crowd.
“It can be,’’ replied Zeus. “But only if you truly desire it.’’
He then paused for a moments reflection before continuing with a brief,
but profound statement.
“Humanity can be exactly what you believe it can be, and it is now
your duty to have Faith that the future of your world can be as
promising as it should be.’’
“Peace,’’ the youngster repeated, and did so again and again until she
was joined by several people standing in close proximity. This was quickly
followed by further support.
“Peace!’’ the crowd chanted in increasingly large numbers. “Peace,
Peace. We want peace!’’ they chanted over and over again. Even the
astounded dignitaries participated, including the President whose voice
bellowed as loud as any other.
Zeus raised his hands again, and immediately the chant from the crowd
ceased. They were eager for the leadership he was espousing. They
recognised that for so long the people of Earth had relied on leaders who
had been fuelled by self-interest, whether financial or political. Collectively
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they knew that somehow humanity had lost its way and they were looking
for the tall, robed figure on the steps of this strange craft to guide them to a
better future.
Zeus did not disappoint.
He recalled the content of his conversations with Steve about the
development of humanity, and then began educating the people of Earth of
how his people had maintained a peaceful existence for so long.
“Each newborn child of humanity is pure. Each is gifted with the
certainty of knowledge required to fulfil a peaceful existence. Given
the opportunity to fulfil this promise each newborn should then be
set free to interact with others to produce everlasting peace on
Earth, as they did on Heaven.”
As he was speaking one of the watching horde gently lifted his young
child onto his shoulders. He was then joined by others. Soon afterwards the
crowd was interspersed with dozens of youngsters being held aloft.
Observing this, Grandpa placed his hand on Tim’s shoulder.
“This is what he meant when he spoke to you,’’ he whispered. “The future
is yours to make,’’ he added proudly as Tim nodded, smiled and covered
Grandpa’s hand with his own.
Meanwhile, Zeus looked at Steve and smiled before addressing the
crowd once again.
“But humanity has drifted so far from its true path of destiny that
almost as soon as your newborn arrive you begin the process of
corrupting them. It is now a dreadful circumstance that you allow
other, unnatural forces to determine the future of your children.
These forces are contradictory to the innate instinct within each
child. You have subverted their true calling; the calling of peace
and over time this has produced the angry and frustrated peoples
you have become. I know, as each of you do, that you have an
internal yearning to live within a peaceful world. This internal
yearning is all that remains of the gift you possessed as you
entered your world. It is the gift of peace.’’
He raised his arms high and wide once again.
“You all have within you a gift; a spirit of peace and I want you all
to hold this in your mind for a few seconds…’’
Before he continued Zeus randomly selected individuals within the
crowd, focussing his gaze on each individual for a moment.
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“You know this to be true, don’t you?’’
Those who had been the focus of Zeus’ intense gaze nodded. They
understood what he was inferring, and because of the random nature of their
selection the effect of their reaction was incendiary. It was as though some
kind of strategically planned response was occurring. A handclap radiated
from each of them, so isolated that at first their support was almost inaudible
to the majority of the crowd. However, additional handclapping could be
heard coming from their immediate surroundings and this was repeated to
great effect.
Zeus’ chosen ones had delivered as he’d expected.
Although this was a relatively small gesture, Zeus could see that the
acceptance of a peaceful way had begun and he was keen to create a
foundation upon which he could establish further momentum.
“You feed your children violence. You feed them war. You teach
them avarice and leave them free of the natural force of considered
intellectual guidance. You abandon them to what you call market
forces and now you look up at me wondering what can be done to
create peace?’’
Despite his observations it was clear to all that Zeus was growing
increasingly annoyed.
His thoughts once again turned to the information Steve had shared with
him, and how saddened he’d been at the desperate image of humanity Steve
had portrayed.
“I have been informed of an incorrect interpretation of knowledge;
one which has clearly delivered profoundly negative
consequences for humankind. As a consequence of your incorrect
acceptance of the notion of ‘survival of the fittest’, it took a little
over one hundred years for your people to allow this destructive
analogy to permeate all aspects of your lives. It mystifies me why
it is that you have accepted this.’’
Zeus’ eyes narrowed as he looked directly towards the bank of
international TV cameras. In response the producers of the news outlets
instructed their camera operators to zoom in as closely as possible to project
to the global audience the expression on his face.
“Acceptance of that analogy unleashed amongst your species
something you have been gifted with avoiding. Unlike the natural
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predators of your planet you can choose not to destroy others in
the pursuit of survival. This choice has been eroded to the point
that you have encouraged the growth of two immense, unnatural
powers, both of which now threaten your existence. They are so
invasive they now influence everything you do.’’
The cameras of some networks zoomed in even further, adding to the
impact of what Zeus was saying.
“The first has altered the way in which your world should function.
It has taken from you your true destiny and now threatens to
destroy you. It exerts almost total control over who you are, what
you do and even what you think. I have been told you refer to this
power as ‘free enterprise’.
When I learned of how you have allowed this philosophy to affect
your species I was overwhelmed with sadness. This sadness was
intensified when I learnt that you have allowed this power to be
placed in the hands of a just small proportion of humanity. You
have also repeated these erroneous actions throughout your
politics and this has taken humanity even further down the path to
destruction. Once established, you failed to monitor these systems
and left the defective elements of each unchallenged …even as
they increasingly and negatively influenced decisions involving the
very survival of your people.”
Zeus paused before emphasising the importance of his message.
“Listen to my words or succumb to the certainty of my warnings.’’
In an effort to compose himself he once again raised his eyes to the night
sky for a few moments. This enabled the crowd to mentally process what
Zeus had just said. Then, he continued:
“I have also been informed of a second power you have unleashed
without any real consideration of its destructive nature. This is a
relatively recent occurrence but it has the potential to destroy
humankind in a very short period of time.
Your civilisation – especially so the younger members of your
species, are not mature enough to have access to the power you
call the Internet yet here you are, slowly but surely driving humanity
even further toward the precipice.’’
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Zeus suddenly raised his hand and, using his deeply resonating
voice articulated an astonishing change of tone as he angrily roared a
command.
“Stop this madness – now!’’
The crowd was taken completely by surprise at the forceful way in
which Zeus had roared his command. Prior to this they had been
enthralled by the soft, caring nature of his comments and the sudden
emphasis he’d made regarding their past failures worked perfectly.
“Yes!’’ shouted a voice from the crowd. “Let’s stop this!’’ he
repeated.
The rest of the crowd remained silent and Zeus’ next comments
were delivered in his original, soft tone. They also reflected the
confused state of the crowd.
“My friends. You are lost. You must understand this. Over time,
you have created a society which has become driven by the need
to gain money. It is this need within you, not the money, which now
lies at the heart of your problems. My civilisation learnt a long, long
time ago that the pursuit of money leads to selfishness and greed.
It eventually produced imbalanced citizens who believed money
was the answer to the problems experienced by our society.
It was not.
As you are doing today my people did long, long ago and as I stand
before you I think back to what happened. I am ashamed of the
actions of my ancestors at that time. They put a monetary value on
the natural resources of our planet and exploited these resources
until they had been almost completely exhausted. It was a
misguided and unsustainable philosophy which eventually resulted
in a race for absolute control of all money. In time, this race for
financial gain precipitated the Great War which almost destroyed
my civilisation. This produced revulsion of their actions by
subsequent generations of my people who decided to ensure it
would never be allowed to happen again.’’
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Instinctively, people in the crowd nodded. They didn’t need to be told this.
They knew what they were being told was the truth and greater levels of
handclapping ensued.
“So, humankind, I suggest this to you all: Do as my people did;
embrace cooperation and reject isolation. Reject the need for
profit, as profit can only occur at a cost to others. Learn of the true
value of money and how it can be used to create a better, stronger
society. Work together. Enjoy life and the living of it. Open up
opportunities to learn from one another. Love one another. Live as
one. Have Faith. Leave no-one untouched by this philosophy and
propagate peace at every opportunity. At the pinnacle of our
civilisation nobody profited, yet our people used the currency of
money. We all appreciated, respected and valued each other. This
was the time when my people completed The Optimisation Cycle.
We all went about our daily lives supporting each other without any
want or need for profit. We lived in peace and our people were
happy. With Zeus of Olympus leading you, you can achieve a
lasting peace and emulate the joyous and rewarding lifestyle of my
people. Do not doubt my words. If you really want it you can enjoy
everlasting peace on Earth.’’
He looked down as people in the crowd turned to each other with a
questioning look on their faces. Given the current war and strife across their
planet he knew they had no idea how the peace he was espousing could be
achieved, but to their astonishment and in the simplest of ways Zeus
provided the answer.
“Despite many thousands of years of corrupting their true
vocation the message of peace lives on within each newborn
child. Allow them to them lead. They do not see skin colour; they
do not preach hate; they know nothing of borders. They do not
understand, nor do they seek profit. This is the true essence of
humanity; it is the spirit of peace and it lies deep within each and
every one of you, waiting to be set free. Your children play. They
are happy, joyous individuals until you begin to impose your own
version of reality upon their vulnerability. Leave them alone.
Leave them to follow their chosen path; the true path of peace.
Like each of you they also possess a route to peace. Follow
where they lead with vigour and you will be amazed at what
wondrous things await you.’’
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Everybody then watched as Zeus surprisingly shook his head in an
apparent gesture of disdain.
“Each of your newborn possess capabilities beyond your existing
comprehension. You have chosen to suppress these capabilities
and infuse within their psyche nonsensical, shallow and infinitely
inferior information. You are now reaping what you have sown.’’
He once again eyed his chosen ones in the crowd and asked a rhetorical
question.
“How many of you have listened to the words of your children and
acted upon them? How many of these beautiful, pure
representatives of the human race agree war is tolerable?
None!
The purest amongst you have the answer yet you continue to
ignore them!’’
Zeus’ anger was now palpable and he sighed heavily.
“To make matters worse, I’ve been informed that you cannot
understand the meaning of life? If there is one defining aspect
which demonstrates the failings of humanity your failure to
understand the meaning of your existence is it.
My people learnt long, long ago that the growth of an entire
civilisation was reflected in that of a single individual. Each
begins with little knowledge, but good and bad experiences
shape the way in which they develop. Learning well from these
experiences always produces a beneficial outcome. Sometimes
it takes repeated failure before lessons are learnt but in the end
the essence, and the extent of such experiences determines the
fundamental characteristics of the fully developed individual or
civilisation.
We learnt that over time, sustainability could only be achieved by
working through our experiences to produce a healthy, vibrant
and contented civilisation. It was only then that it became
possible for us to complete The Optimisation Cycle.
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Look at the world nature has created around you. It is a world full
of wonderful examples of successful reproduction based upon an
innate understanding of the importance of sustainability; an
understanding that each individual act of sustainability is not
borne out of selfishness, or indeed the survival of the fittest; it
protects and maintains the existence of the whole; the entire
species.
That is the meaning of life, yet it appears that individually and
collectively humanity is doing all it can to eliminate the prospect
of sustainability. This will, by definition eliminate any prospect for
your successful completion of The Optimisation Cycle.
This is how far you have strayed from the path we set for you!’’
Zeus had again become exasperated by the manner in which humanity
had conducted its affairs and it was at that moment he decided to begin the
process of bringing peace to humankind by delivering a stark warning.
“There cannot be an individual amongst you who is not aware of
the impact on your planet of the pollutants you continue to
generate. You have been presented with much evidence of this,
yet still you remain indecisive. You suspect the consequences
may be difficult, but because you cannot clearly identify what
these consequences will be you have failed to address the
problems.
I, Zeus of Olympus stand before you with a solemn warning; this
warning is borne out of the indescribable experience of my
people of what can happen in such circumstances. If you do not
resolve your environmental destruction your civilisation will end
– but not in the manner you have been led to believe. The
warming of your planet will result in an outcome nobody has
predicted.’’
“Nuclear wars?’’ shouted somebody at the front of the crowd.
“The concept of war is never far from your thoughts, is it?’’ stated
a clearly frustrated Zeus. “This is why your people rapidly
descend into confrontation time after time. I repeat my earlier
comment; war is not, and never will be the solution.’’
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Zeus could see the crowd were becoming agitated at the stark nature of
his warning. He realised now was the time to inform them of their fate should
they not pay attention to, and act upon his words. He decided to be blunt:
“The past fate of my people is about to be rewritten on Earth. The
redistribution of water from the melting ice caps on Earth will
cause an imbalance of weight in relation to your planet’s existing
rotational equilibrium. Earth will be removed from its current,
stable axis and possibly begin to alter its orbital plane. If this
transpires, all life on Earth will cease in a very short period of
time.’’
Grandpa raised his eyebrows at the unexpected direction of Zeus’
comments. “This is exactly what I didn’t want to tell Tim,’’ he thought sadly.
Zeus continued with the bad news.
“Those who evacuated to Earth from my home planet left behind
many millions of good, honest people all of whom died as my
civilisation was destroyed because of the irresponsible actions of
others. Unless you choose to change your ways your civilisation
is destined to suffer a similar fate.’’
Zeus then looked to the skies, raised his arms and spread them wide in
apparent reverence to his ancestors. He stared up for a short while before
closing his eyes and, with his head still tilted upward began reciting a
hauntingly familiar mantra:
“My fathers, once on Heaven; sacred is your name.
Our people came, and our ways were done on Earth as they were
on Heaven.’’
“It’s the Lord’s Prayer!’’ exclaimed someone out loud and, having learnt
of the fate of Zeus’ civilisation many of the onlookers instinctively raised their
hands to the skies. As they did, Zeus continued:
“We gave them ways to make their foods.
We forgave them their trespasses and taught them to forgive
those who trespassed against them.
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We led them not into temptation but delivered them from the evil
ways of the Nephilim.
The power and the glory of all of you who were sacrificed on
Heaven will be remembered by your descendants here on Earth,
forever and ever.
Amen.’’
The crowd was stunned into silence by the content of his latest
statement.
“That was the Lord’s prayer, wasn’t it?’’ whispered someone close to
Professor Zenden.
“It would appear so,’’ replied the professor.
Before Zeus could once again begin to speak he heard a familiar voice
shout out. This time the voice belonged to Tim.
“What’s that noise?’’ he asked, looking into the darkness of the desert
behind the Vimana.
“It sounds like vehicles of some sort?’’ suggested Antonia.
The humming became louder as a faint glow silhouetted the top of the
sandhills. Suddenly, the glow intensified as the headlights of dozens of
military vehicles burst over the tops of the dunes and headed down toward
the spacecraft.
“I was expecting this,’’ warned Zeus.
“What do they want?’’ asked Steve, standing in front of Antonia
protectively.
The crowd were forced to retreat as the fleet of menacing vehicles roared
down and surrounded the Vimana. The first vehicle to arrive was an opentopped jeep. Standing behind the windscreen were the two black suited men
who had earlier threatened the team. As their vehicle slowed to a stop they
jumped out and one of them directed the largest of the vehicles to a position
directly in front of the steps leading up and into the spacecraft. Elsewhere,
the crowd were forced to separate as two other vehicles roared toward Pakal
and Shoumur with similar intent.
At the entrance to the Vimana, Zeus remained defiant as four uniformed
guards rushed up the steps to confront him. Reaching up they grasped both
of his arms and began dragging him unceremoniously down the steps
toward the vehicle which was now waiting with both rear doors open.
Similar actions were taken to confine Shoumur and Pakal and the effects
of Earth’s stronger gravity had made all three lethargic, clumsy and
awkward. Because of this none of the gentle giants could put up any
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meaningful resistance to the forceful way in which they were being detained,
but as his attackers pulled him down the steps Zeus summoned strength
from somewhere and, fearing the worst was about to happen he shouted to
the stunned crowd:
“Forgive them! They don’t know what they’re doing! You must
always follow the path of peace – all of you!’’
Within seconds he’d been bustled into the waiting vehicle and the doors
slammed shut behind him.
“W-w-what’s h-happening?’’ stuttered Tim, suddenly afraid.
Professor Zenden seized the moment and raced to the top of the steps.
Once there he turned to address the crowd.
“They’re taking Him!’’ he shouted, completely shedding his scientific
beliefs. He pointed to the vehicle containing Zeus. “Remember thousands of
years ago when we let them do the same? Are you going to let that happen
again or do you really want the peace he says we can achieve?’’
“YES!’’ came a loud roar of approval and the crowd roared into action. A
young woman threw herself onto the ground in front of the vehicle
imprisoning Zeus.
“Not again!’’ she shouted. “We’re not going to lose Him!’’
Suddenly, the crowd surged forward and encircled the vehicle, chanting.
The two dark suited agents were now surrounded and hopelessly
outnumbered.
“We choose peace!’’ the crowd yelled over and over again, coordinating
their voices perfectly. “We choose peace! We choose peace!’’
The guards surrounding the Vimana hadn’t anticipated such a
spontaneous response and were unsure what to do. Seizing upon the
confusion Professor Zenden gestured the crowd to turn their attention in their
direction.
“Now you have a choice!’’ he shouted, his comments aimed specifically
at the armed guards surrounding the vehicle in which Zeus was
incarcerated, and even more precisely at the two agents. “Are you going to
listen to the people or are you going to repeat the mistakes of the past?’’
The guards looked at each other, but not for long. They realised it would
have been unthinkable in front of the worlds TV cameras to do anything other
than lay down their weapons. As they did a huge cheer washed over the
entire area and the crowd moved closer and lifted aloft the military personnel
in gratification of their decision to lay down their weapons.
“Set Zeus free!’’ demanded Professor Zenden from the top of the steps.
“And clear a path for him to return up here!’’
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Within seconds another roar erupted from the crowd as they saw Zeus
reappear from the vehicle. He lifted his hand into the air and waved as he
slowly made his way up to join Professor Zenden once more.
As he did many more youngsters were lifted onto the shoulders of proud
parents.
The group surrounding the two manipulative agents then forced the
startled pair into the rear of the truck from which Zeus had just emerged
…and swiftly locked them in. Meanwhile, Shoumur and Pakal also
reappeared from their temporary prisons, waving to the crowd as they did.
When Zeus reached the top of the stairway he placed his palms together
in front of his face, looked down at the professor and bowed his head.
“Thank you, Simon,’’ he said, gratefully. “You have just altered the course
of history on Earth.’’
Professor Zenden was amazed to have been told he’d done something
so dramatic.
“I think it’ll be you who changes the future of our civilisation,’’ he replied,
smiling up at Zeus who once again stood tall and turned to face the crowd.
“At last. Humankind has made the decision to walk the path of
peace. I call on all of you, whether you have a religion or not, to
join me as we begin to work as one people to build a world of
peace.’’
Altering his focus of attention, he then pointed directly at those who had
unsuccessfully tried to imprison him. Unfamiliar feelings consumed him and
his face contorted in anger as he jabbed his finger at the vehicle containing
his failed oppressors.
“Once again you almost chose to go the way of these selfish,
uncaring people. They were leading you toward further division
…and to war!’’
Another roar of approval washed over the crowd as the TV cameras
switched their attention between the truck incarcerating the two agents, the
roaring crowd and the imposing figure of Zeus.
“From this day forth the peoples of Earth will work together to
create a brighter, safer tomorrow. We will recognise that all who
have a religion are entitled to do so because of their belief in their
individual perception of their creator; their god. I proclaim that this
will occur on the explicit understanding that all beliefs are based
on the truth I have revealed to you; that all religions are born of the
same beginning. As a consequence, we will all understand,
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recognise and respect an additional important truth; that none of
us are superior to any other.’’
As he continued his address Zeus looked at Professor Zenden and his
team once again.
“All is not lost, and to show you how much you are capable of
you have amongst you someone who has already shown the
purity of thought that, if listened to may buy you enough time to
reduce the impact of the global warming you have created.’’
People looked at each other, wondering who it was that had such
invention. They were joined by Antonia, Steve, Grandpa and Tim who were
equally bemused by the sudden injection of positivity by Zeus.
“It is the kind of opportunity which reflects the mindset of one of
your best representatives.’’
Suddenly, Zeus once again raised his hand in the direction of Professor
Zenden’s team and reduced one of them to a shaking wreck.
“His name is Steve. During conversations we have had he
described to me a way in which the effects of rising sea levels on
the coastal towns and cities across Earth can be offset by
simultaneously reclaiming land which is otherwise devoid of lifesustaining potential. His suggestion is typical of the mindset you
must all adopt if you are going to survive.’’
He then addressed Steve directly.
“Would you like to come up and share your idea, Steve?’’
The shock of his idea being presented to the population of Earth was
overwhelming and Steve instantly grasped hold of Antonia. He was
shaking and it was clear to her that he wasn’t in any shape to join Zeus.
“He’d rather you explained it,’’ she replied on his behalf, laughing as
she did. “He’s too nervous!’’
Zeus smiled and turned to face the cameras again.
“The tides are rising. They will do so increasingly until you solve
the problem of global warming. However, if you listen carefully to
my proclamations and act upon them you have an opportunity to
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push back the time when sea levels prohibit the use of your
coastal towns and cities and avoid the ensuing chaos to mankind.
To do this you must be prepared to change the way you approach
the future. You must incorporate the ‘One People; One Vision;
One World’ solution of my civilisation into your lives. Doing
anything less will lead you along the path to extinction.’’
Steve’s colleagues look at him, astounded.
“What on Earth did you say to him?’’ laughed Professor Zenden.
“It must have been good!’’ joked Grandpa.
Embarrassed beyond belief Steve sheepishly looked at the ground,
kicked away some sand and held on tight to Antonia as Zeus began to reveal
the content of his amazing vision.
“The rising of the seas is not your only problem. Global warming
is forcing more and more of your people away from the worst
affected regions toward lands offering greater potential for
survival, but these lands are already overpopulated and in time
these too will become incapable of supporting life. Additional
movement of both populations will then occur, further intensifying
the problem.’’
He looked within the crowd again for his chosen group of individuals.
“You know this too, don’t you?’’
Again, they nodded and were joined by people in their immediate
surroundings.
“There is a promise of a solution to these problems,’’ continued
Zeus. “It involves the reclamation of lands which are almost
completely barren of life. Steve informs me that the name of the
region at the centre of his idea is the Dead Sea Depression. He
has also informed me that it is a large area of land almost one
hundred and fifty feet below the current sea level. There are other
lands on Earth which are below sea level and these offer similar
opportunities for your people to decelerate the rise of the oceans.
Steve suggested to me that if humanity joined as one it would be
possible to construct a channel to divert seawater from the
Mediterranean Sea into the Dead Sea Depression, whilst
incorporating a series of hydroelectric dams to generate
electricity and control the flow of water into the new inland sea.
Steve didn’t need to say much more. It is a simple idea that could
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help limit sea levels globally and introduce much-needed
opportunities into the region. He added that such a solution would
offer irrigation opportunities to vast areas surrounding the new
inland sea and offer new opportunities for agriculture, thereby
enabling displaced populations to return to their homelands and
to prosper once again.’’
He then surprised the multitude.
“Raise your hands if you too believe you have better, more
peaceful ways of progressing humanity.’’
After a short while a solitary hand was raised slowly. “I believe I know of
a better way for humanity to do politics,’’ stated the individual who had raised
his hand. “But it could only happen if we embrace the One People; One
Vision; One World philosophy you talk about.’’
“Thank you. Join me to make your idea a reality,’’ encouraged
Zeus. “Join me now.’’
Another hand appeared, followed by another. Soon there were dozens of
hands raised in the air.
“I believe I know of a better, fairer way to deliver economics without the
need for profit, as you have suggested,’’ shouted a woman from the rear of
the crowd.
“I can help you make it happen,’’ replied Zeus. “This was how my
civilisation functioned and eventually provided the route for us to
complete The Optimisation Cycle.’’
“And I know how to generate water in deserts using the power of the
Sun,’’ added another voice.
“I do not doubt any of you,’’ replied Zeus. “And from what I have
been told none of you have been given the opportunity to pursue
these solutions?’’
Nobody responded to his question which confirmed the accuracy of his
last statement.
“Do you not realise what you have allowed to happen? Can you
not see that the social, political and economic systems you have
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created could, and should have evolved into something which
serves your people better?
Once these systems had originally become established you
didn’t look to improve them. Even worse you allowed them to
stifle the development of your species.
If so many of you here believe you have ideas that can contribute
towards a peaceful future for humanity, how many more like you
exist out there beyond the cameras? If you decide to create the
inland sea that Steve has suggested, and if you can create a
better, fairer way of dispensing the politics and economics our
friends over there are proposing, and if you really can create
water in the desert using the power of the Sun what else can you
achieve?’’
He once again focussed his attention on the crowd standing before him.
“Think about what is happening. Think about who you are, and
the potential of what can be. If global warming cannot be
prevented soon enough why not adapt and benefit from it?
Create more depressions in the deserts. Create more inland
seas. Create whole new regions in these areas upon which
agriculture can take place and your peoples will once again
flourish in a land of plenty!’’
Professor Zenden smiled and turned to Grandpa. “Look,’’ he
whispered as he pointed toward the bottom of the steps leading up to
the Vimana, where dozens of children could be seen being held aloft
waiting for Zeus to descend.
Smiling down at the way in which parents were balancing their
children on their shoulders, Zeus once again spread his arms and
opened the palms of his hands towards the crowd …and the multitudes
watching around the world.
“There are tremendous prospects for your people to turn global
warming into an opportunity for humanity.
Think of this; If, after creating all of this new, fertile agricultural
land you find a way to combat global warming, humanity will be
left occupying a world with several new inland seas.’’
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Before he could continue a ripple of applause began amongst the
crowd.
“…And access to greater levels of food,’’ he added.
Additional people joined with their applause.
“…A natural source of electricity through the many hydro-electric
dams you will have constructed.’’
“Yes!’’ Shouted someone in the crowd as the applause grew
stronger. “Let’s do it!’’
“…And from what we’ve heard today better, fairer political and
economic systems.’’
The applause was now incessant as passionate enthusiasm
amongst the crowd had reached a new level.
Zeus rode the tide.
“Do you want to give your new ideas a chance? Do you want to
change your world for the better? Are you up to the challenge?’’
He almost demanded a crescendo from his audience.
“Are you ready for change? Do you want to begin making that
change?’’ he asked, his voiced booming above the noise from
the crowd.
The response was instantaneous and prolonged.
“Yes!’’ shouted the crowd over and over again, and this time Zeus did
nothing to quell the outpouring of excitement.
After several minutes of chanting the crowd eventually quietened.
But surprisingly, Zeus then offered a word of caution.
“Follow me along the path of peace and your voice will be heard.
Your ideas will be given every support they need to become a
reality.
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You can help me to build a brighter future for yourselves, your
children and your children’s children. The enthusiasm you have
shown here is not only welcome it is exactly what is needed, but
I have to warn you that Steve’s pessimism is also well placed.
Unless the rest of humanity adopts the One People; One Vision;
One World status of my own people the benefits I have explained
will not materialise and you will have succeeded in doing nothing
but speeding up the demise of your species.
He once again asked the question.
“Will you rise to the challenge or will you continue to ignore the
problems which will undoubtedly destroy you?’’
This time a lone voice led the crowd. “We want change!’’ he shouted
repeatedly and was quickly joined by the entire crowd. “We want change!’’
they roared over and over again.
Zeus raised his arms to silence them, and moments later began to speak.
“We are one.
At the heart of each religion lies the same story; a story which will
now be told from the basis of accurate information, thus
eliminating the misinformation and misunderstandings which
have led to past conflicts across your planet.
It is with tremendous pride that I now lead humanity forward into
a new, peaceful future.’’
He then stretched out his arms once again and turned his palms toward
the crowd.
“I invite you to join me to create One People; One Vision; One
World.’’
Jubilation again spread like wildfire throughout the crowd as yet another
spontaneous action took place. People in the crowd raised their hands to
the skies and followed the lead of Professor Zenden, who looked to the skies
and repeated the earlier chant of Zeus, but within the context of a grateful
civilisation on Earth:
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“Our fathers, once on Heaven, sacred is your name.
Your people came and your ways were done on Earth as they were
on Heaven.
You gave us ways to make our foods.
You forgave us our trespasses and taught us to forgive those who
trespassed against us.
You led us not into temptation but delivered us from the evil ways of
the Nephilim.
The power and the glory of Heaven will be remembered here on
Earth, forever and ever.
Amen.’’
Zeus interrupted the melancholic silence amongst the crowd which
followed the heartfelt incantation.
“Simon?’’ he suggested, gesturing Professor Zenden down the
steps and away from the Vimana.
Zeus’ gaze followed as the professor descended from the smouldering
craft for the final time, and after ensuring he had joined Antonia, Steve, Tim
and Grandpa, Zeus stepped forward and approached the top of the steps.
Once there he purposely positioned himself between the cameras and the
darkness of the desert behind. He then raised his eyes towards the media
that had transmitted his dramatic arrival to the entire world and, aware that
he was now on every TV screen, every computer and every mobile device
across Earth he sought to ensure his next statement was received as he
intended.
To those watching around the world the nature of his presence being
framed by a background of complete darkness was breathtaking. The glare
of so many spotlights on the huge, godlike figure dressed in white had
demanded their attention. Mindful of this Zeus stretched out his arms wide
for the final time and with the palms of his hands facing the world he
prepared to offer humankind hope, direction and purpose within one short,
simple request. Before doing so he reached inside his robe and took out the
medallion from around his neck and held it aloft.
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“This, my friends is the Golden Symbol of Peace,’’ he proclaimed.
“It is the symbol of our commitment to maintaining peace on
Heaven. I have worn it with pride, as did my predecessors as
they delivered permanent peace to our people. Our tenure as
Leaders of The Global Council of Heaven was a gift; it was a
supreme honour for those who were entrusted with such
responsibility.
I now bring the gift of peace to you, the people of Earth.’’
Zeus then descended the steps and lowered his hands to touch the
fingertips of the children who, as they sat on the shoulders of their parents
were reaching up to greet him. He smiled his delight, looked directly at the
host of cameras and with one short statement invited the people of Earth to
join him as he set forth to deliver the peace he had so fervently promised.
“Come,’’ he beckoned wisely. “Let us begin.’’
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